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PREFACE.

Defence of pure gospel truth, though not consistent with

latitudinarianism, is yet entirely compatible with true liber-

alit}' of feeling and Christian charit}'. The maintenance, too,

of sound Christian doctrine, is more intimatel}^ connected with

the conduct of a holy life, than is by many, in these days, duly

appreciated. Xot that a holy life and divine acceptance may
not be attained, with nevertheless an ignorance, more or less,

of facts on which sound doctrine is declared, or with an im-

perfect view of some of the great truths of the gospel through

defects of education, or the influence of partial associations.

Far otherwise. The grace of God is offered to all without

respect of persons, to "every kindred, tongue, and nation,"

learned or ignorant as to this world's wisdom. Yet few will

deny that even "the man of God" maybe assisted in his

path toward- perfection of obedience, and be more " thoroughly

furnished unto all good works," while holding fast to the

very truths of the gospel, to the very "form of sound words,"

as recorded for our "instruction in righteousness" b}- the

holy men of old who wrote as they were moved of the Holy
Ghost. And it is believed to be a truth be3'ond gainsaj'ing,

that the nearer am^ man lives to the Source of all purity and

holiness, the further will he be from any willingness to deny,

or to oppose, or even to disparage the great and all-important

truths or doctrines of the Christian religion, respecting mat-

ters connected with the salvation of the soul. And on the

other hand, the further men depart from this " form of sound

words," after having once known the way of truth, the more

(with few exceptions, if anj-) will laxity of life and coldness of

spirit, if not rebellion against the grace of God, characterize
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their walk ; unless indeed they are canght in the opposite and

by no means uncommon snare of inordinate activity, in the

will and imagination of the unregenerate man, and are thus

led by their soul's enemy into many things tending to satisfy

uncrucified self, but not called for by the Lord of their best

life, and calculated to land them among the painted imita-

tions of religion, of which there is such plenty in and about

Babylon.

This view will briefly explain the deeply settled conviction

of the writer, held in unison with many others, that those

who, through the mercy of the Most High, have been enabled

to take hold of the fundamental truths of the gospel, and to

see and feel their beauty and excellency, are no more at liberty

to deny them, to part with them, or even to appear to sanc-

tion the substitution of anything else for them, than would

be the holders of any the most important of earthly trusts, to

betray that trust and permit all manner of inroads upon it.

ISTaj', indeed, far more, if possible, are they bound to faithful-

ness herein, inasmuch as heavenly values so far transcend

those of a material nature.

Thus it has come to pass, that in the convulsions which

have assailed the Society of Friends during the present cen-

tur}^, they who have remained bound to the law and the tes-

timony through all, faithful to the trust committed to their

keeping, have felt no liberty whatever, to compromise with or

connive at departures from the truth of their profession ; but

could do no other than oppose all innovations upon the fun-

damental principles of the compact. And in doing so, they

cannot justly be charged with intolerance or illiberality, inas-

much as they were endeavoring to defend no less a treasure

than the purity of the precious faith of the gospel.

The nature of these convulsions in the Society of Friends

has been very imperfectly understood by the community at

large, and even by great numbers of the members of the So-

ciety itself ; otherwise the devastation produced by them

would have been small indeed, compared with the actual re-

sults. As years have rolled on, and many of those concerned

in them have passed away from earthly scenes, the imperfect
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acquaintance with their nature seems to have increased, rather

than diminished ; and the momentous events which charac-

terized their development are passing into oblivion, while the

results are as potent as ever in changing the character of the

Christian standard always previously held up to the world as

that of the Societ}- of Friends.

In a frequent consideration of this, and of the fact that

most of those who were familiar with the circumstances char-

acterizing the two principal and opposite defections of this

centur}- among our people have already passed away, and the

rest are rapidly going, so that a generation is even now on

the scene of action, which has known nothing personally of

the rise and earl}^ progress of those schisms, it has appeared to

the writer, for some years past, that a religious duty rested

upon him, to prepare to leave behind him, for the information

of successors, a succinct, and, so far as he might be enabled, a

truthful account of these eventful and sorrowful times. Know-
ing the darkness of the picture, he shrunk for a while from

the undertaking. But the weight of the duty continuing to

press upon him, he has done what he could, and the result is

in the ensuing volumes.

Some may be inclined to ask, Cui bono? who or what can

be benefited by thus exposing to the world the weaknesses and

sore afflictions of the highly favored Society of Friends ? Is

it not uncalled for, unwise, and injurious to the great cause

of Christian truth ? ^Vh}' recall the bitterness of polemical

disputes now settled, as some might say, b}' separation of the

parties? AVI13- stir up once more the slumbering embers,

years after the blaze has gone down '? This is an important

question, and claims a candid consideration. The writer

would, he trusts, be among the last of men 'needlessly to expa-

tiate on the faults of those who have been eminent as preachers

of righteousness or examples to the flock of Christ. Yet there

must be a limit to such forbearance, or error may be insinuat-

ed and eventually stalk abroad under the garb of truth, un-

checked by those who perceive its falseness. When radical

errors are imbibed, and sanctioned or promoted by such emi-

nent individuals, their example and influence for evil may
VOL. I — 1*
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become tenfold more potent than heave been their previous

precepts for good ; tiie multitude not perceiving their change,

and the course of error being a downward track, eas}" to the

flesh, and run with accelerative force. Thus, through want
of the never ceasing w^atch, a whole people may be turned

aside from the straight and narrow way before they are aware

of it, and the character of their influence in the world for the

promotion of holiness entirely changed : while yet they con-

tinue to retain the name, and are looked upon superficially as

the same people. But the mere reputation of a Society should

never be put in competition for a moment with the mainte-

nance of the pure princijDles of the gospel.

It becomes, therefore, a necessity for those who know the

value of the primitive truth, and understand the nature of

the aberrations from it, if they would still have it distmguish-

ed from the falsifications which have taken its place, if they

would still desire to maintain it unsullied, and see it held up

before their fellow-men as the pure and unchangeable truth

of Christ, if they would not have their profession falsified,

and its name assumed before the world by those to whom it

does not belong, it becomes a necessary duty to endeavor to

prevent their fellow-members and the world at large from

being deluded by incorrect statements and false pretensions.

Indeed, their fellow-members and the professing Christian

world have a right to require this of the still faithful ones, as

professing to be set for the defence of the gospel. And this can-

not be done without bringing to light the real facts of the case,

and the essential nature and Avorking of the schism. But if it

is fiiithfully done, will it not tend to clear the way for those who
remain steadfast, still to hold up and cling to the true stand-

ard ? Will it not plainly point out to sincere and honest in-

quirers, who are often greatly puzzled to know the difterence

between a true and a false profession, marks whereby they

may perceive where tlie truth lies, and where error has taken

its place ? And is not this of far more essential importance

than any supposed injury to be done, by exposure of personal

lapses^or corporate weaknesses ? Does it not indeed tend most

convincingly to impress the salutary lesson, that neither in-
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dividuals nor the church can be safe from the snares of the

devil, any longer than they continue firmly to abide by the

primitive truth into which the Lord has led them, and watch
with unremitting vigilance against all attempts to turn them
aside ?

Was not this the chief aim of Hippolytus (who suffered

martj-rdom about the year 238), in writing his history of "all

the heresies which had, up to his time, troubled the church ?*

An account was given in this book, more or less minute, of

no less than thirty-two departures from pure doctrine in those

early ages, with the names of the parties mainly implicated
;

and the author even spared not to expose the corrupt conduct

and views of the bishop of Rome. He was not deterred by

the consideration, how unpopular such a development would

be among the advocates of innovation. He wrote this re-

markable work, doubtless, not for the sake of merely describ-

ing the heresies which had arisen among them from the be-

ginning of the Christian era, which of itself alone would have

been a barren topic ; but as a warning to succeeding ages, and

to elucidate the difference between sound doctrine and prac-

tice and unsound, so that the fundamental truths of the gospel

might continue to be maintained.

The course of public events in the histor}' of the world, has

shown a very frequent, if not a continual conflict between

right and wrong, often illusory and bewildering to those

whose knowledge of them is defective. It is therefore emi-

nently the duty of those who undertake to write history, in

ever so humble a line, to endeavor, by all means within their

reach, to present not merely the naked facts as they occurred,

but this in such a manner of elucidation of their bearing and
character, as to lead the reader to an appreciation of the right

and a disapproval of the wrong. Truthfulness must be the

never ceasing aim. And so far as the writer of history keeps

simply to this straightforward course, he cannot be properly

charged with undue partiality in evincing his own predilections

for what is right. The historian of the Reformation is not

* See Bunsen's account of " Hippolytus and his Age."
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chargeable with improper onesidedness, in fully displaying the

errors of the church of Rome, and the greater truthfulness of

the main positions of its opponents (even though the latter

may have made mistakes or false steps), so long as he keeps

to truth in his narration of the events and circumstances, and

in the tone of sentiment promoted, not shrinking from a due

acknowledgment where errors have marred the work of re-

form. He would be culpably negligent of his duty, were he,

through a pusillanimous desire for the meed of impartiality,

to leave matters so evenly balanced, as to bring his readers

into difficulty to ascertain which of the two great parties in

that conflict was in or for the right, and which was for the

wrong.

The writer has had, and still has dear and valued friends

among both of the great classes which are chiefly brought into

view in the ensuing work ; and he would exceedingly regret

that their personal feelings should in any wise be hurt by the

manner in which he has found it necessary to treat of the

actions of prominent individuals, or of the respective parties,

under the conviction, that if he undertook the task at all, it

was his duty to endeavor to give a plain unvarnished account

of these momentous times. The task has been a sad one,

partly in the consciousness that the truth thus plainly told

could scarcely fail of seeming harsh to the feelings or reminis-

cences of some such valued friends, and to have, in their view,

the appearance of needless if not incorrect charges against

some whom they have esteemed, and whose course they have

not looked upon in the same light. It has however been his

endeavor to avoid all unfavorable personal allusions, unless

where it seemed really needful for the elucidation of histori-

cal, or still more of religious truth. In such cases, he has

felt that personal considerations, either of others or his own,

must give way to that great and all-important object. Yet

he trusts that no feeling has possessed his heart in penning the

narrative of the successive events, like bitterness or personal

hostility against any one, whose public course nevertheless he

has felt called upon to censure, or to represent as productive

or promotive of what was wrong. lie believes that he has in
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no case allowed himself a latitude iu this respect, which he

would not be willing should be applied to himself, should

similar sorrowful occurrences render it necessary for the de-

fence of the gospel. To their own Master these have had to

stand or fall. It is not for us to presume to draw aside the

veil which covers the mercy-seat of inscrutable Wisdom and

unbounded Goodness. But their actions in the church were

and are public property, and of essential public interest, inas-

much as they were of more or less powerful public influence

for good or for evil, and, so fiir as that influence existed, are

an unavoidable element in the history of our times. Exam-
ples in Holy Scripture abundantly show that the public errors

of influentiall}' eminent men are to be recorded as warnings

to the church in after ages, while their virtues are transmitted

as animating examples.

An apology is perhaps here due to the feelings of some, for

the frequent use of the terminals isms and ites; which may
grate offensively on the ear, but which, as Avell as the word
'party ^ the reader may be assured, are not used in any oppro-

brious sense, or as a matter of inclination, but simply from

necessity, for the purpose of perspicuity ; there appearing no
other mode of clearly designating classes so continually

brought into view, without inconvenient repetition, or so fre-

quent a circumlocution as would prove a serious impediment

to the interest and instructiveness of the narration. There is

no instance in which such epithets are used with an offensive

intent, nor perhaps any in which the writer would not have

been glad to avail himself of other expressions equally clear,

concise, and generally understood. This should be borne in

mind in the perusal of the whole work.

The writer has not felt at liberty to mince the truth, or, so

far as he knew it, in anj- way to evade the responsibility of

giving a clear and honest description of the real facts, in every

case under view. His own predilections, no doubt, will appear

to the reader ; but this, again, believing them to be founded
on the truths of the gospel, and of important bearing on the

faithful discharge of the duty thus undertaken, he has not
felt any freedom to avoid. Yet he trusts that these feelings
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have not been allowed to lead him to suppress any statement

needful to a just view of events, or to overstate in any degree,

the failings of individuals, or dwell upon them beyond what
was warranted or required by a pure regard for the necessity

of presenting clearly the causes and essential circumstances of

the successive inroads of schism

.

Some apology may also be due to the reader, for the occa-

sional introduction of the author's personal knowledge of cer-

tain occurrences ; which he fears may appear like egotism

;

but which has arisen from a sense of the necessity of verifying

or elucidating, as far as practicable, what was to be brought

into view, characterizing the course of events.

The first volume will carry the history to about the year

1840.
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THE

SOCIETY OF FRIENDS
IN

THE NINETEENTH CENTURY.

CHAPTER I.

PEELIMIXARY REMARKS 02^ THE STATE OF THE SO-

CIETY ABOUT THE END OF THE EIGHTEENTH
CENTURY.

The Society of Friends (commonly called Quakers)

has been assailed, during the present century, in a mar-

vellous and unexampled manner, by a series of convul-

sions arising not from without but from within ; from

defections of its own members from its fundamental

principles. It is the aim of the following pages to trace

the working of these convulsions, and to endeavor to

show the difference between true Quakerism (so called)

and false pretensions.

The beginning of the nineteenth century found the

Society, as a whole, a living and influential body, though

in many of its parts, and in some of its general features,

in a languid condition. A large proportion of its mem-
bers were still sincerely attached to its original and char-

VOL. I.—

2
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acteristic principles and discipline ; and not a few, both

in Great Britain and in America, were earnestly con-

cerned to live in accordance therewith, under the guid-

ance and help of Him wdio promised to be with His

own to the end of the world, and to lead and guide them

by His Spirit into all truth. And it is believed that at

this time such a thing was entirely unknown in the

Society, as the sanctioning, by any meeting, greater or

smaller, of an open departure from its ancient faith and

doctrine.

Nevertheless, in many places—perhaps to some extent

in all its quarters—the spirit of the world, and the fas-

cinations of affluence and ease, had made successful in-

roads ; and the love of many for its self-denying life

had grown cold, and had given place, especially in

America, to great apathy and unconcern as to a religious

life and conversation ; and in England to a weariness

wdth the restrictions attendant on a real conformity with

the principles and discipline of their profession ; an un-

willingness to wait on the Lord in all humility for the

fresh manifestations of his will to them individually

;

and a disposition on the contrary to indulge, along w^ith

the world, in many things by it considered lawful, but

which were certainly not expedient for the promotion

of a self-denying life. There was, however, as yet, no

general and obvious intention manifested, to discard or

modify the primitive doctrines of the Society, except

perhaps that the great doctrine of perfect freedom from

sin was being gradually ignored or lost sight of There

had been some local and limited departures from sound

doctrine, but these had not been of such magnitude as

to unsettle the whole Society ; and indeed were of a
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Dature not likely to attract any great number of ad-

herents.

It may be well, here, to revert briefly to the solid,

substantial character of the religion of our early Friends

— of those who were instrumental in establishing the

Society as a distinct people, and also of those who
came after them, to sustain it in the same faith. When
it pleased the most High to raise up, by means of our

forefathers, a people to stand as a visible gathered

church, professedly and practically on the foundation

of His pure and unchangeable truth— even primitive

Christianity unmixed with human contrivances— it was

in great abasedness of self that they went forth, and

with a constant reliance on the putting forth and going

before, of Him who had called them into his especial

service. They had passed through many and deep trials

in their heavenward journey, and bought the truth at a

price; having, according to their respective measures,

known what it was to be crucified with Christ, spirit-

ually, buried with Him by baptism unto death, and

raised again, by his mighty power and love, into new-

ness of life, and communion with Him and his church

militant.

They had fairly weighed the.value of this world in

the balance of the sanctuary, and found it lighter than

vanity. And having left all for the sake of peace with

God, and put on strength, in his name, and in his power,

not their own,' to run all the ways of his requiring, they

were not to be prevailed upon, by the fascinations of

worldly ease, or the tlireatenings and actual sufferings

inflicted by the enemies of truth, to forsake the cross-

bearing principles of primitive Christianity which they
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felt themselves divinely called to profess before the

world, and to exemplify by a holy life and conversation

;

nor to barter them away by any cowardly connivance

with measures calculated, although in a covert and

hardly perceptible manner, to undermine their precious

faith, or destroy the vitality of their testimony for the

truth and against error. Indeed they were exceedingly

alive to, and jealous of anything which tended in the

smallest degree in that direction ; and were constantly

on the alert to sound an alarm of such dangers, and to

expose all such attempts ; so that neither the flock should

receive injury, nor the cause of truth be subjected to

reproach, by any supineness on their part. Witness the

vast multitude and variety of their controversial writ-

ings, published during the first half century of the exist-

ence of the Society, to repel attacks or insinuations of

the enemies of truth from abroad, or of no less hostile

apostates from their own ranks.

Their successors, in the eighteenth century, came into

possession of a comparatively quiet and peaceable inher-

itance— an inheritance not gained through their own

sufferings— for the Society had outlived the rancor-

ous hostility by which at first it had been hoped to sup-

press it ; and there were now comparatively few calls

upon the zeal of its members, either to endure suffering

for their testimony to the truth, or to come forward in

its defence against gainsayers through the press. Never-

theless, the comparatively few instances which did occur

(during this period) in which opponents came against

the Society, or false brethren arose to promote disorders

within it, were promptly met, and measures faithfully

taken to answer the injurious allegations of the one, or
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frustrate the dividing schemes of the other. Xo such

thing as an open attempt at modification of its primitive

doctrines was permitted to pass unchecked. And many

eminent instruments continued to be raised up, through-

out that century, to promulgate the ancient faith, in a

measure of the true zeal and faithfulness of their pre-

decessors.

Yet, in looking over the body at large, about the

close of the eighteenth century, it is impossible to resist

the conviction, that notwithstanding the original doc-

trines, and to a considerable degree the characteristic

practices of the Society had been sustained, and many
of its members were livingly concerned to walk worthy

of its high vocation, and moreover that some of its views

of pure religion and morality were making gradual head-

way in the world, and ameliorating certain corruptions

of public sentiment, which had for centuries been blots

upon the profession of Christianity ; and thus its prin-

ciples were surely, though perhaps imperceptibly, oper-

ating as a leaven in the community, to improve the

general condition of public feeling, if not of professing

Christian societies
;

yet that a state of lethargy was

coming over many of its members, accompanied by sad

ignorance of the vital principles of their profession ; a

state of ease was eating out the good seed in the minds

of others ; and a state of mere formality, promoting a

strict but lifeless maintenance of the outward forms and

discipline, was beginning to characterize the walk of

some more or less active members in various places

;

altogether producing a condition of weakness, in which

the Body was ill prepared to continue the work of

earnestly contending for the faith once delivered to
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the saints/^ in case of the arrival of any unexpected

and general storm.

In short, it may safely be said of tliis period, that

only a small proportion of the members of the Society at

large had really submitted, in the school of Christ, to

those deep baptisms and thorough lessons which are

needful to prepare the soul for walking in that path

which " shineth more and more unto perfect day,'' and

w^hich Stephen Crisp has so well described in his graphic

account of his own early experience ; but many had taken

up with an easier way, the way of a more superficial

learning, through books and from one another. Hence

the Society was overrun with the results and influence

of shallow experience. And this condition of things

increased continually after the beginning of the nine-

teenth century.

A sense of this languid and lapsing condition of the

Society was acknowledged by the Yearly Meeting of

London, in its General Epistle of 1799, wherein they

made use of the following language :
" Now, turning

our attention to the church in its more collected ca-

pacity, of Monthly and Quarterly Meetings, we per-

ceive that weakness and languor continue to pervade

the deliberations of some of them, on the important

concerns of the Society ; and often prevent the due and

timely support of that Christian discipline, which we

have long experienced to be, under Providence, as a

wall of preservation.''

As a result of this languor, and of the encroachments

of an easy, worldly, superficial spirit, it is believed to be

unquestionable, that for a considerable period of time,

the exercise of the discipline had become, in some places.
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iucreasingly relaxed and inefficient ; and in others it

was maintained in a formal, legal, and lifeless manner

;

equally unavailing to the preservation of the body,

" without spot or wrinkle/' as the church was designed

to be, or of the members as " sons " and daughters " of

God, without rebuke," clean and blameless among men.

A relaxation of the wholesome obligations and re-

straints of the discipline, long continued, must promote

libertinism in the church, and induce a corresponding

increase of merely nominal members; whilst, on the

other hand, the mere legal and formal maintenance of

disciplinary rules is no less dangerously productive of

lifelessness and hypocrisy. In either case, a class of

members will be likely to accumulate, ready for the

influence of any plausible ism, wherewith restless spirits

may undertake to agitate the body.

To add to the dangers of this condition of the Society,

it was exposed at that time, in some degree, to its share

of the pernicious influences afloat in the public mind,

arising from that reckless spirit of what was called "free

inquiry," but more correctly was "free unbelief"—

a

presumptuous determination not to believe what was not

understood—which had insinuated itselfamong all classes

of people, both in Europe and America, since the out-

break of the French revolution. For although very few

if any members of the Society advocated the open skep-

ticism then so prevalent in many quarters, yet the faith

of divers was more or less undermined and unsettled by

the tide of a loose public opinion, and some of the deis-

tical writings of Joseph Priestley, if not also of that un-

scrupulous speculator Thomas Paine, did undoubtedly

find their way into some families in a hidden manner,
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and worked as a poisonous leaven in the minds of the

inexperienced and unwary^ who were taken with their

boldness and novelty.

The journal of that honest and faithful servant of

Christ, Joseph Hoag (especially from chapter vii to

chapter xi), gives ample and unmistakable evidence that

great disorders had crept into many meetings in America,

about the period of which we are speaking ; so as to

bring much reproach upon the precious truth of our pro-

fession. Not only was there a sorrowful frequency of

individual offences, but it is very plainly manifest that

a class had risen to such a pitch in some places, as to

form a party opposed to the faithful sustaining of the

discipline, or the testimony of Truth against offenders.

Among numerous instances to be found through his

journal, we may cite the following as nearest to the

period of time under notice. At one place, he says, in

reference to them who ought to be the pillars of the

church :* " The consideration of this subject many times

causes my heart to tremble, when I look towards the

gallery. Oh, friends, were this class what they ought

to be, how would they hold up the standard of light and

life to the people, and the language of encouragement to

the assemblies of the Lord ! Then would He bless his

heritage and his standard-bearers with wisdom and

sound judgment. But, friends, it appears to me, there

are amongst you those who have mounted Moses' seat,

who sit in your galleries, whom the Lord has never

placed there, and whose conduct has been a reproach," etc.

* Journal of Joseph Hoag, Heston's edition, p. 59.
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Shortly afterwards, at another meeting, he says: "I
found I had not been mistaken in regard to them ....
they were the most reserved of any Friends in conversa-

tion that I ever saw
;

strictly uniform in their dress

—

plain to a nicety. Their select members were so par-

ticular, that many of our little preachers hardly dare to

peep out before them. AVhen I came to sit with them,

I was almost amazed for one hour; instead of finding

all things in perfection, I could think of little else than

that when the sons of God met together, Satan came also

amongst them and then opening to them this subject,

he W'Cnt on to show them their condition, as those " who
had been anointed w^ith royal oil,^^ but ^' had vilely fallen

on the mountains of Gilboa.'^"^

At another place he says :
" Though the business w^as

conducted regularly, the want of concern to live up to

our ancient and present principles was too obvious

;

which caused deep exercises and painful labor; the aged

buried in the earth ; the young on the wings of the

wind, embracing the customs of the world in their dress

and address,'^ etc.f

At another meeting, he remarks The last

meeting I was at, w^hen all present were members, ex-

cept one person. The Lord showed me that the cause

of the distress I felt in their meetings was, that the heads

of the people had drawn their swords on their fellows

who were better than themselves, disordering the flock,

and confusing the heritage of God ; and if there was not

a stopping and a turning about, the Lord would arise,

and make bare His arm, and would turn and overturn

* Journal of Joseph Hoag, p. 64 t lb., p. 100.
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till there should be a falling away, and a cutting off to

rise no more ; for the Lord would arise and support His

dependent ones. I had to deliver it in plain full terms

;

then felt my mind relieved, and at liberty to depart/^*

In reference to the painful condition of things in his

own meeting, in the year 1800,t he says : Those friends

who opposed and complained of the discipline did, in

nearly every case, oppose calling to account any of our

members, for evil conduct of whatever description, even

when brought to the Monthly Meeting. The overseers

were faithful and upright, who with a few other Friends

found it hard getting along Several honest-heart-

ed Friends were drawn away to join and sympathize

with this libertine class to their hurt. One who had a

fine gift in the ministry, which was acceptable to his

Friends, was so wrought upon by their placid smooth-

ness, sanctity of countenance, and pitiful tales, affecting

grief at home and abroad, that he sallied off with them :

his gift dwindled away, and he became a poor sleepy

thing like the heath in the desert."

Nor was this weak condition confined to the Society

in America. A few years earlier, Sarah R. Grubb, of

Clonmel, daughter of William Tuke, of York, and a

deeply experienced minister, who travelled diligently in

the ministry during the last quarter of the eighteenth

century, was often much cast down under a sense of the

apathy and worldly-mindedness, and consequent desola-

tion, appearing in many parts of the Society in Great

Britain at that period. In 1780, while visiting Lan-

cashire, Yorkshire, and Cheshire, she thus wrote on this

* Journal of Joseph Hoag, p. 150. f lb., p. 156.
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sad subject : AYe are abundantly convinced, that they

who are sent out in this day, to a people who have in a

great measure forsaken the law and testimony, and,

what is still worse, see not their states, but are secure

in themselves, have not to eat much pleasant bread.

For I think I may say, it hath often been our lot to go

bowed down all the day long, and to mourn in a deep

sense of the great desolation which overspreads the So-

ciety
;
insomuch, that we often admire that there should

be any sent out to visit them, and that the feet of those

that are rightly shod, should not more generally be

turned to others ; for from these there are the greatest

hopes, in this county (Cheshire), which is likely, in

many places, to be left desolate of Friends who keep

their places.''

In Scotland, she wrote still more strongly, after the

Yearly Meeting at Edinburgh. Speaking of some, for

whom their minds were principally exercised, she says

:

"Through all, the sense of deep, hidden, as well as

flagrant corruption, so impressed my mind, that I was

led to believe, truth will never prosper in this place,

nor the excellence of it appear unveiled, till not only

the branches of the corrupt tree are cut off, but the root

so dug up, that the remembrance thereof may rot. And
then there is reason to hope," etc.

And in the year 1786, while travelling through a

great portion of England, she wrote from the southwest

thus :
" In these western counties through which Ave

have come, viz., Hampshire, Dorsetshire, Somersetshire,

and Devonshire, the Society, as to the circulation of that

life which we profess to be seeking the influence of, is

indeed lamentably low. A worldly spirit, and a state
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that is neither hot nor cold, greatly prevails, so that the

few living members (for there is here and there one) are

scarcely able to lift the standard of truth, or revive the

remembrance of the law."

It is to be remembered, that these descriptions are not

from the pen of a superficial observer, but from the

openings of truth as manifested in the mind of a woman
of uncommon qualifications, both by nature and by di-

vine grace, to form a just judgment of the state of the

churches.

Mary Peisley, who afterwards married that eminent

minister Samuel Neale, is quoted by John Kendall, in

his instructive collection of " Letters of Friends," as

expressing herself in these words : God will divide in

Jacob and scatter in Israel, before that reformation is

brought about which He designs."

Quotations might be indefinitely multiplied, from va-

rious Avriters of this period, all concurring to evince the

sorrowful truth, that a conformity to the world, and

great spiritual languor, had prevailed over many of the

members of the Society, and that a correspondent laxity

in regard to the true maintenance of the discipline was

sapping the strength of the body in many places.

Job Otis, late of Scipio, in the State of New York,

and previously residing at New Bedford, Mass., who
witnessed the devastating effects of this spirit, and left

a circumstantial manuscript history of the disturbances

thence resulting, in New Bedford, Lynn, and some other

parts of New England, from 1819 to 1825 (a work of

more than six hundred closely written pages), has judi-

ciously traced the sorrowful circumstances occurring in
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the Society to certain predisposing or preparing features

which were apparent about the beginning of the century.

These features may be cited as follows, condensed from

his lucid and ample statement of them, viz.

:

1st. Outward ease and prosperity, and worldly pos-

sessions and honors, begetting pride and highminded-

ness, and dwarfishness in religion, with an increasing

repugnance to the cross of Christ and its restraints.

2d. Too great intimacy with the people of the world

and enemies of the cross of Christ, bringing in the spirit

of the world and its attachments and associations.

3d. A (so-called) liberality of sentiment, according to

the world's estimate, under pretence of Christian charity.

4th. Taking things on trust, and adopting the views

of admired persons, rather than seeking for the truth in

the line of individual experience.

5th. Want of a due engagement and exercise of mind

to experience preservation from day to day from the

snares of the enemy, and an advancement in the way of

life and peace.

6th. Weakness in parents, in not properly restraining

their children, and bringing them up in subjection to

the cross of Christ.

7th. Laxity in the administration of the discipline,

with false tenderness and a deceitful superficial healing

of wounds, till the whole body became diseased.

8th. A want of real honesty and uprightness, and

unreserved dedication of heart, in many who ought to

have been of clean hands for the Lord's work, and sub-

mitted fully to the baptisms and sufferings necessary to

qualify them for it.
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9th. Self-exaltation and spiritual pride in some young

ministers of promise, who, through unwatchfulness were

induced to plume themselves with their gifts and sup-

posed attainments, and so soared above their level in the

church, decked themselves with the Lord's jewels, and

lost their former humility and single dependence on His

preserving and guiding hand.

10th. Thus they were led into a false estimate of their

abilities to do anything for the truth, and becoming

vain in their imaginations, their foolish hearts were

darkened ; and they endeavored to comprehend the mys-

teries of Christ's Kingdom in the will and understand-

ing of man, and gave a loose rein to that which feeds on

knowledge, and thus laid themselves open to dangerous

notions and wild views.

Still another source of weakness had been for many
years the baneful influence of slavery, especially, but not

exclusively, in the more southerly parts of the Society

in America. Job Scott, in travelling through Mary-

land and Virginia, in 1789, wrote in the following

terms respecting what came within his own observation :

^' Truth is at a very low ebb indeed among Friends

;

and divers meetings, formerly large and flourishing, ex-

hibit scarce anything now but desolation. When we

are at meetings with Friends only, we suffer almost unto

death ; and it then seems as if we could scarcely get

along much further. Negro slavery has almost ruined

this country, both as to religion, and the outward soil

of the earth. Friends' children have been brought up

in idleness From infancy, to settlement in

families of their own, they have spent much of their
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time in riding about for pleasure. The consequence has

been almost the extinction of the Society.""^

I may be permitted to repeat here, as applicable to

our present subject, a remark made in another place.f

" Some may think that a veil should be drawn over such

a development for the credit of the Society; but a due

consideration of the subject will, it is thought, lead to

the conclusion, that the truth of history is precious, that

the cause ofrighteousness is promoted by honest Christian

candor in the historian, and that it is needful to vindi-

cate the righteous dealings of the Head of the church

toward his people, by a reference to the oft-repeated

warnings given to the degenerate portions of His heri-

tage. It will thus also be seen, that the enemy of truth

did not succeed in planting his doctrinal errors, until

there was a departure in heart and in practice, from the

true life of the Gospel ; so that gainsayers are deprived

of their plea, that our dependence on the ' Inspeaking

Word of Divine Grace' is not sufficient to preserve

from heresy, without the aid of human learning and ac-

quirements; for that is shown to have been departed

from by many, before they w^ere carried into doctrinal

deviation.

In contemplating the foregoing delineation of the

condition of the Society, which I believe is by no means

too darkly colored, though there were doubtless many
portions to which the melancholy picture would not fully

apply ; can we wonder that the arch enemy of all good,

* Journal and Works of Job Scott, vol. ii, p. 72; Comly's

Edition. See al^io vol. i, p. 278.

f Preface to the " Journal of Joseph Hoag," D. Heston's Edi-

tion, p. V,
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who had in vain attempted to destroy it by sore perse-

cutions from without, in the times of its. early zeal and

strength, now saw a fair opportunity for accomplish-

ing the destruction of the vitality of its testimony to

pure Christianity, by prompting the introduction one

after another of successive novelties and perversions of

its precious principles, by those professedly within its

own borders ? The gates were left open, and he entered

;

and wonderful was the devastation produced by schism

after schism, which followed during the next fifty years.

The following narrations, first of the troubles in

Ireland about the end of the last century, and then of

the kindred disturbances in New England some twenty

-

five years later, although their perusal may appear like

wading through a Dismal Swamp, will not be found de-

void of instruction, and will in some degree further eluci-

date the weak and lax condition of the Society, whereby

it was laid open to the snares of the enemy, and prepared

for the great convulsion which soon ensued. These dis-

turbances were the forerunners, or premature and pre-

monitory outbreaks of the Hicksian convulsion, as the

Beacon schism was afterwards of the great devastation

produced by the prevalence of the doctrines of Joseph

John Gurney and others.
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CHAPTER II.

THE SCHISM IN IRELAND, IN WHICH HANNAH
BARNARD TOOK A CONSPICUOUS PART.

The grievous defection which sprang up in Ireland

about the end of the eighteenth century, and bore bitter

fruit likewise among some in England and America,

was the first of a series of schisms which probably re-

sulted in great degree from the influences above spoken of.

Great unsettlement of principle showed itself in various

parts of the Society in that island, about the year 1795,

assuming the plausible but hollow pretension of an aim

for a higher state of reformation.

Many highly gifted ministers of the gospel from

America, were about that period led to visit Europe,

including Samuel Emlen, George Dillwyn, Job Scott,

Richard Jordan, William Savery, Nicholas Wain, David

Sands, and Thomas Scattergood ; several of whom were

concerned to travel in Ireland. It was soon made mani-

fest to the understandings of these servants of Christ, in

the Divine instruction from time to time given them in

relation to the condition of the churches among w^hich

they travelled in the ministry of the gospel, that a

spirit was afloat in that island, the tendency of which

was to lead to a disbelief in some of the fundamental

points of our Christian faith; and they were led into

deep concern on this account, and induced to labor faith-

VOL. I.—
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fully as way opened, and as a qualification was witnessed,

for the safety and welfare of the flock, and the integrity

of our holy profession.

Nicholas Wain, a minister from Philadelphia, while

on his yisit to Ireland in 179e5, attended the Proyince

Meeting of Leinster, held at Mount Melick
;

where,

without any preyious information, he spoke of " an in-

timation which had impressed his mind with great ex-

ercise and painful concern
;
showing that, howeyer dis-

guised and hidden, there was a spirit at work that would

diyide and scatter, and draw off many that were then in

high stations, into self-sufficiency and disbelief of the

truths of the gospel.'' This was such a surprise to

some, that they were for passing a censure upon him

;

but a few experienced minds fully united with him.

When William Sayery came to the same place in 1798,

the same rending spirit was impressiyely felt and de-

tected ; soon after which it showed itself more openly.*

But it does not appear that any clear and connected

account of this schism was preseryed on the part of the

Society ; so that in endeayoring to furnish such a state-

ment, we haye no other resource than what can be col-

lected together from scattered notices, to be found in

yarious journals or other writings of Friends, compared

with the statements of an elaborate but partial narrative

of the eyents, published soon afterwards by a partisan

residing in Liverpool ; who appears to have had access

to official documents, or copies of them ; but whose work

has sunk into obscurity, and is now seldom to be met

with.

^ See " Life of William Savery,-' in Friends' Library, vol. i,

p. 437.
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About the year 1796, the Xational Half-Year's Meet-

ing of Ireland, which for two or three years had com-

mittees under appointment to visit and endeavor to

strengthen two of its Quarterly Meetings, where the

abovementioned ansettlement particularly showed itself,

was broua;ht under a renewed weis^htv consideration of

the weakness reported by these committees as being prev-

alent in the branches, and appointed a joint-committee

of men and women Friends, to consider what farther

measures it might be best to take for the help of the

body. In this committee, the holding of joint-meetings

for discipline, composed of men and women unitedly, was

proposed, and favorably looked upon by some, as likely

to be productive of greater strength ; but this being

considered by othei^ as rather a novel arrangement,

which had as yet only taken place in some very small

meetings, it was not acceded to and all that appears

to have resulted from the deliberations of the committee,

in the way of recommendation, was the suggestion, " that

a more frequent interchange of visits between men's and

women's meetings, as Friends may find their minds in-

fluenced, would be of advantage in the conducting of

the discipline;" with an encouragement also to a more

frequent visiting of other Monthly Meetings, according

to the pointings of duty.

The weakness and inadequacy of these suggestions

seems to indicate that the life of truth in the body was

too low to admit of any vigorous measures being pur-

sued for a reformation. Indeed the very language of a

* By Beck and Ball's Account of the early London Meetings,

it appears that about the rise of the Society many meetings for

discipline were so held. See pp. 91, 92, 354.
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minute of the Half-Year's Meeting, in appointing one

of these committees, in 1794, seems clearly to intimate

a very low and unhealthy condition even in that col-

lective body itself; and its condition had since certainly

not been improving, but the contrary. That minute

required the committee " to confer together,'' and re-

port if any expedient may occur to them as an attempt

to remedy the many deficiencies obvious among us." It

seems difficult to believe that this was really the lan-

guage of a meeting of Friends—that the successors of

Fox, Penn, and Barclay, in their Half-yearly Convoca-

tion for Ireland, should be blindly groping thus about

after some "expedient," whereby to bring spiritual life

again into the body! Such an expression shows their

aim to have been low indeed ; and all such " attempts

to remedy" the evils pressing upon them might well

prove abortive. There seems to be no reason to doubt

that members occupying influential positions in that

body, but who had imbibed the spirit of the defection,

were cramping its energies and benumbing its right

sense of the state of things among them.

Indeed, the disunity and disaffection had by this time

so extensively shown itself in various places, under

a high assumption of greater enlightenment, and bold

pretensions of a purer standard than the Society had

yet attained—but unhappily with the proofs from life

and conduct that this was only a hollow pretence, cover-

ing up the rapid advance of unbelief in some of the most

important doctrines of the Christian religion— that the

body of the Society was for a time almost paralyzed, and

no united effort was practicable, in the way of a general

and living concern and zeal, under which the National
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Meeting might have moved in the authority and effi-

ciency of the Truth. Between unbelief, on the one hand,

and flat formality on the other, the life and efficiency of

the body seemed almost gone. Yet the I^ord was not

unmindful of his flock, but from time to time vouch-

safed support and strength to his humble dependent

children, who singly trusted in him, and preserved a

living remnant of these from being taken by the snares

of the enemy.

The next year, 1797, the schism became painfully and

openly manifest. In the Select Monthly Meeting of

Carlow, the clerk, Abraham Shackleton, an elder, aud

son of that worthy elder, Richard Shackleton, of Balli^

tore, then deceased, openly objected to the long-estab-

lished practice of reading the Advices attached to the

Queries for Meetings of Ministers and Elders, under

the plea that it was "limiting the operations of the

Spirit, and teaching for doctrines the commandments of

men.^'"*" This Avas, in short, the commencement of an

open attack on the system of discipline itself; and in

venturing upon it, Abraham Shackleton knew well that

he represented the views of a numerous body, both in

and out of the Select Meetings, of such as were disposed

to support him in an attempt to discard some of the

long-cherished testimonies and usages of the Society.

This circumstance was almost immediately followed

by similar objections being made in the Select Monthly
Meetings of Moate and Mountmelick. All these be-

longed to the Quarterly or Province Meeting of Lein-

* Ratbbone's " Narrative of Events in Ireland," an unsound
and partisan publication, but considered to be correct in regard to

documentary facts and quotations, so far as it gives them.
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ster; and information of what had thus occurred was

given in the ensuing Select Quarterly Meeting. But it

does not appear that any step was taken by that meeting

to check the progress of the defection.

In the Quarterly Meeting for Discipline, when the

Answers to the Queries from the several Monthly Meet-

ings were under consideration, it was found that in the

Answer from Carlow, respecting the Holy Scriptures,

the word ^^holy^' had been omitted. On inquiry as to

the reason of this unusual departure from the expression

of the Query, a long reply w^as made, objecting to the

epithet of holy,'^ as belonging to the Scriptures, and

alleging that many parts of the Scriptures are truly

excellent and instructive; but that there are other

parts which cannot with propriety be regarded as either

authentic or instructive to the general class of readers

;

that there are some passages, which it would be ex-

tremely difficult, if not impossible, to reconcile or render

consistent with each other that the character of the

Almighty is in various parts misrepresented, and "at-

tempted to be portrayed by injurious and degrading

representations ! And when this was denied, and the

uniform belief of the Society in their divine harmony

and excellency maintained, and the epithet "holy,'' as

constantly applied to them by our worthy ancestors,

was clearly vindicated, the response was made, that " the

setting up the opinions or conduct of our ancestors as

limits," "was inconsistent with the liberty which be-

longed to the gospel and that, if Scripture were to be

denominated " holy," all other writings proceeding from

the same Spirit were entitled to the same appellation ; so
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that it must be considered either as having no appropri-

ate meaning, or merely a superstitious one.

These were bold assertions in the open meeting. But

it does not appear that any decided action was taken at

that time. Probably the sound members were astounded

at the very boldness of the tone assumed, and scarcely

knew at once what course to take.

William Savery, one of the American ministers, trav-

elling at that time in Ireland, had an opportunity of

conversing with Abraham Shackleton, at Waterford, in

the first month of 1798. In his Journal he thus men-

tions the interview :
" At my lodgings, in the evening,

" came Robert Greer and Abraham Shackleton ; the lat-

" ter from Ballitore, who had come forty-two miles in

" order to see me. He holds opinions of a singular na-

" ture
;
objects to the five books of ]\[oses in ])artic-

" ular, but in general to the accounts of the Jews in the

" Old Testament, and various parts of the ^^ew Testa-

" ment
;
professes to think there is little if any need of

" books of any kind on religious subjects ; that they

only darken the mind, and keep it from turning itself

wholly unto God, the fountain of all light and life.

But of all books of a religious kind, he especially dis-

likes Friends' Journals, and has but a slight opinion

" of ministry and discipline, and all secondary helps in

general ; but is for having all people turned to the

^' Divine Light in themselves alone. Christ, he says,

" was a good man—the leader of the people

—

because he

'Svas wholly obedient to this light, which he was in an

" especial manner filled with. He thinks the Evangelists

" are poor historians ; that Paul brought much of his epis-

" ties from the feet of Gamaliel, and many parts of them
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" are therefore rabbinical stuff; that Christianity was the

" same to those who were obedient to the anointing, be-

"fore the coming of Christ in the flesh as since, etc. I

perceived all this was accompanied with a pretended

" looking towards a greater state of perfection and re-

"demption than our Society has yet arrived at. For
^' my part, I could not see as he did, nor unite with

" him in his erroneous expressions and opinions ; and I

feel a fear that they will produce much hurt, if he and
" others in this nation are not brought into deep abase-

^^ment; his talents and morality making error in his

" hands more dangerous. The next day, after the mid-

week meeting, he says: " Went with Abraham Shackle-

ton to a Friend's house, and opened to him more of

" my disapprobation than I had before.''

The National Half-Year's Meeting, in 1797, had con-

cluded to drop one of its sessions, and thenceforth to

hold but one meeting during the year ; and accordingly

it met, the next year, in the city of Dublin, in the fourth

month, 1798, as the Yearly Meeting for Ireland; still,

however, acknowledging some degree of subordination

to the Yearly Meeting of London, by sending represen-

tatives, and Answers to the Queries.

Now came the more open outbreak of a party which

had for several years been more or less covertly sapping

the vitality and paralyzing the energies of the Society

in that island. It manifested itself in many places by

undisguised declarations of unbelief in the authenticity

and divine authority of the Holy Scriptures, and even

a denial of the truthfulness of many parts of Scripture

* " Friends' Library," vol. i, p. 440.
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history; a discarding of the doctrine of the atonement

by our Lord and Saviour Jesus Christ ; a general spirit

of speculation and unbelief; a vaunting tone of self-

importance in the assumption of divine guidance as re-

formers of the Society, without adequate marks of self-

reform in their own life and conversation
;
and, at the

same time, persistent attempts to do away with the

comely order of the discipline long established among

Friends.

Abraham Shackleton, in a written communication to

one of his fellow elders, declared his disbelief that the

Almighty ever countenanced various things mentioned

in the Books of Moses, Joshua, Samuel, and others;

charging the original writers with " muddying the foun-

tain," and with " pretending to a divine revelation," al-

leged that the Scriptures contain a " mass of impurity,"

and " resemble the cloud which conceals the sun from

our eyes ;" and accused the Apostle Paul of carrying

much of his Rabbinical veneration for Jewish monu-
ments of tradition, into Christianity with him."

One Samuel Stephens openly and in writing denied

the divinity of Christ, looking on Him as a mere man,

and saying, " I cannot swallow down the absurd doc-

trine, that He was God !"

John Hancock, a minister of Lisburn, published a

pamphlet, in which, among other erroneous sentiments,

and some plausible insinuations, he denied a belief " of

the fall of Adam having had any effect upon " himself,

and put forth his belief that Christ was merely a man,

but with " the Spirit of God poured forth upon Him
without measure." Afterwards, in another pamphlet,

he attacked the character of the Apostles, and spoke of

VOL. I.—
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the Scriptures as being the origin of a large mass of

errors," by men taking them "as unmixed truth."*

A very considerable number of the ministers and

elders had become infected with this spirit; and, as a

consequence of this, a still larger number of the general

members, both young and old. It is impossible at the

present time, to know how much private labor may
have been bestowed by faithful and deeply concerned

individuals for the restoration of the lapsed parties.

Doubtless this was very considerable; but it would

seem that, for a time, the preponderance of the unsound

element, or at least its clamorous opposition, rendered

it impracticable, in several of the meetings, to make a

firm, open, and prompt stand, as a body, against the fear-

ful defection.

The Yearly Meeting, however, succeeded in 1798 in

sending down advice to the subordinate meetings, that

those who " manifested opinions contrary to the general

sense of the body," should be labored with to reclaim

them ; and if persisting in their errors, " after due labor

and patience," they should be testified against. And a

committee was also appointed to visit the subordinate

meetings.

David Sands, from the Yearly Meeting of New York,

was travelling in Ireland about this time in the service

of the gospel; and being very clear in his appreciation of

these disorders, and unflinchingly faithful in his public

testimonies against them, and the wild spirit of unbelief

* Yet S. M. Janney (though admitting that he held some par-

ticular doctrinal views, without saying what they were) says that

" he appears to have been an exemplary and conscientious man !"

Janney's " History of Friends," vol. iv, p. 28.
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which was producing them, he became a particular

mark for the arrows of the disaffected. They accused

him of pretending to know then' states by revelation,

and many would not openly unite with his offerings in

supplication by standing with heads uncovered. One
John Bewley went so far in his animosity against this

highly gifted minister, as to make an attack upon him

in a scurrilous paper addressed to the Select Yearly

Meeting; mentioning him by name, and exclaiming,

" Search him, ye elders, sift him, bring him to the touch !

If too much alloy debases his composition, do not by

your certificate pass it further upon the public as ster-

ling Of course the meeting declined to read such a

paper.

Hannah Barnard, another minister from the Yearly

Meeting of Xew York, but of a very different spirit

from David Sands, was also, during part of this year and

the two following, travelling in Ireland
;
having through

the weakness and false tenderness of her friends at home

been at length, after considerable reluctance and delay,

liberated by the Monthly Meeting of Hudson for a re-

ligious visit to Europe. Soon developing sorrowful un-

soundness of principle, she did much mischief in Ireland,

greatly encouraging the spirit of unbelief and disorder

by her public declarations.

Hannah Jenkins was born about the year 1754, of

parents who were members of the Baptist Society ; but

she joined Friends about the eighteenth year of her age,

and afterwards married Peter Barnard, of Hudson, in

the State of Xew York. Whether she had, during the

twenty years of her ministry before she left America for

Europe, manifested any of that unsoundness of doctrine,
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which, after that, became so sorrowfully conspicuous, is

not now clearly known. If she had done fo, the mem-
bers of her own Monthly Meeting must either have par-

ticipated to some extent in the same views, or must have

had very little capacity for judging what was, or what

was not, pure Christian doctrine ; for in their Certificate

liberating her for service in Europe, they declared ^' that

her ministry is sound and edifying." This Certificate

was also sanctioned by the indorsement of her concern

on the part of the Quarterly Meeting of Nine Partners,

and by the Yearly Meeting of Ministers and Elders of

New York.*

She had, as companion, Elizabeth Coggeshall, a worthy

minister from Rhode Island; but it does not appear that

there was any participation on her part, in the unsound

views of Hannah Barnard. It seems not unlikely, that

* By the following passage from the Journal of Henry Hull, it

would appear that she was in good and general esteem for some

years after coming forth in the ministry. It seems probable that

unwatchfulness gradually increased upon her, and that in this

condition going among the dissentients in Ireland, she rapidly

imbibed their views, and made them her own. Henry Hull says

that he travelled in 1793, to some places in Connecticut in com-

pany with her; and adds: "She had passed through much exer-

cise of mind to prepare her for the work of the ministry, and

evinced much love and zeal for the cause of religion She

travelled some long journeys in the work of the gospel. But after

all her dedication to the Lord's cause, she fell away and caused

Friends much trouble, imbibing and promulgating principles in-

consistent with what she had once so zealously propagated. . . .

Several years before she fell awaj', I had fears on her account,

having frequently been in her company, and had opportunity of

seeing the temptation to which she was exposed. Let him that

thinketh he standeth, take heed lest he fall !" The Friend, Phila-

delphia, vol. 34, p. 89.
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the latter, being of a bold and speculative nature, through

great unwatchfulness was caught by the spirit of infi-

delity then afloat in Ireland, under the plausible pretence

of reformation, and being at once taken by the hand,

caressed and flattered, by the disaffected there, that she

gave herself away to them, adopted their sentiments, and

so more fully developed any latent unsoundness that

may have been secretly insinuating itself into her mind,

before leaving her home.

She landed at Falmouth in the seventh month, 1798,

and soon proceeded to Ireland, where she greatly in-

creased the trials by which the faithful members were

almost overwhelmed.

Many had by this time become fully awake to the

state of the Society, and some were prepared to stand

faithfully for the maintenance of sound principles and

practice. "We have seen that the Yearly Meeting of 1798

issued advice for the encouragement of the members and

meetings to put the discipline in practice against the

schism. After that Yearly Meeting, accordingly. Friends

felt somewhat more animated to proceed; and a large

number of the most disorderly members were dealt with

by their Monthly Meetings and eventually disowned, in-

cluding many in the station of elders or overseers, and

several acknowledged ministers. The honest-hearted,

having now to stem the tide of open schism, were brought

into many trials, and had to wade through great difficul-

ties for two or three years, in their conscientious endeav-

ors to sustain the testimonies and discipline of the

Society. In some meetings this could scarcely be accom-

plished. The weakness in the body at large was great

and obvious, especially as so many of those who ought
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to have stood forward in defence of the truth, in their

positions as ministers, elders, or overseers of the flock,

had joined more or less in the defection. Without tak-

ing this particular circumstance into view, it would be

difficult to account for the fact that the Select Yearly-

Meeting of Dublin, in 1800, preparatory to Hannah

Barnard's passing over to England, Avas induced by some

means to issue a clear returning minute on her behalf,

certifying that they believed ^'it was her concern, hy ex-

ample and precept, to inculcate the doctrines of the

gospel,'' during her religious labors among them, and

that ^^she had meetings with those of other Societies in

several parts," they believed, "to general satisfaction."

Surely the meeting must have been borne down at this

time by the pressure of the spirit of opposition, so that a

true judgment could not be arrived at, but evil was

called good. Although many had been disowned, or

had left the meetings of the Society, yet it seems that

enough had assembled on that occasion, of the sympa-

thizers Avith the schism, to control the Select Yearly

Meeting, at least so far as to turn judgment backward,

and prevent its right action against this popular preacher.

It is evident that many of the meetings for discipline,

and meetings of ministers and elders, had become much

crippled by the large proportion of dissentients. In

Ulster Province it seemed almost impracticable, for a

time, to sustain the discipline at all. In that Quarterly

Meeting, all the elders were eventually released from

their station ; and in Leinster Quarter, all the elders of

one of the Select Monthly Meetings. We may imagine

from this what devastation was the result among the

members at large.
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Abraham Shackleton, whose influence was very con-

siderable as an elderj and on account of the great

veneration still felt for the memory of his father and

grandfather, was probably one engaged with others in

turning aside the judgment of the Select Yearly Meeting,

on that occasion, in the case of Hannah Barnard. He
appears to have had full swing for carrying on his

schismatic efforts until the year 1801, when he was at

length taken under dealing by the Monthly Meeting of

Carlow, of which he was a member. He now addressed

a paper to that Monthly Meeting, couched in grievously

bitter language, in which he manifested very erroneous

and dangerous sentiments; declaring his disunity with

the Discipline, and his belief that "a distinct Society

ought not to exist,'' nor any book having particular

dogmas of belief, by which that Society is to be distin-

guished;" and charging what he called ^'your Bibles"

with containing "absurdities," which were '^sufficient

indication to any unprejudiced mind for their annihil-

ation ; that religion may flow as freely as the light of

day, from man to man, from heaven to earth ! " This

letter was (it is hardly needful to say) deemed unfit to

be read in the Monthly Meeting, and he was disowned

from membership.

After many deeply trying circumstances, report was at

length made, at the Yearly Meeting in 1802, by the com-

mittee previously appointed to aid Friends in supporting

the discipline, that visits had been paid by them to most

of the meetings for discipline, and many of the particular

meetings for worship, and that they had often been made

sensible of the aflecting state of the Society under va-

rious causes for discouragement ; but were apprehensive
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nevertheless that "divers well-dispoffed Friends give

way too much thereto, and instead of making use of the

ability afforded, seem too prone to sink under the pres-

ent gloom." It was, however, reported to the meeting

at this time, especially from Ulster Province, that the

discipline had in a good degree been carried into effect,

so as to reach most of the cases of disorder.

The editor of the Journal of William Savery (the late

Jonathan Evans of Philadelphia) says, respecting the

parties engaged in this schism, when alluding to some

of William Savery's exercising labors while travelling

among them, that " a great withering and falling away

overtook nearly all of them, and upon some of the prin-

cipal promulgators of those unrighteous doctrines an

awful blast was evidently brought." Many of these poor

deluded people eventually lost ground greatly in their

outward circumstances, and even in their moral character,

some even so far as to excite the surprise and pity of their

acquaintances. Yet others, by taking timely warning,

and co-operating with the reproofs and instructions of

divine mercy, were enabled to retrace their steps to

favor with the Most High, and to a reunion with the

faithful in Israel.

As to Hannah Barnard, she went over to England,

and attended the Yearly Meeting in London in 1800.

Here Elizabeth Coggeshall, probably having become un-

easy with her position as companion to one who had

proved herself not sound in the Christian faith, proposed

to part from her, and was liberated to travel on the con-

tinent of Europe. Hannah Barnard hereupon proposed

to accompany her ; but this was objected to in the Yearly

Meeting of Ministers and Elders ; David Sands and
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Joseph Williams (an elder from Ireland) taking that occa-

sion to make known to Friends the deep exercise and

trial which her unsonnd sentiments had produced to

faithful Friends in Ireland. This brought the matter

to a point that could not be evaded. A committee was

appointed in the Select Yearly Meeting to confer with

her on the subject of these complaints ; on whose report,

as they found it impossible to clear her from the charge,

the case was referred to the Morning Meeting of Min-

isters and Elders." This meeting found her expressed

sentiments on divers points of doctrine so objectionable,

that they advised her to forbear from any further exercis-

ing the function of a minister, and to return as speedily

as practicable to her home. She declined to be governed

by this advice, on the ground that the Morning Meet-

ing'^ was not possessed of disciplinary powers."^ That

meeting, therefore, transferred the case to the meeting

in London, within which she had been making her home,

by reporting her delinquency to the Monthly Meeting

of Devonshire-house. Here a committee was appointed,

and several opportunities were had with her on the sub-

ject, which, as before, resulted in her being advised to

refrain from travelling or appearing further as a min-

ister, and to return home.

She appealed against this advice, to the Quarterly

Meeting of London and Middlesex. Here she was pa-

tiently and fully heard, in pleading her own cause with

considerable ability. Her declaration of faith or belief,

delivered in the prosecution of her appeal, Avas of a

* See Beck and Ball's " Account of London Friends' Meetings,''

page 82. London, 1869.
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remarkably wary, vague, and delusive character, cover-

ing up her true sentiments as she had often openly ex-

pressed them, but not at all clearing herself from tffem

as now expressly charged against her. From the tenor

of this document it is evident, cover it up as she would,

that she did not believe in the atoning sacrifice of Christ,

or in the fall of man, according to the belief of Friends.

And in regard to other doctrines, on which she was

accused of unsoundness in her ministry, it was her duty

now, as professing to hold so responsible a position in

the church, to clear herself, if possible, from the imputa-

tion ; but this she signally failed to do, and indeed does

not appear to have even attempted.

The Quarterly Meeting confirmed the judgment of

Devonshire-house Monthly Meeting ; and Hannah Bar-

nard then appealed to London Yearly Meeting of 1801.

The Quarterly Meeting^s Committee of Respondents,

appointed to appear on its behalf, was composed of six

members of eminent ability, viz. : William Forster, Wil-

liam Dillwyn, Joseph G. Bevan, Frederick Smith, Sparks

Moline, and Richard Phillips. The committee appointed

by the Yearly Meeting out of the different Quarters, to

hear the appeal, and report their judgment, went care-

fully into the subject, as one of great importance both

to the church and the individual implicated ; and finally

reported to the Yearly Meeting, that it appears to us,

that the said Hannah Barnard does nol unite with our

Society in its belief of the Holy Scriptures, the truth of

which, in several important instances, she does not ac-

knowledge; particularly those parts of the Old Testament

which assert that the Almighty commanded the Israelites

to make war upon other nations ; and various parts of
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the Xew Testament, relating to miracles, and the mirac-

ulous conception of Christ and that they were, there-

fore, unanimously of the judgment that the proceedings

of the Monthly Meeting should be confirmed.

I haye in my possession a letter of this date from my
father, who was attending the Yearly Meeting, to

Thomas Scattergood, under whose powerful ministry in

some remarkable meetings at Sheffield he had been con-

yinced of the truth, and induced to join in membership

with Friends. By this letter, which contains a circum-

stantial account of what passed, it appears that on the

1st of sixth month the report of the Committee on Han-
nah Barnard's Appeal was produced to the Yearly Meet-

ing, and read in her presence ; that she objected to it,

and, at considerable length, urged to be heard before

the Yearly Meeting at large; that this was, with re-

markable cogency, objected to, and shown to be improper

and inadmissible, by Joseph G. Bevan, on the part of the

respondents of the Quarterly Meeting ; that the meeting

sustained these views, and informed her that she could

not be allowed to reopen her case there, after it had

been fully and fairly heard in the committee but the

* The minute of the Yearly Meeting (as found in L. Howard's
" Yorkshireman," vol. v, p. 25) says that "the appellant having

expre?sed dissatisfaction with the said report, this meeting pro-

ceeded to read the Appeal, and to hear what further the said Han-
nah Barnard was disposed to offer, and also to hear the respond-

ents thereon. The appellant and respondents th^n withdrawing,

this meeting proceeded in further deliberation on the case, and is

of the solid judgment, that the said report ought to be confirmed
;

and this meeting doth hereby accordingly confirm the same." The
hearing of the appellant in the Yearly Meeting does not appear

to have been by any means a reopening of the case at large, but

merely a hearing what she had to say, why the report should not

be confirmed.
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Yearly Meeting also decided, that in coming, to a con-

clusion in this case, it would be best for not only the

members of the Monthly and Quarterly Meetings ap-

pealed against, but also for all ministers and elders, to

abstain from giving a judgment. This was probably on

account of the case having been previously considered

and acted upon by the Select Yearly Meeting of the

year previous, and by the Morning Meeting of Ministers

and Elders, who might therefore be considered as having

to some extent already adjudged the case, and decided

against her. It was thus left to the judgment of the

generality of the members from the meetings in the

country ; and my father's letter declares that it was soon

decided, without any opposing expression, to accept the

judgment of the committee, confirming the action of the

Quarterly and Monthly Meetings. Hannah Barnard

was consequently, by the Yearly Meeting itself, admon-

ished to return to her own home.

Finding her way now shut up in Europe, she at length

prepared to return to America. The Meeting for Suffer-

ings, by a committee appointed for the purpose, offered

to supply the expense of her voyage homewards ; but

she refused to accept the offer; and sailing from Eng-

land near the end of the eighth month, she reached her

home early in the eleventh month, after a passage of

sixty-three days. London Yearly Meeting had directed

that ample information of her unsoundness of principle,

and of the consequent proceedings had, in her case, should

be transmitted by Devonshire-house Monthly Meeting

without delay to the Monthly Meeting of Hudson, where

she belonged
;
and, owing to the delay in her departure,

and her subsequent very long voyage, the documents
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containing this information had preceded her arrival at

home, and had indeed been read in the Monthly Meeting.

She attended the next Monthly Meeting after her arrival,

and attempted to vindicate herself; but a committee was

appointed to attend to the case as usual. This commit-

tee is said to have had no less than six conferences with

her, to endeavor to reclaim her, previous to the Monthly

Meeting in the first month, 1802, when she w^as, by

conclusion of the meeting, displaced from her station as

an acknowledged minister. From this conclusion she

appealed to the Quarterly Meeting, which met at Stan-

ford on the 13th of the second month ; and there she

attempted to defend herself by the altogether unfounded

allegation, of views similar to her own having been

expressed by some of our early Friends. Her defence,

however, abundantly confirmed the charges of unsound

sentiments, and the next Quarterly Meeting (in the fifth

month) confirmed the judgment of the Monthly Meet-

ing. Meantime, the Monthly Meeting, without waiting

for the decision of the Quarter on her appeal from their

displacement of her as a minister, and finding that she

still persisted in her errors, had taken up the case Avith

reference to her membership in the Society, and appointed

a committee to visit her as a transgressor ; and on the

report of this committee, in the fourth month, a testimony

of disownment was issued against her. In this they

declared, that ''she hath not only imbibed those erro-

" neous and dangerous sentiments, but is assiduous in

'' disseminating them among others ; hence it evidently

" appears that she is not one with us, in principle nor

''in practice,^^ and .... "she still continuing to pro-

" mote the ideas she had formed, and strenuously defend
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" the ground she had taken/' . . . .
" and there appear-

" ing no prospect of advantage from further forbearance

" or labor
;
we, therefore, for the support/' etc

" by bearing our testimony against a spirit of infidelity,

" which appears evidently to have gained too great an

" ascendency in the present day, hereby testify that we
" can no longer hold religious fellowship with the said

" Hannah Barnard, but disown her from being any

" longer a member of our Society, until, etc. . . .

" Signed, etc., etc., by
" TiDDEMAN Hull,
" Hannah Jenkins,

''Clerks."

Thus, the Monthly Meeting vindicated itself, as a

body, from any complicity in her errors. Hannah Bar-

nard is said to have survived her separation from Friends

about twenty-six years dying, in comparative obscu-

rity, in the year 1828, without ever having been re-

united to the Society.

The Society in Ireland had become much diminished

and weakened by this sorrowful schism; and in England

a few individuals became partisans of Hannah Barnard,

and advocated similar views to some extent. William

Eathbone, of Liverpool, published, in 1804, a "Narra-

tive of Events in Ireland,'' etc., already alluded to, giv-

ing his version of these sad occurrences in such a manner

as to show plainly that he was not himself one in faith

with Friends. He had, indeed, been honestly and plainly

labored with on these subjects by Job Scott while in Ire-

land, in a letter dated eighth month, 31st, 1793, though

* Luke Howard's " Yorkshireman," vol. v, page 77.
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with great apparent Avant of candor, his book insinuates

as if he thought Job Scott was one with him in principle.

This appearing after Job Scott's decease, ought to have

been clearly contradicted by Friends, as it was calculated

to produce an erroneous impression respecting the sound-

ness of doctrine of that deeply experienced minister of

the gospel.

There were not wantino; some unsettled minds in and

about Loudon also, to fan the flames of this spirit, and

encourage Hannah Barnard's apostasy, though these

were but few. The chief among them were G. H., a

respectable lawyer of London, who I think never left the

Society, and Thomas Foster, of Bromley, a suburb of that

city, a man of considerable ability for disputation
;
who,

a few years after, openly favoring Unitarian sentiments,

and aiding the circulation of some of the books of that

Society, and likewise publishing attacks on the course of

London Yearly Meeting in such a way as to shoAv that

he was not united with Friends' principles, was dis-

owned by RatclifFe Monthly Meeting in London, of

which he was a member. He contended the matter

before the Monthly Meeting for a long time, with, un-

common tenacity and litigiousness, and then appealed to

the Quarterly Meeting of London and Middlesex. Here,

notwithstanding his strenuous efforts, the judgment of

the Monthly Meeting was confirmed by the Quarter in

the eleventh month, 1812. L'pon this he resorted to the

press, publishing his own version of the successive pro-

ceedings of the meetings, and even detailing his own
factious attempts to stumble the weak members of com-

mittees, and giving in full (or professedly so) the various

remarks made in the course of the debates ensuing when-
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ever the matter came up before the Monthly Meeting,

for a period of many months, during which he had suc-

ceeded in baffling the exercise of the discipline. But

his octavo volume, now seldom heard of, mainly evinced

that the author had paraded himself before the public

as a troublesome mischief-making man, and a very un-

sound member of the Society, and had plainly shown

that it would have been much better for the meeting, if

it could have cleared itself more promptly from the re-

proach of his inconsistencies, by disowning him long

before it did.

He now appealed to the Yearly Meeting
;
where, as

usual in such cases, a committee was appointed from all

the Quarters except the one appealed against, to hear the

appellant and respondents, and give their judgment there-

on for the information and action of the Yearly Meeting.

This committee (of twenty-seven Friends) after a full

investigation of the case, reported their unanimous judg-

ment, that the disownment ought to be confirmed. The

appellant, however, was not yet satisfied to give up the

contention, in which he seemed to take a particular satis-

faction ; and as it was an appeal connected with faith

and doctrine, he claimed the right of being heard again,

before the Yearly Meeting at large.* It was a very

* It appears probable, from comparing; the actii^n of the Yearly-

Meeting in this case, with its denial of the same demand made by

Hannah Barnard, in 1801, that the present regulation of the

English Discipline, to allow appeals on questions of faith and doc-

trine to be heard in the meeting at large, instead of before a com-

mittee, must have been adopted in the interim. L. Howard,

(Yorkshireman, vol. v, p. 134), says it " was the practice \n 1802;"

but the later Books of Extracts or books of Discipline, give no in-
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trying occasion, he being a fluent man, and well calcu-

lated, by his sophistical speeches, to catch and bewilder

the inexperienced and unwatchful. But there was no

help for it, and the whole case was opened at large in

that great and mixed assembly of old and young, ex-

perienced and flippant, and the cause of Latitudinarian-

ism (for it amounted to that in fact—the Unitarian views

being somewhat artfully covered up), sustained by him

in a long and insinuating speech, in his own defence.

This had, of course, to be met on the part of the Monthly

and Quarterly Meetings by a considerable body of evi-

dence, to show the correct grounds of their procedure,

and to prove the uniform faith of the Society of Friends

in the divinity and atonement of our Lord Jesus Christ,

and the entire incongruity and inconsistency thereof

with the views of the Unitarians, whose publications

Foster had for years actively promoted.

This statement of the respondents of the Quarterly

Meeting was read by Josiah Forster (probably written

by him), and contained the following instructive remarks

towards the close

:

" The'appellant has repeatedly alleged that he never

denied the eternal divinity of that power which dwelt

"in and acted by or through the Man Christ Jesus.

" But in this we can discover no acknowledgment of the

" divinity of our Lord which would imply that He dif-

"fers (except in the degree or measure of the power

"conferred), from eminently gifted servants, from the

"Prophets, and the Apostles. How remote from this is

dication when the rule was established; and there is no allusion

to such a practice in the Book of Extracts of the Second Edition,

printed in 1802.

VOL. I.—

5
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the manner in which our ancient Friends, the instru-

ments under Providence in gathering and establishing

^^our Society, understood those passages in Scripture,

which speak of Christ as the Word which was in the

"beginning with God, and was God—which make men-
" tion of the glory that He had with the Father before

" the world was ; of the creation by Him of all things that

"are in heaven and that are in earth, visible and invisi-

"ble—which affirm that all things were created by Him
" and for Him, that He is before all things, and that by
" Him all things consist—which speak of His coming

"down from heaven; of His being in the form of God,

"thinking it not robbery to be equal with God, yet

" making Himself of no reputation, and taking on Him
"the form of a servant—which designate Him as the

"Son, whom God hath appointed heir of all things, by

"whom also he made the worlds; who being the bright-

" ness of His glory, and the express image of His person

"(or substance), and upholding all things by the word

"of His power, when He had by Himself purged our

"sins, sat down on the right hand of the Majesty on

"high; as the Lamb that was slain, to whom, jointly

" with Him that sitteth on the throne, is ascribed bless-

"ing and honor, and glory and power, forever and ever

We might well say, how different is this development

of the divine character of our Lord Jesus Christ, taken

as it is from Holy Scripture, from the cold and evasive

allusions to Him, and even the glaring denials of His

oneness with the Father, often made by the appellant

in common with the Unitarians, with the Barnardites, the

New England "New Lights,^' and the disciples of Elias

Hicks.
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The Yearly Meeting had been occupied with the case

on four successive days, and on the 26th of the fifth

month the appellant, apparently expecting an adverse

judgment, requested that he might be furnished with

" an explanation of the grounds of [the committee's] de-

cision." To this, however, the meeting replied, that

they did not think it necessary to call upon the com-

mittee for any explanation of ^'the grounds" of their

decision, nor did it "rest with either the appellant or

respondents to call for such explanation at any time."

Luke Howard's account of the transaction'^ says that he

attempted to sustain his views by quotations from the

Scriptures; "though, as was justly urged by the re-

spondents, the question was, not whether he could prove

his opinions by texts of Scripture ; but whether they were

in accordance, or at variance, with the acknowledged doc-

trine of the Society

After both parties had been fully heard they with-

drew, leaving the meeting to come to its decision. A
solemn silence ensued for a considerable time, under a

prevailing sense of the weightiness of the subject, as

connected with the integrity of the church, and the

necessity of sustaining its testimony for the truth and

against error. At length, William Grover, a venerable

and w^orthy elder, from Essex, first broke this deep silence

in a very few but impressive words, to the eflPect, that

he was of the mind that the judgment of the Monthly

Meeting ought to be confirmed. A general and uncom-

monly full expression now took place over the whole

meeting, extending from the older Friends to the middle-

aged, and even including the younger members ; and it

* Yorkshireman, vol. v, p. 146.
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was remarkable that, in that large assembly of probably

more than one thousand Friends, a unanimous voice was

given (so far as anything at all was expressed) for the con-

firmation of Thomas Foster's disownment, and the clear-

ing of the Society from the reproach of his unsound

princijiles.

It appears by a letter from John Bevans, of London,

to his friend Thomas Scattergood, after his return home

to Philadelphia, dated second month 1st, 1805,* that

Thomas Foster had been far otherwise than alone, in that

city and its neighborhood, in disaffection and a disposition

to bring in unsound doctrines. This letter says :
" Try-

ing times have been the portion of many brethren on

this side the water since thou left us. Thyself and

others have had your perils by land and perils by water

;

but ours have been by false brethren, who, by fair

speeches and great pretensions to liberality, have de-

ceived and misled some in many places. But I hope

the firmness of Friends, pretty generally on this side the

water and on yours, will in good measure put a stop to

this delusive spirit Perhaps thou mayest know
that some of the disaffected among us have been very

active, and have published several pieces, greatly mis-

representing the conduct of Society in the case of H. B.

;

and also, by mutilating the writings of our ancient

Friends, have made them to speak a language they

neither intended nor thought of. They have likewise

endeavored to invalidate several parts of the Scriptures

of the Old and New Testaments. The above publica-

tions have much tendency to turn the feet of the unwary

* " Journal of Thomas Scattergood," stereotype edit., p. 457.
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out of the right way, making the offence of the cross to

cease, and the path wide enough for the old corrupt man
to walk safely in, without danger of alarm, it being in

their view sufficient to preserve a fair moral conduct

before men, w^ithout being shackled w4th the notions of

a new birth from above, and the necessity of an inward

and vital change, w^hich the humble self-denying Chris-

tian considers essential to his eternal well-being. They

tell us our reason is the primary gift of God, and able

to guide us safely along, in all that is necessary to sal-

vation, rejecting the sacrifice and atonement of Christ as

absurd. ....
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CHAPTER III.

THE OUTBREAK OF "NEW LIGHTS/' OR RANTERS,

IN NEW ENGLAND.

About the year 1817, in some parts of New England,

considerable unsettleraent of a number of restless mem-
bers began to give trouble to the well-concerned in the

Society. This unsettlement, though at first somewhat

latent in its character, not being duly met and promptly

checked by those whose province it was to watch over

one another for good, and see to the welfare of the body,

gradually gained strength, and, by the year 1820, showed

itself openly in various disorderly apj)earances, which,

for about four years longer, ceased not to render the

solemn meetings of the Society,, in New Bedford, Salem,

and Lynn, in the State of Massachusetts, scenes of fre-

quent reproachful disturbance by a party of ranting

spirits, who took advantage of the forbearance and weak-

ness of those who for a time tolerated their intrusion.

Most of these disturbers were at first members of the

Society, who, on being admonished, and at length dis-

owned from the body, still continued their unwarrant-

able imposition upon the meetings both for worship and

discipline, countenanced, more or less, by weak and su-

perficial individuals, into whose favor they had insinu-

ated themselves. Our knowledge of the particular fea-

tures of this schism, at the present day, may be mainly
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derived froni a manuscript account or diary left by Job

OtiSj then of Xew Bedford, which is the only connected

narrative of it that I have any knowledge of. It has

been already referred to as a book of more than six hun-

dred pages of closely written matter, and must have been

a work of no small labor and diligence. The following

chapter will be chiefly, though not exclusively, a con-

densation of that account, and although of a deeply

painful nature, will not, it is believed, be found void

of interest and instructive warning. Keligious history

teaches us by its awful warnings, as well as by its ani-

mating examples, as is plentifully evinced in the his-

tories included in the Holy Scriptures.

One of the most influential instruments for mischief

among these dissentients was Mary Kotch, of New Bed-

ford, though not openly prominent therein quite so

early as some of the others. She occupied the station of

an Elder, and had been considered by discerning mem-
bers as a woman of fair promise for usefulness in the

church. But she possessed rank and influence in the

world, and had considerable talents, a lively imagina-

tion, a strong will and ardent disposition; and from

having shared largely in the privileges of association

with eminent members of the Society, was well versed

in its aflairs, and allowed these advantages to take too

much the place of an unreserved yielding of her heart

and soul, in humility and watchful obedience, to the di-

vine will.

Mary Xewhall, of Lynn, was a more active and

openly offensive partisan and promoter of disturbance.

She too possessed talents, and had been a minister in

good esteem as well gifted for the work of the gospel.
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But giving way to exalted imaginations and a self-

righteous spirit, she began about this time to denounce

the faithful Friends with much arrogance and bitterness,

and eventually became one of the greatest opponents of

the way of truth and gospel order.

Perhaps, however, the most active and mischievous

among those who took an early part in these disorders,

was one Micah H. Ruggles, a man of about thirty

years of age at that time. Job Otis, who knew him
well, says of him, that "his natural abilities were rather

above mediocrity " his disposition naturally active and

forward,'^ " ardent and unstable in his character," and
" had professed several forms of religion, and manifested

an intemperate zeal in the support of them all,'' " very

impatient of restraint, and fond of taking the lead in

whatever he undertook." While following the course

and seeking the gratifications of the world, this man it

is added, "was preciously visited with a May-spring

from on high,' as was said, whereby he became con-

vinced of the reality of divine revelation, and of the im-

mediate work of God by his Spirit upon the soul of man.

Here his understanding became measurably opened, like

the man whose eyes had been anointed with clay, and

was yet to have the earthy part washed off, to see clearly.

He could see men as trees ; he could see that the world

of Christian professors, with all their high pretensions to

religion, were still strangers to the work of God, by

Christ, in the soul—that they were living as without

God in the world, without any realizing sense or true

experience of Him, and of his work in their hearts

—

that their religious creeds, ceremonies, and outward per-

formances, were ofhuman invention, and stood altogether
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in the will and ^visdom of man. He clearly saw a

better way, and felt the call thereunto, under a convic-

tion that ' what was to be known of God, was manifest

in man,^ by the teachings of the Spirit of Grace. As

one suddenly waked up out of sleep, and hardly know-

ing where he is, or what is about him, so he seemed

confused and somewhat incoherent in his views, and as

though he thought he had already come to a greater

knowledge of the way of life and salvation, than was

possessed by any one else. He appeared to see some

things with a degree of clearness, and to manifest a de-

gree of readiness to give up to the heavenly vision, as it

respected himself. But, alas, for him ! making haste to

be rich in heavenly treasure, and to be wise and know-

ing above what was made known to him, and above

what was written in the Scriptures of truth and in other

writings of the saints, and those of large experience ; and

endeavoring to comprehend divine and spiritual things

(that are hid from the wise and prudent of this world,

and revealed unto babes) in the natural understanding;

he soon became vain in his imagination, and his foolish

heart was darkened. Instead of receivino^ the ino^rafted

word with meekness, and settling down within himself

to the grace and gift of God revealed in him (whereby

he might have experienced the work of sanctification to

be carried on to its thorough accomplishment, viz., a

death in the natural, and life in the spiritual creation),

he still retained a life in the natural unregenerate will.

And here, mistaking imagination for revelation, the

workings of the flesh for those of the Spirit of life, he

became self-righteous and exalted above measure ; and

thus the innocent life in him was soon overborne and

VOL. I.—

6
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lost sight of. Here he talked large, pretended to a great

deal of revelation, and to have divine impulses for ev^ery-

thing, the most indifferent and trivial.'^

He soon became acquainted with some superficial

members of the Society, who were caught by his high

pretensions ; and he followed this up by professing to

have received a command to request membership among
Friends. Through the influence of his new acquain-

tances, Micah was at length—though with great reluc-

tance on the part of some discerning ones—admitted into

membership " out of condescension to the weak,'^ as the

above-quoted writer remarks, " and as an expedient to

preserve the peace of the Society." The effect of this

expedient " very soon became manifest. Micah in a

little time undertook to preach. His discourses were

such as might have been expected—an incoherent incon-

gruous medley of some things which he had really

learned in his best condition, when favored with a little

anointing of the spiritual eye, mixed with what he had

gathered in the natural understanding from the writings

of Friends, and with the products and wild vagaries of

an excited imagination, and arrogant assumptions of

divine authority. And, as is usual in such cases, he

found it much easier to utter denunciations against his

fellows, than to preach the gospel of peace and good will

to men.*

* John Comly in the Journal of his Life (p. 267) speaks of

Micah Euggles as having been "a military captain," and as "a
young man of uncommon activity and energy of mind," as having

been remarkably awakened about 1816, and as then (1818) "just

coming forth in testimony in meetings, in the simplicity of a little

child "
(p. 268). He speaks of the troubles in New England with

an appearance of leaning towards those who produced the sad dis-
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!Mary Xewliall soon became an active partisan of this

man, disturbing the meetings of Friends at Lynn with

her unsavory and denunciatory harangues ; and Mary
Rotch likewise becoming captivated by his high-toned

assumptions, suffered her judgment to be bewildered,

and her imagination and affections to be excited in his

favor, to such a degree that she became completely es-

tranged from her judicious friends, and carried off the

ground of truth and safety.

Micah Ruggles, early in the year 1820, undertook to

travel through Providence, New York, and Philadel-

phia to AVashington
;
spreading at each place as he went,

his pernicious and reproachful sentiments. In ]^ew York
he was particularly abusive on Friends, telling them that

they knew no more than monkeys, and charging them

with all manner of immoralities. His conduct in Wash-
ington City does not appear to have been recorded. But
respecting his stay in Philadelphia, we have the follow-

ing interesting and instructive letter from Jonathan

Evans, an elder of that city, to Moses Brown, of Provi-

dence, Rhode Island, dated fourth month 3d, 1820.

" Beloved Feiexd : Micah H. Ruggles having ar-

" rived in this city (my mind having been previously

" ejiercised on account of the dangerous doctrines which
" certain persons from the eastward have lately broaqhed

"amongst us), I felt so much sympathy with solid

" friends in Xew England, that I had sat down to ad-

" dress a few lines to thee on the occasion, that at least

turbances there, and connects those disturbances with what subse-

quently occurred in Pennsylvania and elsewhere (p. 303), the

cause being in his view, "jealousy" and "stretch of arbitrary

power."
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" we might mingle our feelings and exercises together,

under the very serious and painful prospect of things

^^as they exist in our once highly favored Society; but

" concluded it might be better to defer it until an oppor-

tunity could be obtained with Micah. It now appears

" incumbent on me to give thee what information I am
possessed of, in which a circumstantial detail will neces-

" sarily lead into some considerable length.

"We received accounts of his attending a meeting for

"worship in New York, wherein he spoke a long time,

" and used very unbecoming language towards Friends,

" and, as to ministry, said that they were too corrupt to

"have any gospel ministry among them. Pretty soon

" after his arrival here, he went to the Monthly Meeting
" of Philadelphia, held at the Mulberry Street House,

"which I felt an inclination to attend. There was, in

" the early part of the meeting, a remarkable quiet

" spread over us. A woman friend from Ohio, on a re-

" ligious visit to these parts, appeared in humble rever-

"ential supplication, which, through divine goodness,

" was attended with considerable' solemnity. Micah, as

" soon as friends had again taken their seats, pulled off

" his surtout and hat, and by his gestures seemed as if

" he designed to make a pretty long speech ; but sud-

" dqnly sat down, hanging his head, and, as I thought,

" was in some degree of confusion. And I had no

"doubt, there was that prevailing in the meeting, that

"restrained him from disturbing it. After friends had

" proceeded to the further business of the meeting, he

" again attempted to say something
;

but, upon uttering

"a short sentence or two, seeming unable to get on,

" again took his seat. He attended their meeting on the
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fii-st-day following; was silent in the morning, but in

the afternoon spoke a considerafyIe'Ir&&5'4;ook his seat,

and after a little space of silence, rose agairi5"^-jvhich

" many in the meeting became very uneasy. He said a

good deal, and then made a full stop. Then Caleb
^' Peirce, an Elder, and a friend of a very mild diffident

disposition, and well esteemed by Friends, seeing the

" meeting was much unsettled, said, ' If the friend could

now be easy to be quiet, I believe it would tend to the

^' quiet of the meeting.' Micah replied, ' Dost thou speak

to me, or to Him that sent me ?' But Caleb making

no answer, he sat down, and the meeting broke up.

^' This account I have both from one of my sons who
" Nvas there, and from C. Peirce also. He has not been
^' at their meeting since, but has attended ours at Pine

"Street, and without giving interruption. He after-

" wards called on C. Peirce, and wanted to know
"whether he was authorized to speak to him in the

" meeting. Caleb said, he did not wish to say much,
" but left it to his friends to judge. My being confined

"with sickness prevented me from having conversation

" with him, but Friends here being much concerned on

"account of the sentiments and views he entertained,

"and has at times expressed in conversation, it was

"thought most advisable that an interview should be

"had with him, particularly as he intimated an iuten-

"tion of going to AVashington. He was accordingly

"notified that two friends had appointed to meet him
" at my house at nine o'clock the next day ; and he also

" told Dr. Moore in the afternoon, that he was to meet

"friends at the time proposed. But on the morning of

" the proposed meeting, he called upon Caleb Peirce,
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"and said he was going to Washington^ and declined

" giving us the interview. Caleb endeavored to prevail

" upon him to meet us, and put off his journey one day;

"but Ruggles said he had been long enough in Phila-

" delphia^ and chose now to leave it. He also asked if

"it was to be a religious opportunity. Caleb told him
" that as he was a stranger, and was going to the seat of

"government^ Friends had a desire to speak with him;
" that we did not incline to stamp our prospects so high

"as the effect of immediate revelation. He then re-

" plied, ^ But I do choose to stamp my impressions as of

"divine revelation.' He accordingly avoided us, and
" went in the steamboat for Baltimore.

" Thus you may see, that so far from putting Friends

" to a non-phis, there was no other conference than that

" which I have stated, and that was with Caleb alone,

" as is before expressed. After his return from Wash-
" ington, as I was sitting in my son's shop, Ruggles

" came in, and very freely entered into conversation with

" William respecting his visit to the metropolis, of vari-

"ous incidents that turned up there and in his journey;

"and likewise gave some account of his first coming

"among Friends, the state of his mind in his early

"attending meetings in New Bedford, and some of his

" prospects and experiences, laying particular stress on

" what he calls his impressions. Finding that he was

" much disposed for talking, and full in relation to what
" he thought he had known, and feeling that there was
" evidently a want of gravity and weightiness of spirit

" in him, I sat silently hearing his various anecdotes

;

" and although none of them led to such a disclosure of

"his sentiments as would exhibit a departure or differ-
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'^ence from what we hold, yet I was most easy just to

" say, ' that I had always found it most safe to labor to

" have a little bread in my own house, and not to talk

" about my own experience (if I had any), unless par-

"ticularly or unavoidably called upon for such an ex-

" posure/ After which he went away. But still being

" under some concern, and not knowing but he might

^^soon leave town, my son, at my request, left wwd at

" his lodgings that I wished to see him ; and on the

"afternoon of seventh-day last, brought him to my
" house. I mentioned that, having heard of his having

" expressed sentiments to several of our young people,

" which tended to lessen their esteem of the sacred writ-

"ings, and to lead them into doubts of their authen-

" ticity, and that he had also said something that gave

" reason to apprehend he did not believe in the divinity

" of Christ, and that he esteemed the account of it no
" more than any other historical fact ; that the hearing

" of these things had occasioned me much distress and
" pain ; for it had always been our care and labor to

" impress upon the minds of our youth and others the

" necessity of endeavoring to work out their own salva-

" tion wdth fear and trembling, without seeking to pry

" into things w^hich human wisdom could not fathom

;

" that as the principles and doctrines of our Society were

"published to the world, and were well known, if he

"were not one with us in principle, it w^ould be candid

"in him to declare himself; for, as William Penn re-

" marks, we compel none to us, but those who profess

" to be of us must walk conformably with our principles,

" or be denied by us. That we highly esteemed the

" offering and sacrifice of Christ as an atonement or pro-
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"pitiatioii for the sins of the whole world; most firmly

believing in his divinity, and also in the authenticity

of the Holy Scriptures, they being written by divine

" inspiration. It was then mentioned to him, that in

"the days of George Fox there were persons in our

" Society, pretending to be so under the immediate di-

" rection of the light, that they could not be subject to

" the care and oversight of their friends, and thus

"thought to hold themselves clear of accountability to

"the body; and by giving, way to their imaginations

" had separated themselves, and so far run out as to

" make opposition to the ministers and elders, even in

" public. That the same spirit of division having fre-

"quently shown itself, had appeared of late time in

" Ireland, and under very specious professions of more

"enlightened views and knowledge, had found fault

" with our order and discipline, arraigned the establish-

" ment of our meetings, and manifested hostility to our

" manner of worship. But that as faithful Friends kept

"steadfast, these separatists came to nothing, and con-

" fusion and misery swallowed many of them up. I

"then opened to him the principles and judgment of

" our ancient Friends, respecting the order and govern-

"ment which ever belongs to the church of Christ.

" That as all the individuals of the body were members

"one of another, we must he subject; but as for going

" about, or attempting to arraign the establishment of

"meetings, or the ministry of those approved among
" us, it was contrary to the order and rule instituted by

"the Head of the Church. That if any were uneasy

" with w^hat was delivered, or with anything among us,

"there was an orderly way of proceeding towards a
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remedy. He made no reply, though full time was
" given him ; nor did he ever attempt to deny the facts

^'alleged. And from what I can learn, he endeavors to

conceal his real sentiments from those he thinks will

investigate and reprove them, but chooses to insinuate

" them into the minds of the incautious or inexperienced

" youth.

A woman Friend in the city informed me yesterday,

"that in conversation with him, he expressed himself in

" such a manner as really to shock her with astonish-

" ment and disgust. He spoke very lightly of Christ

;

" from which she understood that he had but little or no
" belief in his divinity

;
that, as for the Scriptures, they

" were like the manna gathered yesterday, all worm-

-eaten! And when she mentioned something about

" our being preserved from unbelief, he treated it with

ridicule, saying, he supposed that if he was to believe

" the account of Adam, Eve, etc., and such-like nonsense,

"Friends would give him a passport to heaven I

" Friends here have no unity with him or his doctrine.

" And I told him, that however such opinions as his

" might do in Xew England, they would not be received

" here ; and advised him to return home ; which has

" also been repeatedly done by other Friends. As to his

" pretending to an immediate impulse for whatever he

" does or says, it can have very little effect with those

" who will not take everything from him implicitly, but

" endeavor to feel the ground and foundation of every

" engagement ; for it will soon be perceived, that, what-

" ever he may say about his commission, very little

"weight, solidity, ar real exercise of spirit, is to be felt

"about him.
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" I much desire that faithful Friends everywhere may
"stand firm against the subtle insinuations and ap-

" preaches of this spirit, in its various transformations;

" for we have no doubt here, that it is of the same origin

" with that which has troubled the church at different

" periods, and tends to the dissolution of every bond of

" real union, and the subversion of all that is truly good
" and comely in our religious Society.

" There is no doubt but his mind has been enlightened

;

"and had he received the unfoldings of truth in the

"simplicity of a child, and retained them quietly, ap-

" pointed for his own real benefit, until through divine

" wisdom they might be brought forth to profit, it would
" have been well. But, as our friend, Isaac Penington,

" says, ' Catching at them, and taking them into the

"^earthly part, a monstrous birth' has been produced.

" And he is, I believe, taking imagination for revelation,

" and by making use of strong or severe terms, would
" force upon Friends that which is of spurious origin.

" With the feeling of brotherly love,

" I remain thy friend,

"Jonathan Evans."

Although the above letter is somewhat long, yet it is

so instructive, that I have not felt free to do otherwise

than give it here in fulL It portrays in some degree,

and in an interesting manner, the character of its writer,

as a clear and prompt discerner of departures from our

ancient faith and from the order of the gospel, and a

vigilant watchman on the walls of Zion ; and evinces

the earnestness and integrity of his concern for the safety

of the church, and his fitness for the duty which soon
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afterwards devolved upon him, of withstanding promi-

nently and with equal firmness, the more formidable

outbreak of the same spirit, under the instrumentality

of Elias Hicks and his coadjutors.

On Micah Ruggles's return home, he was admonished

by some of the elders and overseers respecting his dis-

orderly course. He appeared for the time to be consid-

erably brought down, and denied holding sentiments,

respecting the divinity of Christ, different from those

held by the Society. But the same spirit of skepticism

and disorder that actuated him had now gained ascend-

ency in the hearts of many others in New England, and

they encouraged one another to a continued repetition of

outrages on the good order of the Society. It would

require a large volume, to delineate the whole course of

their proceedings during the five years that they thus

broke in upon the solemn meetings of Friends with their

ranting discourses and conduct. Job Otis's manuscript

history of these transactions, and of the sore exercise

thereby brought upon faithful Friends, details them

minutely ; he having been a witness of the sad disorders,

and concerned firmly and openly to stand against them,

and to encourage others to greater faithfulness in doing

what they could to check them. We shall here have to

be content with a succinct narrative of such portions of

the whole, as are of special importance, in order to develop

the awful workings of this spirit of anarchy.

Some or other of these deluded people made a fre-

quent practice of intruding into the meetings for wor-

ship, and even into those for discipline after they had

been disowned; and would insist on taking the raised

seats appropriated to the ministers and elders; often
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dressed in gay and prominently unseemly clothing; and

would thence hold forth for a long time in a ranting

manner, to the great exercise and grief of friends, and

to the reproach of the truth.

Not only were the principles and practices of these

people, in regard to outward conduct, very loose, and

some of them quite disgraceful ; but many of their doc-

trines as to matters of faith were exceedingly unsound.

A pernicious periodical paper, entitled The Celestial

Magnet," published by one David B. Slack,* was freely

circulated among them, and patronized by some of them;

thus instillmg its infidel principles into their families,

and tending to the destruction of every tender green

plant therein. They soon began to speak lightly of the

Holy Scriptures, as we have seen in the case of M. H.

Ruggles, and to discredit the divinity and atonement of

our Lord Jesus Christ. Religious exercise of mind for

the arising of divine life in the soul was set at naught,

as nothing but the restless workings of the natural mind,

under the fallacious plea that the Almighty is sufficient

of himself for his work in the salvation of mankind,

without our co-operation or any earnest concern of soul

on our part, and that we may leave it all to him. The

mere light of nature, and the vagaries of an excited

imagination, were confounded by them with the revela-

tions of the Divine Spirit to the soul ; and this led them

into many extravagancies, in which they attempted to

justify themselves with the presumptuous notion that

they were divine requisitions
;
disregarding the admoni-

tions at times administered, that God is a God of order,

* This paper was afterwards circulated, with expressions of ap-

proval, by Elias Hicks.
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and will have order in his church, and that such pro-

ceedings tended to the breaking down of all order and

church government. Such admonitions were of no

avail, as they placed their own unbridled imaginations

and wills far above the religious concern and ^solicitude

of their friends. Heaven and hell they considered to

be merely states of mind, to be experienced here on

earth, and to be continued hereafter in the same degree.

The existence of the devil as a distinct being was called

in question ; and the necessity of repentance for past sins

was discarded ; as they considered that with the past we

have nothing to do, and even the experience gathered

by the past was to be set aside as useless, so that the

most recent and inexperienced in the religious life and

walk were to be regarded as of equal standing with

those of maturity in an acquaintance with the mysteries

of the kingdom.

Mary Xewhall, in her preaching, distinctly uttered

the following pernicious sentiments: That '4here is no

devil, but that which is in man;" that ^'nothing can

atone for sin, but sin in the flesh;" that "belief is no

virtue, and unbelief no crime;" and that "we are not

bound to believe what we cannot comprehend." One
young man, who, in after life, w^as well known to the

writer as a minister of the gospel, hearing these asser-

tions of hers in his immaturity, and receiving them with

a mistaken confidence in her integrity, as the words of a

professed servant of the Lord, was brought to the verge

of infidelity. But, after sulFering unutterable distress,

he was mercifully rescued from the dreadful precipice,

and enabled to see the entire futility and wickedness of

such views, and was never afterwards, it is believed.
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troubled with doubts respecting the great truths of the

Christian faith thus brought into question. But how
many may have utterly fallen down that awful precipice

under the same influences, we know not.

The teadency of their views and practices altogether

was to the levelling of all distinctions, by an assumption

of liberality, or latitudinarianism, and they constantly

inveighed against ^'judging,'^ and against the restrictions

and obligations of the discipline, as rigid and supersti-

tious, and behind the enlightenment of this age. It was

very evident that in many things they were one with the

followers of Hannah Barnard in Ireland, though perhaps

advancing into greater extravagancies of conduct, not-

withstanding the advantages which some of them had

enjoyed, of good education and cultivated society.

One of the dissentients, Greely Hannaford, of Cape

Elizabeth, in Maine, came in the capacity of a minister

to New Bedford, about the beginning of 1822; and

taking the head seat in the meeting, proceeded to com-

pare the Society to a company of Babel-builders;'' and

then addressed some whom he considered as " an army

Avhom the Lord was raising up''—"who should make

thorough work in the earth"—adding, that a reforma-

tion had already begun in the Society, Avliich would be

the riches of the world, and in its full accomplishment

would break down the partition-wall that separates us

from the world, the world over—that here there would

be no need for any outward means of defence, for that

the law was added because of transgression—that the

Lord had shown him that this beautiful fabric (alluding,

as it would seem, to the established order and discipline

of the Society) which had been so long in building, was
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to be pulled clown and laid waste, so that one stone

should not be left upon another. ^' Thus he went on/'

says the author of the manuscript before referred to,

casting abroad firebrands, arrows, and death.''

When Friends undertook to put the discipline in prac-

tice against some of these gainsayers, a great outcry was

raised about persecution, and several of tliem persisted

in sitting in the meetings for discipline, after they had

been complained against as disorderly walkers, and some

even after they had been disowned. Others, hoping to

avoid the disagreeable result of being disowned, offered

to resign their membership ; and strenuous attempts were

made to sustain them in the assumption of a right to this

mode of slipping out of responsibility, and securing im-

munity to themselves in their defection. In his relation

of these circumstances, Job Otis makes some pertinent

and clear observations respecting this supposed right of

resigning membership in the Society—a claim often ad-

vocated in the present day.

Viewing the Society of Friends, " as part, at least, of

" the visible church, deriving its obligations, its trust,

" and its authority, from Christ, its spiritual Head," he

says, " The Society, we are bound to believe, according

" to our profession, is not a mere human institution, sub-

ject to the will of man ; nor are its powers and obliga-

" tions derived from man
;

for, if it be any part of the

"true church, it is, as the apostle saith, ^ The pillar and
"Aground of the truth,' 1 Tim. iii, 15. Hence its obli-

" gations cannot be dispensed with by man, at his will

" and pleasure. They are all derived from, and to be

" exercised in, Christ its head." .... "And these obli-

" gations are not only to the great Head of the church.
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" as the Author of all good, but they extend to the mem-
" bers of the church, in the relation they may respectively

"stand in and bear one to another, as members of one
" body. And from these obligations arise many duties,

"both civil and religious, to God and to our fellow-

" creatures, which no human power can exonerate us

" from ; for they are due unto God, and unto His church

"and people. The duty of the body, in its collective

" capacity, under the influence and direction of Christ its

" head, is to watch over its members with a parental care

" and authority, for their good and its own peace and

"welfare
;
and, as far as in it lies, to restrain from evil.

" It can neither countenance nor allow anything that is

" injurious either to itself or to its members, or that is

"dishonorable or undutiful, either to itself, or to its

" Head. It cannot humor its refractory members, how-
" ever stubborn they may prove, to their own hurt or

" its own reproach and that of its acknowledged Head.
" It cannot be accessory to any evil and wrong, for that

" would be to implicate itself, and thus become accessory

" to its own degradation and shame. While it is true to

"itself, to its spiritual Head, and to the cause of truth,

" it will maintain its ascendency and its authority over

"its members, derived from Christ its Head, and will

" neither temporize with offenders, nor concede to any
" undutiful or wrong act in them.

" If membership be a religious privilege and blessing,

"and the body be a church of Christ, as we are bound
" to believe, and the natural guardian of its members

;

" and, on the other hand, if it be an evil, and an outrage

" both to the church and the member in particular, and

"an open violation of duty and of trust, in any one to
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" separate himself from the body, or to set himself in op-

" position and array against the church and her lawful

"authority, then it must be equally wrong for the body,

" whose duty it is to exercise a parental care and author-

" ity over its members, to consent to, or be at all acces-

" sory to this evil and wrong.^' . . . .
" Should a mem-

" ber be so lost to his own best interest, and to a sense

" of duty, as to persist in separating himself from the

" Society, disregarding its admonitions and contemning

"its authority, then doubtless it will become necessary,

" for the clearing of truth and our profession, to disown

"such, and testify against them.^^ .... "A member
" persisting in a request to be discharged from the Society,

" acting pursuant thereto, would from that moment with-

"draw himself from the Society, and should then be

" treated with as a delinquent. Taking upon himself to

" disown the Society, he no longer manifests a dutiful

"subjection and allegiance to it, and becomes an

"offender," etc.

A characteristic instance of the vulgar profanity of

some of these deluded people, even in our solemn meet-

ings, will serve to show the falsity of their pretensions

of being engaged for the reformation of the Society.

On one occasion, in a meeting at Salem, some move
being made in order to give an aged Friend her accus-

tomed seat, one B. Shaw cried out, ' Let the old

sit where she will !
' And when he was disowned for

his profane and disorderly conduct, Mary Xewhall un-

dertook to plead his cause as an innocent man ; and

another of the party compared the proceedings of the

meeting to the reign of Robespierre in the French rev-

olution.

VOL. I.—
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On one occasion, two of these men, Jonathan Buffum

and D. Alley, after acting in a very unbecoming manner

in the men's monthly meeting room, proceeded to in-

trude into the women\s apartment, where they disturbed

the meeting by their unsavory and impertinent interfer-

ence. A letter from a friend of Lynn (E. Collins),

dated second month 19th, 1822, gives some account of

another instance of their wildness and recklessness.

"On fifth-day last was our Monthly Meeting—such

"a one, I believe, as was never before witnessed in

" America. B. Shaw was carried out before the meeting

"was fully collected. J. Alley and J. Buffum took the

" high seat, and compelled the Quarterly Meeting's Com-
" mittee to take the left In the early part of the

" meeting, J. BuflFum said :
^ You who profess to be

" Quakers, have shown the fruits of your hell-born prin-

" ciples this day !

' And again :
^ This is spiritual cannibal-

" ism—you thirst for our blood—you wish to feed upon
" us !

' M. Newhall spoke of the Quarterly Meeting's

" Committee, and of the fruit of their advice, and said

" to the meeting ;
^ You are drunk with the blood of the

" saints—your garments have become loathsome !
' etc.

"About 12 o'clock the meeting became quietly settled

" under great solemnity. The living part seemed to be

" dipped into a feeling one for another, and for the cause,

" in a remarkable degree. . . . Soon after, the meeting

"proceeded to business. One of the Quarterly Meet-

"ing's Committee spoke to business. J. Alley forbade

" him, and ordered him to sit down. He declining, J.

"Alley persisted, and raised his voice, saying, ^Sit

" down, Benjamin Folsom,' and repeated it nearly twenty

" times, with about as much extension of voice as he was
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" capable of, and caused a suspension of business in both

" meetings [being heard through the partitions]. Some
" women were frightened, and left the meeting. Gen-

erally through the meeting, when any of the committee

"attempted to express a sentiment, J. Alley would im-

" mediately rise, and exclaim against them, extending

" his voice so as to drown theirs. At intervals the meet-

" ing would proceed with as much firm deliberation, I

" believe, as at any former period." . . . .
" Sixth-day

" morning, J. Alley appeared publicly in the stores with

"a large sword by his side, exclaiming against impo-

"sition, calling out, ^Victory or death !' and repeated it

" from place to j^lace Seventh-day, he appeared

" without his sword, but said he would not be imposed
" upon, he would carry his sword to meeting. Friends

" concluded to warn and forbid J. Buffum and B. Shaw
" from going into our meeting to conduct as they had

"done in previous meetings; and accordingly drew up a

"paper, setting forth their reasons for forbidding them.

" Some Friends called to give them our reasons. J.

" Buffum would hear but a part, and left the room.

" On first-day morning, J. Alley appeared, with his

" sword by his side. At early meeting-time people

" began to collect about the meeting-house. Pretty soon,

" those persons who had expressed themselves in such

"awful language came up to the door, and halted a

" little. Then J. Alley came forward with a quick and

"ready step, and just as he was going up the gallery

" stairs [steps], a Friend clasped him round his body and

"arms; other Friends assisted, and soon took the sword
" from him by cutting the belt and unclenching his hand
" from the hilt. Such a scene, in a religious meeting,
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" seemed enough to shock every feeling we were capable

" of . . . .
" Friends thonght best quietly to take

"them out, if they should persist in such conduct. In

the afternoon they came forward as usual, and were
" publicly warned and forbidden to go into the minis-

" ters' gallery, to conduct as they had done. But they

" treated Friends with contempt. The meeting was then

" large, I believe between two and three hundred of
^' other societies present, merely to see what passed.

" The people were requested to keep their seats, while

those disorderly persons were removed. Some Friends

were then called upon to remove them ; which was

'^done, though not without considerable disturbance;

they refusing to go voluntarily, were carried out. An
^'officer was called, who took charge of them, in order

" to have them bound over for their good behavior."

Thus far the letter. It is manifest that J. Alley was

more or less affected with insanity ; but what shall we

say of the conduct of those who encouraged him, and

promoted and aided these disorderly proceedings, by

which a peaceful congregation was thus outraged in their

lawful endeavor to wait publicly on the Lord their God ?

The account given in a public paper of the date says,

that " the justice found cause to order them to recognize

^' for their appearance at court. As they declined giving

^' bonds, which they seemed to consider would be an
^' acknowledgment of guilt, they were all committed, to

^' await their trial." It seems that four individuals were

thus implicated, all of whom had been disowned by

Friends, except J. Alley ; and the removal was accom-

plished under the control of the overseers, and by the

advice of the Quarterly Meeting's committee. A fifth
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participator made his escape from the meeting, and left

the town. The statements of various newspapers cor-

roborate the foregoing narration, with the additional

information, that at the trial of the four prisoners,

^^Buffum, Shaw, and Sprague pleaded ^ not guilty;^

" when the clerk put the question to Alley, he replied

" with energy, ' I am guilty, and I am not guilty.' ....
^' Before the trial commenced, the county attorney entered

" a nolle prosequi as to Alley, who was deemed insane.''

It may here be observed, that Friends had, some time

before, requested Alley's relations and friends to have

the requisite care taken of him, to prevent his repeating

his outrages upon their meetings^ but to no purpose.

The newspaper account goes on to say that the other

three were then put upon their trial. We need not pur-

sue the details, further than to add, from the same author-

ity (the Salem Register), that after much clear evidence

to substantiate the facts on which they were arraigned,

the case was given to the jury; and "after a luminous

''statement of the facts and principles of law on which

"the case depended, delivered by Judge How, the jury

" retired, and in about two hours returned with a verdict

" of Guilty on all counts against Jonathan Buffum and
" Preserved Sprague, and an acquittal of B. S. by reason

" of insanity." Buffum was, the next day, sentenced to

pay a fine of one hundred and fifty dollars, and Sprague

seventy-five dollars—the court taking into account the

fact that they were almost destitute of property.

A Friend, then travelling in the ministry here, from

England, George Withy, was witness to some of the

disturbances at Lynn during that year; and in a public

meeting held there in the eighth month, when a number
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of the contentious individuals had been acting in their

usual disorderly manner, he faithfully testified against

them, informing the meeting, that though he had been

in the ministry nearly forty years, and had travelled

much in his own land and some thousands of miles in

this, and had held meetings with all grades of people,

down to negroes and Indians, yet he had never before

witnessed such an outrage against the rules of decency,

common sense, reason, and religion, as his eyes had

beheld in that place. In the course of his communica-

tion he added, wdth the firmness and " boldness of

speech'' which characterized him: ^'I am far from wish-

" ing to hurt the feelings of any one ; I pity these poor

" deluded individuals, who have been the cause of my
sore anguish. But who ever saw such an instance as

" took place in the meeting I had here the other even-

ing, in the man that stood before me two hours and a

half, apparently for the purpose of disturbing ? But

it did not move me any more than if he had been a

" post. I thank God, I feel dominion of spirit over

"these things, and move in a region above them all.

" But many of more experience, and less confidence, or

" more diffidence than myself, might have been so dis-

turbed, that the usefulness of the meeting might have

" been frustrated, and all parties gone away dissatisfied.

" And I bear my testimony against these things. I am
not ashamed to bear my testimony, in the name of the

" Lord, against this desolating spirit, wherever I find it.

"I feel much for the dear young people And I

"may now say, that I believe the time has fully come,

" that patience has had its perfect work, and it is now
" for the active members, both men and women, to unite
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and stand against these things, that there may not be
^' a repetition of thera.^^

Mary Newhall, who had by this time been disowned,

soon, with the co-operation of several adherents, set up a

separate meeting at Lynn ; which was for a time some

relief to Friends there, in withdrawing her attempts at

disturbance from their meetings ; but this relief to the

Society lasted only for a few months. In the beginning

of 1823, she again appeared, at New Bedford, discours-

ing in Friends' jneetings in her accustomed unsavory

manner.

It appears from the manuscript diary of Job Otis, that

a correspondence or intercourse was maintained between

the dissentients in New England and some discontented

and restless spirits in Pennsylvania and New York, who

soon afterwards appeared openly as adherents of Elias

Hicks. The above writer, who was an acute observer,

has traced some features of similarity which would natu-

rally tend to produce a bond of union, although the fol-

lowers of Elias Hicks did not, generally, by any means

sanction such gross outrages upon the discipline and

order of the Society, as were perpetrated by that fanatical

people in New England. Their disorderly acts were

temporary, and under the excitement of a definite and

in their view important aim, to wit, the possession of the

meeting-houses, but not for the wanton purpose of dis-

turbing meetings for divine worship, as were those ofNew
England. Some of these features of agreement may be

thiis concisely stated : A mistaking of the dictates of mere

imagination for the leadings of the Spirit of Truth, and

then an undue exaltation of these supposed leadings of

the Spirit over the dictates of the same divine Spirit in
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the Scriptures and in holy men in all ages, heretofore

fully acknowledged : a consequent disparagement of the

authority of the Holy Scriptures : defective views of the

necessity of repentance for past sins, leading to a dis-

paragement of the value of the atoning sacrifice made by

Christ our Saviour, and then to a denial of his glorious

divinity and oneness w^ith the Father : a fallacious idea

that the standard of divine truth is always susceptible

of advancement, so that we need not be bound by the

experience of our forefathers, but should look for higher

developments, different from what was revealed to them

in the light of the unchangeable truth : an incorrect view

of man's duty to serve the Almighty, discarding all mo-

tives founded on the hope of eternal reward, and restrict-

ing them merely to the disinterested love of God ; thus

diminishing the motives to a fear of the wrath to come "

for disobedience : a denial of the individual existence of

the devil, any further than is found in our own carnal in-

clinations : a disposition to tamper with the wholesome

gospel order long established, particularly in regard to the

service of elders
;
desiring to reduce it to an annual ap-

pointment : and, finally, a constant inveighing against

any settled statements of the faith of the Society, calling

them " human creeds,^' framed in the will and wisdom

of man, and an unwarrantable obstruction of the liberty

of individuals to believe as they please.

It may naturally be queried, how was it that these

gross disorders were allowed to go on so long without

being suppressed ? The answer is found in the fact,

that a large proportion even of the well-disposed mem-
bers, who were not themselves participators in the cor-

rupt views and disorderly practices of these people, were
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nevertheless more or less weak in their judgment of the

depth of the evil, entangled in a false tenderness for the

individuals or their family connections, and willing to

give heed to any plausible extenuating suggestion, look-

ino^ towards a oTadual healins; of the sore bv indefinite

patience and forbearance ; thus forgetting the paramount

duty of the church to maintain its purity and integrity,

relying on the helping hand of the Great Head in every

time of need, to enable it to sustain that authority which

all truly living churches of Christ are intrusted with.

The prevalency of this temporizing spirit, as it always

will, where it obtains the ascendency, very greatly tied

the hands of the few faithful and clear-sighted, wdio

were disposed to meet the defection with the requisite

firmness and decision, but found themselves almoht

borne down by the opposition, and by the slack water,"

both of which combined to discourage prompt and honest

labor with the delinquents, and the clearing of truth by

bearing testimony against such as would not be re-

claimed.

During this year, 1823, the meetings of Friends at

New Bedford Avere additionally disturbed by the intru-

sion .of two individuals from the State of Xew York,

viz., Hull Barton and Phebe Johnson, who continued

for some months to impose their ranting discourses upon

Friends. Phebe Johnson came into the meeting attired

with a large red shawl, etc., and took the ministers' seat.

On one occasion, she and Benjamin Rodman undertook

a sort of alternate preaching by sentences in the style of

a dialogue, but addressed to the assembled company.

At another time, Philip Dunum, one of their adherents,

brought the Book of Discipline into the first-day morn-

VOL. I —
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ing meeting for worship, and insisted on reading aloud

a portion of it.

Content Breed, who had been disowned the previous

year, now took upon herself a course which seems to

bespeak a mind rendered insane (or else altogether taken

possession of by the evil one) through a constant indul-

gence in fanatical impulses and excitements, and the

stifling of conviction. It appears from a long commu-
nication to the " Salem Gazette/' dated twelfth month

10th, 1823, that she intruded into the meeting for wor-

ship in Salem, and disturbing the meeting with her

disorderly harangue, was at length removed from the

meeting-house. On the next first-day she attended the

meeting at Lynn, a funeral taking place at that time,

when the corpse was taken into the meeting. She was

clad in thin white apparel, though the weather was cold.

Pushing aside the persons who attempted to stop her,

and ascending into the ministers' gallery, she soon rose,

and exclaimed, " Behold the Lamb of God ! Behold the

Lamb of God, that taketh away the sin of the world !"

following this up with sundry very disorderly expres-

sions. She then sat down, but soon after rose again,

and in a ranting manner interrupted a female minister

who was preaching. She was then removed from the

house as quietly as practicable, but laid herself down

on the door-step till carefully taken away, at the close of

the meeting, to allow the coffin to be carried out. Being

conveyed in a carriage to the house of one of her asso-

ciates, she lay there from that day, the 23d, to the 30th

of the eleventh month, appearing to be speechless and

helpless, except that a few times she wrote short sen-

tences. On the 29 th, she pretended to prophesy her
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own death the next day. The house became thronged,

it is said, by hundreds of people, led thither by curiosity,

and about the time she had fixed, she actually put on an

appearance of dying, and lay as if dead for perhaps

twenty-four hours, when, the crowd having dispersed,

she ^' took a little wine,'' and soon disappeared from the

town !

It should be added to this revolting account, that

some time afterwards she again made her appearance in

the community, and her mortified adherents endeavored

to excuse her conduct on the plea of nervousness. She

had probably excited her mind beyond the bounds of

sanity by her wild fanaticism, and in this state may have

really believed that she was about to die. If so, her

error, grave as it was, seems a pitiable one, in this stage

of her course, and less blaraable than the conduct of

those who were encouraging and abetting her hallucin-

ations and vagaries. But the account furnishes an awful

warning of the consequences of giving way to a spirit

of ranterism.

These circumstances are said to have occurred at the

house of John Alley, the man who had been acquitted

by the court on the ground of insanity; and it is added,

that Alley, after this, went to the meeting-house on tfee

midweek meeting day, with an axe in his hand, to de-

molish the raised seats; but just as he was entering the

hguse he was seized by some young men, who saw him

coming, and disarmed. He was taken before two magis-

trates by a warrant ; but his friends interceded so ear-

nestly for him, that the Friends of the meeting were

willing he should be released. After this he was seen

running up and down the streets with a buffalo's skin
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over liim, and shouting like a madman. Yet in his out-

ward concerns of business he appeared entirely rational.

It may be said that these are merely instances of the

wild doings of crazy people, and therefore unworthy of

a place in sober history. But there is a significance in

them beyond that. They were the })roduct of associated

efforts, and one of the most sorrowful circumstances con-

nected with them is, that they were approved and sus-

tained by the disaffected class in tlie Society, who were

acknowledged to be as sane as usual. It is also highly

probable that their insanity (if insanity it was) was the

ready result of the wild excitement into which they had

been thrown by giving way to such fallacious imagina-

tions, which the enemy of all good knew well how to

take advantage of, to his own account and their loss.

Yet some likewise who were not generally deemed in-

sane, acted at times in a manner indicating a great want

of even natural feelings of decency and propriety ; as

we have seen also in later times in cases of more or less

giving way to the spirit of ranterism. Benjamin Shaw,

attending a funeral at Lynn, cried out, "The Lord hath

taken this old man to Himself, and why all this fuss

about it?'^ When the funeral procession was formed in

the usual order, he exclaimed, that if they had a fife

and a drum, they would be ready for a march And
after this, when he himself lost a young child by death,

and a friend called to offer to render any assistance in

doing what might be needful, he told him to begone,

for he wanted none of his help And the funeral of

this child was conducted in such a manner as seemed to

evince but little of natural affection or sense of the

solemnity of the occasion. So true it is, that where the
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heart is given up to unbelief, the kindly affections even

of our nature often wither and decay.

Benjamin Rodman, with some of his associates, at-

tended the ordination ceremonies of a Unitarian min-

ister at New Bedford, and during the course of them

broke forth by way of thanksgiving for the increase and

spread of what he called gospel light in the world. He
also attended, with some others of them, an Oratorio,^'

or assembly for what is profanely styled sacred music

uniting in the expressions of approbation given by the

audience to certain portions of the performance. Then,

at the Monthly ^[eeting of Friends in the twelfth month,

the same man walked up to the head of the ministers'

seat, with a volume of Isaac Penington's Writings in

his hand (he had' before done so with William Penn's

Works), and, though tenderly desired to keep quiet,

persisted in reading aloud several garbled passages

(without the necessary context) respecting church govern-

ment.

At the Monthly Meeting of New Bedford, in the

second month, 1824, Isaac Stephenson, a minister from

England, brother to Elizabeth Robson, and a man of an

eminently meek and devout frame of spirit, was present;

and having spoken in the way of encouragement to

faithful Friends, Micah H. Ruggles attempted to do

away the force of what he had said, and Avas afterwards

very clamorous in the meeting for business, denying

that the Society of Friends had any creed. But Isaac

Stephenson replied to him, that if, by creed, was meant

a confession of fliith, he would refer him to one written

by Robert Barclay, and also to his Apology ; and like-

wise to one written by William Penn and George White-
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head
;
adding that our early Friends were always ready

to give a confession of their faith t^ those who asked it

of them. Micah was also reminded that the sort of

" liberty of conscience ^' demanded by him and his as-

sociates^ was a liberty entirely different from the views

of the Society at any time, and incompatible with the

order and existence of religious society.

Isaac Stephenson tenderly sympathized with the

honest-hearted members, under their peculiar trials.

In the meeting the next first-day, amongst other re-

marks, he expressed his feelings relative to the state of

things there, as follows (taken in short-hand by one

not a Friend, and afterwards furnished to J. Otis)

:

The path of the true Christian is one of suffering and

"tribulation; although human nature recoils at the

" idea, and would gladly find out some easier way

;

"whilst the humble followers of a suffering Lord are

"only desirous to be in company with their blessed and

"adored Master and Redeemer, who does not fail to ful-

"fil His own promises, or to verify that precious declar-

"ation of His, ^If a man will serve me, let him follow

"^me; and where I am, there shall also my servant be.'

"Now, if we can sensibly feel that we are in company

"with the blessed Lord and Master, surely this is enough,

"whether it be in suffering or rejoicing. The servant

" must not expect to be greater than his Lord. It is

"enough for the Disciple to be as his Lord, and the

"servant as his Master. We must not for a moment
"entertain the idea, that we are, in the present life, to

" be exempt from suffering. There are causes in our-

" selves, and there are causes in others whom we know
"and love, and there are also causes in the world at
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"large, which cannot fail to be sonrces of sufferings of

"conflict, and even of deep anguish of heart to those

"who are above all thino^s desirous of beins; what the

"Lord would have them to be, and of sacrificing their

"all, in order that they may feel something of peace and

"acceptance with Him. These know what it is, like

"the Apostles of our blessed Saviour, to bear about in

"their bodies the dying of the Lord Jesus, that so the

"life may be made manifest in their mortal flesh; though

"often cast down, but not destroyed; though at seasons

"in perplexity, but preserved from despair; for the

" Lord's everlasting arm is underneath, and in j^ropor-

"tion as their tribulations abound for Christ's sake, and

"for the promotion of His blessed cause in the earth,

"their consolations will also abound by Him.

' To lay the soul that loves Him low,

Becomes the Only Wise;

To hide beneath a veil of woe

The children of the skies.'

"This is the way, dear friends, that He is pleased to

"deal with the children of His people. Now, it was

"foretold concerning our blessed Redeemer, by the evan-

"gelical prophet Isaiah, that Miis flice should be more

"'marred than the face of any man—when we see Him,

"'there is no beauty in Him that we should desire Him
"'—a man of sorrows and acquainted with grief;' and I

"fully believe that the true Christian's path is thus

"marred; it is not beautiful to the eye of human wis-

"dom; so that this eye must be closed, and the spiritual

"eye opened by the Lord, before the saint can be really

" beautiful in our eyes—before we can see ' the beauty of
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Holiness;' and Avalk in the path which the Lord has

^^cast up for His ransomed and redeemed to walk in.

" Every faithful follower of our suffering Lord,

" wherever he is found, in whatever station or situation

"in life, and to whatever peculiar denomination he may
" belong, is entitled to that legacy which the Lord left

" to all his followers without distinction :
^ My peace I

" ^ leave with you, my peace I give unto you ; not as the

" ^ world giveth give I unto you.' And, blessed forever

" be His name, He doth not give it and then take it away,

"without it is our own fault, and we are disobedient to

"the divine law, and turn aside from following Him in

" the strait and narrow way of the gospel." ....
" Now, it is possible, even if we should unwisely do

"this, that we may patch up to ourselves a 'peace; but

" it will not be a perfect one ; for there will be seasons

" when doubts and fears will spring up in our hearts, and
" when tlie holy divine Witness, in spite of all w^e can do,

" will testify against this. It will speak unto us even as

" the Lord formerly spoke unto Adam, after he had tasted

" the forbidden fruit :
' Adam, Adam, w^here art thou V

" And in this state, a sense of the loss which the soul

" has sustained w^ill from time to time be as it were forced

" upon us ; but then it is possible to turn away from this

"state, and to close the eye w^hich the Lord has thus

" been pleased to open, and thus to become blind again

" with regard to our real state and condition. And in

"this way, it is to be feared, many high professors of the

" Christian name do indeed quench the Holy Spirit in

" their own souls, and will not hearken to His voice when
" he pleads wdth them there, setting their sins in order

" before them, giving them to see their polluted state,
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and that they are utterly unfit to enter the kingdom of

^^God.

"Well, I believ^e the Lord is, from season to season,

"renewedly extending his divine power to the disobe-

"dient and rebellious—unto those that hitherto have

"refused to hearken to the divine voice—that have
" chosen their own delusions, and have been sacrificing

"to other gods, and not serving and worshipping the

" Lord their God with all their hearts My very

" soul has been filled with fear, that there is such a thing

" as spiritual idolatry—that of idolizing the gifts and
" favors of the Lord—and this, for want of coming down
" into the valley of deep humility, for want of having
" the mind covered with the preserving fear of the Lord,

" for want of feeling an inward trembling in order that

" our souls may rest in the day of trouble. Now we are

"exhorted to work out the salvation of the soul with

"fear and trembling; for God worketh in us, both to

" will and to do of His own good pleasure. And in pro-

" portion as our minds are covered with the filial fear of

" God (not with the slavish fear of man, bringing a snare

" with it), but with that fear of the Lord w^iich is as

" a fountain of life, to preserve from the snares of death,

" all that is in us will be gradually prostrated before the

" Lord, and our wills subjected before Him, and thus we
" shall distinctly feel the Lord to work in us, both to will

" and to do of his own good pleasure

^''May we be concerned to weigh ourselves, and try

"ourselves, not in a false balance, or with a bag of

"deceitful weights, but in the balance of the sanc-

"tuary And if we find we have erred, in a

"greater or less degree, from the just man's path, let us
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" be willing, under suffering, to submit to the revelation

of the righteous judgment of God, and that the rod

" may be laid upon the backsliding nature in us, that so

" we may be brought back again into the right way of

" the Lord ; for thus, in his loving kindness and mercy,

" doth He deal with those that turn unto Him with full

" purpose of heart."

There is an unction to be felt, even in reading this

discourse, which must have reached the witness in the

hearts of such of those who heard it delivered, as were

not abandoned to their own ways, and hardened in their

hearts against the reproofs of conviction.

Isaac Stephenson attended the ensuing Yearly Meet-

ing in NcAV England, in the summer of 1824, along with

William Forster, also from England; and they are men-

tioned as being very helpful in their ministry, laboring

for the encouragement of the rightly exercised for a

due support of the discipline and of our various Chris-

tian testimonies. The watchmen, both ministers, elders,

and overseers, in some places where the defection pre-

vailed the most, had become somewhat cast down and

ready to give out, by reason of the long-continued pres-

sure of opposition; so that they needed to be afresh

stirred up to faithfulness. Many of the leaders in the

defection, it is true, had been by this time disowned

;

yet they continued to disturb the meetings for worship,

and many of their more or less active partisans remained

nominal members, and made constant opposition to the

measures necessary for maintaining the good order of the

Society, in the meetings for discipline, thereby often ren-

dering them times of great discomfort to the well-con-

cerned members.
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William Forster also attended the ^lonthly Meeting

at ^sew Bedford in the sixth month, and spoke to the

state of the meeting in a very clear and pointed manner,

" showing/^ as Job Otis says, " on the one hand, the

delusive nature and tendency of the spirit of the world,

" in all its various forms and appearances, warning all

"against it, and particularly against the wisdom and
" friendship of the world as well as against its follies

"and vanities; and on the other hand, showing the

" unity, the consistency, and the blessed effects of the Di-

" vine Spirit in all its operations and teachings—that it

" never led any to build again that which it once led

"them to destroy." He spoke of the Apostle Paul,

both before and after his conversion ; in the first case as

an example of man in the fall, governed by his own will

and wisdom ; and in the latter, of one acting under the

power of the cross of Christ. He addressed some as

being in a state of false peace, having their waters

smoothed as with a covering of oil, that would be blown

off when they should be troubled. Such were warned

of the danger they were in, and exhorted and entreated

to flee from the wrath to come. Christ's words to the

Jews, after lamenting over them as about to have their

house left unto them desolate, for having killed the

prophets and stoned them who were sent unto them, were

feelingly revived :
" Ye shall not see me henceforth, till

ye shall sav, ' Blessed is he that cometh in the name of

the Lord.'
''

One Priscilla Hunt, from the south, who afterwards

figured conspicuously among the followers of Elias Hicks,

and Benjamin Rodman before mentioned, seem to have

been the prominent disturbers during 1824. The latter.
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after producing much disturbance during a part of the

sittings of the Yearly Meeting, was kept out of the

house for the rest of the meeting, and was soon after-

wards disowned. Daring the summer, Mary Newhall,

with some of her companions, attempted to impose her

unsound ministry on Friends at Lynn ; and being inef-

fectually entreated to desist, she was, at a subsequent

meeting, kept out of the house. She then stationed her-

self near the door outside, and beginning to speak, a

rabble assembled around, and began to make some dis-

turbance. Whereupon she, with two associates, was

taken by a police officer before a magistrate, and by

him reprimanded, and threatened with the penalty of

the law against rioters, in case the offence should be

repeated.

The Quarterly Meeting following was a time of trial

to friends, through the usual disorderly conduct of some

of the contentious party; but the meeting was sustained

in patient endurance of their imposition, and afterwards

enabled to proceed with its business, and friends were

comfortably animated and encouraged to faithfulness,

through the ministry of Abel Collins, and John Wilbur,

of South Kingston, Rhode Island.

About the end of this year, and beginning of 1825, it

became pretty evident that the bond of union among

these disaffected and disorderly people was giving way.

Dissensions among themselves became openly manifest.

On one occasion, in one of their separate meetings, which

they had set up, and held for awhile, the before-named

Hull Barton while speaking, happening to make a pause,

one B. Worrell began to sing, to prevent him from pro-

ceeding; and at another time, Mary Newhall finding H.
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Barton not sufficiently heterodox to suit her views, at-

tempted to controvert what lie had said, and enforce lier

own deistical sentiments. This opposition so provol^ed

Barton, that he openly attacked her, saying there was

death in all she said, and calling her a worker of iniquity.

Mary's husband hereupon came forward in great

warmth, and designated what Barton had advanced as

a lie,'' and his conduct as insufferable." The con-

tention continued for some time, Hull's companion,

among other sayings of a like nature, comparing Mary
Xev, hall to a lamp that had become totally dark, and

plastered all over with mud by her admirers. While

this man was thus speaking unwelcome truths and pour-

ing forth unsavory denunciations, another individual at-

tempted to drown his voice by singing ; and so they

went on, in a disgraceful state of discord and disorder.

During the year 1825, these deluded people had in

great measure desisted from further acts of disturbance

in the meetings of Friends. Job Otis remarks about

this time :
" The disaffected party generally have with-

" drawn from us, and left our meetings, both for worship
^' and discipline, quite undisturbed. Some of them occa-

"sionally attend the Unitarian Congregational meeting;
*' while others entirely withdraw from public worship,

" under pretence of not feeling it a duty incumbent on

*Hhem. But a icithering evidently attends them all,

"and their reputation as religious characters is very

^* much lost with all sober and reflecting people. Most

"of them, even to Mary Rotch and Mary Xewhall,

" have thrown off all regard to plainness, and the

"younger part attend places of music and dancing.
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"Much confusion, contradiction, and inconsistency ap-

" pears among them in their principles, professions,

"views, and reasonings; and but little else than vain

"speculations, abstract reasonings, impiety, and unbe-

" lief. Like the Babel builders of old, they seem con-

" founded, and their language unintelligible among

"themselves. Some are saying one thing, and some

"another, and all of them different things at different

"times. Their faith is evidently that of the world, and
" not that which overcomes the world. In their lives

" they are loose, and free from the restraints of the cross

"of Christ. The bonds of union among them seem

"slight, and evidently void of the cementing power of

" Truth.^'

This sorrowful defection from the Society in New
England appears, as before remarked, to have been the

forerunning outbreak, in America, of what was after-

wards known as "Hicksism;'^ in like manner as we

shall see that the "Beacon'^ separation in England was

the first, premature, and abortive oiFshoot of what soon

afterwards became known as "Gurneyism;" these desig-

nations not having been given to the respective parties

from Hicks or Gurney having been actually the origin-

ators, but rather the ostensible developers and culminat-

ing agents, by their preaching, their writings, and their

great personal influence, of the respective departures.

We now approach the period of the greatest and most

awful schism which had hitherto been known in the

Society—one which shook the whole body to its founda-

tions, carried many away into unbelief of some of the

most precious doctrines of the Christian religion, and
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by the reaction of natural feeling which ensued in con-

sequence of its dreadful errors, was one means of de-

veloping the subsequent and opposite heresy, of which

our latter days are witnessing such sorrowful fruit. This

schism was brought to light and mainly promoted by

Elias Hicks and his coadjutors, and was confined in its

career to the Society in America. It was in its nature

the Eationalism of Germany and France without its

scientific basis, and hardly covered by the thin veil of a

pretended spirituality.
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CHAPTER IV.

THE HICKSIAN, OR RATIONALISTIC SCHISM.

Elias Hicks was born at Hempstead^ on Long
Island, in the year 1748, and was from his birth a

member of the Society of Friends. About a year after

his marriage he settled at Jericho, on the same island,

and continued to reside there until his decease. He
came forth as a minister during the revolutionary war,

and it is not known bntthat for some years his ministry

was sound and edifying. He was largely engaged, and

zealous in the work, often travelling abroad, and be-

came much admired. He was esteemed as a good and

kind neighbor, bore a good moral character, and ajD-

pears to have often been useful in his vicinity in works

of charitable good will, or in settling differences. Of
the latter, it would seem, there was a plentiful supply

among: his neii>:hbors.

There is a sound and instructive letter of his extant,

addressed, in 1 793, to Timothy Davis, who, with certain

others, had gone into some separation from the Society.

In this letter he tenderly expostulated with him, show-

ing the great danger to which those subject themselves

who run out into separation from the Lord's heritage,

and besought him to retrace his steps, ^Svhilst the arm

of mercy and immaculate love is open." The individual

addressed, it appears, was eventually fxvored to see and
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condemn his error, and was restored into unity with the

Society.'^

It is probable, however, that the inward work of puri-

fication had stopped short of a going on to completion

;

that there had been a tincture of self-righteousness re-

maining unslain ; and that this, fostered by the conscious-

ness of being considered a great and eloquent preacher,

gained strength as his years advanced, and furnished a

door whereby the enemy entered and obtained sorrow-

ful advantage, leading him into lofty imaginations and

random speculations, at variance with the purity of the

truth, and finally drifting him into a confused and in-

coherent form of infidelity ; into which, through his

popularity and influence as a bold, fluent, frequent, and

extensive preacher, he became a chief instrument of

leading off* great numbers of the members of the Society

in America from the sound Christian faith of our fore-

fathers.

It has been said that, even very early in this century,

some Friends had great anxiety excited in their minds

in regard to his soundness of doctrine.

Daniel Haviland, a minister, of West Chester County,

New York, who undoubtedly manifested on several oc-

casions the gift of prophecy, foretold at Purchase Quar-

terly Meeting, in 1810, certain deep trials that were

impending; saying, ^' You will be sifted from sieve to

sieve. You will be driven out of your meeting-houses.''

And turning to those sitting in the gallery, he said,

'^And you that occupy those seats, must not expect to

escape. You will share with the rest. You will be

- See " The Friend," Phihidelphia, vol. ii, p. 208.

VOL. I.— 9
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dragged from your seats. We do not hear that he

mentioned any names on that occasion, but he lived to

see the fulfihnent in the outrageous conduct of the follow-

ers of Elias Hicks there at the time of the separation.*

About the year 1817 the grounds for such anxiety

became more apparent. He displayed an unwholesome

disposition to an assumption of high spiritual attain-

ments, a pertinacity of purpose, and a degree of reckless-

ness in his dogmatical assertions touching some impor-

tant articles of Christian faith, which excited the fears of

solid and spiritually discerning friends in various parts.

From some remarks in his '^Journal/' under date of

the 6th of seventh month, 1817, I am led to appre-

hend that at least as early as that date (and probably

earlier), he was not clear of unsound views in regard to

our Lord and Saviour Jesus Christ. Though at that

time acknowledging man's great need of a Saviour, he

used expressions calculated to restrict our faith merely

to a Saviour " in the very centre of his [man's] own
soul ;" saying that it " is a fatal mistake " to look for a

Saviour ^' anywhere else
"—that the Saviour needed " can-

not he one without Him/^ etc. Although not very ex-

* See " The Friend," vol. ii, p. 134.

In the Yearly Meeting of New York, in 1828, after the separa-

tion had taken place, Daniel Haviland declared, that, more than

thirty years before that date, when the Yearly Meeting was held

at Westbury, two women Friends from Europe, travelling in

this country in the ministry (believed to be Mary Kidgeway and

Jane Watson), sitting in a room in a Friend's house where he

lodged, one of them, seeing him go by the room-door, called him

in, and pointing to Elias Hicks, who was in another room, said to

Daniel Haviland, " That man will some day be a troubler in

Israel." See "Journal of T. Shillitoe," vol. ii, p. 313.
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plicit, yet this mode of expression would hardly have

been adopted, if he had not begun to discard a reliance

on the Lord Jesus in His outward appearance in Judea,

in His sufferings and death for us, as being in any sense

our Saviour. One sound in the faith of Christ cannot

separate Christ without (in that prepared body) from

Christ icithin (in his gracious operations in the soul of

man). The same exclusiveness in regard to the outward

manifestation, is to be found also in his remarks^ dated

8th of third month, J 818; where in speaking of the

"Lamb slain from the foundation of the world," he re-

stricts it to what took place at the fall of Adam and Eve
in their own hearts, slaying the Lamb there by their dis-

obedience ; and says that this expression, as well as the

terms " Emanuel, Jesus, sent of God, great Prophet,

Christ our Lord," etc., mean " nothing less nor more, than

the Spirit and power of God in the soul of man ;" thus

ignoring all that blessed manifestation of Christ in the

flesh, wherein He walked in holiness and divine good-

ness among men, and gave His life" on the cross, ^^a

ransom for many."

Such sentiments rapidly accumulated in his mind.

In 1818, he wrote a letter to Phebe AVillis, in which,

among various other evidences of unsound views, he said

that the Scriptures appear " to have been the cause of

fourfold more harm than good to Christendom, since the

apostles' days ;" and compared Bible Societies to the

building of the tower of Babel. And towards the con-

clusion, he said, '^I well remember how oft my conscience

has smote me, when I have been endeavoring to support

* See E, Hicks's "Journal," pp. 304 and 329.
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the Society's belief of the Scriptures, that they so very

far excelled all other writings.'' This letter, and one to

the same Friend in 1820 of a similar tenor, and denying

the atoning efficacy of Christ's death, would have spread

alarm over the whole length and breadth of the Society,

if their contents had been then made known.

After this, his unsoundness became more and more

plainly developed. Yet his great fluency of speech, the

novelty of many of his ideas (crude, and coarse, and

really founded in ignorance, as many of them were), and

the boldness with which he enunciated them—fearing no

contradiction, and caring for no consequences—power-

fully attracted the admiration of ill-balanced minds,

especially among the youth ; a large proportion of whom
had been suffered to grow up with but little mental cul-

tivation, discipline, or restraint, and still less of an un-

remitting parental concern for their nurture and admo-

nition in the Lord. Multitudes of these, and, sorrowful

to say, many also of more mature years, flocked around

him with adulation, as a man of uncommon attainments

in religion. By rapid degrees he became more explicit in

his avowal of doctrines at variance with the Christian

faith as always held by the Society ; and in every step of

his progress towards infidelity, his admirers more or

less advanced with him, until, in neighborhoods where

his influence was chiefly felt, the Society became almost

overwhelmed by the pressure of those who did not scru-

ple to advocate deistical sentiments. But at the same

time that lie feared no contradiction, being so confident

in his own position, yet he knew well how to modify his

speech according to the various classes to whom he ad-

dressed himself in different places. So that some of his
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unsound views were expressed in public with so much

jilausibility, and so covered with other expressions famil-

iar to Friends, that many honest-hearted persons of no

very deep experience, who had perhaj)S only occasional

and limited opportunities of hearing him for themselves,

and who were more or less caught by his sanctimonious

appearance, and profession of being a great reformer, did

not perceive the insidious poison which lurked beneath

expressions at times designed to cover up the glaring

unsoundness of his sentiments.

In the year 1821, in a letter to Thomas Willis, of

Jericho, L. I., which was some years afterwards printed,

he declared that a belief in the miraculous birth of our

Saviour Jesus Christ, as we have it plainly stated in

Scripture, was a historical and traditional belief," that

" according to his best judgment " there was " considera-

ble more Scripture evidence for his being the son ofJoseph

than otherwise," and that he conceived " this miracu-

lous birth was intended principally to induce the Israel-

ites to believe he was their promised Messiah "—in other

words (plain English), that it was what is called a pious

fraud, got up to promote a certain belief among the

populace ! For one who professed to be- a minister of

Christ, to come forth with such sentiments, was indeed

astonishing, and if this had been at that time publicly

known, the Society might have been better prepared to

look for and meet such a succession of wild and frightful

doctrines as soon followed each other in his public dec-

larations. It w^ould be a dismal task to follow him

during the next six years, and trace the particular order

of development of these sentiments from time to time.

He seemed to be floating on the wave of popular ap-
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plause among his adherents, and was perhaps thereby

carried at times beyond what his sober judgment under

other circumstances might have dictated. And this may
account for his frequent contradictions. But as many
(perhaps most) of his sermons during this period were

taken down in short hand, and printed and widely cir-

culated by his friends, and the correctness of the printed

copies not only was never disavowed, but, at least as re-

gards a large proportion, was distinctly acknowledged

by him to be " in general very correct ^'^^"^ there can be

no reasonable ground for doubt as to the sentiments

being his own, as expressed ; and especially as some, the

most distinctly subversive of the Christian faith, were

in various modes of speech repeated many times over,

and several of the very worst of them he undertook to

defend in private interviews with those who from time

to time sought his conviction and return to the truth of

the gospel.

It will be best now to allude to the various items of his

unbelief, as gathered from his printed Sermons and Letters,

and to class them under distinct heads of doctrine, in

order to have a clearer view of their concatenation and

general tendency, than by merely following the dates of

his successive utterances in various places. His habit

of speaking (judging from the generality of his printed

discourses) seems to have been desultory, random, ir-

reverent, and sometimes even profane in its terms; and

though often contradictory to what was expressed at

* See his Letter to the Stenographer, M. T. C. Gould, dated

third month 'iSth, 1828 : I have read most of the discourses which

thou hast publi^hed, and have found them in general very correct."

The Quaker, vol. iv, p. vii.
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other times and places, and at times containing passages

unobjectionable as to doctrine, his sermons were as a

svhole, so full of unsound sentiments, and of allusions

tending to promote his favorite unsound dogmas, that it

is difficult to know what passages to select from among

the mass of error, without making the exhibit altogether

too bulky, and we may say, too nauseous for Christian

readers to peruse with calmness. How they could have

been calmly listened to in Friends' meetings, seems a

mystery.

Respecting our Lord Jesus Christ, we may take the

following out of many passages of similar tendency.

In a sermon preached at Fallsington, in Pennsylvania,

on the 11th of twelfth month, 1824, after speaking

of our Lord Jesus Christ as the Son of man, he says

:

" Here now we learn as rational beings, by his own tes-

^'timony, what it is that makes a son of God. We see

that this flesh and blood never could have been, in a

strict sense, the Son of God, but a creature, created by

God, by his power : because spirit and matter cannot

" be united together and make a being, nor make a son

"of God.'^ {Philadelphia. Sermons, p. 25L)

Again, in a sermon preached at Arch Street Meeting,

in Philadelphia, on the 14th of eleventh month, 1824,

he said: " Who was his Father? He was begotten of

" God. We ' cannot suppose that it teas the outward body
" of flesh and blood, that was begotten of God, but a

"birth of the spiritual life in the soul. We must apply
" it internally and spiritually. For nothing can be a

"son of God, but that which is spirit; and nothing but

" the soul of man is a recipient for the light and Spirit

" of God. Therefore, nothing can be a son of God, but
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" that which is immortal and invisible. Nothing visible

" can be a son of GodJ^ . . . .
" By tlie analogy of reason,

"Spirit cannot beget a material body, because the thing

" begotten must be of the same nature witli its father.

"Spirit cannot beget anything but spirit; it cannot

" beget flesh and blood. No, my friends, it is impossi-

" ble.'^ [Philadelphia Sermons, p. 10.)

Again, in his sermon at Fallsington, on the 11th of

twelfth month, 1824, he said, in reference to Christ,

"Then it was not his grace, but the grace of God com-

" municaied to him as it was communicated to the rest of

" Abraham^s children, to every one in a sufficient degree

"to enable them to come up to the law and command-
" ments given them.'' [Philadelphia Sermons, p. 253.)

Preaching at Staunton, Delaware, eleventh month

20th, 1826, he said, "Jesus Christ the Saviour of the

" soul, never was seen by the eyes of men, and forever

"will be the same power of God, and same divine

"anointing with which Jesus was anointed." [The

" Quaker, vol. iv, p. 84.)

Preaching at another time, he said, in regard to the

Spirit descending on Jesus at his baptism by John,

" Here now we find, that having an additional power, he

" had also additional trials to encounter ; he was brought

"to see the trials and temptations that awaited him, ans-

"ingfrom the propensities of his human nature; for he

" stood in need of all things in the same manner as we
" do, to eat, to drink, and to seek knowledge." [New

York Sermons, p. 85.)

Again, in the Fallsington sermon, already quoted

from, he said

:

" Now, let us pause a little, and consider what is here
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" meant. Can it be supposed that he was driven into

"an outward wilderness? Oi- sliall we not suppose that

" he was brought, by the power of divine light, to see

"f/ie wilderness state of his oicn mindf (Philadelphia

Sermons, p. 256.)

In Philadelphia, on the 1st of twelfth month, 1824,

at the Western ]\Ieeting-house, after speaking of Jesus

as ^' their Saviour," meaning the Jews, he said :

" He it was that saved them from their outward sick-

" nesses. He was only an outward Saviour, that healed

" their outward diseases, and gave them strength of body

"to enjoy that outward good land. This was a figure

" of the great Comforter, which he would pray the

" Father to send them ; an inward one, that would heal

" all the diseases of their souls, and cleanse them from

"all their inward pollutions; that thing of God, that

thing of eternal life. It was the soul that wanted
" salvation ; but this no outward Saviour could do, no

"external Saviour could have any hand in it.'' [Phila-

delphia Sermons, p. 50.)

Preaching at Trenton, on the 12th of twelfth month,

1824, he declared:

Not the name of Jesus Christ will save us. No, but

" that light and life that wa*s in Him—that was in the

" beginning with God, by which the worlds were made,

" and that light, it is declared, enlighteneth every man
" that cometh into the world. Therefore, every one of us

" has the same light and life, according to his necessity,

" as Jesus Christ had, in his proportion.^' (Philadelphia

Sermons, p. 295.)

In a printed Reply to a Letter of Thomas French,

detailing his unsound preaching at Purchase Quarterly

VOL. I.—10
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Meeting, in 1828, Elias Hicks says, in reply to one of

the charges :
^' My declaration was this, that ' Jesus

" ' Christ, while in that outward manifestation, walking
"

' up and down in JcAvry, in the course of his outward

ministry, never made a Christian.' And a few sen-

tences afterwards he acknowledges :
" I also said, there

" was no external mediator between God and his creature

" man under the gospel/'

In the New York Sermons we are told that he said

:

But it is not the righteousness of another that can save

" us. It must be done by the individual himself, or he

" cannot be the elect of the Lord ; for he is of the elect

" who elects God. Jesus elected his heavenly Father as

his rule and guide. So also must we,'' etc. {New York

Sermons, p. 16.)

In his sermon at Fallsington, again, on the 11th of

twelfth month, 1824, he said as follows

:

" Oh may we press forward to the mark for the prize

"of the high calling (omitting "in Christ Jesus our

" Lord " It is attainable to us ; as certainly as it was
" attainable by Jesus Christ, so certainly it is attainable

" by every one of his faithful followers.'^ {Philadelphia

Sermons, p. 266.)

At another time and place, he said :
" This portion of

" his Spirit being given to us to profit Avith, it will con-

" tinue to operate till it leavens the whole lump. Herein

" it was, that Jesus became the Son of God, through the

" life and power of God in him, which leavened him
" into His own holy nature, till he was swallowed up
" into the divinity of his heavenly Father. Having been

" faithful to the Father in all things. His storehouse was

" opened to him, because his Father could trust him with
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" all His treasures. He knew that he icould not em-

" bezzle, or make a wrong use of these treasures ; but that

" he would wait to know his Father's will, before he

" would dispose of the things which were opened to his

" view. Xow, here is the full and complete divinity of

^' Jesus Christ. From what Jesus himself said, he was

"not God!" {New York Sermons, p. 96.)

At Trenton, on the 12tli of twelfth month, 1824, in

speaking of " Moses and the prophets, Jesus Christ and

His apostles'' he added immediately: "He never can

" set amj of these above us, because if he did, he would

"be partial." {Philadelphia Sermons, p. 292.)

Preaching at Wilmington, Del., on the 3d of twelfth

month, 1826, he made use of the following unjustifiable

insinuation against the correctness of our translation of

the New Testament, in pursuance of his constant prac-

tice of separating Christ within us from our Lord Jesus

Ciirist who appeared in the prepared body. He said :

"Xow don't let your attention be turned outward, from

" the expression of these words that Jesus Christ is in

"you, except ye be reprobates'], for very probably the

" translators have not given it right to ns. Because the

outward Christ never could be, or can be, in us." {The

Quaker, vol. i, p. 222.)

How can we possibly doubt, in reading the above ex-

tracts (which might be indefinitely multiplied), that his

purpose was a persistent one, to degrade our blessed Lord

Jesus Christ, to the level of a mere man, like any one

of ourselves who might attain to perfect righteousness?

In like manner, respecting the Atonement, or Propi-

tiatory Sacrifice on the Cross, he thus expressed himself

to Dr. N. Shoemaker, of Philadelphia, in a letter, dated

third month 31st, 1823, and afterwards printed:
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"Did God send Him into the world purposely to suf-

" fer deatli by the hands of wicked men ? By no means;

"but to live a righteous and godly life/' etc.

If this be true, what becomes of the saying of the

apostle Peter? " Him, being delivered by the determi-

nate counsel and foreknowledge of God, ye have taken,

and by wicked hands have crucified and slain /' or of his

own gracious declaration :
" Even as the Son of man

came, not to be ministered unto, but to minister, and to

give his life a ransomf07^ many.^'

Again, in the same letter :
" But I do not consider that

"the crucifixion of the outward body of flesh and blood

" of Jesus on the cross was an atonement for any sins

" but the legal sins of the Jeivs ; for as their law was out-

" ward, so their legal sins and their penalties were out-

" ward, and these could be atoned for by an outward

" sacrifice,^' etc.

And again, in the same letter, how awful the fol-

lowing expressions !
" Surely, is it possible, that any

"rational being that has any right sense of justice or

" mercy, that would be willing to accept forgiveness of

" his sins on such terms ?" " Nay, was he so

"hardy as to acknowledge a willingness to be saved

" through such a medium, would it not prove that he

"stood in direct opposition to every principle of justice

" and honesty, of mercy and love, and show himself to

" be a poor selfish creature, and unworthy of nDtice

At a meeting in Rose Street, New York, fifth month

25th, 1828, he thus expressed himself:

" What life is it that is an atonement for the sins of

" mankind ? That very life and being that has coramit-

" ted sin, and opposed God.'' {The Quaker, vol. 3, p. 192.)
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Respecting the Holy Scriptures, in a sermon

preached at Abington, Pa., twelfth month 6th, 1824, he

thus expressed himself:

One would suppose that to a rational mind, the hear-

ing and reading of the instructive parables of Jesus

" would have a tendency to reform and turn men about
^' to truth, and lead them on in it. But they have no

"such effect.''^ {Philadelphia Sermons, p. 129.)

Again, he said, in the same sermon

:

" They have been so bound up in the letter, that they

"think they must attend to it, to the exclusion of every-

" thing else. Here is an abominable idol worship, of a

" thing without any life at all, a dead monument.^' {Phila-

delphia Sermons, p. 139.)

And again, in the sermon at Trenton, twelfth month

12th, 1824:

" But here we see that the people have been depend-

" ing upon the letter. Oh, what mischief has this done in

" Christendom ! AVhat dreadful work has it made among
" the children of men ! It proves, itself, what it is

;

" that it is nothing but a history of passing events, which
" occurred eighteen hundred years ago, a great portion of
" which may be true; a great deal was the immediate

" experience of the servants of the Lord, and opened to

"them by his revealing Spirit, which they have written.

" But look back at Christendom at its rise. Here we
" see Jesus calling them to an account for attending to the

" Scriptures ; and we see in a short time after, that by
" application to these boohs contention entered, and
" divided Christian professors. {Philadelpjhia Sermons,

p. 315.)

The expression in this passage, of" 1800 years ago/'
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refers of course to the New Testament history ; of wliicli

he says, a great portion may he true As to our Lord
" calling them to account for attendhig to the Scriptures/^

it is utterly false. He frequently referred to and quoted

them himself.

In a meeting at Darby, in Pennsylvania, on the 7th

of twelfth month, 1826, he said, after alluding to certain

" non-essentials," held by religious professors, And these

" are all stumbling-blocksy and perhaps there is not a

greater one than the Scriptures, called the Bible, or the

" Old and New Testaments bound up in a book." [The

Quaker
J
vol. iv, p. 138.)

Respecting what he called religion, we have in the

following passage from a sermon preached at the West-

ern meeting-house, in Philadelphia, on the 1st of twelfth

month, 1824, a remarkable definition, which sounds

more like the effusion of a heathen philosopher than of

a minister of Christ. Though long, it will be best to

present the whole passage, to show its deliberate aim.

He said

:

"All that we have to do, is to keep every desire regu-

" lated by the standard of truth ; and as we keep up this

" engagement, we are improving the moments as they

"pass. Here our improvement is all entered for us upon

^'the Ci^edit side; we are made creditors for our right

" improvement. So, on the contrary, if we neglect the

"proper improvement, it is placed to the Debtor side.

" It is a common maxim, and a good one, that short

" reckonings make long friends. If it was only our care

" every day of our lives, to look over the actions of the

" day, and see how our accounts stand with our Creator,

"how greatly should we be benefited by this self-
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^'examination. Would not a prudent bookkeeper, if he

"did right, bring up his debt and credit every night,

" that he might know how things stood ? Then how
" much more so, in the business of salvation, ought we

"to endeavor to improve every moment of the passing

"time from day to day, and never let an evening pass

" over, without looking over and turning over the leaf, to

" see where the balance would strike^ whether in favor or

" against. If it be against us, let us double our diligence

" the succeeding day, to retrieve our lost time. Let us

" strive to have a balance in our favor from season to

"season, and from day to day. If this were our con-

"cern, although we were not joined in society with any
" profession of religion, w^ere these our engagements, all

would be well; all these would become one, and make

"that society, which is the only militant church on

" earth. However scattered, they would feel for one an-

" other ; and whenever they passed by one another, they

" would be impressed by the one Spirit to become one

" body, and made to drink into the one Spirit. This I
" call religion ; but I consider no profession of religion

"to be religion at all.'' {Philadelphia Sermons, p. 44.)

So by this we may go on sinning, even without re-

penting, only we must take care, as " prudent book-

keepers,'' to make it all up every day by a counter-

balance of good deeds, to keep our credit right with the

Almighty ! There is then no need of repentance or of

forsaking sin, if we can only manage to balance the

account every night by something to our credit, and so

keep the Most High always in our debt ! And this is

what Elias Hicks calls religion, "' This I call religion,^^

says he, with great apparent satisfaction. Verily, it is
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the refuge, forlorn as it is, to which they are driven,

who reject the propitiatory sacrifice of our Lord Jesus

Christ.

Preaching at Cherry Street meeting, Philadelphia,

fourth month 13th, 1828, he said :
" Now I do not

" consider faith and belief, merely, to be any part of

" religion ; because belief is not a voluntary act of the

human mind." [The Quaker, vol. iii, p. 94.)

Respecting heaven and hell, he held as follows

:

In a letter from a Friend, of Ohio, alluded to above,

he had been charged with having said, among many other

unsound declarations, at Purchase Quarterly Meeting on

the 1st of fifth month, 1828 :
" All the heaven and hell

"there was, was in us,—we received our rewards and

"punishments every day; our heaven and hell dail)^,

" and all, he believed, we ever should. To prove it, he

" said, the drunkard would get his bottle and get drunk

;

" this was his heaven ; we saw him happy, he was then

" in heaven ; and then he would, when he got sober, feel

"miserable; this was his hell; and if there was any
" heaven or hell hereafter, it was something we could

" know nothing about.'^

In his printed Reply, defending himself from some

of the charges in that letter, he does not deny having

expressed himself as above, but, in degree at least, ad-

mits it, by the following retort upon his accuser

:

" And as to what he says about heaven or hell, I

" will ask him where he has found any heaven or hell

" without him ? I should like to hear him describe the

" shape and form of them, and in what region or place

" they are situated ?
"

And in a sermon given in the New York edition, he
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declared that ^'heaven is everyichere where God and bis

" rational creatures are. It is not a local place by any

means.'' {Neiv York Sermons, p. 93.)

He seems to bave forgotten tbat onr gracions Lord

said, " I go to prepare a place for you."

Respecting the devil, and fallen angels, bis belief

was expressed as follows :

In a sermon preacbed at Byberry, Pa., on the 8tb of

twelfth mouth, 1824, he said

:

" But people are too generally looking outwardly to

" find God, and in this outward looking they are told

"about a devil—some monstrous creature—some self-

" existing creature—that is terrible in power. Xow all

" this seeking to know God, and this devil, or the serpent

" without, is the work of darkness, superstition, and tra-

"dition. It hath no foundation ; it is all breath and
" wind without the power." {Philadelphia Sermons, p.

163.)

Again, in the same sermon, he said :

" What is the devil ? It is that cunning, twining

" wisdom—that serpentine wisdom of man It is

"nothing but excess that makes the drunkard. Here
" now we see luhere sin begins ; here we see where devils

are created—by man himself; he is the author of them

" cdl, as he is the only fallen angel upon earth." {Phila-

delphia Sermons, p. 166.)

In like manner, at Trenton, on the 12th of twelfth

month, 1824, he said :

" Who are the devils ? Apostate men and women
"who go contrary to God. They are cdl devils. Every-

" thing that is in opposition to the will of God is a

" devil." {Philadelphia Sermons, p. 293.)
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Of the same tenor is what he said at the Northern

District Meeting-house, in Philadelphia, on the 16th of

eleventh month, 1824, as follows:

" AVe may remember what the apostle declared, that

" Satan, the naine given to that tempting disposition in

us, which is the man of sin, self and self-will in man;

there is no other man of sin that I ever knew or

" fonnd/^ [Philadelphia Sermons, p. 37.)

Had he forgotten, while making these bold assertions,

the distinct account in the New Testament, that even

the blessed Jesus was tempted by the devil ? If we say

that this was " the serpentine wisdom of man,'^ his own
"self-will," the tempting disposition,'^ in him, do we
not speak blasphemy ? For we know that the dear Son

of God was " holy, harmless, undefiled, separate from

sinners ;" that he " did no sin, neither w^as guile found

in his mouth.'' So that, if there is no devil but our own

evil propensities, the evangelist must have recorded a

dreadful falsehood, or else blasphemed his Lord and

Master

!

Respecting the Scripture account of the Garden of

Eden :

On the 5th of twelfth month, 1824, at a meeting at

Germantown, he said :

" What is Eden's Garden, my friends ? It is the

" place where the Lord God is pleased to commune with

" his creatures face to face, and nowhere else. It is every-

" where where God is." (Philadelphia Sermons, p. 113.)

In a sermon preached at Horsham, Pa., on the 16th

of twelfth month, 1826, he said

:

" And what was that ? It was a state of communion
" with the Holy One. It was no located spot, my friends

:
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^^the Garden of Eden, so called, was never located on

"earth." {The QuaJcer, vol. iv, p. 27.)

And at Middletown, on the 19th of twelfth month,

1826, he said :

" I say there never was any such tree, nor any such

" garden, outwardly, as is here represented, but it is a

"figure or allegory." (The Quaker ^ vol. iv, p. 203.)

And at Byberry, on the 8th of twelfth month, 1824,

he said :

" And what were the trees m the Garden of Eden ?

" They were the propensities of man in his animal body.

"These are the trees that will grow if they are not kept

"down by pruning." [FhiladeJphia Sermons, p. 167.)

In a sermon included in the New York edition, he

spoke of

—

"The same covenant of light and life which he made
" with our first parents wdien placed in the paradise of

" God ; which was no particular local spot, but a state and
" condition of the soid, which was suitable to have com-
" munion with its Maker." [New York Sermons, p. 88.)

And (marvellous confusion !) in preaching at Trenton,

on the 12th of twelfth month, 1824, he declared :

" For God must be the tree of the knoidedge of good
" and evil. There was no tree of the knowledge of good
" and evil but God himself" (Philadelphia Sermons, p.

317.)

Respecting the Fall of Man, we may gather his

views from the following assertion made in a sermon

preached at the Falls, in Bucks County, Pa., twelfth

month 20th, 1826 :

" I certainly know that I have never felt any loss

" from Adam's sin. I have never felt anything to induce
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"me to commit sin, but a desire in myself to gratify my
" propensities beyond the design of heaven in giving

those propensities to me.'^ {The Quaker, yo\. i'l, p. 266.)

Respecting Reason, and its su2:)remacy, so much
vaunted by the French revolutionary school of philoso-

phers falsely so called, he said, at a meeting at New-
town, Pa., on the 9th of twelfth month, 1824

:

" I say, if Antichrist brings anything up which has a

" counterfeit appearance, our reason is a balancing jprin-

" cipleJ^ {Philadelphia Sermons, p. 207.)

In a printed Letter to Dr. Edwin A. Atlee, of Phila-

delphia, defending himself against some charges of hav-

ing expressed unsound views in an interview which Anna
Braithwaite had with him at his house in 1824 (whose

statement of what occurred is much confirmed as to its

main features by his own letter defending himself against

it), he makes the following deliberate assertion ; a dogma

which was caught up by his followers and echoed through-

out the land as if it were a fundamental truth

:

" I admit that I did assert, and have long done it, that

" we cannot believe what we do not understand^'

And yet, in preaching at the Western meeting-house,

Philadelphia, on the 1st of twelfth month, 1824, he could

so far forget his adulation of Reason, as to utter the fol-

lowing indiscriminate fulmination against those who are

making the most constant efforts to improve and pro-

mote it by knowledge :
" Oh, that men of science might

" be aware, what a curse they are to the inhabitants of

" the earth ! what a great curse P' {Philadelphia Sermons,

p. 53.)

The foregoing exhibit of only a few of his own authen-

ticated words places it beyond any reasonable doubt,
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that Elias Hicks did clearly and unequivocally deny the

miraculous birth, divine Sonship, and 3fediatorship of our

Lord Jesus Christ, and his atoning sacrifice on the cross,

and, often in terms almost contemptuous, endeavored to

show Him forth as a mere man ; that he spoke of the

Holy Scriptures in the same tone of contempt, as " noth-

^^ing but a history of passing events Avhich occurred

1800 years ago, a great portion of winch may be true

and asserted that they were one of the greatest stum-

bling-blocks to mankind; that he denied Heaven or Hell

to have any place or being, except in the soul of man; or

the devil to be anything more than our evil propensities

;

that the Garden of Eden was any particular place, but a

"condition of the soul/^ and asserted, among many other

fearful errors, that Reason is the " balancing principle/^

to detect " counterfeit" presentations to the mind ; so that

we are not to be expected ^^to believe Avhat we do not

understand !" These views are in entire accordance with

German rationalism.

Here the inquiry suggests itself, whether Elias Hicks

really knew what he was saying in these wild and deist-

ical enunciations ; whether he really appreciated the

scope of liis expressions; whether the sentiments as ut-

tered were truly held by him, or whether the utterances

were the offspring of a momentary excitement while

speaking. I should be inclined charitably to believe the

latter, if possible, especially after comparing his sermons

with the comparatively sober remarks in his printed

Journal; though we have no means of judging how far

the latter was published, complete and full as he left it.

But such a supposition seems forbidden by the fact, that

some of his worst sentiments are found confirmed by
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passages in his Letters, and even in tliose letters which

were written in his own defence. So that we are con-

fined to the sorrowful conclusion, that he really held

those antichristian views which the foregoing extracts

represent.

Another question, naturally occurring after looking

on the evidence of so wide a departure from sound doc-

trine on the part of a professed minister of the gospel, is

this: Was Elias Hicks never checked in his career, or,

at least, were no attempts made to arrest his downward

course, by faithful brethren and sisters, who were aware

of his dereliction, and were concerned for his safety and

that of the Society ?

One who had good opportunities of knowing, has

testified,* that much tender advice had been bestowed

upon him from time to time, to save him from running

out to nothing, yea, w^orse than nothing, but without

effect. All this time he pretended great love and con-

cern for the cause of Truth and for the welfare of the

church ; and in this way he was diffusing, in private, his

deistical sentiments ; and by letters he sjn-ead his princi-

ples far and wide, before Friends were aware.''

Samuel Parsons, of Flushing, on Long Island, was

aware of his unsoundness of doctrine as early as 1815;

and, in his capacity as Elder, he labored with him re-

peatedly on that account. But this could go no further

than private admonition, as Elias Hicks had such influ-

ence, especially in his own meeting, that his adherents

would not listen to any complaint against him. And

* See "Journal of Joseph Hoag " (D. Heston's edition), page

289.
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when objections were oifered to his travelling as a min-

ister, they were overruled, "with threats that, if the ob-

jectors opposed his doctrines, they should be taken up by

the overseers."

It appears also that Thomas AYillis, a minister of

Jericho, L. I., was among those who honestly and plainly

labored with him respecting his errors. This was at

various times between the years 1818 and 1821, by in-

terviews and letters. Elias indeed was the subject of

admonition and care on the part of a few of the elders

of his own meeting, for a longtime; but most of the

elders of that meeting being his adherents, auy attempt

there to expose his unsoundness would doubtless have

led to the disown ment of his accusers.

In the second month, 1819, Elias Hicks travelled into

the part of Vermont where that faithful minister, Joseph

Hong, resided. Here, preaching at Ferrisburg, Joseph

Hoag heard him express views which exceedingly alarm-

ed him. In a discourse of near two hours long, Elias

spoke of the placing of man in the garden of Eden, and

"occupied a full half-hour,".sar^'s Joseph IToag, "to make

it appear that there was no other evil in space," than the

tree of the knowledge of good and evil, repeating this

strange assertion three times over, but without any other

proof than his own statement. "To polish his discourse,

he recommended a good deal of moral conduct." He
then took up the tree of life, and for about another half

hour attempted to show that this was the Lord Almighty

Himself—"that it could not be otherwise!" This also

he repeated three times, " but offered no proof," to sup-

* See S. Parsons's testimony in " Foster's Report,'" vol i, page

176.
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port him in his wild idea. As before, this also " he

dressed with the beauty and happiness of good moral

conduct.^' After this, he made a full stop'^—and then

declared, ^' We have a right to choose good or choose

evil, just as we please ; and take that right from me, and

I would not value my being worth having.''

He continued his discourse for nearly half an hour

longer, laboring to support his views, and then soon

closed the meeting. Joseph Hoag was greatly tried

with what he had heard, and concluded that if possible

he must have a private interview with him. This was

obtained after some difficulty in a few days. After some

discourse on J. Hoag's dissatisfaction with his preaching,

and in particular with his absurd declarations regarding

the tree of knowledge of good and evil being the only

evil in space," thus making the Almighty, who, he had

himself said, planted the tree, the author of all evil,

Elias said, What other evil* is there then ?"

J. Hoag. "The Bible tells of a serpent."

Elias. "What! a Snaker
J. Hoag now endeavored to convince him, by appeal-

ing to his own experience, of the existence of an evil

spirit, tempting mankind to wrong. His words came

at length with so much cogency against the flimsy de-

fences of Elias, that he acknowledged, " I do not mean

to discard the idea that there is an evil spirit which

tempts us."

J. Hoag. "What dost thou then mean to deny?

Thou certainly denied it in thy preaching."

Elias. " I mean to deny that there is a great mawk-

ing devil, with one oxfoot and one manfoot, and five

eyes, which appears to people to scare them !"
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J. HoAG. I am disappointed in Elias Hicks. I

always thonglit him to be a man of talents. I did not

expect to hear such words come out of his mouth. I

have no belief that there is a child in our country, twelve

years old, that has learned enough to read, that believes

such an idea. Matter does not inhabit the world of

spirits.

Elias. " Many of our Quaker ministers believe it.^'

J. Hoag here requested him to stop, and referring him

to the Bible, endeavored to show him how defective his

ideas were, and how contrary his language was to the

plain Scripture account. He made no further reply

to this, and Joseph Hoag reasoned plainly with him on

the broad ground of the unsoundness of his ministry

;

telling him what uneasiness had to his knowledge been

already produced by it in various parts of the country,

and how he had been told by Friends, that Elias would

never make Quakers by his preaching, hut would make

infidels.''^

After Joseph had declared his entire disunity with

such preaching and sentiments, and Elias having nothing

further to answer, they parted. Joseph Hoag adds to

his account of the interview, that after this, he staid

hereaway some time, held meetings, and made social

visits, until he had enlisted every Elder in our Monthly

Meeting, and several influential members, and went off

and left me in as hot a furnace as he could prepare

for me."

In the summer of 1822, Joseph Whitall, a minister

of Woodbury, N. J., attended Xew York Yearly Meet-

ing, and heard Elias Hicks declare, that the same power

VOL. I.— 11
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that made Christ a Christian, must make us Christians,

and the same power that saved Him must save us/'

Having never before heard such sentiments from any

minister among Friends, and being very much astonish-

ed at them, Joseph felt it to be his religious duty to take

a private opportunity with him on the subject. In this

interview, J. Whitall tenderly entreated him, as one for

whom he had entertained a warm esteem, and acknowl-

edged that he would willingly, yes, gladly, " spend a

year in travail and exercise, that his sun might go dow^n

in brightness/' E. Hicks w^as brought to some feeling,

and even to tears ; but he still maintained his belief that

Christ was no more than a man,'' and liable to fall

like other men ;" and further asserted, that it was an

abomination to pray to Jesus Christ "—that " the Scrip-

tures were the cause of more bloodshed and confusion

than any other thing"—that "it was a pity the Epistles

had ever been handed down to us," etc. And when ex-'

postulated with upon the schism which such ideas, if

persisted in, must produce, he said, " It was in vain to

reason with him on the subject, for his mind was made

up—that he was determined to persevere, let the conse-^

quences be what they might." And in another interview

with J. Whitall, six months afterwards, at Woodbury,

he still took similar ground, stating his belief that

"Jesus Christ was no more than an Israelite," and

that " he believed George Fox, William Penn, and R.

Barclay thought as he did, but they were afraid to come

outr"^

* See J. Whitall's Testimony, in Foster's Keport, vol. 1, pp.

214, 215, and 246.
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Our ancient and venerable friend, William Jackson,

a minister, of London Grove, in Pennsylvania, ^vas

another of those who sought Elias Hicks'^s recovery by

a private interview. AVilliam Jackson had known some-

thing of Elias Hicks for about forty-three years, witliout

being aware of his unsoundness
;
when, being in Xew

York, in the summer of 1824 (then about seventy-eight

years of age), and being at a meeting where Elias Hicks

preached, he heard such sentiments from him in his

public discourse, as he had never before heard delivered,

either by professor or profane.""^ He spoke of the

Lord Jesus as having suffered as a martyr "—as " many
others since that time had done "—and labored to bring

him down to the level of a mere man. AVilliam Jackson

being greatly astonished and grieved, believed it to be

his duty, as a brother,'' to seek an interview with him,

in order, if possible, to convince him of his erroneous

and dangerous views. In his account of what occurred,

he states that Elias Hicks asserted to him, that " there

was as much scripture testimony to prove that he [Jesus]

was no. more than the son of Joseph and Mary, as there

was to prove the contrary." William Jackson brought

forward the testiuiony of Matthew and Luke ; but Elias

Hicks said that " they were no more than fables." Wil-

liam Jackson expressed his astonishment at hearing such

language, but Elias declared that he was confident of

what lie said—that it was a thing impossible—spirit

could only beget spirit—it could not beget material

matter." To William Jackson's objections he retorted

that he believed God was a spirit, and repeated several

times over, that ''Spirit can only beget spirit," "that he

* See his Testimony given in Foster's Report, vol. i, p. 100.
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was as confident of it, as that he was standing there."

William Jackson further reasoned with him then, as to

the creation of the world by Him who is a spirit. His

ansJi'er was, What of the creation ?" And when Wil-

liam informed him that he alluded to the account we

have in the Bible, he replied, Why, that's only Moses's

account;'^ and on William Jackson asking, "Whether

it was not a sufficient account for us to believe," his

answer was, " It is hut an allegory.^^ William Jackson

left him with a heavy heart.

But where were the anointed Elders, where were the

overseers of the flock, in the different places where,

during this long succession of years, Elias Hicks was

occasionally travelling among them, or even once only,

and preaching as he did ? How can we reconcile it

with duty—how can we believe it possible—for deeply

experienced servants of Christ—watchmen on the walls

—to sit and hear His holy name reviled by such

blasphemous declarations, and yet keep silence, and thus

let the people, young and old, drink it all in, under the

pretence of gos])el ministry, and suffer such a preacher

to go away to other places unrebuked ? One would have

supposed that some, at least, would have been con-

strained to cry out, in very grief and shame, Oh ! no,

friends, this is not our doctrine, neither has the Society

ever held such abominable sentiments—be not deceived

—God is not to be mocked !"

How came it to pass, that with perhaps two or three

solitary exceptions, in Philadelphia, in Baltimore, and

on Long Island, during the latter part of his career,*

By Gideon Seaman, an elder, and Solomon Underbill, a

minister. See Foster's Report, vol. i, p. 161.
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it does not appear that this was done; unless we consider

this to have been done when a minister was led, as some-

times occurred, to preach sound doctrine as an antidote

to his unsound? AVhy was he not arrested in his

course, or at least publicly rebuked and checked, and

the evil thus averted ?*

There were several causes for it. First. The Society

in general had been lulled into a state of ease and apathy,

and nothing had occurred of recent years to bring prom-

inently into view the necessity of " contending for the

faith once delivered to the saints,'^ by strictly maintain-

ing the purity and soundness of our doctrines; so that

many were almost forgetting the lines of distinction

between truth and error. Second. If at any time un-

easiness was aroused in individual minds, they saw that

popular feeling was greatly excited in his favor, and

that any open opposition to his dogmas would at once

stir up a commotion, the extent and result of which

could not be foreseen. Third. His erroneous sentiments

were generally so mixed up with familiar truths, or, as

Joseph Hoag said, so " polished and dressed with recom-

mendations of the beauty of morality," tliat the cover-

ing was weakly allowed to counterbalance the filth
;
and,

tender for themselves and for the delinquent preacher,

rather than valiant for the unchangeable truth of the

gospel, they put by the seemingly dangerous duty, and

^ On the occasion alluded to in Baltimore, during the Yearly

Meeting, his doctrine was publicly denounced by Dr. Dicks, of

Alexandria, who had himself, in early life, been an avowed deist,

but having heen favored to experience a change of heart, had

become a religious man and a member among Friends, and even-

tually an approved minister.
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satisfied themselves with secret lamentations^ or with the

conclusion that the servant of the Lord must not

strive;" thus making their sweeping construction of the

apostle's injunction wide enough to cover their own

dereliction of one of their weightiest duties as watchmen

over the flock.

The evil seeds sown so widely over the country were

not scattered in vain, but produced an abundant crop of

unsettleraent and unbelief, of discord and bitter conten-

tion. Sound Friends in various places at length be-

came aroused to a sense of the danger which threatened

to sweep the Society from its ancient foundation, and

strand it on hopeless shoals. Looking around them,

they perceived a formidable array of persons enlisted

already for the promotion of the ascendency of the vari-

ous new notions in the Society. This array was com-

posed in the first place, of open and avowed advocates of

Elias Hicks and of his characteristic views; secondly,

of a large number of merely nominal members, who

knew or cared little for any doctrines of religion, but

were recklessly determined to support the cause of free

thinking, free acting, and free preaching
;

thirdly, and

sorrowful to relate, of a class of members of honest in-

tentions, but who knew not their right hand from their

left, and were entrapped by the plausible insinuations or

false representations of relatives or acquaintances, who

scrupled not to assert that Elias Hicks was opposed and

persecuted because he stood for the views of the early

Friends—an assumption which caught very many, though

it was as palpably false as it was illusory.*

* See T. Evans's " Exposition of the Faith of Friends;" and an

anonj'mous book of 359 pages, 8vo. entitled " A Defence of the
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Tliis array of partisanship soon rose up wherever Elias

Hicks travelled, after his unsoundness became publicly

known; and his partisans plainly showed, by their bold-

ness and determination, that no fear of consequences was

likely to stop them from their purpose to carry every-

thing before them and obtain the control of the Society.

Meetings for the transaction of the discipline were thus

greatly disturbed by them in many places, and made

occasions of dispute and acrimonious debate, altogether"

at variance with the solemnity and waiting on the Lord

for wisdom and strength, which ought to characterize

them in common with those for divine worship.

Christian Principle? of the Society of Friends, in reply to charges

of the followers of E. Hicks;" published in Philadelphia in 1825;

which was written by Thomas Evans, assisted by Edward Bettle

and Joseph Roberts. These works, and others, completely re-

futed the unfounded claim of the disciples of Hicks, that they were

supported by the writings of our early Friends
;
yet Samuel M.

Janney, in the 4th vol. of his " History of Friends," has not hesi-

tated to bring forward again the same unfounded allegation, as if

it had never been contradicted. Doubtlo.ss there were many mis-

takes made in the zeal of that conflict, and perhaps, more or less

erroneous sentiments put forth in some of the many pamphlets

which fluttered for a time in the storm ; several of which were

issued in opposition to Hicks by persons not belonging to the So-

ciety. And it is also to be conceded, that certain individuals

who put themselves forward in the Society at this time, were not

grounded and settled in the truth, and consequently did more
harm than good by their eff"orts in Truth's cause. Yet there is no

justitication in. all this for Janney s assertion, that the controversy

was between ancient Quakerism as advocated by Hicks and his

party, and modern Gurneyism as held by his opponents. For

some further remarks on these illusory statements in regard to the

doctrines involved in this convulsion, the reader is referred to the

second volume of this work.
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In the autumn of 1822, it became known in Phila-

delphia that E. Hicks was likely soon to be in the city,

to visit two of its Monthly Meetings. Some of the

elders were acquainted with the result of the interview

between him and Joseph Whitall, mentioned above, by

w^hich his erroneous sentiments, expressed in public, had

been supported by him in private. Besides this, he had

recently, at the Southern Quarterly Meeting held at

Little Creek, in Delaware, expressed views of the same

nature, which had greatly alarmed Ezra Comfort and

Isaiah Bell, a minister and an elder of Abington Quar-

ter, who were then present. These Friends, on their

return homeward, mentioned the circumstance to some

members of the Select Meeting in the city, who con-

vened at the close of the Meeting for Sufferings ; Ezra

Comfort desiring an opportunity of speaking with Elias.

Joseph Whitall and Richard Jordan likewise informed

the ministers and elders of the unsound sentiments which

they had themselves heard him utter.

Two of tl\e elders (Samuel P. Griffitts and Ellis

Yarnall) accordingly called on E. Hicks when he came

to the city, and informed him of E. Comfort^s concern

on his account, and his wish to have an interview with

him.* E. Hicks twice declined to meet him on the

occasion. As he was about entering upon a family visit

to Green Street Monthly Meeting, the elders generally

now believed it to be their duty to attend further to the

matter, and endeavor to arrest the evil consequences

which they foresaw from the continued dissemination of

such sentiments. They, therefore, requested him to give

* See Thomas Evans's Testimony in "Foster's Report," vol. ii,

p. 377.
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them a private opportunity for opening to him their

uneasiness, and imparting such counsel as might be re-

Cjuisite. But he denied in general terms the allegations,

and persisted in refusing to afford any satisfactory oppor-

tunity. At length some of his own adherents advising

him to submit to it, he consented, and proposed the

meeting-house in Green Street as the place. When the

elders arrived, instead of a private opportunity with him

and his • companion, as they had expected, they found a

considerable company assembled with him, not only

from Green Street Meeting, but from Wilmington, By-

berry, and Darby. They informed him that what they

had desired was to have a select private interview with

himself and his companion ; that such a mixed company

w^ould frustrate the object in view ; and that they could

not proceed to open their concern with those persons

present. But he would not consent to any such thing,

and they had to leave him without entering upon the

matter. Soon afterwards, on the 19th of the twelfth

month, they addressed a letter to him, info^-ming him of

their painful concern on his account, mentioning the

nature of the charges brought against him, and reason-

ing with him on the inconsistency and impropriety of

his conduct in refusing to meet them as proposed. This

letter was signed by ten of the elders of Philadelphia,

viz. : Caleb Peirce, Thomas Stewardson, Ellis Yarnall,

Richard Humphreys, Samuel Powell Griffitts, Thomas
Wistar, Edward Randolpli, Israel Maule, Leonard Snow-

den, and Joseph Scattergood. To it E. Hicks replied on

the 21st, vaguely denying Joseph Whitall's account, as

" not literally true,'^ though he did not say it was not

substantially so ; but that it was founded on his own

VOL. I.—12
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forced and improper constructions" of his words; stating

also that Ezra Comfort^s charges were in the general

incorrect/^ and offering, as proof of this, a certificate

signed by three of his adherents in the Southern Quarter.

He sheltered himself also behind his oertificates—charged

Ezra Comfort with irregularity in not opening his dis-

satisfaction to him in the first place—and concluded by

saying that he had refused compliance with their " re-

quisitions, as considering them arbitrary, and contrary

to the established order of our Society."

This letter elicited another from the elders, dated 4th

of first month, 1823, wherein, amongst other expressions

of their deep concern on his account, and the irregularity

of his conduct, they say :
" On a subject of such impor-

tance the most explicit candor and ingenuousness, with a

readiness to hear, and to give complete satisfaction, ought

ever to be maintained. This the gospel teaches, and the

nature of the case imperiously demands it. As to the

certificate which accompanied thy letter, made several

weeks after the circumstances occurred, it is in several

respects both vague and ambiguous ; and in others,

though in different terms, it corroborates the statement

at first made." Viewing the whole subject, they express

their sorrowful but unavoidable conclusion, that E. H.

was holding and disseminating principles at variance

with those of the Society; and conclude by saying, that

he having thus closed the door against their brotherly

care and endeavors for his benefit, and the clearing of

our religious profession, they think the matter ought to

claim the weighty attention of his friends at home.

About the same time another matter, arising from the

same causes, was claiming the care of the Meeting for
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Sufferings in Philadelphia, in the regular discharge of

its duty to see that all publications bv our members be

consistent with the well-established faith of the Society.

A newspaper discussion had been carried on for some

months at Wilmington, Del., involving the views of

Friends on some important points of doctrine, between

a Presbyterian minister, who took the name of Paul,^'

and a member among Friends (Benjamin Ferris), who
signed "Amicus.*^ The latter professed to speak in

defence of Friends' principles
;

but, as the discussion

proceeded, it became evident that he was one of those

who had imbibed more or less of Socinian doctrines, or

of Elias Hicks's views. The editor of the newspaper,

after awhile, issued proposals to publish by subscrij^tion

the whole discussion in the form of a book. It seemed

now to be full time to clear the Society from accounta-

bility in regard to the sentiments expressed ostensibly

on its account ; and the Meeting for Sufferings, deliber-

ating on the subject, felt it incumbent to step forward

and do what they could to prevent the public from being

led to suppose that the erroneous views thus advocated

were really the sentiments of Friends, or that the author

was in any way authorized to sjieak on behalf of the

Society. With this view they prepared (by a committee
* consisting of John Cox, Jonathan Evans, Samuel P.

Griffitts, John Comly, Samuel Bettle, Thomas Wistar,

and Thomas Stewardson) some short, clear extracts from

the writings of our early Friends respecting the Scrip-

tures and the divinity and atonement of Christ, etc., and

also a minute respecting the correspondence, and re-

quested the editor of the paper (the Christian Repository)

to publish the latter in the intended booh, if that should
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be printed. This he declined to do, on the ground of

its not being agreeable to his subscribers ; but he offered

to print in his newspaper the minute, disclaiming all

responsibility, on the part of the Society, for the views

thus brought forward in its name. The Meeting did

not feel that its own duty would by that means be fully

discharged, and (at the suggestion of Samuel P. Griffitts,

w^ho mentioned that it seemed a pity that the extracts

should be lost) concluded to print, in pamphlet form, a

sufficient number of the extracts to supply a large dis-

tribution of them. They recorded the extracts in full

among their minutes, so as to go up for sanction, as usual'

with the rest of their transactions, to the Yearly Meet-

ing. It was entirely within their province to issue such

a publication themselves ; and it seems to be a matter

of regret that they did not at once pursue that course,

instead of letting the pamphlets remain locked up for

several months waiting for the Yearly Meeting. It is

also to be regretted, that in preparing these extracts the

names of the authors from whose works they were taken

w^ere not appended, as this would have given to the col-

lection less of the appearance of a creed —so odious

to the followers of E. Hicks—and would have thus dis-

armed a considerable part at least of the factious oppo-

sition to them. The following is a copy of these cele-

brated extracts, so obnoxious to the followers of E.

Hicks. They were extracted from the writings of

George Fox, William Penn, R. Barclay, R. Claridge,

and from the Declaration of Friends in 1693.*

^ See AVilliam Evans's Testimony in Foster's Keport, vol. ii,

pp. 328 and 470.
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EXTEACTS
FROM THE WRITINGS OF PRIMITIVE FRIENDS, CONCERN-

ING THE DIVINITY OF OUR LORD AND SAVIOUR, JESUS

CHRIST.

"At a MeetiDg for Sufferings held in Philadelphia, the

" 17th of the first month, 1823:

" An Essay, containing a few brief extracts from the

" writings of our primitive Friends, on several of the doc-

"trines of the Christian religion, which have been always

" held, and are most surely believed by us, being produced

" and read ; on solid consideration, they appeared so likely

" to be productive of benefit, if a publication thereof was
" made and spread among our members generally, that the

" committee appointed on the printing and distribution of

" religious books, are directed to have a sufficient number
" of them struck off", and distributed accordingly

;
being as

follows

:

" We have always believed that the Holy Scriptures

" were written by divine inspiration, that they are able to

" make wise unto salvation, through faith wdiich is in Christ

" Jesus : for, as holy men of God spake as they were moved
" by the Holy Ghost, they are therefore profitable for doc-

" trine, for reproof, for correction, for instruction in right-

eousness, that the man of God may be perfect, thoroughly
" furnished unto all good works. But they are not or can-

" not be subjected to the fallen, corrupt reason of man. We
" have always asserted our willingness, that all our doc-

" trines be tried by them; and admit it as a positive maxim,
" Tliat whatsoever any do (pretending to the Spirit) which
" is contrary to the Scriptures, be accounted and judged a

" delusion of the devil.
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" We receive and believe in the testimony of the Scrip-

" tures, simply as it stands in the text— ' There are three

" ' that bear record in heaven, the Father, the Word, and
" ' the Holy Ghost, and these three are one.'

" We believe in the only wise, omnipotent, and everlast-

" ing God, the creator of all things in heaven, and earth,

" and the preserver of all that He hath made, who is God
" over all blessed forever.

" The infinite and most wise God, who is the foundation,

" root, and spring of all operation, hath wrought all things

" by His eternal Word and Son. This is that Word that

" was in the beginning with God, and was God
;
by whom

" all things were made, and without whom was not any thing

" made that was made. Jesus Christ is the beloved and
" only begotten Son of God, who, in^he fulness of time,

" through the Holy Ghost, was conceived and born of the

virgin Mary—in Him we have redemption through His
" blood, even the forgiveness of sins. We believe that He
" was made a sacrifice for sin, who knew no sin ; that He
*' was crucified for us in the flesh, was buried and rose again

the third day by the power of His Father for our justifi-

" cation, ascended up into heaven, and now sitteth at the

" right hand of God.

" As then that infinite and incomprehensible Fountain of

" life and motion, operateth in the creatures by His own
" eternal word and power, so no creature has access again

" unto Him but in and by the Son, according to His own
" blessed declaration, ' No man knoweth the Father but the

' Son, and he to whom the Son will reveal Him.' Again,

" ' I am the way, the truth and the life: no man cometh
' unto the Father but by Me.' Hence He is the only
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" Mediator between God and man : for having been with

God from all eternity, being Himself God, and also in

" time partaking of the nature of man
;
through Him is

" the goodness and love of God conveyed to mankind, and
" by Him again man receiveth and partaketh of these mer-

" cies.

" We acknowledge, that of ourselves we are not able to

" do anything that is good ; neither can we procure remis-

" sion of sins or justification by any act of our own ; but

" acknowledge all to be of and from His love, Avhich is the

" original and fundamental cause of our acceptance. 'For
" * God so loved the world, that He gave His only begotten

" ' Son, that whosoever believeth in Him should not perish,

" ' but have everlasting life.'

" We firmly believe it was necessary that Christ should

" come, that, by His death and sufferings, He might offer

" up Himself a sacrifice to God for our sins, who His own
" self bare our sins in His own body on the tree ; so we be-

" lieve that the remission of sins which any partake of, is

" only in and by virtue of that most satisfactory sacrifice,

" and no otherwise. ' For it is by the obedience of that one,

" that the free gift is come upon all to justification. Thus
" Christ by His death and sufferings hath reconciled us to

God, even while we are enemies ; that is. He offers recon-

1^ ciliation to us ; and we are thereby put into a capacity of

"being reconciled. God is willing to be reconciled unto
" us, and ready to remit the sins that are past, if we re-

nt.

" Jesus Christ is the intercessor and advocate with the

" Father in heaven, appearing in the presence of God for

" us, being touched with a feeling of our infirmities, suffer-
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" ings, and sorroAvs ; and also by His Spirit in our hearts,

" He maketh intercession according to the will of God, cry-

" ing Abba, Father. He tasted death for every man, shed
" His blood for all men, and is the propitiation for our sins

;

" and not for ours only, but also for the sins of the whole
" world. He alone is our Redeemer and Saviour, the cap-

"tain of our salvation, the promised seed, who bruises the

" serpent's head ; the alpha and omega, the first and the

" last. He is our wisdom, righteousness, justification, and

redemption ; neither is there salvation in any other ; for

" there is no other name under heaven, given among men,
" whereby we may be saved.

" As He ascended far above all heavens, that He might
" fill all things, his fulness cannot be comprehended or con-

" tained in any finite creature, but in some measure known
" and experienced in us, as we are prepared to receive the

" same ; as of His fulness we have received grace for grace.

" He is both the word of faith and a quickening spirit in us,

"whereby He is the immediate cause, author, object, and
" strength of our living faith in His name and power, and
" of the work of our salvation from sin and bondage of cor-

" ruptiou.

" The Son of God cannot be divided from the least or

" lowest appearance of His own divine light or life in us,

" no more than the sun from its own light : nor is the suffj^

" ciency of His light within set up or mentioned in oppo-

" sition to Him, or to His fulness considered as in Himself
" or without us ; nor can any measure or degree of light

" received from Christ, be properly called the fulness of

" Christ, or Christ as in fulness, nor exclude Him from

" being our complete Saviour. And where the least degree

" or measure of this light and life of Christ within, is sin-
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" cerely waited in, followed, and obeyed, there is a blessed

" increase of light and grace known and felt ; as the path of

" the just, it shines more and more until the perfect day

:

" and thereby a growing in grace, and in the knowledge of

" God, and of our Lord and Saviour Jesus Christ, hath
" been and is truly experienced.

" Wherefore we say, that whatever Christ then did, both

" living and dying, was of great benefit to the salvation of

" all that have believed, and now do, and that hereafter

"shall believe in Him unto justification and acceptance

" with God : but the way to come to that faith, is to receive

" and obey the manifestation of His divine Light and grace

" in the conscience, which leads men to believe and value,

" and not to disown or undervalue Christ, as the common sac-

" rifice and mediator. For we do afiBrm, that to follow this

" holy light in the conscience, and to turn our minds, and
" bring all our deeds and thoughts to it, is the readiest, nay
" the only right way, to have true, living, and sanctifying

" faith in Christ, as he appeared in the flesh ; and to dis-

" cern the Lord's Body, coming, and sufferings aright, and
" to receive any real benefit by Him as our only sacrifice

" and mediator
;
according to the beloved disciple's em-

"phatical testimony, ' If we walk in the light, as He (God)
" ' is in the light, we have fellowship one with another, and
"

' the blood of Jesus Christ His Son cleanseth us from all

"'sin.'

" By the propitiatory sacrifice of Christ without us, we,

"truly repenting and believing, are, through the mercy of

" God, justified from the imputation of sins and transgres-

" sions that are past, as though they had never been com-
" mitted : and by the mighty work of Christ within us, the

" power, nature, and habits of sin are destroyed ; that as sin
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" once reigned unto death, even so noAV grace reigneth

" through righteousness unto eternal life, by Jesus Christ

" our Lord.

" Signed on behalf of the Meeting,

" Jonathan Evans,

"Clerk."

When the minutes of the Meeting for SaflPerings came

in due course to be read in the Yearly Meeting of 1823,

the fact of these Extracts forming a part of them, and

thus being proposed for the sanction of the Yearly

Meeting, raised a great storm against them on the part

of Elias Hicks's adhereuts. Several of them disapproved

of the doctrines as stated in the Extracts,* but the main

ostensible ground of the opposition to them was, that

this was an attempt on the part of the Meeting for Suf-

ferings to impose a creed on the Society, and that by

and by every member would be compelled to subscribe

to it. The excitement was such that the meeting ad-

journed till the next morning.

A proposal was then made by the opponents of the

Extracts, that they should be expunged or stricken from

the minutes of the Meeting for Sufferings. But this was

firmly objected to, as it would have the appearance and

effect of a disavowal of the doctrines therein mentioned,

which were no other than those of the ancient Friends

who were concerned in the establishment of the Society.

The opposition continuing very vociferous, Samuel Bet-

tie, the clerk of the Yearly Meeting, in order, in some

way, to settle the question, at length proposed, "to avoid

both difficulties by simply suspending the publication,

* See S. Bettle's Testimony, in Foster's Report, vol.i,p. 72.
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not taking it off the minutes, and not circulating the

pamphlets, but leaving the subjectJ' This compromise

was acquiesced in, and the matter so settled. But the

advantage gained by this important concession tended

to encourage the promoters of the new views to further

assaults, not only on the Meeting for Sufferings, but also

on the meetings of ministers and elders; and the next

three or four years exhibited various attempts made by

them to alter the constitution of each of those meetings,

by urging arbitrary changes of the representation in the

former, and likewise in the appointments to the station

of Elder, in a manner believed to be hitherto unknown

in the discipline or practice of Friends. This was in the

liope of obtaining for their party a controlling influence

in those departments of the Society."^

In Monthly Meetings, where they had the control,

they went to great lengths. Thus, Ezra Comfort and

Isaiah Bell were disowned by them for the part they

had taken in making known to the elders in Phila-

delphia the unsound doctrines preached by Elias Hicks

at the Southern Quarterly Meeting in 1(S22. These

The adherents of this party endeavored in various ways to

stir up popular feeling against tlie Elders of Philadelphia, and

the members of the Meeting for Sutferings; publishing scurrilous

pamphlets, with caricatures
;
one, for instance, representing Sam-

uel Bettle, the clerk of the Yearly Meeting, with a balance in

his hand, taking the weight of Jt-nathan Evans in one scale,

against a dozen or so of Hicksites in the other; one represent-

ing H "hole in the wall" (Ezekiel 8:7-12), disclosing what

the Elders were doi?ig hi the dark ; and one representing Jonathan

Evans (clerk of the Meeting for Sufferings), sitting at a desk

preparing ''the Creed,'^ with a yoke and fetters hanging near

him, etc.
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Friendsj however, were afterwards restored by appeal.

Leonard Snowden and Joseph Scattergood (son of

Thomas Scattergood, the minister), elders of Green

Street Monthly Meeting, in Philadelphia, were, in 1824,

declared out of unity by that meeting, on account of

their opposition to the doctrines and course of Elias

Hicks. The subject was carried to the Select Quarterly

Meeting, and several months were spent by a committee

in vainly endeavoring to settle the difficulty
;
during

which time Joseph Scattergood was taken away by

death. The Monthly Meeting persisted in its position,

and, finding that the committee was about to counsel

them adversely to their action in the case, undertook

summarily to displace the survivor, Leonard Snowden,

from his station as an Elder. On the committee report-

ing this to the Select Quarterly Meeting, the case ap-

peared to have assumed a form in which the consideration

of the Quarterly Meeting for discipline became needful,

and the Select Meeting accordingly referred the matter

to its care. Leonard Snowden also appealed to the

Quarterly Meeting, believing that the due maintenance

of our Christian principles and discipline were involved

in the case ; that it was unprecedented, and likely to

prove a dangerous example, subversive of the peace and

well-being of the Society.

His right of appeal was denied by the Green Street

members, on the ground that though they had by min-

ute declared him to be in such a degree of disunity as

to have lost his service in the select meeting, yet they

had not actually disowned him from membership. They

seemed to lose sight of the fact, that the discipline gives

the right of appeal to members who may apprehend
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themselves ^'aggrieved/' without limiting it to cases of

disownment; and according to the general understand-

ing among Friends, to declare a person out of unity by

a minute of the meeting, has been considered nearly if

not quite equivalent to a disownment. It deprives him

at least of the liberty of being employed in any service

of the church, or of his sentiment in meetings for disci-

pline being received as having any weight. When the

appeal came to be considered in the Quarterly Meeting,

the members of Green Street Meeting clamorously op-

posed it, some of them speaking, during one sitting, fif-

teen times or more to the case, and one man was known

to speak as many as thirty-two times; so that the sit-

tings of the Quarterly Meetings were often greatly pro-

tracted by their clamorous harangues."^

After much discussion from quarter to quarter, for

seven Quarterly Meetings, it was concluded in the fifth

month, 1826, to carry up the question to the Yearly

Meeting, for its advice and assistance, as a case of diffi-

culty; and as the Yearly Meeting for that year had then

just passed, the matter was thus delayed for another

year. But the disturbances in the Yearly Meeting of

1827 were such, that the case could not receive careful

and deliberate adjustment, and it Avas referred back to

Philadelphia Quarterly Meeting. That meeting accord-

ingly appointed a committee for the deliberate examina-

tion and consideration of the case; and at the next Quar-

terly Meeting (in the eighth month) this committee re-

ported, clearing Leonard Snowden from any just cause of

disunity or want of qualification for service in the church,

* Thomas Evans's testimony in Foster's Keport, vol. ii, p. 381
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and charging Green Street Monthly Meeting (which had,

however, in the meantime gone off in the separation) with

acting in the case inconsistently with the provisions of

the discipline. L. Snowden was of course now restored

to his place in the church, and confirmed in the station

which he had faithfully occupied for many years.

The same Monthly Meeting of Green Street, in 1826,

summarily displaced two of their female elders, Mary
Taylor and Ann Scattergood, on the same ground as

they had against L. Snowden and J. Scattergood. But

these friends appealing to the Quarterly Meeting, the

action of the Monthly Meeting w^is, in the second month,

1827, declared irregular and annulled.

The withstanding of an assault upon the regular per-

manent constitution of the Meeting for Sufferings made

by the Southern Quarterly Meeting (in which the adhe-

rents of E. Hicks had the control), tended afresh to fan

the embers of confusion and discord into flames. In

1826, that Quarterly Meeting, at the instigation of

Abm. Lower, of Philadelphia, undertook to change its

representatives in the Meeting for Sufferings, who were

mainly opposed to the new views, and therefore not sat-

isfactory to the controlling party. The discipline recog-

nized no such practice as changing the representation,

unless on account of death, resignation, or continued

absence from the meetings; and arbitrary changes had

not been known since that meeting was established on

its then present basis, especially without any disqualify-

ing cause assigned. The Yearly Meeting had already,

in 1825, refused to accede to a proposal from Bucks

Quarterly Meeting, to alter the discipline so that all im-

portant appointments (by which they meant chiefly
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elders and members of the Meeting for Sufferings) should

be made only for a limited time. But in this instance

a new set of representatives was peremptorily appointed,

without alleging any cause for dismissing the old ones,

and even without informing all of them (if any of them)

of their dismissal. When the new representatives pre-

sented themselves, the meeting declined to recognize

them, considering the matter altogether unexampled and

out of order ; but after considering the case for three

months, a committee was appointed to confer with the

Southern Quarterly fleeting on the subject, and inform

them of the reasons for their not consenting to the new

nomination. The disaffected in that Quarterly Meeting

were highly offended. At the Meeting for Sufferings in

the third month, 1827, this committee reported, that they

had attended the Quarterly Meeting held at Little Creek,

Delaware, and opened to them the difficulty of the case,

as it was viewed in the Meeting for Sufferings
;
assuring

the Quarterly Meeting that the Meeting for Sufferings

did not assume the privilege of interfering with the

" appointment of representatives—that the right of the

" Quarterly Meeting to select such friends as they might
" deem suitable for the service, and also to fill all vacan-

^' cies that might from time to time occur, was not ques-

"tioned. The Meeting for Sufferings never had at-

" tempted to interfere on this subject—the difficulty that

presented on the present occasion arose from a belief

"that no vacancy had occurred. The discipline estab-

" lishiug the Meeting for Sufferings directs, that twelve

"friends shall be appointed by the Yearly Meeting,

" and four out of each of the quarters ; the only cases

" which constitute a vacancy, and which call for a re-
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"appointment are death, resignation, or neglect of at-

" tendance; and the nniform practice of society for

" seventy years, has been in accordance with the disci-

"pline, which could only be altered by the Yearly

"Meeting; for we apprehended it must appear manifest,

"that some fixed general rule was indispensable, or

" otherwise each of the Quarterly Meetings might change
" the discipline or practice, as from time to time, circum-

" stances might induce them to think a change desira-

" ble.^^ .... After some further observations, the com-

mittee concluded with the information that the Quarterly

Meeting was informed that the Meeting for Sufferings,

in view of the difficulty, and yet " desirous of avoiding

" any collision with a Quarterly Meeting,^' had appointed

this Committee, " if they should think proper to sepa-

"rate a committee for the purpose, to enter into a full

"consideration of the w^hole subject, with a hope that

"such a conference might result in some conclusion

" which w^ould be to mutual satisfaction. The Quarterly

"Meeting, however/^ say they, "declined appointing a

"committee, or in any way explaining their views of

" the subject.''

This report being entered on the minutes, the matter

thus stood at the time of the Yearly Meeting in the

fourth month, 1827.

Elias Hicks made another visit to Philadelj^hia in the

winter of 1826, and fully confirmed the apprehensions

which his previous visits had excited. His presence also

doubtless tended to animate his adherents in the pursuit

* In the very early times of the Meeting for Sufferings in

Pennsylvania, it is believed there were instances of changes made

by Quarterly Meetings. See Foster's Keport, vol. ii, p. 49.
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of those measures which a few months afterwards resulted

in the separation.

The spring of 1827 found the elements for this work

actively in operation. The Society was like a volcano,

smoking and inwardly thundering, and almost ready to

burst forth into flame.

Bucks Quarterly Meeting, in which the Hicks party

predominated, prepared a proposal to go to the Yearly

Meeting, for a change in the discipline, so that Elders

might be removed by Monthly Meetings whenever it

might appear that their service in that station has ceased

to promote the best interests of the Society f in other

words, whenever a Monthly Meeting might, with or

without just cause, be desirous of a change. And
Abington Quarter, in which the same influence prevailed,

prepared a similar proposal, relative to the appointment

of Elders, and members of the Meeting for Sufferings,

with a view that such appointments be made for a limited

time.

John Comly, a minister of Byberry, near Philadelphia,

and occupying the position of assistant clerk to the

Yearly Meeting, travelled over a great portion of the

country within the limits of the Yearly Meeting, under

the profession of ministerial service, and in various places

held private meetings with certain of the members, in

order to bring about a division of the Society. He him-

self acknowledged afterwards to Samuel Bettle,* that he

had held about forty such meetings, and with that

intent.f

^ See S. Bettle's Testimony, in Foster's Report, vol. i, p. 68.

f John Comly, in his Journal, mentions a considerable number

of these conferences, the object of which, he says, was for the pur-

VOL. I.— 13
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It was deemed by the party highly desirable to take

measures to secure the choice of a clerk to the coming

Yearly Meeting, of their own sentiments, so as to enable

them to control the action of the meeting in accordance

with the new views. If this could be accomplished,

they trusted that they would have gained the wide road

to success. But if not, many of the leaders at least were

resolved on a separation, in accordance with John
Comly's contrivances. As the nomination of a clerk

would devolve, according to custom, on the representa-

tives as a body, it was seen that an important point

would be, that their party should preponderate in num-
bers when the representatives should meet, respecting the

nomination. Abington and Bucks Quarters accordingly

each doubled theif usual number of representatives, and

the Southern Quarter increased theirs by one half ; while

pose of making "a quiet retreat," and " becoming distinct and

separate as a society" (p. 314) and (p. 316), " a separation of the

contending parties into iiao dislinci religious bodies.''^ He speaks

of the disturbance in the Society as having been caused and

promoted by a " spirit or image of jealousy " and "stretch of arbi-

trary power," first developed in New England (p. 303), and

"denunciations against infidelity and other imagined absurdities,"

and fully acknowledges a difference of doctrine, but nowhere

attempts to refute the charges brought against him and his asso-

ciates, of a departure from the faith of the gospel. He speaks of

his partisans as "little lambs" (p. 335), and "afflicted lambs of

Christ" (p. 336), but acknowledges (p. 335) that at the ensuing

Quarterly Meeting of Abington, held at Horsham, there was "a
scene of apparent disorder—when many voices simidtaneoiisly re-

sounded from all parts of the house, in vindication of rights and

privileges dear to every friend of peace, of truth, and of order."

Of course, these " many simultaneous voices " were bleatings frqm

the " little lambs !"
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the Quarters where the party did not control aflPairs,

made no such increase. This was the condition of things

on the approach of the Yearly Meeting of Philadelphia

in 1827.

The Select Yearly Meeting, or Yearly Meeting of

Ministers and Elders, assembled as usual on the seventh-

day of the week immediately preceding the General

Yearly Meeting, viz., on the 14th of the fonrth month.

On attending to the Answers to the Queries addressed to

Meetings of Ministers and Elders, it was found that

Philadelphia Quarter, in its answer to the second query
—"Are ministers sound in word and doctrine, and care-

ful to minister in the ability which God gives ?"—had

mentioned that unsoundness existed in the ministry

among them, and that one of its branches had stated

" that much pain and exercise had been experienced on

account of persons coming among them, promulgating

sentiments or doctrines, tending to lay waste a belief in

our Lord and Saviour Jesus Christ.'' The meeting

being brought under much concern on this account, it

was, at the suggestion of William Jackson, after solid

consideration, concluded to appoint a committee, to visit

the Select Quarterly and Preparative Meetings, and en-

deavor "to extend such advice and assistance as might

conduce to the healtli of the body and the welfare of

individuals." There was opposition made to this ap-

pointment by some; but it settled as the mature and

genuine judgment of the meeting. At the adjourned

meeting, however, on the next fourth-day, the 18th,

John Comly made an effort to have the appointment

rescinded, and finding that his attempts were of no avail,
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he rose soon after the subject was dismissed, and bade

the meeting " an affectionate farewell/'*

The Yearly Meeting assembled, in due course, on

second-day morning, the 16th of the month, and entered

on its business as usual, Samuel Bettle and John Comly

being at the table as the clerk and assistant clerk of

the previous year. At the close of the morning sitting,

the representatives, according to custom, remained to-

gether in the same house as a committee to consider of a

choice for clerk and assistant clerk, to propose to the

Yearly Meeting in the afternoon. There were one hun-

dred and sixty-three representatives appointed, and they

were nearly all present, being thirty-three more than the

usual number, on account of the additions made by the

three Quarterly Meetings where the Hicks party pre-

dominated. It Avas usual, after a pause, to deliberate

first on the question, whether it were desirable to make

any change, by releasing the former clerk. But almost

as soon as the representatives had got together, and

before they were quietly settled, some one of the party

promptly proposed the name of John Comly for clerk.

This was objected to by others, as being premature,

before they had decided whether any change should be

proposed. John Comly's name, however, was urged by

a number with great earnestness, while others expressed

their preference for the former clerk, as no objections

had been stated against Samuel Bettle, Avho had been

nominated the previous year, without dissent; and espe-

cially as it was well known that John Comly had been

going up and down the country, holding private meet-

^ ^Villiam Evans's Testimony, in Foster's Ke})ort, vol. ii, p. 331.
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ings to prepare tlie way for a separation : a course "svhieh

formed an insuperable objection to him for that service

in the minds of many friends. The advocates of John

Comly clamorously asserted that they were the majority,

and therefore ought to sway the choice of the committee.

The others doubted the assertion, but insisted that it had

never been the practice of Friends to be governed by

mere majorities in religious matters, and that in this

case there would be a particular injustice in being urged

to that unusual mode of choice, inasmuch as several of

the Quarterly Meetings had so largely increased their

representation, while the rest had no more than usual.

The party urged, however, that it should be settled bv

a vote, and Abraham Lower, who had been throughout

very active on behalf of John Comly, soon called on a

certain John Watson to go to the table, and draw up a

minute proposing him for the service. John, feeling

somewhat discouraged at the strength of the opposition

to such a course, did not seem disposed to obey the sum-

mons, and excused himself from so serious an uadertak-

ing. Abraham then, still bent upon his purpose, pro-

posed that those who were in tavor of John Comlv
should go over to the eastern side of the house. He
rose, and took a few steins in that direction, and a few

others rose also. But the measure was so decidedly

opposed by a considerable number of Friends, that this

effort also failed. One member uro-ino; the manifest

injustice of it under the present circumstances of in-

creased numbers from Abington, Bucks, and the Southern

Quarter, and intimating that if they were to be urged to

vote, they ought, in the first place, to decide which of

them had a rh/ht to vote, and who had not ; this excited
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some of them from those three Quarterly Meetings, and

especially one Cephas Ross, of Bucks Quarter; who made

a pretty long harangue, and cried out, more than once,

in an irreverent manner, that 'Mie had his commission

from God Almighty, and would give it up to no man !

Friends were shocked at these and other such declara-

tions, and John Cox, of Burlington, rose and remarked,

that " there was a degree of decency and respect due to

one another on all occasions, both in civil and religious

society, and it ought to be observed;" adding further

remarks on the impropriety of disregarding this duty.

Abraham Lower became greatly roused at finding that

Friends w^ere neither to be led nor driven into a com-

pliance with his measures, and began to reflect on those

opposed to him, as " the few who wished to rule over

the many." Several hours were thus exhausted in alter-

cation, and it became very evident that no united agree-

ment could be arrived at. It was at length proposed

that John Cox should report to the Yearly Meeting,

" that way did not open in the minds of the representa-

tives to release Samuel Bettle." But this was objected to,

several of John Comly's advocates saying that in their

minds way did open for it. The projDOsal was therefore

modified, so that John Cox should simply report, that

the representatives could not agree on any name to offer

to the meeting as clerk." This proposition gaining ap-

proval even from some of John Comly's friends, Abra-

ham Lower became alarmed, and twice called out to

them, "to take care what they were about; for if no

name was proposed to the Yearly Meeting, Samuel Bettle

would be the clerk as a matter of course." This, how-

ever, seemed to be all the report that could be made,
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and John Cox ^Yas requested to convey it on behalf of

the representatives. They were about to disperse, when

Abraham Lower a third time represented to his party,

that if no name was reported, S. Bettle would be the

clerk and called upon all those who were favorable to

the appointment of John Comly, to come up to the clerk's

table and sign a report to that effect. He with perhaps

eight or ten others'^ went up accordingly to the table,

and a certain Marden Wilson began to write. But it

was a little too late. The representatives were then dis-

persing. The hour for the afternoon sitting of the

Yearly Meeting had very nearly if not quite arrived,

and many were waiting to come in ; and as some of the

representatives opened the door to go out, the members

began to flow into the house, so that those who Avere

usurping the clerk's table quickly withdrew, and this

scheme also was baffled.

f

Soon after the Yearlv Meetino; became settled for the

afternoon sitting, John Cox reported, on behalf of the

representatives, that they had not been able to agree on

any^ name to propose to the meeting as clerk. Several

proposals followed this announcement, but William Jack-

son rose and mentioned that he had attended Yearly

Meetings since the year 1767 (now sixty years), and the

practice had been that the old clerks continued in service

until new names were brought forward and agreed to.

Many friends expressed approval of such a course in the

present instance ; but others opposed it, and some of

these suggested that the present clerks should merely

* See Foster's Report. Cephas Ross said about twenty,

t For this whole proceeding, see Testimony of William Evans

and John Paul, in Foster's Report, vol. ii, pp. 332 and 339.
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serve for that afternoon^ and the representatives should

be directed to meet again, and determine the question

by the majority. This of course was firmly objected to,

and no probability appeared of the representatives com-

ing nearer to agreement than they had already done.

The proposal for the old clerks to continue to act for the

meeting was largely approved, and was at length acqui-

esced in even by some of John Comly's advocates. A
short pause at length occurring, Samuel Bettle made a

minute desiring the former clerks to continue to serve

the meeting. As soon, however, as it was read, it was

strongly opposed by the Hicks party ; but at length the

opposition ceased, and John Comly expressed his will-

ingness, '^in condescension to the views of his friends,^'

to act as assistant clerk. The usual business then went

on for a short time, and the meeting adjourned to the

next morning; when John Comly rose, and declared that

there were two irreconcilable parties, and that he could

not conscientiously serve a meeting so circumstanced as

its organ. He then proposed an adjournment of the

Yearly Meeting, without any time mentioned for its ever

reassembling. So strange and extreme a measure met

with but feeble support, and John Comly finally acqui-

esced in the desire, expressed by many, that he should

resume his seat at the table. After this, he acted as

assistant clerk without further difficulty, and the busi-

ness of the meeting went on as usual, his adherents tak-

ing part in some of the matters that came before it, espe-

cially in promoting a subscription to be raised through

the subordinate meetings to supply funds for the removal

of several hundred colored people from Carolina, where
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they ^vere in danger of being sold as slaves unless speed-

ily removed from the State.

On third-day afternoon Ann Jones, of Stockport,

England, came into the men's meeting by permission,

and, after a solemn pause, kneeled in supplication, com-

mencing with the ^Yords of the eightieth Psalm : Give

ear, O Shepherd of Israel, thou that leadest Joseph like

a flock, thou that dwellesfc between the cherubim, shine

forth and interceded with much earnestness for the

ancient and honorable fathers in the Church, for the

strong men in Christ Jesus, for the young men in our

Israel, and for the children in the Lord's house—then

on behalf of such as had been in some degree beguiled

by the great adversary of their souls, and in measure

entangled in his snares, but as regarded wdiom a door

of mercy still remained open—that such might be pre-

vailed on to close in with the offered salvation, before it

might be too late, and every avenue closed up. Soon

afterward, standing up, she w^as largely engaged in tes-

timony, addressing the state last alluded to in her prayer,

with much weight, and solemnly w^arning them to flee

from the temptation ; to flee for their very lives ; to be-

ware of the stratagem of the emissaries of Satan, those

who w^re endeavoring to persuade them that there was

no devil, while at the same time he was holding fast in

his embrace many of those who were thus denying his

existence. After many other observations, she said, that

leaving those who were rebellious and hardening the

heart and stiffening the neck against God, to their own
delusions and vain imaginations, and to the just judg-

ment of a righteous God, she washed to address herself

to the faithful followers of Jesus Christ, those who loved

VOL. 1.—14
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Him and his cause more than their own lives, and who
desired above all things to be found faithful to Him,
standing in their lot, and filling up with holy diligence

the appointed measure of duty and suffering. She ad-

dressed also the fearful and the faint with sweet encour-

agement, exhorting them to trust in the Lord, and cast

all their care on him, who cared for them, and whom
they would find all-sufficient for his own cause in every

storm and conflict. To the worthy heads of the tribes

who were standing in the forefront of the battle, and

who had to endure revilings and reproaches for the name

of Christ and for their faithfulness and uprightness to

Him, she spoke in a very consoling manner, reciting the

beautiful passage from Genesis, where Jacob pronounced

this blessing on his son Joseph :
" Joseph is a fruitful

bough, even a fruitful bough by a well, whose branches

run over the wall. The archers have sorely grieved him,

and shot at him, and hated him ; but his bow abode in

strength, and the arms of his hands were made strong

by the hands of the mighty God of Jacob—(from thence

is the Shepherd, the Stone of Israel)—even by the God
of thy father, who shall help thee, and by the Almighty,

who shall bless thee." She then addressed some who

had known what it was to be separated from their breth-

ren, assuring them of her faith and belief that they would,

as they stood fast in their fidelity to Christ Jesus and

his holy cause, experience that blessing to be fulfilled

which was poured on the head of Joseph, and on the

crown of the head of Him that was separate from his

brethren.'^ To the humble, faithful disciples of every

class, she had much of a precious and consoling nature

to hand forth, and concluded with a recital of some sub-
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lime passages of Holy Scripture, strikingly portraying

the care and protection of the Almighty over his Church

and people.

Almost as soon as she had taken her seat, one of the

Hicks party, in a taunting manner, exclaimed : Resist

the devil, and he will flee from thee I" And another

called out: '^Friends, beware of the leaven of the Phari-

sees She sat very quietly for a few moments, and

then withdrew."^

The Hicks party held several private meetings among

themselves during that week, and matured their plans

for a separation. On the evening of sixth-day, the 20th,

they held a large assemblage in Green Street meeting-

house, and agreed on an address to the members of

the Yearly Meeting. This address contained plausible

professions of admiration of the faithfulness of our early

Friends, and of their noble stand for ^'the glorious

truth, that God alone is the sovereign Lord of con-

science." Then, coming to our own days, they thus

expressed their idea of the grievances they were sub-

jected to : We are constrained to declare, that the

"unity of this body [the Yearly Meeting] is inter-

" rupted ; that a division exists among us, developing

" in its progress views which appear incompatible with

"each other, and feelings averse to a reconciliation.

" Doctrines held by one part of society, and which we be-

" lieve to be sound and edifying, are pronounced by the

" other part to be unsound and spurious. From this has

* The above account of Ann Jones's communication is taken

from a manuscript which, there is reason to believe, was written

originally by Thomas Evans.
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"resulted a state of things that has proved destructive

"of peace and tranquillity, and in which the fruits of

" love and condescension have been blasted, and the

"comforts and enjoyments even of social intercourse

"greatly diminished. Measures have been pursued

" which we deem oppressive, and in their nature and

"tendency calculated to undermine and destroy those

" benefits, to establish and perpetuate which should be

" the purpose of every religious association.'^ After

some further remarks, respecting order, discipline, and

forbearance, which (if they had but known it) reflected

back with double force upon their own conduct, they

said :
" It is under a solemn and deliberate view of this

" painful state of our affairs that we feel bound to ex-

" press to you, under a settled conviction of mind, that

" the period has fully come, in which we ought to look

" towards making a quiet retreat from this scene of con-

" fusion; a i \ therefore recommend to you deeply to

"weigh the momentous subject, and to adopt such a

" course as truth, under solid and solemn deliberation,

" may point to, in furtherance of this object, that our

" Society may again enjoy the free exercise of its

"rights and privileges,'' etc., etc. This paper was

signed on behalf of the meeting by John Comly"^ and

* What were the views entertained by Jolin Comly in regard

to the " divinity of Christ," and the atoning efficacy of his

"blood," may be gathered from what he has himself acknowl-

edged in the Journal of his Life, printed since his decease (page

350), in relating his answers to certain questions put to him at

the close of a meeting in New Jersey in 1827 :
" At the close a

person advanced forward to speak to us, and, with apparent dif-

fidence, said, he wished to ask a question, .... which he did.
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nine others. It places the ground of difference distinctly

on doctrines—'^doctrines, which we believe to be sound

and edifying, are pronounced by the other part to be

unsound and spurious. From this has resulted a state

of things/' etc.

thus addressing himself to me: 'Do you believe that Christ was

the Son of Joseph or the-Son of God?' I answered : ' The latter,

undoubtedly. I never had a doubt of the Divinity of Christ. I have

no idea of a Christ that is the son of Joseph.' He replied :
' Then

you believe that we have access to God through his blood, do you ?'

' Certainly,' said I. ' Very well,' said he, ' I am fully satisfied.'

He was called [adds John Comly] a Methodist minister, and

when he went out, he told others he was perfectly satisfied. What-
ever external or material ideas he attached to the terms of his

question, the answers were given ivith reference to the spirituality

of Christ, and the blood that cleanseth from all sin, which cannot

bo material blood, because matter cannot cleanse spirit, and the

soul that is defiled by sin needs a spiritual cleansing, through

which it finds access to Go 1." Thus he allowed this serious in-

quirer to go away imposed upon by an insidious answer according

to his own confession ! On another occasion (Journal, p. 395), in

answer to another inquirer, he discarded any confidence in the

"outward blood;" and in reference to the atonement said, "I
told him I could not find the term ' propitiatory sacrifice' in the

Scriptures, and the application of such a terra to the death of

Jesus on the cross I thought unwarrantable," etc. On page 400,

etc , is found an elaborate attempt to reason away a belief in the

existence of " the Devil ;" and on page 424 he says, " Whenever
the laws of animal nature, or the lusts of the flesh, prompt to the

pursuit of animal happiness, beyond the limitations of this supe-

rior law of the mind or soul, its restraining or controlling power

is felt by the obedient mind ; and a cross or death is known to

the first inclination or motion of desire for what is beyond this

boundary. This is the death of Jesus to sin, which man is called

to imitate." Might not such doctrines as these, with the more
open avowals of Ellas Hicks, sanctioned by the same John Comly
and by the party generally, rightly.be " denounced as unsound and

spurious" by all true Christians?
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At the meeting on sixtli-day evening, when they

agreed on the above document, Charles Evans, then a

young man, son of Jonathan Evans, was present with a

view to see for himself what they were about. His

presence, it appears, was not much noticed in the dusk

of evening, and in such a crowd as was then assembled,

according to J. Comly's estimate (Journal, p. 333) about

seven or eight hundred.

At the sitting on seventh-day morning,"^ I think after

attending to the epistles addressed to other Yearly Meet-

ings, a proposal w^as brought in from the Women's Meet-

ing, suggesting for the consideration of the Men's Meet-

ing the appointment of a committee to visit the Quarterly

and Monthly Meetings, for their strength and encourage-

ment. This proposal greatly roused again the heated

feelings of the Hicks party, who saw in it a thwarting,

to some extent at least, of their sweeping prospects.

They came out clamorously against it, several of them

often on their feet speaking simultaneously, and seemed

bent on bearing down all advocacy of it by noise and

tumult. Instead of being willing to hear those on the

other side of the question with the same forbearance that

was exercised toward themselves, they would endeavor

to drown the voices of Friends by clamor, coughing, and

other needless or rude noises.

Many Friends became much discouraged, and were

* That morning I attended the Yearly Meeting for the first

time, having landed from Liverpool the previous evening. It

was the last sitting, and made a memorable impression on a mind

unaccustomed to such scenes as then presented. It was the first

time I had ever heard the divinity of Christ called in question in

a Friends' meeting, and this was by Abraham Lower.
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almost ready to give up the proposed appointment, how-

ever desirable, seeing the tumultuous state the meet-

ing was in. But after the Hicks party had nearly ex-

hausted themselves, Charles Evans rose, and mentioned

to the meeting what had occurred the previous evening,

and that many of those who had now opposed the ap-

pointment of the committee were among the company

who had held this private meeting, and drawn up an

Address, complaining of their pretended grievances, and

inciting the members to separation. This development

soon put another face on the deliberation, and Friends

came forth clearly and decidedly for the appointment,

seeing the imperative necessity for it under such circum-

stances. Some one of the Hicks party attempted to deny

the truth of C. Evans's account; but he appealed to

John Comly to say if what he had stated was not cor-

rect, and John Comly remained silent.*

Several of the party candidly acknowledged the general

accuracy of his relation of the facts. They seemed stum-

bled, and brought to a stand, and knew not what further

to do to arrest the measure, and a large and general ex-

pression of approval of the appointment took place over

the meeting, leaving no reasonable ground for doubt

that such was the solid judgment of the truly concerned

John Comly, in his Journal, p. 331, calls him " a spy," and

adds, " His statement being denied by a conspicuous Friend, he

called on me by name to clear him of the charge of falsehood, or

correct him. But I saw and felt the spirit he was in, and in per-

fect composure and calmness remained silent, as knowing that I

was professedly in a Yearly Meeting, where no such altercations

and disputations should be allowed, and therefore ' answered him
not a word.' "
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and faithful members generally, and consequently the

judgment of the meeting. The Hicksian party then de-

termined to take no part in the nomination. A com-

mittee was accordingly appointed, consisting of Hinch-

man Haines, Thomas Wistar, Joseph Whitall, Thomas
Stewardson, Jonathan Evans, Samuel Bettle, Edward
Temple, Christopher Healy, Benjamin Cooper, John

Comfort of Solebury, Abraham Pennell, and William

Newbold ; to unite with a similar appointment of the

women's meeting.

During this last sitting, the minutes were all read

over as usual towards the close of the Yearly Meeting.

No objection was made to tliem ; and the concluding

minute, adjourning the meeting to the usual time and

place the next year, if the Lord permit, was also read

without a single objection.* The Hicks party thus ac-

quiesced in the authority and regularity of all the trans-

actions.

Near the close, after a silence of great solemnity,

Christopher Healy revived the passage from the Revela-

tion (chapter 15:3), Great and marvellous are thy

works, Lord God Almighty
;
just and true are thy ways,

thou King ofsaints ! Who shall not fear thee, and glorify

thy name?'' As the members were leaving the house,

John Comly said to Samuel Bettle, in reply to a remark

of the latter respecting the two classes into which the

meeting was now divided, " You will be sustained, but

what will become of us, I do not know !"

Thus ended this memorable Yearly Meeting, so fraught

with consequences of a very serious nature to many poor

* S. Bettle's Testimony, in Foster's Keport, vol. i, p. 70.
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unsuspecting souls, blinded and drawn into a fearful

vortex by false brethren.

But the acquiescence of the party, if it may be called

so, was merely temporary. Their leaders at least had

not abandoned their designs of establishing a Society in

wliich they could have the control, and do as they pleased,

having, as they expressed it in one of their Epistles, "a

ministry unshackled by human authority." They went

to work at once and in earnest with their plans for divid-

ing the Society, after the Yearly Meeting was over, and

met again in the Green Street meeting-hoiise according to

their adjournment, on the 4th and 5th of the ensuing

sixth month, with William Gibbons and B. Ferris, for

clerk and assistant, the one editor of the " Berexm," and

the other the writer of the letters under the name of

Amicus, in the " Christian Repository.""^ They now
issued another Address, reiterating their own views of

the causes of the state of things in the Society—undis-

ciplinary combinations, interruptions of ministers travel-

ling, unjust and " anfounded" charges of holding " inG.-

del doctrines "—the imposition of a clerk on the Yearly

Meeting contrary to the sense of "the greater part " of the

Representatives—the appointment of a committee to visit

the meetings contrary to the judgment of the " larger

number" then present—that, contrary to their hopes,

the spirit of discord had gained strength, and that

" there now appeared no way to regain the harmony and
" tranquillity of the body, but by withdrawing ( not from
^' the Society of Friends and its discipline, but) from re-

* " It was thought upwards of a thousand were in attendance."

John Comly's Journal, p. 338.
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" ligious communion with those who have introduced,

^^and seem disposed to continue such disorders." They
therefore proposed the " holding of a Yearly Meeting for

" Friends in unity with us," and encouraged such

Quarterly and Monthly Meetings as ^ may be prepared

" ^ for such a measure/ " to appoint representatives, to

meet in Philadelphia on the third second-day of the

10th month ensuing.

Meantime they took all possible measures to increase

their numbers by misrepresentation and the promotion

of prejudices and animosities, and to seize the meeting-

houses ; and the latter they did with such success, that

in Pennsylvania there were very few meeting-houses left

to the Society, except four of the five in the city. It would

be extremely irksome, and unprofitable too, here to de-

tail the many acts of disorder and rude outrage, by

which they accomplished their purposes in this respect.

Let them rest in oblivion.* But it is needful, as an

essential part of history, to allude to some further trans-

actions by which the separation was made complete over

the several Yearly Meetings. For the same causes

operated, and produced similar fruits, wherever Elias

Hicks's influence extended.

The party met again, as proposed, on the 15th of the

tenth month, 1827 ; and this time they assumed for

their assembly the name of " the Yearly Meeting of

* If any should desire further to pursue this branch of the sad

subject, they may ffnd ample details of disorder and wrong, even

to satiety, in the first and second volumes of " The Friend," Phil-

adelphia, 1827 and 1828. But I apprehend that in many of these

cases, both classes were too hasty and determined, though the acts

of outrage were principally on the part of the Hicksites.
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Friends, held in Philadelphia/^ irrespective of the fact

that they knew there was already a Yearly Meeting of

that name, which they had never disowned as not being

a Yearly Meeting of the Society of Friends. They had,

it is true, separated themselves from its jurisdiction in a

way which they undertook to support ; but they had

never shown gospel order in manifesting a justifying

cause for such a separation, nor had they taken upon

them to disown those who adhered to it, as being en-

gaged in supporting a false position. Their title, there-

fore, amounted to the assumption, that there could be

two Yearly Meetings of the same Society, in one place,

but independent of, and even antagonistic to one an-

other.

Here again they issued an address, or " Epistle to

the Quarterly, Monthly and Particular Meetings,'^

signed by Benjamin Ferris and Rebecca B. Comly, as

clerks of the men's and women's meetings. It contained

many truisms plausibly stated, and considerable salutary

advice, deprecating "the influence of party feeling"

—

airy speculations on religious subjects"—the ''seizing

of the discipline as a sword, in the spirit of violence,"

—

and with remarkable adaptation to the propensities s6

frequently manifested by a considerable number of their

own active members, they exhorted, " that our religious

" testimonies may never be wounded by contending for

" property and asserting our rights."

I am far from believing that there were not in that

assembly men and women who participated in sending

forth that advice to their members, with a sincere, or at

least . an honest belief, that they were promoting the true

cause of the Society. The most industrious efforts had
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been used and were being used, to gain over all such as,

through any weakness of judgment or affection, might

slide unwarily within their influence ; and many thus

joined them, who at the time had no idea of sanctioning

and encouraging, as their presence and accord undoubt-

edly did, the latitudinarian views, if not the infidel

principles, and the disorderly practices, of the leaders

in this schism. But having given away their spiritual

strength, by joining in with some of the measures of this

wild spirit, at first perhaps covered over with smooth

words and fine speech, they became involved in the

vortex, lost their power of escape from it, and incurred

a fearful responsibility with and for the body to which

they had united themselves.

The same causes which led to these deplorable events

within Philadelphia Yearly Meeting, were producing

similar results in those of New York, Ohio, Baltimore,

and Indiana; and we must briefly glance at them, to

show the completion of the schism.

I attended the Yearly Meeting of New York of 1827,

which occurred a few Aveeks after that of Philadelphia

;

but the separation of the Hicks party, though com-

menced in some of the subordinate meetings, did not

occur in the Yearly Meeting itself till 1828.

At the Yearly Meeting held in New York in 1827,

the meetings for worship were greatly disturbed by

unsound preaching, especially by one Phebe Johnson,

whom we have already met with as connected with the

ranterism about New Bedford, Lynn, etc., four or five

years before, and who had now joined the Hicks party.

Thomas Shillitoe (who, with George and Ann Jones

and E. Robson, attended this meeting from England)
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zealously exposed, and opposed with sound doctrine the

dreadful unsoundness of her sentiments, and called on

the faithful members of the Society to put a stop to such

utterances. Elias Hicks was present as usual, and I

thought the darkness of his spirit and that of others of

their leaders was sensibly to be felt in the several sit-

tings. But as to the actual enunciation of unsound doc-

trine on that occasion, Elias kept somewhat moderate

;

enough probably having been said for him on those

subjects by others of his party, and he knowing that

he was then under the eye of men and women who were

not slow to detect such errors, nor wanting in a prepar-

ation to testify against them faithfully before the people.

His party made several attempts by clamor to obtain

control of the proceedings of the meeting; but many
friends from the country parts, and some also from the

city and its neighborhood, standing firm for the testi-

monies of the Society, they failed at that time in their

attempts to revolutionize the Yearly Meeting; though

they came forth at intervals with much determination,

vociferating their sentiments two or three at a time, and

expressing their aversion to hearing those opposed to their

plans, by coughing, scraping with their feet, stamping

w^ith their canes, and other rude noises, such as charac-

terize popular assemblies rathe-, than the meetings of

Friends. In the women's meeting also, I was infornaed

there was much dissension, during wdiich Sarah Hicks, a

niece of Elias Hicks by marriage, was said to have been

on her feet more than one hundred times in two sittings !

The autumn of 1827 saw the formation, in Philadel-

phia, of an association of a number of members, mostly

rather young men, and ardent opponents of Hicksism,
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for the publication of a weekly paper, entitled "The
Friend, a Religious and Literary Journal/^ Its intent

was to promote within the Society the circulation of

literary and scientific information, free from objectiona-

ble matter, and also to defend the Society from the mis-

representations of the seceders, and to furnish wholesome

religious and other reading for the youth, suited to the

tastes of Friends. The object aimed at appeared de-

sirable, and the paper seemed for many years, to give

general satisfaction in the Society. Yet some Friends

have often had fears, that divine wisdom was not enough

consulted in its establishment, and that its course in re-

gard to religious matters was at times not entirely con-

sistent with our well-known principle, that the cause of

Truth must be promoted or sustained by such efforts

only as are in the ordering of Truth, and not by the

mere wisdom, will, and activity of the natural mind.

The paper however became, in the course of time, a great

receptacle of information in regard to what was passing

in the Society, particularly in America. But in their

zeal against Hicksism, and in many of their literary at-

tempts to maintain what they thought to be Christian

doctrine, it is certain (and easily perceived by the care-

ful examiner of even the first volumes) that there was an

edging toward the world's systems and modes of thought,

and that the wholesome limits of the true doctrines of

Friends were at times overstepped, and sentiments in-

troduced (unconsciously doubtless on the part of the

worthy editor, and perhaps of many or most of the

readers), the natural tendency of which was to smooth

the way for the reception of sentiments by no means con-
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sistent with those entertained by the early members of

the Society.*

For some time previous to the Xew York Yearly

Meeting of 1828, proposals for making the appointment

of elders temporary, similar to those made in the Yearly

Meeting of Philadelphia, had been forwarded to that of

Xew York, but after much difficulty had been rejected.

f

And in the spring of 1828, measures similar to those

taken in Pennsylvania for increasing the number of rep-

resentatives favorable to the party, were resorted to in

several of the Quarterly Meetings. In Westbury Quar-

ter (to which Elias Hicks belonged) double the usual

number were appointed. Six of the most useful mem-
bers, not of the party, though named, were rejected, and

none were permitted on the appointment who were

known to be unfavorable to his views. In Cornwall

Quarterly Meeting, in like manner, though several were

named, only one person opposed to his views was suf-

fered to be appointed.

During the latter part of 1827, and the spring of 1828,

* The writer cannot exempt himself from some portion of this

censure, having been in those early clays, unaware of the danger

and inconsistency of some of the modern views. The first editor,

Kobert Smith, deceased in 1851, and the paper has since that time

become more obviously the organ of the "middle" or compro-

mising system, and disposed to ignore the very existence of the

" smaller bodies," which were endeavoring to stand, under much
weakness and many discouragements, for the faith once delivered

to the saints. There has, however, of latter time, been some evi-

dence in its columns of a salutary alarm at the overwhelming prog-

ress of innovation.

t See Samuel Parsons's Testimony in Foster's Keport, vol. i, p.

174.
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many of those wlio in Pennsylvania and New Jersey

had gone off in this schism, liad been treated with by

the Monthly Meetings in the regular order of the disci-

pline, and being irreckiimable, had been disowned, as

having separated themselves from fellowship among
Friends. When the Yearly Meeting of New York as-

sembled in the fifth month, 1828, it was found that a

large number of these separatists from Philadelphia

Yearly Meeting, who had either been already disowned

or were then under the care of their Monthly Meetings,

had obtruded their presence into the Yearly Meeting.

This circumstance precipitated the separation there, as

it was well known to be contrary to the practice and

order of the Society, to proceed with disciplinary busi-

ness, while persons not in membership, or members

under dealing as delinquents, were present.

Thomas Shillitoe rose soon after the clerk had read

the opening minute, reminded Friends that through his

certificates for religious service which had been minuted

on their books the previous year, he had become during

his stay among them a member of that body ; and then

mentioned the fact of there being a large number of dis-

owned persons present, who had gone off in the schism,

and whose presence was incompatible with the meeting's

proceeding with its business. The intruders were urged

to withdraw, but were strenuously encouraged to remain

by E. Hicks and his party. Elias Hicks said he had

himself attended their meeting in Green Street, Phila-

delphia, that its members were "the cream of the

Society,'' and their meetings the only legitimate ones in

that part ; and he insisted on their right to sii; in that

meeting. He said further, that " if there were a dozen
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or more Presbyterians present, the meeting ought to go

on with its business." Many of his adherents advocated

the same views, and much noise and confusion soon en-

sued. They ordered the clerk in a peremptory manner

to go on with the business, and seemed disposed to com-

pel him to do so. At this juncture, as there was no pros-

pect of the intruders withdrawing, or of the meeting

being allowed peaceably to proceed, surrounded by such

a crowd of opponents of the principles and discipline of

the Society, a proposal was made, that Friends who were

concerned for the preservation of the Society in right

order, should remove the sitting to the basement story

of that building. This was freely united with by a large

number of Friends, but violently opposed by the Hicks

party. At length, seeing that the clerk was preparing

to read a minute which he had written to that effect,

they raised a great outcry, calling aloud, Don't let

him read it,'' " Pull him down." Others said, He is no

clerk of the meeting," " We have a clerk of our own,"

etc. Elias Hicks was requested to speak to them to

suffer the clerk to read the minute, and it is thought that

he then did say something to that effect ; but the storm

had risen to such a height, in hissing,'^ shouting, stamp-

ing, striking the floor and benches with canes and um-

brellas, etc., that there seemed to be no possibility of

calming the uproar so as to be heard. Before the clerk

had read very far, Elias Hicks shared in the excitement,

and said to him, " Thee is not the clerk of the meeting

;

thee shall not be allowed to read ;" and turning to the

audience, added, Do not let him read." They promptly

* S. Parsons's Testimon}^, in Foster's Report, vol. i, p. 181.

VOL. I.—15
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obeyed his watchword, and called upon one John Bar-

row to act as clerk, saying it was the choice of the rep-

resentatives ; whereas this being the morning session, the

representatives had not been directed to meet as yet,

and if any of them did meet on the subject of nominat-

ing a clerk, it was only a party action, entirely unau-

thorized. The disturbance was now at its height. Forty

or fifty of the party were, it is said, on their feet at one

time.* Elias Hicks then called on their new clerk to

come forward to the table; which he approached by

climbing over the backs of the benches, and heads and

shoulders of elderly Friends. When he thus arrived in

front of the table, Elias put out his hand to assist him to

gain access to it; but by some means he failed in his

aim at it, and some of his party turned him into the

clerk's seat heels foremost If The regular clerk and as-

sistant were at the same time violently pressed away

from their place, to make room for him ;J and attempts

were made to wrest the minute from the clerk's hands.

But notwithstanding all their uproar, he succeeded in

reading it, while they hooted and hissed, and the noise

sounded through the open windows to the street, like

distant thunder.

Friends then went to continue the sitting in the base-

ment story, but found it locked against them, and were

threatened with legal proceedings if they attempted to

open it. Under these circumstances, the Hall of Rut-

gers Medical College being offered to them, it was con-

* Joseph Hoag's Journal, Heston's edition, p. 291.

f Journal of T. Shillitoe, vol. ii, p. 311.

J Testimony of S. Parsons, Foster's Keport, vol. i, p. 186.
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eluded to adjourn to that building. It was a solemn

procession through the streets of that busy and worldly

city—many weeping as they walked silently along—and

must have had a very striking effect upon the bystanders.

though few were aware of the occasion of it. On reach-

ing the hall, a time of solemn silence ensued, after

which vocal praises ascended to the Shepherd of Israel,

for His signal deliverance of His people. Among others,

Daniel Haviland, who was then very old and blind,

broke forth, says T. Shillitoe, in a melodious manner,

acknowledging that his spirit was now set at liberty,

and his lips unsealed, to speak of what he had seen for

nearly forty years, and who it should be that would, in-

troduce such disorder and confusion into the Society.

He mentioned the foresight also of the two English

Friends respecting E. Hicks, thirty-five years previously

(as related on page 102) ; and added that the scene they

had just passed through was clearly unfolded to his view

before he came to the city. "But,'^ said he, "dear

Friends, there icill yet something come to pass, if my feel-

ings have not deceived me, that will more fully try our

foundation r^^' And he exhorted Friends to get so deep

in their spirits, that they might be able to stand.

Would that this solemn admonition had been more

deeply heeded than it appears to have been by subse-

quent events, which proved the truth of the prophecy

and the great need of the warning.

Two Friends were now appointed to inform the Wo-
men^s Meeting of what had occurred ; but they were not

permitted even to enter the yard. At their request, two

Thomas Shillitoe's Journal, vol. ii, p. 313.
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^Yomen Friends were called out from the meeting, who
were under the necessity of going into the street to re-

ceive the message, in the midst of a crowd of people who
thronged the gateway.

The Women's Yearly Meeting, which had been simi-

larly intruded upon, was afterwards separated, and

Friends met the next day in the African Methodist

Meeting-house. Thus the Yearly Meeting was sus-

tained, and continued several days in session, issued an

Address to the members in relation to these sorrowful

occurrences, and appointed a committee to visit the sub-

ordinate meetings. Among other subjects which engaged

attention, was a complaint against the unsound doctrines

of Elias Hicks, sent to them by the Yearly Meeting of

Philadelphia.

The Monthly Meetings of Philadelphia for theSouthern

and Western Districts had, early in 1827, sent a com-

plaint to Jericho Monthly Meeting on Long Island, re-

specting the unsound and pernicious utterances of Elias

Hicks, especially in one of the meetings in the Pine

Street house, during the winter of 1826-7. This com-

plaint, when at length it was suffered to be read in Jericho

Monthly Meeting, was treated as unworthy of further

notice, and its allegations were denied as false, although

fully borne out by the account taken on the occasion by

the stenographer who printed so many of E. Hicks's dis-

courses,f The Southern District Monthly Meeting,

after waiting a reasonable time, represented the case to

* See Epistle and Testimony of New York Yearly Meeting,

1828, p. 10.

f See The Friend, Philadelphia, vol, ii, p. 152.
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Philadelphia Quarterly Meeting ; T^ hich then sent the

complaint, by a delegation of three members, to ^Vest-

bury Quarterly Meeting, of which Jericho ^Monthly

Meeting formed a part. Elias Hicks's adherents having

here also the control, refused to read it, and clamorously

heaped abuse on Friends of Philadelphia. They, how-

ever, referred the paper to a committee for three months,

and then the whole thing was set aside. Philadelphia

Yearly Meeting of 1828 then took up the case, and sent

the complaint by a committee to the Yearly Meeting of

Xew York ; which receiving it for action after the sep-

aration had taken place there, was now free to place the

matter in a proper train for disciplinary action. Accord-

ingly it sent the complaint to AVestbury Quarterly Meet-

ing of Friends, with directions that the Monthly Meet-

ing concerned should take the requisite measures in

reference to it. The ^lonthly Meeting of AVestbury and

Jericho (formed by the union of two Monthly Meetings

after the separation) promptly responded by sending a

communication dated eighth month 21st, to Elias Hicks,

who was then gone to Ohio, stating to him the very

serious nature of the charges against him, and requiring

him at once to return home. This communication was

handed to him after his arrival at Mount Pleasant to

attend Ohio Yearlv Meetino^. He evinced crreat ao-ita-

tion.

Elias had been travelling about in various sections of

Ohio Yearly Meeting previous to its convening, prepar-

ing his partisans for the event. I should be glad to

draw the veil of silence over the disgraceful scenes that

were the result of his harangues, and of tliose of his

prominent coadjutors; but the truth must be told.
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Thomas Shillitoe had crossed his path at various places

within a few weeks of the Yearly Meeting, in the west-

ern parts of Pennsylvania, and the eastern border of

Ohio, and arduous service had devolved upon him, in

the necessity of exposing the unsoundness of Elias's doc-

trines to the people, at such times as they happened to

meet at the same place.

The Select Yearly Meeting of Ohio assembled at

Mount Pleasant, on seventh-day, the 6th of ninth month,

as usual. Elias Hicks and some of his followers at-

tempted to attend it, but as they were palpably engaged

in efforts to extend in Ohio the separation which had al-

ready taken place from the Society to the eastward, they

were informed at the gate that they would not be allowed

to enter the house. On this, to the number of twenty-

two (eight or ten of whom were from other Yearly Meet-

ings), including, it has been thought, only one minister

belonging to Ohio Yearly Meeting, they held their meet-

ing near the gate, then adjourned to a building not far

off, and finished their pretended '^Select Yearly Meeting"

at Israel French's house.

On first-day, the 7th, the meetings for worship were

much crowded, and greatly disturbed by these people. A
large concourse assembled at the Mount Pleasant house

in the morning, to whom Elias Hicks preached as usual

at considerable length ; but his position as a schismatic,

and the unsoundness of his doctrines, were clearly ex-

posed by Elisha Bates, who was then a minister in unity

with Friends ; and Elias could make no adequate reply,

but said, that was not the place for entering into discus-

sion; which indeed was true. He made his home at the

house of Israel French, and several of his partisans, in-
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eluding Amos Peisley, Elisha Dawson, and Halliday

Jackson, put up at the same house. It is supposed,

from various circumstances, that the plan for seizing the

meeting-house on second-day, was considered and agreed

on among them in that house, as it had been previously

considered by many of them in a certain school-housef

on seventh-day afternoon previous. However that may

have been, Elias Hicks evidently deemed it most prudent

for himself to stay away from the opening sitting on

second-day. In his " Journal,^' he gives no reason for

staying away, but touches the subject very lightly, saying :

" Not being present at this sitting, I was informed that

great confusion and disorder took place.'^ Halliday

Jackson afterwards gave as a reason for the absence of

his friend, that he was engaged in writing to his friends

at home," in regard to some "novel communications

from Long Island." This was a singular excuse to give

for the absence of one who had come between four and

five hundred miles with a certificate to attend Ohio

Yearly Meeting. But it appears that he was actually

engaged that day (as he deemed it best to stay away

from the meeting), in writing an angry reply to the letter

of his once dear friend Gideon Seaman, conveying to him
the requisition of Westbury and Jericho Monthly Meet-

ing for his return home forthwith. He began his reply

with the words, My poor deluded friend, Gideon Sea-

man," and went on to declare in vague terms that the

charges against him were " founded altogether in false-

hood ;" but said nothing to clear himself from the false

doctrines which were not only in those charges, but also

* The Friend, vol. i, p. 407. t Ibid., p. 414.
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in the report of his sermon taken down in short hand,

which lie here acknowledged to have been taken rer-

batim as delivered/^ Charging his accnsers with having

left their first love, and turned away to fables and

false reports/^ he applied to them the language partly

addressed by Christ Jesus to Saul: Friends, friends,

why persecute ye me ? It is hard for you to kick against

the pricks,'^—and declared, with a remarkable want of

attention to accuracy of statement, that Philadelphia

Yearly Meeting {" orthodox was " but the gleanings

of Society, being little more than a sixth part of the

whole body of friends that constitute that Yearly Meet-

ing." This was a singular estimate, when it was gener-

ally admitted that in that Yearly Meeting the numbers

WTre nearly equally divided—a small preponderance only

being attached to the Hicksites. He asked his accusers,

" how they could feel themselves, in their folly, so con-

sequential as to send an order for " him to return im-

mediately home," etc., and concluded by saying that if

he were to comply with their order, he should be ac-

knowledging the reign of Antichrist. Such was his

temper, while his partisans were following out their

newly invented declaration, "that there was no law

against the press/'—i. e., bodily pressure !

At 8 o'clock on second-day morning, the Committee

on Indian Concerns met as usual in the Yearly Meeting-

house for the transaction of their business ; but had not

proceeded much more than an hour, when it was an-

nounced to them that the crowd outside Avas so great

and so anxious to enter, that the doors would have to

be opened for the Yearly Meeting. The Friends ap-

pointed by the several Quarterly Meetings to preserve
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order about the entrances to the Yearly Meeting-house,

had also met about 8 o'clock, and in view of the extra-

ordinary state of tilings, and the imminent danger of

violence on the part of the seceders, they had agreed to-

gether that all peaceable means should be resorted to, to

induce them to refrain from intruding upon the meeting,

but in no case to repel force by force. The weather was

extremely wet, and long before 10 o'clock the doors were

opened, and the crowd began to rush into the house.

There were among them a large number of separatists,

and also various persons of the vicinity, attracted prob-

ably by curiosity or an idle desire for excitement. The
separatists at once evinced their determination to enter

the house, either peaceably or forcibly, and the door-

keepers soon found it useless to attempt to keep out

even those among them who had been disowned. Many
rushed violently through tlie doors in solid masses, en-

veloping in their midst those whom they knew to be the

most obnoxious, and having gained an entrance for these,'

either remained inside to pull in those whom their com-

rades outside were pushing through the committee of

doorkeepers, or went out to form new solid masses round

other disowned persons, and perform their feats over

again. After the house was nearly filled up, and some-

what of a pause took place, Thomas Shillitoe was en-

gaged in supplication ; but the solemnity ensuing was

interrupted by one of the most formidable of these solid

masses of wild young men rushing into the house, hav-

ing Amos Peisley and Elisha Dawson in their midst.

They burst through the crowd of Friends, exclaiming to

- The Friend, vol. i, p. 391.
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one another, Move on, Friends ; move on, Friends !"

and seemed determined to take possession of the house.

Soon Israel Frencli rose and said, that " it devolved on

him" to declare that the present clerk had disqualified

himself for acting, and another one ought to be appoint-

ed ; and immediately some one else called out, " I nom-
inate David Hilles." This was responded to by shouts

of approbation. The clerk meantime was engaged in

calling the names of the representativeSj and reading

their credentials from the several Quarterly Meetings.

David Hilles being loudly urged by his party, strove to

make his way to the table through the dense crowd of

Friends, but found it no easy matter, as they were par-

ticularly closely packed about the galleries where the

table was situated, and were by no means disposed need-

lessly to make room for a posse of intruders. His party

therefore now made a desperate rush toward the galleries,

evincing, by the angry expression of their countenances,

and vehement gestures, their determination to effect their

object. One of them getting on some eminence, precip-

itated himself headlong upon the body of Friends, in

order to throw them into confusion and make them give

way. In his first attempt he rolled over, and fell pros-

trate among them, but trying it again, Avith assistance,

he pushed himself over the rail into the gallery among

the elderly Friends. Here putting his feet against the

railing of the gallery, to obtain purchase in pulling a

comrade also up, some of the woodwork gave way, which

increased the noise and alarm.

Friends attempted to remonstrate against such riotous

proceedings, and even some of their own party endeav-

ored to allay the tumult. But the others cried out, " Move
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on, move on and remonstrance and rebuke were alike

unheeded. One man mounted the large stove, and urged

them on, shouting that they were going to restore the

God of love to the galleries ! Their new clerk had not

yet succeeded in reaching the table. Suddenly a cry was

raised, that the youth^s gallery, or the sounding-board

over the ministers' gallery, was breaking down, and the

house
.
falling ; and a crash was now heard upstairs,

which seemed to give probability to the alarm. It

arose, however, from some one there breaking a piece

of wood, probably with the intent of raising a panic.

Many had no means of knowing how false was the

alarm, but jumped or tumbled down from the youth's

galleries ; others rushed impetuously down the stairs

and out at the doors ; and many were seriously crushed

and hurt in the press. The sudden rush loosened some

plaster from the ceiling,* and this falling increased the

alarm. The ^ass of several windows w^as broken away,

and one window sash kicked and broken to pieces. The

leading rioters meanwhile kept what they had gained,

without being involved in the alarm, as if they knew all

about it, and held themselves in readiness to seize any

advantage offered by it. But Friends generally about

the table remained also at their posts.
^

But at length the party gained their point. While

the clerk was endeavoring to write down the names of

the chief rioters, one of them threw open a door behind

the table ; others then made a push at the table itself, to

move it from its place, and to force those sitting behind

it through the open door. But this was not easily ef-

* Thomas Shillitoo's Journal, vol. ii, p. 345.
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fected. Then one of them seizing a leg of the table,

another a part of the top, a third the drawer, and so on,

they pulled the table to pieces ; and rushed so furiously

on Jonathan Taylor, the clerk, who was a delicate man
and in slender health, that he was in danger of being

"pressed" to death. Some one outside at this juncture

seeing his perilous situation, laid hold of him and res-

cued him through the open doorway. Having thus

taken possession of the table literally by storm, they

raised a hurrah ! Their newly nominated clerk was

talking and tittering at the elbow of the seat near where

the table had been. Several plain-looking men seemed

to be taking the lead, and one of them cried out that it

would soon be time to clear the house for their new clerk.

Some one handed to the latter the drawer of the shattered

tal)le, to serve as a desk, and he soon read something by

way of a minute under the new order of things. Friends

seeing that the control of the meeting wa9 thus usurped

by a mob, it was now proposed to adjourn to the next

day, and this being approved, they quietly withdrew

from the house. The Hicks party proceeded in holding

what they called Ohio Yearly Meeting.

Even the Women's Meeting did not escape being in-

vaded by some of the mob. A company of them rushed

violently into their apartment, and threw open one of

the outer doors, as if they wished either to induce other

rude men to enter, or to suggest to some of the female

friends to make their escape. The alarm respecting the

house falling was quickly communicated to them, and a

young man ran in among them, jumped into one of the

windows, and began to kick it to pieces with all his
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force."^ They adjourned in accordance with the action

of the Men's Meeting.

At ten o'clock the next morning, the Yearly Meeting

reassembled according to adjournment, but were not al-

lowed to occupy the house. Elias Hicks and his party

had collected an hour before that. After inelFectually

demanding the use of the house to hold the Yearly

Meeting, and being tauntingly answered that the Yearly

Meeting w^as now^ sitting and did not wish to be dis-

turbed, Friends collected for a time in the yard, and ad-

journed to the Short Creek Meeting-house, not far dis-

tant, where the rest of the sittings of the Yearly Meet-

ing were held.

It was supposed by Friends of that meeting, that not

more than one-third of the members originally present

to attend the Yearly Meeting consorted with Elias Hicks

and his party; and their outrageous conduct evinced

how little they regarded their own favorite dogma of

the right of the majority to rule," excej^t when it suited

their own purposes.

The Yearly Meeting of Indiana was peaceably held,

as usual, at White Water, near Richmond, in that State,

commencing on the 6th of the tenth month ; the Hicks-

ites in that section having already seceded, and, much

to their credit, held their Yearly Meeting separately,

about a week previous, at Waynesville, in Ohio ; thus

avoiding such disgraceful scenes as had taken place at

Mount Pleasant. Elias Hicks was there also, and it

is probable that but for his presence, his party would

^ See " The Friend, " Philadelphia, vol. i, p. 392.
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scarcely have had strength to take the step they did in

professing to hold Indiana Yearly Meeting,

Baltimore Yearly Meeting was the only remaining

body of that character, in which the Hicks party effected

a separation. It convened in the city of Baltimore on

the 27th of tenth month, 1828. Many individuals who
had been disowned were suffered to attend it, and the

credentials of some of them from the separate meetings

were read. The Yearly Meeting of 1827 had already

shown its preference for the schismatics, by reading and

answering an Epistle from the separate meeting in Green

Street, Philadelphia, while it sent also a cold and almost

rebuking reply to one sent to it by the Yearly Meeting

of Friends of that year. But on this occasion, in 1828,

it received and read Epistles not only from the regular

Yearly Meetings of Friends, but also from the Hicks

Meetings of Philadelphia, New York, and Indiana, and

accepted and answered these, while they left the others

unnoticed. In narrating the subsequent proceedings, as

they seem to have an important bearing on other cases

somewhat similar, and especially as they were stated and

remarked upon soon after, in a very lucid manner, in

the periodical paper published in Philadelphia, entitled

" The Friend," I prefer to quote certain portions of the

statements made in that paper, rather than to give my
own. To copy the whole account and remarks, would

inconveniently and uselessly extend these pages; but we

will take such portions as are required to give a 'clear

view of the subject as treated in that periodical.*

" Epistles were produced from meetings of the sece-

* "The Friend," Philadelphia, vol. ii, p. 37.
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" ders^ styled Yearly Meetings, Avbich were read and

minuted, while little other notice was taken of those

" from the ancient and regularly established Yearly Meet-

"ings, except to censure their contents in harsh terms.

^' It was also proposed that the assembly should then

" distinctly declare whether it would recognize and unite

"with the meetings of those who have separated them-

" selves from the society, or continue its connection and
" fellowship with the long-established Yearly Meetings

" of Friends. The former proposition was warmly sup-

" ported by the advocates of the new doctrines, and a

"minute was made recognizing such a conclusion.* It

" is evident that this measure completely identified all

" those who promoted it, not only with the different

" bodies of separatists scattered over this country, and
" with the erroneous notions which they hold on impor-

" taut points of Christian faith, but also severed them
" from communion with the ancient Society. By this

" act, therefore, the assembly ceased to be the Yearly
" Meeting of Friends of Baltimore, and became a Yearly
" Meeting of the newly established sect. Those indi-

"viduals who conscientiously dissented from the doc-

"triues held by the separatists, and who felt no wish to

" become a part of their Society, had no alternative left

" but to meet apart from the others, and endeavor to

" continue their connection with their brethren in other

" Yearly Meetings, as the Yearly Meeting of Friends in

"Baltimore, etc.''

* A committeo was also appointed to essay replies to the three

bodies of separatists, of Philadelphia, New York, and Indiana.

See " The Friend," vol. ii, p. 53.
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Page 53, It will probably be said, that compara-

"tively Si few only of the members of Baltimore Yearly
^' Meeting, who joined themselves to the new sect, actu-

" ally hold the unsound prin(3iples of Elias Hicks. We
" sincerely hope this is the fact ; but it does not change

"the state of the case. Whether they themselves hold

the principles or not, if they unite in a Society capac-

" ity with those who do hold and openly avow them,

" they lend their influence in support of those principles,

" and sanction them by the language of conduct and ex-

" ample. They show their approbation of them by the

"strongest evidence which can be given, viz., social

" unity and church fellowship.'^

Page 54, " The Society, the ministers, and the doc-

" trines, are all identified and associated with each other

;

" and every member who evinces his unity with the sect,

" is accountable for the principles which are thus pro-

" mulgated, as completely as are the members of any
" other religious communion for the doctrines held by
" it.''

Again, page 54, " It matters not how large the num-
" ber may be who violate the compact, break down the

" established constitution, and disregard the terms on

" which a right of membership in the Society of Friends

"can only be held. If it be nine-tenths, nineteen-

" twentieths, or ninety-nine-hundredths, the principle

" remains the same. Membership can only be enjoyed

" so long as the prescribed terms of it are complied with :

" the moment an individual violates those conditions, he

" voluntarily forfeits his right,* and if the whole num-

* These expressions seem to need some qualification. A delib-

erate and persistent violation of the constitution of the Society
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^' ber of persons constituting a meeting act thus, they as

" fully and completely cease to be members of the Society

" as any one of them would if regularly disowned by the

" rest. Xumbers have no modifying influence upon the

^' terms and principles of the Association It is

"not the same Society it was before, if the fundamental

^'principles of its union are altered.''

Page 61, "The statements we have already made,

" show in the clearest manner that in order to retain

" their connection with the Society, and to support its

"doctrines and discipline. Friends of Baltimore Yearly
" Meeting had no alternative left but to meet apart from
" those who had seceded from its communion, and at-

" tached themselves to tlie new Society of Hicksites. Ac-

"cordino^lv, near the close of the sittins: on fourth-dav

"afternoon, notice was given to such persons as were
" dissatisfied with the irregular proceedings of the sepa-

" ratists, to meet at nine o'clock on the following morning,

"at the McKendrean school-house, for the purpose of

"holdino^ Baltimore Yearlv Meetino; of Friends, in con-

" nection with the ancient and regularly instituted Yearly

" Meetino's of our relis^ious Societv. Two Friends went

"to communicate this information to the women's meet-

does of itself deprive the offender of his i^ig/it of membership, or

rightful claim to membership
;
though his actual membership in

fact continues to some extent, until, after gospel order has been

duly and ineffectually exercised by the church, or assembly of the

faithful, this membership is declared to be forfeited. The true

fellowship having been broken, the technical or merely outward

membership is as it were held in suspense nd interim^ for his re-

covery. Yet, as R. Barclay saj-s, he casis himself out, by his trans-

gression
; which in due time, if persisted in, the church has to de-

clare.
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ing ; but when they attempted to enter, they were
" denied admittance by two of the Hicksites, w^ho had

"anticipated the movement, and placed themselves at

"the doors to guard them. They, however, obtained

" admission by a side-door, which had escaped the vigi-

" lance of the sentinels, and informed the assembly of

" the proposed meeting.

" The number of Friends who convened on fifth-day

" was about one hundred and fifty, of whom sixty-six

" were men, and eighty-four women." ..." It is true

" the company was small
;
yet we can thankfully ac-

" knowledge, that He who has promised to be with the

"two or three that are met in His name, owned the

" meeting by His sacred presence, the evidence of which
" more than compensated for the sacrifice that many had
" made, and the derision they met with, in thus openly

"acknowledging their attachment to His name and

"cause. The meeting closed on seventh-day evening,

" and Friends parted from each other under a grateful

"and humbling sense of the unmerited favor they had
" been permitted to enjoy." . . .

"There can be hut one Society of Fidends; and that

" one Society must adhere to those doctrines which are

" the basis of the compact on which the association was
" originally 'formed. Each Yearly Meeting has its pe-

" culi{]ir and exclusive rights, relating to its own govern-

" ment and internal regulations ; and these it holds in-

" dependently of all other Yearly Meetings
;
provided

" always, that they do not extend to the rejection of any
" acknowledged doctrine or testimony. But if either of

"the Yearly Meetings, or any number of them, alter

" the principles which form the outward bond of union
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'Mil the Society, forsake the ancient and established

"organization, and join a new association, holding dif-

" ferent principles, they cease to be a constituent part of

" the Society of Friends.'^

Page 39, "By uniting that meeting to the separat-

" ists, in Xew York, Philadelphia, Ohio, and Indiana,

" they countenanced and sanctioned not only the violent

" and unchristian conduct of which the party in some of

" those places had been guilty, but they actually avowed

unity with the pernicious doctrines which they are

" knoicn to hold; and every member of Baltimore Yearly

" Meeting, who continued to meet with the party after

"they had thus fully identified -themselves with the new

"sect, was lending his influence and according his assent

"to those practices and doctrines.""^

The reader will please to bear in mind that the above

arguments and conclusions of The Friend, unanswerably

clear as they are, are equally applicable to cases which

we may meet with in the sequel of this history. It may
be proper to add, that although, in this separation from

Baltimore Yearly Meeting, the Hicksites had all the

technical advantages of numbers, organization, and ap-

parent regularity of proceedings as to the routine and

order of business, yet the one fundamental point, the

maintenance of sound doctrine against attempted innova-

tions, was a far counterbalancing one in the view of

Friends ; and this small body of that epoch was received,

without any question as to numbers or technicalities,

* See also in the same article, at page 69 of the same volume of

" The Friend," a lucid development of the fallacy of the Hicksites'

denial of the charge of not owning the divinit}" of Christ, and how
they attempt to distinguish between .Jesus and " the Clirist."
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and immediately owned in the brotherhood of the So-

ciety, by every sound Yearly Meeting.

It remains now, in bringing towards a conclusion our

account of this great schism in the Society, to relate the

facts of the disownment of Elias Hicks.

We have seen that he disregarded the requisition of

the Monthly Meeting of Westbury and Jericho,* sent

to him in Ohio, for his immediate return home to an-

swer the charges which had been brought against him.

AVe have seen, too, that he wrote an angry reply to his

old and faithful friend Gideon Seaman's earnest and

brotherly expostulation with him.

He returned from his western journey in the twelfth

month, and as he persisted in disregarding the advice of

Friends, and continued to impose himself on the com-

munity as an acknowledged minister in the Society, it

became incumbent on the meeting to which he was

amenable as a member (the one he was now consorted

with being altogether irregular and schismatic, and

established for the support and promotion of his inno-

vations), to take measures for the clearing of truth from

so great a reproach as his preaching had brought on the

Society. He was accordingly waited on in the regular

order of the discipline, by the overseers of Westbury

and Jericho Monthly Meeting; and as no satisfaction

was received by them, his case was reported to the Pre-

parative Meeting, and thence transmitted, for further

dealing, to the Monthly Meeting. Here a committee

* The two Monthly Meetings having been united into one, after

the separation of the Hicksian party, E. Hicks's membership of

course was now in the joint meeting.
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was appointed, as usual, fo treat with liim ; but he per-

tinaciously rejected the care and labors of Friends,"^ and

persisted in his erroneous opinions. There was there-

fore no way left for the meeting but to proceed to issue

a Testimony of disownment agaifist him, and thus clear

the Society from all responsibility for his sentiments and

coarse. The Testimony is an important historic doc-

ument, taking a view of the whole case. It is therefore

here transcribed.

" Testimony of the Monthly Meeting of Friends of

" AYestbury and Jericho, against Elias Hicks and his

" doctrines.

" Elias lEcks has been, for many years, in the station of

"a minister in our religious Society, and formerly well ap-

" proved amongst us ; in which character he has travelled

" extensively, and obtained great influence with the mem-
" bers of the Society ; but for want of abiding in a state of

"humble watchfulness, in which, by the power of divine

" grace, he would have been preserved in the truth, he has
" become exalted in his mind, and giving way to a dis-

" position of reasoning, has indulged in speculative opiu-

" ions, asserting that we must always take things rationally;

"and that we are not bound to believe anything we do not

" understand. Thus declining to be restricted within the

"limits of the Christian faith, he has refused to yield his

" assent to religious truths which he cannot comprehend
;

" and has imbibed and adopted opinions at variance w^ith

" some of the fundamental doctrines of the Christian relig-

"ion, always believed in and maintained by the Society of

" Friends ; denied the existence or influence of an evil

" spirit on the mind of man, distinct from his natural pro-

* See "The Friend," vol. ii, p. 318.
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" pensities ; and has, in this state, entertained doubts of

" many of the important truths declared in the Holy Scrip-

" tures
;
especially as relates to the fall of man, and his re-

" demption by Christ
;
and, in consequence, to call in ques-;

" tiou the divine authority of a great portion of the sacred

" writings, and even the authenticity of some parts thereof.

" He has extensively promulgated his views in conversa-

" tion, in writing, and in his public communications, en-

" deavoring to destroy a belief in the miraculous concep-

''tion of our Lord and Saviour Jesus Christ; undervaluing

" the miracles wrought by Him; and asserting that He was

"but a man, as liable to fall into sin, and lose his condi-

" tion, as the rest of mankind ; that He was on a level, and
" in a state of equality with them ; an Israelite endued
" with a measure of divine grace, in common with the chil-

" dren of Abraham, and that the principal end of His com-
" ing was limited to the Jews.

" And as he has denied the divinity of our Lord and

"Saviour Jesus Christ, he has totally rejected a belief in

" His holy offices, His propitiatory offering for the redemp-

"tion of mankind; and has denied His. resurrection and
" ascension into heaven, asserting that His body returned

" to the earth, where it will rest with our bodies to all eter-

" nity, and moulder into its mother dust. He has also denied

" His mediation and intercession with the Father, as plainly

" set forth in Holy Writ.

" Under the specious and captivating pretence of increa§-

" ed spirituality, and advancement in light and knowledge
" beyond our primitive Friends, and even beyond the apostles

" of our Lord, he has insinuated his unsound oj)inious into

" the minds of many of the members of our Society, partic-

" ularly within the limits of our own Yearly Meeting, and

"that of Philadelphia; and having gradually prepared

"them to receive his views, he has induced great numbers
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" to embrace them ; aud has at length become the leader of

"a sect, distinguished by his name, yet unjustly assuming

"the character of Friends; ^Yhich first separated from the

" Yearly Meeting of Friends in Philadelphia, in the fourth

" month, 1827, on the ground of difference in doctrine, as

" they state in their printed Address. They held a sepa-

" rate meeting in that month, and in the sixth and tenth

" months following, and also in the fourth month, 1828,

" which last meeting Elias Hicks attended, gave it bis coun-

" tenance, and received a minute of its unity with him and
" his services.

" In the Yearly Meeting of Friends in Xew York in the

"fifth month following, he encouraged and supported a

" large Dumber of those separatists in their intrusion into

" said meeting
;
many of whom had been regularly disown-

" ed from the Society
;
yet he manifested his full unity with

" them, and with their meetings ; and also took an active

" part with his followers in their disorderly and tumultuous

"proceedings; and continued in connection with those of

" similar views, in holding a separate meeting, which they

"called a Yearly Meeting. Since that time he has travelled

" into Ohio, Indiana, and elsewhere, encouraging his follow-

" ers in holding meetings in different parts, in opposition to

" the order of our Society.

" His erroneous opinions published to the world under his

" own signature, and also in his printed sermons, which he
" has acknowledged to be generally correct, are recited and

," testified against, in the Epistle and Testimony of our last

" Yearly Meeting held in Xew York, and in the declara-

" tions and testimonies of the Yearly Meetings of Friends
" in Philadelphia, Virginia, North Carolina, Ohio, and In-

"diana; who are also supported therein by the testimony

" of the Yearly Meeting of Rhode Island, and the minutes
" of the Yearly Meeting of London ; hence it is evident,
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" that Friends of all these Yearly Meetings remain united

" together in the faith and fellowship of th^ gospel.

" For a number of years past, many of his friends have
" been deeply exercised on his account ; and have been con-

" cerned from time to time tenderly to admonish and warn
" him ; but he being in a confident state of mind, their ad-

monitions have not had the desired effect; and the support

" which he received from many of his adherents, prevented

" the timely exercise .of the discipline in his case, especially

" in the Monthly and Quarterly Meetings of which he was

"a member; but the separation taking place at our last

" Yearly Meeting, and this Monthly Meeting being now in

"a situation to extend the necessary care therein, the same
" has been duly attended to, according to the order of our

" Society, to convince him of his errors ; which having been

" in like manner rejected by him, it becomes our incumbent
" duty, for the clearing of Truth and our religious Society

" from the imputation of his unsound opinions, and the re-

" proach thereby brought upon it, to testify and declare,

"that they are not, nor ever have been, the doctrines of the

" Society of Friends ; and as we can have no unity with

"them, nor fellowship with him therein, we do hereby dis-

" own him, the said Elias Hicks, from being a member of

" the religious Society of Friends : desiring, nevertheless,

" that through the convictions produced by the operation of

" the Holy Spirit, he may be brought to a sense of his errors

;

" and through sincere repentance, may obtain that salvation

"which is freely offered through our Lord and Saviour^

" Jesus Christ.

" Signed on behalf and by direction of the Monthly

"Meeting of Friends of Westbury and Jericho, held at

" Westbury the 29th of the fourth month, 1829.

" By Valentine Willets,
"Clerk."
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After all this, viz., on the 16th of eleventh month,

1829, Elias Hicks wrote (or at least signed) a Letter to

one of his adherents (Hugh Judge), giving answers to

Six Queries respecting his doctrines ; which queries had

been artfully drawn up, and the answers no less care-

fully contrived, so as, apparently, to endeavor to cover

up, for those of his disciples more or less weak in their

confidence in him, his own gross errors, and to make

people believe that he had never said certain things

which the world well knew that he had often repeated,

and the printed statements of which utterances he had

acknowledged to be correct."^ As there was then a bill

already filed for a suit between the Hicksian party and

Friends in the Court of Chancery of Xew Jersey, it

seems probable that one purpose may have been to have

it used to advantage in that suit. George Wood, counsel

for Friends, in pleading on the appeal, said, in reference

to it, "a more artful piece of invention was never ex-

hibited in a court ofjustice. It was manufactured after

this controversy had arisen.'^f However this may have

been, and however cautiously it was worded, either by

him or for him, it is altogether inadequate to cancel his

monstrous errors, uttered year after year, in various

ways, before the public and in private.

The first query was in regard to the miraculous con-

ception of Christ. To which he replied, that from his

youth up he had "had as full a belief" in it, "as it was

possible for the history to give belief," and that he

* See page 106.

t See " Foster's Report," vol. ii, p. 433
; and " Full Report of

the Pleadings," etc.
;
Philadelphia, 1834, p. 430.

VOL. I.—17
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" never thought or said that he believed Joseph was his

father whereas he had distinctly said to W. Jackson,

that there was as much/' and to T. Willis, that there

was "considerable more Scripture testimony " (that is,

of course, history) against it than for it, and had often

in public uttered his doubts on that subject

!

The second query, on the Divinity of Christ, he an-

swered ambiguously and insidiously, evidently with a

mental reservation bearing on the construction of his

words.*

The third query was on the Holy Scriptures; of

which, in his answer, he professed "high esteem from

his youth," and to have " confirmed his doctrine abun-

dantly from their testimony,'' and " endeavored to place

them in their true place and station." But even here

there was a catch, for he went on to declare that " when

the Scriptures have directed and pointed us to this light

within, or spirit of truth, there they must stop—it is their

ultimatum—the top-stone of what they can do.^' Of course

the meaning of this is, that they are of no further use

!

not even for comfort, or for correction and instruction in

righteousness

!

The fourth query was in regard to a state of rewards

and punishments ; which he answered as if he had never

denied it.

The fifth query was respecting " our coming up to a

level with the man Christ Jesus ;" desiring him to ex-

plain his own words in regard to it ; which he does very

imperfectly, the reply being exceedingly misty and am-

biguous, followed by a few texts of Scripture, which by

^ See his views on this subject on page 111.
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no means throw any light on the alleged level
;
" but,

by his application of them^ show his desire to bring

Christ down to the " leveP' of a good man.

The sixth query, respecting the ^' relation of the body

of Jesns to the Saviour of men/' and regarding the

crucifixion of that body as an atonement for our sins, he

answered evidently with great care, quoting Isaac Pen-

ington and George Whitehead, without naming them.

In quoting from Isaac Penington, it is remarkable that

he begins immediately after a very full, and clear, and

emphatic acknowledgment, by that author, of the efficacy

of that sacrifice for sin ; which would have been very

much to his purpose if he had been really sound on

this point. But he leaves it all out, giving what may
fairly be called a garbled quotation, which does not fully

express what Isaac Penington had in view.* If Elias

Hicks's words in this answer are taken strictly as a reply

to the question of the atonement, they will be found to

be very ambiguous and unsatisfactory.

He winds up with a reference to his printed sermons,

"as taken down by Gould the stenographer;" mention-

ing them as containing answers to "all objections in

regard to his belief and doctrine;" hereby indorsing

the sentiments to be found in those sermons, if plain

Eno^lish words have anv unmistakable meanino;. The
baneful seed had been sown, and had germinated abun-

dantly, and it was not in his power, by such a document

* See I. Penington's Works, 4to, vol. ii, p. 7 ; or Amer. edit.,

vol. iii', p. 31. The unfairness of this partial and fallacious quota-

tion may be clearly perceived by a reference to the passages im-

mediately preceding it in the original.
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as this, even if so disposed, to avert the consequences of

the growth of that seed.

"The last act in the life" of Elias Hicks, say the

editors of his "Journal," was the writing of another

letter to Hugh Judge. This letter had many declar-

ations respecting "the inward law and light," which

might have been well, if this inward law and light had

been acknowledged, in any one of the frequent allusions

to it, as being the purchase of Christ's death, who tasted

death for every man. But no such thing, nor any ap-

proach to a recognition of Christ Jesus as the author of

our salvation, or of our redemption having anything to

do with what he did and suffered for us in the prepared

body, is to be found in this long letter. He frequently

speaks in it of Jesus, but never calls him the Lord

Jesus, or our Saviour. In the early part of it—after

saying that "the blessed Jesus, our holy and perfect

pattern and example . . . assured his disciples, that by

walking in the same pathway of self-denial and the

cross, which he trod to blessedness, they might also over-

come the world ; as nothing has ever enabled any ra-

tional being, in any age of the world, to overcome the

spirit of the world, which lieth in wickedness, but the

cross of Christ"—he gives his definition of the cross of

Christ, as follows :
" Some may query, what is the cross

of Christ ? To these I answer, it is the perfect law of

God written on the tablet of the heart, and in the heart

of every rational creature, in such indelible characters,

that all the power of mortals cannot erase or obliterate.

Neither is there any power or means given or dispensed

to the children of men, but this inward law and light,
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by which the true and saving knowledge of God can be

obtained.''*

This letter was Avritten on the 14th of the second

month, 1830, and the Memorial" of his friends respect-

ing him states, that after writing it he returned to the

room occupied by the family, ^^apparently just attacked

by a paralytic affection, which nearly deprived him of

the use of his right side, and of the power of speech.

Being assisted to a chair near the fire, he manifested by

signs that the letter which he had just finished, and

which had been dropped by the way, should be taken

care of" After this, he continued gradually to de-

cline, until the evening of the 27th, when he quietly

passed" away.t

The various Yearly Meetings in America promptly

issued declarations ao-ainst this secession, showino; the

antichristian ground of it, and the inconsistent and dis-

orderly measures by which its accomplishment was at-

tended. In the summer of 1829, a joint Committee,

appointed by each of these Yearly Meetings, assembled

in Philadelphia, and prepared an extensive document,

bearing the character of a united testimony to tliose

great truths which the Society of Friends has ever most

surely believed." This document, being subsequently

presented to the respective Yearly Meetings, was adopted

by each of them, and published in 1830, as ^'The Tes-

timony of the Society of Friends on the Continent of

America." It stated briefly the fact of the schism having

taken place within the limits of the Yearly [Meetings of

Xew York, Philadelphia, Baltimore, Ohio, and Indiana;

* Journal of E. Hicks, Appendix, p. 439. t lb., p. 450.
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adding, however, "It is cause of thankfulness that the

Yearly Meetings of Friends in all these places have been

sustained, and hold religious fellowship with one another,

and with the ancient Yearly Meetings of New England,

Virginia, North Carolina, London, and Dublin, in which

there is no schism/^

The bulk of the document consisted of declarations

on various points of doctrine involved in this unhappy

schism, chiefly quoted from Robert Barclay, George Fox,

and other standard authors. London Yearly Meeting

likewise issued, in 1829, a brief testimony against the

Hicks schism, citing various Scripture doctrines appro-

priate to the occasion. Towards the close, in allusion

to these doctrines, it declares :
" We do not acknowledge

"as in fellowship with us, as a Christian community,
" any body of religious professors which does not accept

" them, or which openly receives and accredits as minis-

" ters, those who attempt to invalidate any of these doc-

" trines, which we esteem as essential parts of the Chris-

" tian religion."

Would that London Yearly Meeting had been equally

careful, a few years afterwards, to disavow fellowship

with those "ministers" who did not hesitate to "attempt

to invalidate" other doctrines equally "essential" to the

Christian religion.
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CHAPTER y.

THE SUITS AT I.AW, CONSEQUENT ON THE
HICKSIAN SECESSION.

Theee were some results of the Hicksiau contro-

versYj which I would gladly pass by in silence, were it

not that their notoriety and importance in regard to a

development of facts, have made them a necessary fea-

ture of the history of these times.

It is a grievous and sorrowful thing, for religious dis-

putes to be dragged into the arena of courts of law.

When we consider the scope and weight of that doctrine,

that "the things of God knoweth no man but the Spirit

of God,'' and the fact that the great majority of men of

the law are by no means adequately led and limited by

the guidance of that Holy Spirit, which alone gives true

discernment in spiritual things, how can we expect that

(unless overruled by the special providence of the Most

High), they will be able to decide such matters as are

connected with the mysteries of the Heavenly Kingdom,

according to divine wisdom or immutable truth ? Might

we not as reasonably look for a satisfactory result, in

sending an abstruse problem of metaphysics to a band

of musicians to decide, or a question of the proper treat-

ment of an occult disease which had baffled the science
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of the College of Physicians, to be determined by the

wisdom of a naval court martial ?

But so it was, that in the warmth of controversial

antagonism, and the anxiety of trustees to legalize their

own position to advantage of the parties for whom they

acted, several cases occurred in which the disputes in

regard to property, naturally arising from this schism,

found their way into the courts, to the great regret of

many Friends, who looked back upon them in cooler

times with sorrow, lamenting the increase of alienated

feeling thus occasioned, with but little if any result of

good.

The first case of appeal to the law after the separation,

occurred in Philadelphia, in the summer of 1828, and

was of a very painful nature. Repeated instances had

occurred, of the Hicksites of Green Street Meeting re-

fusing to accept orders for the interment of their de-

ceased members from the committee of the Northern

District Monthly Meeting having charge of the Western

Burial-ground. Instead thereof they broke the lock of

the gate and made forcible entry. They alleged that

they had their own committee—that the ground belonged

in part to Green Street Monthly fleeting, which in their

view still existed—and that the orders which were of-

fered to them by those who had possession on behalf of

the four other Montldy Meetings of the city, did not

recognize their deceased as members.

No resistance was made to their thus breaking the

lock, time after time; but becoming tired of this mode of

entrance, they resolved to have a gate of their own ; and

doubtless it would have been better if they had been

quietly permitted to proceed, after a protest against
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their trespass. Ou the 31st of the fifth month, three

members of the Green Street Meeting, with a few labor-

ers, broke down a part of the high brick wall on the

western side of the burial-ground, and prepared to put

lip a large gate, and also erected a small wooden build-

ing in the yard. Being asked, by whose authority

they were acting, one of them replied, The best in the

world; that of the rightful owners." They were desired

to desist, but proceeded in their work. The mayor of

the city being informed of what was going on, issued

warrants for the arrest of the parties, for having com-

mitted a breach of the public peace. On the hearing,

he required each of them to give their own personal re-

cognizance in the sum of five hundred dollars, to keep

the peace until the next mayor's court. As they refused

to do this, they were committed to prison; but by writ

of habeas corpus, were soon afterwards brought before

Judge King, of the County Court, whose political aspi-

rations were supposed to be fostered by a party opposed

to that of the mayor, and courting the favor of the

Hicksites for the sake of their votes. Several days were

occupied in the hearing of testimony. On the 21st of

sixth month, the judge, in a long and labored adjudica-

tion of the case,* assuming the continued de facto exist-

ence of Green Street Monthly Meeting, notwithstanding

its having been laid down by the Quarterly Meeting,

with erroneous explanations of what constitutes a forci-

ble entry or breach of the peace, and much argument in-

tended to show that important assumptions " on the

part of the prosecutors had not been proved, and that it

* See "The rriend,'' Philadclpliiii, vol. i, pp. 292, 293, 295.

VOL. I.— 18
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was not for liiitij but for a court and jury, or the Su-

preme Court of the State, to pronounce on the guilt or

otherwise of the prisoners, released them from any

further security to keep the peace (alleging that there

was no proof of their having broken it), and discharged

them from custody. The case (I think) was afterwards

carried to the Supreme Court, but abandoned without

coming to trial.

During the autumn of the same year, 1828, complaint

was made against David Hilles and Israel James (the

former the Clerk of the Hicksites), for disturbing Ohio

Yearly Meeting. The trial commenced on the 1 5th of the

tenth month, and after an investigation during ten days,

on the 25th Judge Hallock delivered his opinion, and

the accused were sentenced to a fine of five dollars each.*

In the similar case of el. Pierce and others, indicted for

producing a riot on the same occasion, the accused were

by the jury found guilty before the court at Steuben ville,

after several days consumed in examining witnesses, and

sentenced by Judge Sutherland to a merely nominal

penalty—Friends having through their counsel intimat-

ed their wish only for the protection afforded by the law,

and recommended the defendants to the clemency of the

Court. The sentence accordingly was imprisonment for

thirty minutes, and a fine of six cents each, with costs of

the prosecution.t Notwithstanding the lenity of the

* See " The Friend," Philadelphia, vol. ii, p. 219. Taken from

Bates's Miscellaneous Kepository.

f See " The Friend," vol. ii, p. 294, etc. The account of the trial

published by M. T. C. Gould is evidently very defective and fal-

lacious. A full account may be seen in Bates's Miscellaneous Ke-

pository.
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penalty, this case was carried, on writ of error, to the

Supreme Court of the State of Ohio, and there the judg-

ment of the court below was reversed as irregular, "for

the reason that there was no legal indorsement upon

said indictment by the prosecutor [B. W. Ladd] as

security for the costs/' his name havino; been " indorsed

on the hack of the instrument, instead of " at the foot

thereof,'' as directed, in very bad English, by the law.*

It is to be feared that Elisha Bates weakened himself,

and increased the tendency to an eventual falling away

from the truth which he had once known, by the great

activity of zeal with which he pursued these judicial

contests.

The next cases, requiring a brief notice, were within

the State of New York.

Although the Hicksites had taken possession of more

than three-fourths of the meeting-houses within Phila-

delphia Yearly Meeting, and most of those in the eastern

part of the State of New York, including ten out of the

eleven meeting-houses in West Chester County ; and al-

though they already had possession of the principal por-

tion of a large school fund there, yet they were not sat-

isfied without going to law for more.

They instituted a suit to obtain possession of the

Yearly Meeting's boarding-school at Nine Partners in

Duchess County, and seized fifty-five acres of the farm

belonging to it. But they did not succeed in obtaining

possession of the school.

f

In the Court of Oyer and Terminer of the County of

West Chester, they brought suit to recover the amount

* " The Friend," vol. iii, p. 15. f Foster's Keport, vol. i, p. 189,
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of a loan of five liundred dollars^ with interest, which had

been loaned by the treasurer of the school-fund above-

mentioned (James Field, who was one of their party) to

Charles Field, who remained with Friends. Much tes-

timony was offered by the defendant on the various

features of the separation, to show that the Hicks party

had really separated from the Society of Friends. But

the Court ruled out as irrelevant, all testimony regard-

ing doctrines. The judge, "in his charge to the jury,

cleared the whole question of everything but the facts

of the case,'' and gave it as his opinion, that the plain-

tiff must recover, on the ground of his always having

acted as the treasurer of the fund, and the fact that he

was supported in his claim by the majority of the owners

of it! The jury, coinciding with the judge, gave a ver-

dict accordingly for the plaintiff.

But of all the suits at laAv on these questions, none were

so important, in an historical point of view, as the one in-

stituted in the Court of Chancery of New Jersey, respect-

ing a school-fund belonging to Chesterfield Prej^arative

Meeting at Crosswicks. The examinations, cross-exam-

inations, and })leadings in this suit were published, oc-

cupying three large octavo volumes, and developing a

great amount of information respecting the history, doc-

trines, and discipline of the Society from early times.

In this case suit was brought by J. Hendrickson, the

treasurer before the separation (who remained with

Friends), against T. L. Shotwell, one of the Hicks party,

for the amount of a mortgage belonging to the school-

fund ofthat Preparative Meeting ; and Stacy Decow, who

had been appointed as treasurer by the Hicksite meet-

ing subsequent to the separation, interpleaded with a
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claim for their right to the fund, and consequently to the

mortgage. After the reading of the pleadings was com-

pleted^ the depositions of witnesses on each side were

taken at Camden, opposite to the city of Philadelphia,

before J. J. Foster, an Examiner in the Court of Chan-

cery of New Jersey, commencing on the 2d of sixth

month, 1830. It soon became manifest that a wide field

was opened for a development of all the circumstances

throwing light on the causes and various features of the

separation. Many witnesses were examined at great

length on both sides, and subjected to close and rigid

cross-examination by astute lawyers, aided by vigilant

and active partisans on the respective sides. The most

prominent of these witnesses on the part of Friends, were

Samuel Bettle, \Yilliam Jackson, Thomas Evans, Samuel

Parsons, Thomas Willis, Joseph Whitall, and William

Evans ; and on the part of the Hicksites, were Abraham
Lower, Halliday Jackson, Cephas Ross, John Barrow,

and Josiah Gaskill. The taking of their evidence was

continued, with sundry intervals, from the date above-

mentioned till the 13th of fourth month, 1831, when it

was completed.*

The first ^vitness examined was Samuel Bettle, of

Philadelphia, whose testimony, from the position he

held as clerk of the Yearly Meeting, and his long

experience in 'the affairs of the Society, with a mind of

great acuteness of observation, took a wide range, de-

veloping the doctrines of Friends, and the causes tend-

^ See the testimony in full, in Foster's Keport of the Examina-
tion at Camden, two volumes, Philadelphia, 1831; also the Argu-
ments of counsel and Decision of Court of Chancery of New Jersey

in same case, 1834.
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iiig to produce the separation, with the immediate facts

of the separation itself, with which he was personally

familiar.*

It was a favorite dogma of the Hicksites, at that time,

that each Yearly Meeting was a perfectly independent

and irresponsible body ; a dogma which has been re-

vived in later times by some who were equally engaged

in revolutionizing the doctrines of the Society, though

in an opposite direction. In the course of Samuel Bettle's

cross-examination, he was asked by the counsel of the

Hicksites, " Is not every Yearly Meeting indej^endent

of all other Yearly Meetings?'^ His answer was com-

prehensive, thus : I do not conceive that they are ; and

if desired, I will explain my reasons. The Society is

one general body, holding one common faith, and my
rights are not confined to the Yearly Meeting at Phila-

delphia; but if I was to go into any other Yearly Meet-

ing, I have claims and rights there. So it may be per-

ceived, I am a member of the great body of the Society

of Friends, and have general rights. But if I depart

from the generally accepted faith of that body of Chris-

tians, or if I violate its church government, I forfeit

those rights. And I consider, what is true of one is true

of many, call themselves what they may
;
hence. Yearly

Meetings are not isolated, wholly independent bodies.'^

The next witness was William Jackson, of London

* If there was a weak point in his testimony, it seems to have

been in too much timidity as to an avowal of official approval, by

the Society, of the writings of William Penn. He was probably

led into this timidity by observing the handle so constantly and

insidiously made by the Hicksites, of William Penn's" Sandy

Foundation Shaken." See "Foster's Report," vol. i, p. 77.
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Grove, ill Pennsylvania, then nearly eighty-four years

of age ; and I can hardly forbear to record the unusual

solemnity which his entrance into the court produced

upon that mixed assemblage of lawyers, Friends, and

people of all sorts. One and all seemed struck into

solemn silence by his venerable patriarchal appearance,

and the weight that was evidently upon his spirit, and

convinced that he was no common character. He gave

his testimony with great seriousness ; and when, in the

tedious cross-examination by which the adverse party

tried to entangle him, the lawyer insidiously and pro-

fanely asked him :
" Has the Society of Friends ever

held that the world was begotten of God?'^—he seemed

almost to electrify the audience by his indignant reply

:

It is astonishing to me, that, at this time of day, such

a question should be put to any individual ! Have we

all turned unbelievers f
"

In reply to other questions he testified, that if this

suit had been merely on a question of property, he

thought he should not have appeared there ; but that

his main inducement had been, that he should be clearly

understood on the subject of doctrines—that our doc-

trines might in a solemn manner be placed before the

public. And in another portion of his evidence he said

that, " if a minister of the Society of Friends should, in

his public testimony, depart from the principles or doc-

trines recognized and held by the Society, it would be

justifiable, under the discipline, for a Friend to speak of

it even in the meeting, at the time of its occurrence.^^'^

Thomas Willis, of Long Island, testified to the evi-

* "Foster's Kcport," vol. i, p. 107.
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dences of doctrinal error given by Elias Hicks as early

as 1818, and subsequently at different times further de-

veloped, and of his own endeavors, at various periods,

to reclaim him. He also went into a detail of subse-

quent events of the controversy, and testified to E.

Hicks circulating the " Celestial Magnet,'^ and offering

to him a work of Dr. Joseph Priestley. He was sub-

jected to a very rigid cross-examination^ which occupied

between three and four days.

The testimony of Samuel Parsons, also ofLong Island,

was mainly in regard to discipline and historical circum-

stances. He spoke of having himself labored with Elias

Hicks for his recovery from his unsoundness of doc-

trine, as much as fifteen years before that time, and at

various times since; and he testified to the "hissing,

shouting, stamping, striking the floor and benches with

their canes and umbrellas," which took place on the

part of the disciples of Elias Hicks, in the New York

Yearly Meeting of 1828, wdien he (the witness), as clerk

of the meeting, was endeavoring to read his minute,

and when Elias, after having at first said something to

appease the tumult, turning to the assembly, desired

them not to let him read it. This witness was closely

cross-examined respecting facts which had occurred dur-

ing the controversy, and also in regard to disciplinary

questions, and the doctrines of early Friends as bearing

on the sentiments of Elias Hicks.

Joseph Whitall, of Woodbury, New Jersey, followed,

with a lengthy examination and cross-examination. He
testified to E. Hicks having declared to him, in 1822,

his belief that Jesus Christ was only a man, the son

of Joseph and Mary, and that to pray to Him was " an
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abomination ; also^ that at a subsequent interview he

had declared his sentiment^ that " Christ was no more

than an Israelite.'^ The circumstances of the separation

were pretty fully gone into. The cross-examination was

protracted and intricate, with a determined effort to

entangle him in regard to the doctrines of the Society

;

but being preserved inwardly watchful, he proved him-

self more than a match for the counseFs ensnaring

stratagems. His testimony, as recorded, is even now
exceedingly interesting and instructive, showing how
the true principles of Friends will bear the closest scru-

tiny of unregenerate men. Many of his answers emi-

nently tend to confound their subtlety, and put to shame

their attempts to justify infidelity. His cross-examin-

ation extends over thirty-four large and closely printed

pages.

Thomas Evans was the next witness examined ; who
went into an elaborate description of the circumstances

of the separation. His cross-examination, chiefly regard-

ing the discipline and doctrines of the Society, occupied

about three days. He was called a second time, and

re-examined, toward the close of the proceedings. His

testimony was very close upon the conduct of the Hicks-

ite party. He averred, among other such things, that

while the case of the appeal of I^eonard Snowden against

the action of Green Street Monthly Meeting was before

the Quarterly Meeting, some of the members of the

Monthly Meeting would speak from fifteen to thirty-two

times in one sitting, to the great interruption and pro-

traction of the business. He declared his belief that if

a Yearly Meeting should reject and deny the doctrines
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held by the Society of Friends, it would of course, cease

to have a just right to the property.*

It seems needless to further specify the distinct features

of the testimony of each of the witnesses ; but it may be

well to add, that William Evans, who (as well as John

Paul) was examined toward the close of the proceedings,

testified respecting the transactions of the Meeting for

Sufferings in regard to what was called ^'the Creed,"

etc., and related the occurrences in the meeting of repre-

sentatives in 1827, respecting the nomination of a clerk

for the Yearly. Meeting, besides various other circum-

stances and features of the separation. The cross-exam-

ination of this witness aimed at discoverino^ the name of

the individual who originally drew up the extracts called

a " Creed but did not succeed in obtaining it.

On the part of the Hicksites, the first witness was

Abraham Lower of Philadelphia ; who testified respect-

ing the circumstances, which, according to his view, caused

and characterized the separation. His testimony was of

such a description as to induce a very long and close cross-

examination, which lasted thirteen days, and of which

the printed statement occupies one hundred and three

pages.t Personal invective, mere hearsay, and harsh

epithets and charges upon Friends, with wandering, in-

coherent, impulsive harangues, were so frequent a fea-

ture in his answers, and they were often so totally un-

connected with the queries pot to him by the counsel,

that he had to be several times reminded that he was

there as a loitness, and not as an advocate, and desired

* Foster's Kcport, vol. ii, p, 401.

t Ibid., vol. i, pp 875 to 478.
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to keep to the questions put to him, but to very little

purpose. The most simple questions ^yould be answered

with evasion and prevarication ; and he persisted in an

entire refusal to answer any questions on doctrines, or

what he called spiritual matters, alleging that they were

things which a temporal court had no business to med-

dle with, and thus shielding himself from being drawn

into any avowal of what he or his friends did or did not

believe.

Cephas Ross, of Bucks County, Pennsylvania, was

the second witness for the Hicksites."^ His testimony

was mainly a statement of his view of the transactions

of the Yearly Meeting of 1827 (which he had then at-

tended for the first time in his life, as he said), and of

the separation in Bucks Quarterly Meeting ; but he de-

clined answering questions respecting the discipline, as

his predecessor had done in regard to doctrines. Indeed

he evidently felt himself very ignorant on such subjects,

or on the common usages of the Society ; and volun-

tarily acknowledged that he had twice married out of

the order of the Society, and that on one occasion, hav-

ing been provoked by one whom he called a bully in

the neighborhood," he had
^'
fought^' him; and had to

make condemnation thereof to his Monthly Meeting

!

The third witness on the part of the Hicksites was

Halliday Jackson, of Delaware County, Pennsylvania

;

who testified at considerable length respecting what he

considered a series of oppressive transactions on the part

of the Elders of Philadelphia. In a much more intelli-

gible and plausible manner than either of the two pre-

* See page 157 of this volume.
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ceding witnesses, he detailed, from his own standpoint,

the occurrences in the Meeting for Sufferings, the Select

Yearly Meeting of 1827, and the general Yearly Meet-

ing of the same year. According to his statement, out

of about 26,000 members of Philadelphia Yearly Meet-

ing before the separation, about 18,500 went with the

Hicks party. But this statement was contradicted by

Thomas Evans, who showed that it was erroneous in

several particulars.

The testimony of this Avitness contained much that

was merely hearsay evidence, and he was particularly

harsh on Ann Jones and other English ministers. The

measures taken by Friends to retain possession of the

Asylum for the Insane, near Frankford, were particu-

larly animadverted on. His testimony in vindication of

the action of the Hicksites in separating, and his allega-

tions against the validity of the proceedings of Friends,

evinced very considerable ability, as he steadily kept out

of view the all-important subject of doctrines, refusing

to answer any questions of that nature. He candidly

acknowledged that various acts of his party were unau-

thorized by the Discipline, but alleged that they were

justified by the necessity of the case, a revolution exist-

ing in the Society. He spoke largely respecting this

alleged necessity (and perhaps with reason, if such neces-

sity had existed), but failed to p^ove a necessity, against

the strongly contradictory allegations of the other side,

including the all-important matter of doctrines. Indeed,

if no unsound doctrines had been at the very basis of the

question, and the statements of this witness were all to

be taken for granted, notwithstanding the rebutting tes-

timony of the opposite party, it might well be supposed
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that the Hicksites were not without justification in sep-

arating as they did. But the determined silence of all

these witnesses in regard to the doctrines manifestly at

issue, doctrines fairly proved to have been fundamental

in the Society of Friends, threw a dark veil over the

whole of their testimony, as it was justly and easily

understood to imply that they were not willing to own

the sound principles which were abundantly testified to

by our ancient Friends. This witness several times

voluntarily expressed that it was for the Court of Chan-

cery to decide which was the Society of Friends—a very

unsafe avowal under any circumstances.

Charles Stokes, of New Jersey, was examined and

cross-examined with reference to local circumstances

within Burlington Quarterly Meeting, and regarding the

appointment of clerk in the Yearly Meeting of 1827.

His answers seemed very evasive and illusory, and he ap-

peared to advocate the decision of matters by majorities.

John Barrow, of New York, the clerk of the Select

Yearly Meeting of the Hicksites there, testified princi-

pally respecting the transactions at that Yearly Meeting

in 1828, and on some points of discipline. According

to his testimony, the institution of the two suits at law

within that Yearly Meeting had been discountenanced

by the authorities of the Hicksite body.* They had,

however, already obtained possession, as before mention-

ed, of most of the property of the Society within that

Yearly Meeting.

George H. Burr, of Philadelphia, was their next wit-

ness, who had taken the pains to count the relative num-

* See " Foster's Report," vol. ii, pp. 265 and 279.
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bers of the male attendants at the respective Yearly

Meetings in Philadelphia, in 182^, the year after the

separation. His testimony was confined to this subject

;

and according to it there were of those attending at

Green Street an average of 1150, and of those attending

at Arch Street from 750 to 831.

Then followed Josiah Gaskill of Xew Jersey, whose

testimony was chiefly relative to local circumstances in

Burlington Quarterly Meeting and Chesterfield Pre-

parative Meeting. His cross-examination showed much

ignorance of the. usages of the Society of Friends. He
advocated a judgment by majorities, thought that the

clerk of a meeting had the liberty to '^decide as he

thought right," and expressed his opinion that every

member'' has "equal right to a voice."

He was succeeded by James Brown, also of New
Jersey, whose testimony was of no great importance;

chiefly of local disciplinary and numerical matters, and

his answers generally quite brief. These were the whole

of the witnesses produced on the part of the Hicksites.

How that party could suppose that their evidence, de-

fective as it was, could go an}" way with the Court of

Chancery towards counteracting the powerful and copious

testimony on the other side, or towards the convincing

of thoughtful and reasonable men that they were occu-

pying the true ground of the Society of Friends, is only

to be accounted for by the power of party spirit to blind

men's judgments.

The examination of witnesses closed on the loth of

the fourth month, 1831. The newly elected governor

^ See his ignorance of the practices of Friends animadverted

upon by the counsel, p. 313, vol. ii, "Foster's Keport."
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of the State, and ex-ofticio Chancellorj who, before his

election as governor, had been of the counsel of one of

the parties in this cause, now called in to his assistance,

agreeably to the practice of the court, the chief justice

and one of the associate judges of the Supreme Court

of Xew Jersey, viz., Chief Justice Ewing and Judge

Drake, before whom the cause was heard. They held

the matter under advisement until the seventh month,

1832, and then gave separate opinions in favor of Hen-

drickson, the treasurer on the part of Friends.

Chief Justice Ewing, in his opinion, chiefly dwelt

upon the historical facts and disciplinary features of the

case ; and the following sentence towards the close, briefly

sums up his judgment : ^^Upon the whole, I am brought,

by the most careful, faithful, and minute investigation of

which I am capable, to the result, that the Arch Street

Meeting was, and the Green Street Meeting was not, the

Philadelphia Yearly Meeting of the Society of Friends.^'

He added, as the necessary consequence, that the Hicks-

ite Preparative ^Meeting of Chesterfield, "was not the

Chesterfield Preparative Meeting of Friends at Cross-

wicks, meant and mentioned in the establishment of the

school-fund;" and therefore concluded by recommend-

ing the Chancellor to decree in favor of Joseph Hen-
drickson.

Judge Drake reviewed the evidence as to facts and

discipline, but dwelt more largely on the doctrines in-

volved in the case. He brought into view the persistent

vagueness and evasiveness of the Hicksian evidence in

regard to their religious belief, and justly remarked

:

" There is nothing characteristic in 'a belief in the Chris-

tian relic/ion as contained in the New Testament^ All
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sects of Christians, however widely separated, unite in

professing this." After speaking of the doctrines of the

divinity of Christ, and the authenticity of the Scriptures,

he said : Upon reviewing the testimony, I am satisfied

that the Society of Friends regard these doctrines as

essential, and that they have the power, by their disci-

pline, to disown those who openly call them in question.*-

Toward the close, he says, in reference to the reticence

of the Hicksites on their doctrines, ^' It is enough, that

it is not made to appear that they correspond with the

religious faith of Friends." And he concludes, as Chief

Justice Ewing did, with a recommendation to the Chan-

cellor to^ decree that the said bond is due and payable to

Joseph Hendrickson.

The Chancellor issued his decree accordingly, on the

10th of the seventh month, 1832.

From this decision the Hicksites appealed to the

Court of Errors and Appeals ; and before this court the

case came on for a hearing on the 1 7th of the seventh

month, 1833. About two weeks were occupied in read-

ing the evidence, after which the counsel of the respective

parties occupied between two and three wrecks in deliv-

ering their speeches before the court.*

G. D. Wall, counsel for the Hicksites, commenced his

arguments with an insidious attempt to show that "this

court is the great Areopagus of the State, sitting, not

merely in a judicial capacity, tied down by the strict

rules of the law, hid as a legislative body, which has full

* The opinions of the judges and the speeches of the counsel, are

given in full in "A full Keport of the case of Decovv and Hendrick-

son V. Shotwell, in the Court of Appeals at Trenton, 1833. Phila-

delphia: P. J. Gray, 1834."
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power to act according to its own icisdom;^' alleging that

in this respect it was like the English House of Lords

;

a position which, however flattering to the court, was

very illusory and unsafe. After this, he labored greatly

to prove that ancient Friends not only had no creed, or

fixed declarations of faith, but that they varied in faith

one from the other, respecting the Father, Son, and

Holy Ghost, the doctrine of the atonement, and the au-

thority of the Scriptures, not even expecting or looking

for any uniform belief in these respects. But his argu-

ments were fallacious and overstrained, with entirely

erroneous deductions from the writings of early Friends.

He pretended a contrariety where there was none, and

assumed a latitude which did not exist. He greatly eu-

logized Elias Hicks, but kept his erroneous sentiments

as much as possible out of sight.

George Wood, one of the counsel for Hendrickson, on
" the part of Friends, followed, refuting Wall's specious

misrepresentations in regard to doctrines, as well as the

law of the case, proving that Friends had often put forth

declarations of faith, and showing what was their faith

on the three points mainly involved. He animadverted

pretty strongly on the persistent refusal of the Hicksite

witnesses to state their doctrines, while those of Hen-

drickson had clearly developed what were the doctrines

held by the early Friends and the Society from the

beginning to that day. He opened out the fallacy of

the pretence that the Society had no creed or belief; and

fastened upon the Hicksites as a society, the responsibility

for the erroneous sentiments enunciated by Elias Hicks.*

* See p. 422 of the "Trenton Report" of Pleadings before the

Court of Appeals.
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He then went on to show that property of religious so-

cieties belongs to the true society, and not being j^rivate

property, is not divisible on the occasion of schisms

—

that the courts of law had in many instances (some of

which he cited) protected the portion of a church or re-

ligious body which adhered to the original basis, even

though a minority—vindicated the disciplinary proceed-

ings of the elders in Philadelphia in regard to Elias Hicks

—and showed clearly that the support given to him was

the prominent cause of all the measures of that party re-

sulting in the separation.

Theodore Frelinghuysen, also counsel for Friends,

followed Wood in argument, commencing by demolish-

ing WalFs assertion that this court, like the House of

Lords in England, is not tied down to certain rules, but

can act as a legislative body, according to its own wisdom.

He went on to show that the allegations of the Hicksian

witnesses respecting the belief of early Friends, were

similar to the imputations cast upon them in their own

day by the adversaries of the Society, but that our an-

cient writers were in reality consistent with each other,

and their doctrines in harmony with Holy Scripture.

After proving them sound in the three doctrines mainly

in question, he proceeded to show that these doctrines

were considered among their fundamental ones, and that

the diflPerence concerning these doctrines was the real

cause of the separation, not the frivolous things that the

Hicksites attempted to show had caused it. Freling-

huysen however was not quite as clear in his apprehen-

sion of the true doctrines of Friends, as his colleague

George Wood had been
;
making use of some unguarded

expressions, calling the Bible the Word of God, and im-
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plying that Friends held the doctrine of original sin the

same as other societies. These matters however were

not brought forward prominently, and perhaps liad not

claimed much of his attention. He eloquently defended

the course of the Philadelphia Elders in their treatment

of Elias HickSj showing that they did their duty as

faithful watchmen over the safety of the church. He
asserted that by the secession the Hicksites lost all claim,

to be the Society, but did not invalidate the rights of

those who remained, and that the property of the Society

is not of personal or individual ownership, but belongs

to the Society as such, for certain purposes, and cannot be

alienated to the advantage of seceding parties. "The
Society of Friends,^^ said he, " acknowledge certain great

principles of religious faith to be essential and funda-

mental. . . . Therefore, if a community of members

depart in a body from these principles, they possess not

the traits of membership, and belong not to the Society

of Friends. That which would lawfully cut off indi-

vidual members, will bar the door effectually to the fel-

lowship of any body, however large, advancing pre-

tensions to the Societv of Friends, and denying their

faith.''

Samuel L. Southard, counsel for the Hicksites, wound
up the arguments by a closing speech. He argued that

the Hicksites were a majority, and ought to have the

property on that account, leaving out of view the fact,

that they were greatly in the minority of the whole

Society. He claimed that they were not bound to dis-

close their faith or doctrines, and tried to make it appear

that the light icithin was the ichole of Friends' fundamen-

tal doctrines—nothing else of much account—that the
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Society was a 'pure democracy, and that in extreme cases

majorities must rule. We profess/^ said he, " to be

Christians, and to revere the Scriptures, and no earthly

tribunal should require more. We profess to be Friends,

and beyond that, no cognizance can be taken of our sen-

timents. We profess to act in the order of the Society,

and nothing more can be demanded of us.^^ Empty
declamation and false assumptions characterized much
of his argument, in which he abused the Philadelphia

Elders with the old story of irregular partisan oppres-

sion of E. Hicks, but studiously avoided noticing the

charges of gross errors of doctrine, publicly uttered, on

which their treatment of him was based. He endeavor-

ed to make it appear that the Orthodox now were

like George Keith formerly, advocating the same errors

;

and toward the close he said, Our opinions are not to

be inferred from those of Elias Hicks but omitted to

notice how clearly it had been proved that all the dis-

turbances of the secession had arisen from their adherence

to E. Hicks when he was repeatedly charged with gross

unsoundness in the Christian faith.

Southard completed his argument on the morning of

the 14th of eighth month, 1833, and in the afternoon of

the same day the Court resumed the consideration of the

cause, and by a vote of seven against four, determined

to affirm the decree of the Chancellor. The document

affirming the decree and dismissing the appeal, was issued

the next day, Governor Williamson appending thereto,

by permission of the court, his individual solicitude for

an amicable settlement of all matters in dispute.

I have deemed it right to go somewhat at large into a

description of the main features of this famous suit, not
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as approving of the inception of it, but under a view of

its wide scope, and the belief that in its progress, through

the overruling hand of Divine Providence, important de-

velopments were made respecting the history, doctrines,

and discipline of the Society, which are fraught with in-

terest and instruction; though they can only be imper-

fectly indicated by a sketch like that I have here at-

tempted, referring the reader to the official documents

alluded to, for further information.

In this legal controversy, statements were produced of

the relative numbers of members on each side, which,

however, differed very considerably. The account sub-

mitted by Halliday Jackson on the part of the Hicksites

• made it appear that the whole number of members of

both parties in Philadelphia Yearly Meeting in 1829,

was 26,258, of whom 18,485 were Hicksites, 7344 were

''Orthodox,'' and 429 "neutral.'' The statement ex-

hibited by Thomas Evans on the other side, was not a

complete one, including only six of the eleven Quarterly

Meetings. In these six, the aggregate number appears

to be 7241 Friends called Orthodox, and 6123 of the

Hicksian party. But in the five other Quarterly Meet-

ings the Hicksites probably had a considerable majority.

So that there is not much ground to doubt that in the

whole Yearly Meeting of Philadelphia, the Hicksian

party was somewhat the larger number.

In the Yearly Meeting of Xew York, the case was

probably similar, though with a rather larger preponder-

ance of the Hicks party. The statement exhibited by

one of their witnesses, John Barrow, makes the total

number of members of Xew York Yearly Meeting

19,302 (exclusive of three small meetings not reported);
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of which the Hicksites claimed to have 12^532, leaving

5913 for the " Orthodox/' and 857 " neutrals." But all

these enumerations are unreliable.

In Baltimore Yearly Meeting the Hicks jDarty had a

large preponderance; but in Ohio they seem to have

only had a proportion of from one-third to one-half of

the whole ; while in the large Yearly Meeting of Indi-

ana they were comparatively but few ; and in those of

Virginia, Carolina, and New England there were scarcely

any. They must have been decidedly a minority of the

whole Society even in the United States, and still more

so in a computation including the members in Europe

at the epoch of the separation. The whole Society in

Europe and America then probably fell little short of

95,000, from which the Hicksian separation may have

taken off about one-third.
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CHAPTER YI.

THE ^* beacon'^ SCHIS.M.

Well might the ways of Zion mourn, in a contem-

plation of the desolating scourge which had swept so

many away from the faith of the gospel, and led them

to unite with those who were denying "the Lord that

bought them/' But we have henceforward to contem-

plate the more plausible, though equally disastrous

* working of an opposite spirit, or rather of the opposite

workings of the same spirit in another form.

As early as 1818, and perhaps for some few years

even before that, there had plainly appeared in the So-

ciety in England, an increasing tendency to promote an

outward superficial system of religion, based on human
learning and research, rather than inward spiritual ex-

perience.

This tendency, I believe, was unconsciously or un-

watchfully promoted by that honorable and worthy

man, Henry Tuke, of York, some years before the above

date, in publishing his well-known treatise on the prin-

ciples of Friends without any recognition of the great

doctrine of the Holy Spirit's immediate teachings be-

ing the primary rule of faith and practice, but deducing

all our testimonies exclusively from the Holy Scrip-

tures. His object doubtless was to show the agreement

of our profession with Scripture; which was well ; but

he does not appear to have perceived the danger of ex-
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eluding that all-important spiritual groundwork, or of

tacitly leaving it out of view. His unwary example was

wonderfully followed and enlarged upon by many in

after years.

Accordingly, about the year 1818 there was proposed

for the Yearly Meeting's boarding-school at Ackworth,

the introduction of a systematic easy method of teaching

and expounding Holy Scripture, and catechizing there-

upon, as the basis of religious instruction, after the prac-

tice pursued in other communities, and altogether differ-

ent from what Friends had formerly been accustomed

to, or had thought it safe to depend upon. Joseph John

Gurney is said to have been the chief promoter of this

change. Many friends became alarmed. John Barclay, ^

though then quite a young man, and but recently es-

caped, himself, from the allurements of the world and

the entangling results of worldly education and associa-

tions, saw with pain the nature and dangerous tendency

of this innovation. Under the pressure of solicitude for

the safety of the Society, he addressed three letters on the

subject to two influential members of the committee

having charge of the school, which were published after

his decease. They bore a noble testimony to the supe-

rior efficacy of that divine knowledge which results from

faithful obedience to the word nigh in the heart ''

—

''the engrafted word, able to save the soul'^—over all

the product of intellectual study and mere literal ac-

quaintance with the Scriptures ; and advocated that kind

of instruction which is founded on a real living concern

for the welfare of the children, and has the immediate

leading and prompting of the Spirit of Christ, to give

it authority and efficacy. In one of these letters, he
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brought forward bv way of illustration, the instance of

his worthy ancestor Robert Barclay; who declared,

that he did not come to receive the truth by strength

of argument, or by a particular disquisition of each doc-

trine, and convincement of his understanding thereby,

but by being secretly reached by the life," having his heart

touched by that "secret power," even in silence; and so

finding the evil weakening in him, and the good raised

up, he came to hunger more and more after its increase,

and perfect redemption; adding his testimony, that 'in-

deed this is the surest way to become a Christian ;" and

that afterwards the needful knowledge woukl not be

withheld. John Barclay saw plainly that there was

great deficiency among the youth, in regard to an ac-

quaintance with the principles of our profession ; but in

looking at the proposed plans, he declared that he " la-

mented the remedy more than the disease
;
because,"

said he, " then we stand in danger of having a set of

young formalists rise about us, whose heads are more

likely to be filled with notions, than with that nothing-

ness of self, which is as truly the introduction to all right

knowledge on these subjects, as the other is a snare and

a stumbling-block in the way of it."

This seems like a truly prophetic view of what was

coming, and has since so manifestly come, like a sweep-

ing flood over all parts of the Society.

In one of the letters, after earnestly expostulating

against the new project of learning religion " by rote," he

exclaimed, " Oh, what will all this come to ? Can I call

this anything better than an apostasy from the Life

and Power of the substantial eternal Truth, as it was re-

vealed to our forefathers in the silence of all flesh, as they

VOL. I.—20
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waited ou the Lord ? Can I say anything less of these

devices, than that they strike at the very root and ground

and foundation thereof?"

He lived to see this " apostasy " still more sadly de-

veloped, and the root and ground of our faith still

more clearly and fearfully " struck at.'' But the senti-

ments and warnings of such Friends as John Barclay,

and Sarah L. Grubb, Thomas Shillitoe, and George and

Ann Jones, were already beginning to be by no means

acceptable to some who would be leaders of the people,

and were designated by such, as " peculiar views," and
" narrow-minded," though they only went to sustain the

ancient and well-known faith and practice of the Society.

In England the influence of increased wealth and

luxury and ease, was producing the natural result,

through unwatchfulness on the part of individuals, and

the unfaithfulness of many of those set as watchmen over

the flock. No positive unsoundness of principle was

hitherto officially sanctioned
;
yet it is not to be denied,

that for many years the great distinguishing doctrine of

our early Friends, respecting the necessity of holiness

and the possibility of freedom from sin in this life,

known amongst us as the doctrine of Perfection, as ad-

vocated by Robert Barclay and others of that day, had

been gradually disappearing from view, and had now

become practically very much ignored by the great

bulk of the members ; as well as our testimony to the

paramount authority of the Holy Spirit as the primary

guide in the way of salvation. Thus the platform of the

Society was lowered, and a downward step taken towards

placing it on a level with other denominations of pro-

fessors, yet without any open official advocacy of novel
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doctrines. On some other points, too, there was a prev-

alent siding or edging towards affinity with the popu-

hir forms of religion ; a meeting the world half-way
;
by

which fleshly desires for popularity were gratified, but

at the expense of leanness of soul, and oppression of the

seed of life there. Dwarfishness as to religious attain-

ments had indeed become a general feature over the

Society.

The storm of the Hicksite contention had, however,

roused some from their couches of ease
;
but, unhappily,

it had also given an opportunity for the arising of a spirit,

through the wiles of the cunning adversary, ostensibly

antao^onistic to Hicksism, and loudlv declaimino- acrainst

its dangers, but going to an opposite extreme, and equally

deriving its doctrines from something else than a true

learning in the school of Christ, through the inward

manifestations of His Spirit. Many, in their horror of

Hicksism, were caught with this spirit, and led into

views equally successful in drawing them aside from

really following Christ in the way of His leading.

Hicksism had undertaken to discard all reliance on what

Christ Jesus our Lord did for us outwardly in that bless-

ed atoning sacrifice; and now the tendency was, on the

other hand, to instil the belief that our early Friends

had gone too far, in making so much of the imcard work

of Christ, and that their course therein had laid the

groundwork of the errors of Hicksism. The Hicksites,

too, had denied the divine authority of Holy Scripture

;

but now the tendency appeared to flow with a high tide

to set the Scriptures up as ihc primary rule of faith and

practice, and to allege that even the teachings of the
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Holy Spirit were to come only through the medium of

the Written Word/^

About the time when Elias Hicks's course was ad-

vancing to its culmination, J. J. Gurney began to pub-

lish a series of professedly religious works, by which

this tendency to the opposite errors was rapidly extended

and greatly encouraged over the Society in Great Brit-

ain. Between the years 1820 and 1826, he had pub-

lished edition after edition of several books, including

his Letter (to Dr. Alderson, father of Amelia Opie)

on Christianity," his '^Peculiarities" (afterwards styled

" Distinguishing Views of the Society of Friends, and

his " Essays on the Evidences, Doctrines, and Practical

Operation of Christianity ;" whole editions of some or all

of which were gratuitously distributed among the mem-
bers and others; and thus sown broadcast over the land

they seemed likely to pervade every family among

Friends, and vast numbers among others. The last-

named work particularly, first issued in 1825, and his

"Portable Evidence," in 1832,* contained many senti-

ments and modes of thought and expression, manifestly

at variance with the hitherto acknowledged views and

modes of expression in the Society, and ought to have

effectually alarmed the faithful members. But many

were lulled asleep, and others were afraid to place them-

selves in an attitude of conflict with a champion of such

wealth, learning, power, and influence. Others felt as

if the Society Avas flattered by the approbation which

his works elicited from the world at large. Whatever

* See " An Examination of the Memoirs and Writings of J. J.

Gurney," by W. H. Philadelphia, 1856.
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may have been his own intentions in this early part of

his career, or however honest he may have been in a

belief that he was doing good, it is certain that the ten-

dency of his writings (proceeding as they did mainly

from an intellectual study of theology, so-called), was to

lead off the Society from the ancient ground, that Christ

within by his Spirit is the great Teacher of his people,

and that a true and saving knowledge of God can be

obtained only through obedience to the successive un-

foldings and purifying operations of that inspeaking

Word of Divine Grace ; and on the other hand, to incul-

cate the necessity of studying religion by the powers of

the human mind. But the popularity of the writer being

very great, as the brother and coadjutor of Elizabeth Fry,

and the novelty ofsuch writings in the Society being much

admired, the books found ready entrance into Friends'

families, and were greedily perused, and implicitly be-

lieved by many ; and a great impulse was thus given to a

superficial, self-active, and self-pleasing form of religion

;

and all this was welcomed as an antidote to Hicksism.

Only a few saw through the flimsy veil of learning,

and perceived that unsound sentiments lurked beneath,

and even reared their heads openly to view in the sight

of those whose eyes truly abode under the anointing;

and still fewer were honest and faithful enough to ex-

press their dissatisfaction to the author, and warn their

fellow-members of the danger. Thus the system of an

intellectual study of religion rapidly spread, and natu-

rally led to great activity of the unregenerate mind in

things belonging to the safety of the soul, very different

from the deep and self-denying views promulgated by

our forefathers ; and many soon began to throw off all
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the trammels of primitive doctrines and testimonies, and

came out boldly against our ancient Friends, in print

and in public declarations.

The following warning testimony on the other hand,

is quoted by Daniel Wheeler* as having been delivered

by a female minister (supposed to have been Sarah L.

Grubb), in the Yearly Meeting of 1832, viz.: "In a

striking and awful manner," he says, she " adverted to

the permitted visitation of the pestilence (cholera) in this

country ; and afterwards she had a very close and power-

ful testimony to the meeting, on the present state of our

religious Society, by way of solemn warning of the ap-

proaching judgments of the Lord upon us for the neglect

of those things, which in a peculiar manner, were given

us to bear in the early times of our Society, when
Friends were called out from the world to be a separate

people. Her concern was, that we should return to

first principles ; but her more especial warning was, that

if there were not a coming down from the heights to

which many have climbed, there were those amongst

us who might be compared to the golden vessels of the

temple, such as had really stood the fire, and had not

only been rightly filled, but employed by the Lord to

communicate to the people, who would be permitted to

be carried away captives to Babylon. That there was

and is amongst us, a Babel now building, whose top is

intended to reach unto Heaven, which must and will

come down; that there is (though not clearly seen by

ourselves), a peeling and scattering amongst us, which

is clearly shown in the vision and light of the Lord;

* Memoirs of Daniel Wheeler, London, 1842, p. 206.
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and that if we did not repent and return, we should be

left very few in number. But that the Lord would not

leave himself without a people, etc. She spoke farther

in reference to some, who had been rightly gifted to

speak the word of the Lord as from the mouth of the

Lord; but who, for want of dwelling low and deep

enough, had had their brightness dimmed
;

adding,

^ when Ephraim spake trembling, he exalted himself in

Israel, but when he offended in Baal, he died.' Daniel

Wheeler added, addressing his family in Russia, ^' If

we consider the hundreds who are busily engaged in

turning the attention of the people to the letter, to the

traditions and ordinances of man, ^ after the rudiments

of the world, and not after Christ,' what must be the

end thereof?"

John Wilbur, a minister of Rhode Island, visited

Great Britain in the service of the gospel, in 1831 and

1832, spending' most of the time in England until his

return in the beginning of 1833. Whilst there, very

unexpectedly to himself, his mind was brought into deep

exercise and distress by the discovery of the spirit at

Avork among some influential members, at variance with

the well-known doctrines of Friends. As he advanced

in his religious engagements, more and more of its in-

sidious workings Avas brought to his view, to such a

degree that he was led to fear, either a general lapse as

a body, or otherwise a great rent or division.* Finding

this departure so formidable, on account of the talents

and station of many of those engaged in it, he was

brought into great mourning over the flock of God, even

* John Wilbur's Journal and Correspondence, p. 270.
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in that land where the pure standard of truth had been

so eminently supported in the days of our forefathers.

He was deeply afflicted in seeing the subtlety of the

enemy, in taking advantage of the Hicksian heresy, by

leading many into the opposite extreme—thus plunging

them into a lapse as fatal on the other side—both these

errors being insidiously defective in relation to the true

faith in Christ, in all his gracious offices for our salva-

tion.

Under the pressure of these apprehensions, while in

London at the time of the Yearly Meeting, he took an

opportunity of opening his uneasiness to J. J. Gurney,

in company with Jonathan Hutchinson, and George and

Ann Jones. But he received no satisfaction from him.

To show his feelings under these circumstances more

clearly, we will quote a few passages from his own ac-

count.

In speaking of his attendance of London Yearly

Meeting in 1832, after mentioning that with the excep-

tion of having visited the women's meeting, he had been

silent through all the meetings for business, being greatly

exercised therein, he says: "In this meeting, great pro-

" fessions of faith in the mediation and atonement of

" Jesus Christ our Lord, were made, and this profession

" was abundantly reiterated ; but still I mournfully felt

" a great want of that precious sweetness and savor of

" life, which gives weight and solidity, as well as power,

"to a meeting; and without which all the professions

" of faith, however high and glowing as to words, are

" but as sounding brass and a tinkling cymbal. And I

" am more and more confirmed in the belief, that the

" most full and literally sound acknowledgment may
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^^be made, of faith in' the blood and sacrifice of Jesus

" Christ, our blessed Redeemer, and without any reserve

" too, but still it may be no more than in the oldness of

'^the letter; and that, for want of believing fully in, and

" of being really and practically quickened by the living

power of the gospel, that calls to, and enables to keep

"the commandments of Christ our Lord, by whose
" Spirit and grace we are sanctified, through obedience."

" On account of overwhelming afflictions, and w^eak-

" ness of body, I was not able to attend the concluding

" sitting of the Select Yearly Meeting on seventh-day

" evening ; for my mental grief was such, that I could

" not refrain from excessive weeping, after the conclusion

" of the meetings for discipline
;

so, under the kind su-

" perintendence of my dear friend George Crosfield, I

" went immediately to my lodgings, and retired to my
" chamber ; where my head was as Avaters, and mine
" eyes as fountains of tears, in weeping for the backslid-

" ing of the sons and daughters of my people, occasion-

" ing the face of the beloved to be so turned from us, in

"the day of our great necessity.'' (Page 124.)

Again, after attending the Half-Yearly Meeting for

Wales, which was, he says, a painful meeting to him

throughout, he remarks :
" I kept to my chamber [in the

" evening], and there mourned over the state of things

" in this land
;
being fully aware that there are many

" in the station of ministers, who are, in great measure,

" lost, as to the times and seasons, the openings and the

" shuttings of the blessed Spirit of the Gospel ; and whose
" minds seem to be so beclouded and darkened, that the

" true shining is not seen to'go forth with brightness as

in primitive times, nor as a lamp that should burn
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" through the whole gospel day. And it is greatly to be

"feared that there are some who are leaning too much
" to their own understanding, instead of waiting, in pa-

" tience and meekness, on Jesus Christy the great minister,

" who always keeps the key in his own hands, and openeth

" only when he will, and to whom he will So
" I continue to mourn, and to feel like adopting the

" prophet's language of grief, as I pass through this

"land, ^How is the gold become dim? How is the

" ^ most fine gold changed ? The stones of the sanctuary

" ^are poured out in the top of every street ! The pre-

"^cious sons of Zion, comparable to fine gold, how are

" ^ they esteemed as earthen pitchers, the work of the

Miands of the potter?' For lo ! some who have shone

" apparently as stars of the first magnitude, seeYn to be

" in danger of a total eclipse ! The outward standing

"and influence of some is such, that the case seems

"almost if not entirely irremediable, and what the re-

" suit of things will be, is difficult to foresee. But many
" there are among this people, who are truly awakened
" to serious and fearful apprehensions, lest this Society

" should be shaken from its foundation." (Page 137.)

A few months afterwards, he remarks

:

" A disposition is making its appearance in divers

" places in this nation, and among Friends, to think

" very little of the cross of Christ, practically, and to

"plead for liberality, both of faith and practice; the

" perceiDtible influence of the Holy Spirit is mournfully

deprecated by many members of our Society; some of

" them in conspicuous standing, are now disposed to put

" the Scriptures in the place of the Spirit ; and seem

" ready to hold them as the only rule of faith and prac-
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" tice^ or guidance of Christians and notwith-

" standing they fully acknowledge the propitiatory sac-

" rifice, with its blessed effects for the remission of sins,

" and place great dependence upon it, yet at the same
" time, Christ crucified is to them, as to the Jews and
" Greeks formerly, to the one a stumbling-block, and to

" the other foolishness. And there is much reason to

" fear, that these wise and learned professors under our

"name, who seem disposed to look down rather con-

" temptuously upon the old sort of Friends, are design-

" ing to bring about a change in some of the prominent

"and essential doctrines of our Society." (Page 150.)

At London and Middlesex Quarterly Meeting, which

was " very full and large,'^ he says :
" Dear Ann Jones

" was exercised in solemn supplication, and Willi^iJfn

" Allen and Daniel Wheeler, in testimony, acceptably

;

" but as for me, I sat silently, under a sorrowful sense

"of the state of things in this land; for it is clearly to

" be felt and seen, that among this people under our

"name, there are two armies arrayed, army against

" army, lifting up their weapons one against the other

;

" and great struggles are plainly to be felt and seen, by

"those whose eyes are happily anointed by the finger of

" Jesus. It is seen also, that instead of ' one Lord, one

" faith, and one baptism,^ there is a diversity of faith, as

" it regards the ministration of Him who is one, by his

" holy spiritual baptism, and as to the worship of the

"true tabernacle. And it is greatly to be feared that

" this strife will not always be kept within the secret

" chamber, and subdued, without the exposui'e of Auti-

"christ, and his kingdom, and without a storm of the

"elements in which he worketh. And much commo-
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tion, and thunderings, and lightnings, and earthquakes

'^wil] be seen and heard in divers places; and the tab-

" ernacle of those who have slidden from the sure foun-

" dation, the Rock of Ages, however loftj and beautiful

^^to look upon, will be thrown down, and removed out

" of the way, and their place will be known no more in

the heritage of the Lord's spiritual Israel.'' (Page 157.)

Under these sorrowful apprehensions, and in deep so-

licitude for the safety of the Society, John Wilbur ad-

dressed a series of letters, six in number, to his friend

George Crosfield, an Elder of Liverpool, for the purpose

of developing the grounds of his exercises and concern,

and with a desire that the danger which threatened

might be averted. George Crosfiekl afterwards pub-

lished those letters on his own responsibility (though

with John Wilbur's knowledge), believing with many

other friends who had seen the manuscripts, that they

were eminently adapted to the state of the Society at

that date. A letter from Margaret Crosfield to John

Wilbur, written while the letters were in process of being

printed, contains the following development of their

motives in thus undertaking the publication of them.

" My mind is very well, and resolute in carrying for-

^' ward the publication of these letters, believing the

" very fulness of time is come for something of the kind

"to be given forth, for the comfort and encouragement

^' of many faithful Friends, the strengthening of the

" weak and wavering, and the instruction of the igno-

"rant; and I am satisfied, in that it has in any degree,

" fallen to our lot to assist in raising again the ancient *

"standard of Truth in this country, where George Fox

"so faithfully labored; and that which it will expose
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" US to, from loose and careless profes>sors, we are willing

"to bear for Jesns Christ's sake."

These six Letters to George Crosfield appear to have

been published by him while John Wilbur was absent

in Ireland, in the autumn of 1832.

The first letter gives a general view of the impor-

tance of steadfastness on the part of Friends to the testi-

monies intrusted to them, with the expression of his

earnest desire that the Society might hold on its way,

and continue faithful in bearing testimony to the spiritual

nature and design of the gospel.

The second letter was in regard to the fall of man,

and his redemption through the atoning sacrifice of

Christ, and man's co-operation with the offers of his

grace, by repentance and submission to the sanctifying

and regenerating efficacy of his Spirit; and concluded

with the following salutary expressions: "Then how
" needful it is to have a full belief in the doctrines of

"Scripture, and in every part of them; not merely as-

" senting to some and pa<?sing slightly over others, for

" fear that a practical and living belief in them should

" lead us to much pain and conflict of spirit, and to the

" mortifying of the will of the flesh. Then let every

"one come down and prove himself, and examine byihe
" light of Christ, all the hidden and dark avenues of his

" heart, remembering that every secret thing must be

" opened and brought to judgment in the day of Jesus

" Christ. And oh, how desirable, that when that day
" shall come upon every one of us, we may submit to it,

"while there is yet tenderness in our hearts, so that a,

"spirit of unbelief in any one of these great doctrines of

"life and salvation may never be entertained; that none
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" of the great truths of the gospel may be looked upon

"with indifference, but that every one of us may be so

" quickened and made alive unto God, by the resurrec-

"tion power of Jesus Christ, as to be furnished and
" blessed with the perceptive and all-instructive guidance

" and influence of his Holy Spirit.^^

The third letter showed the frequent tendency there

had been in the professing Christian Church, to go off

the straight track of the doctrine of the gospel, on one

side or on the other, through the artful wiles of the

enemy ; how George Fox and his contemporaries were

instrumental in the Lord's hand for the revival of the

pure gospel covenant and doctrines, and, having Christ

their captain with them, were enabled to stand against

all the fury of the adversary, striving to lay waste and

paralyze their testimony
;
yet that some, even in those

early days, giving way to spiritual pride and the will of

unslain self, were carried away into by-paths ; and again

many in modern times had been, through the same sub-

tlety of Satan, deceived, and even led " to suppose, or to

" profess that they supposed, that our first Friends did

" not believe in the true divinity and reconciling sacri-

" fice of our Lord Jesus Christ ; than which a greater

" perversion can hardly be imagined/' He entirely con-

tradicts such assertions of the Hicksites, showing their

utter groundlessness, and declares his belief, " that the

" more true spiritual Christianity a man has, the better

" will he be qualified rightly to see and to estimate the

" doctrines of Scripture, relative to the outward coming
" and offices of Jesus Christ.''

The fourth letter discourses more at large on the

Hicks secession in America, showing how the devil,
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anxious to make an inroad upon a people whom he

knew to be tenacious of their great principle of the

Light of Christ, artfully contrived a kind of compro-

mise with them/' so as to allow them to retain this

distinguishing article," if he could but induce them to

deny the proper divinity and atonement of Christ;

knowing that, thus drawn aside, " they would not then,

" in the very nature of things, be sharers in the true

^' light of Christ within them, and walk in it;" whatever

their profession of it ; but would be rendered liable to

mistake 'Miis false radiance" for the real light. And
succeeding in this scheme with very many, he filled their

mouths with the cry of " the light ! the Spirit ! the Spirit

of the Lord !"—and this partly for the purpose, that

thereby others might be brought even '^to loath the

very name of ^ Christ within the hope of glory,' -or

Christ in spirit," by witnessing His name, in this part

of the covenant, so continually brought forward and

taken in vain by those well known to be antichristians."

Because, therefore, the Socinian or Hicksite has sin-

" fully denied the divinity and atonement of Christ,

" shall we unnecessarily, and sinfully too, abandon every-

" thing else relative to God's salvation, that so we may
establish what they deny; as if it Avere possible for

" us to obtain salvation by the one, without the other?

" And will any be driven, through cowardice, from a
" practical faith in divine grace, and the light and spirit

" of the gospel, because these seceders have illusively

" pretended thereto ? Will any man be deterred from
" naming and believing in the Holy Name, because the

" atheist chaunts it off with scorn ? Isoi the true Chris-

" tian, no ; for if the very worst of men deceptively pro-
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" fess the best of things^ that will never occasion the true

" believer to abandon them ; nor if the unfaithful aban-

"don one part of the covenant, professing to support

the other, it will never induce the former to reverse it,

" for in so doing he would be a covenant breaker as much
" as the other.

"Now, in conclusion, I would ask, if it is not alike
"' dangerous to man, and dishonorable to God, to deny
" that JesuS Christ has done anything for our salvation,

" without us ; and to deny that he is doing anything for

"us, within us, for the same purpose : seeing that, if we
" reject either of these provisions, we cannot be saved,

" for we cannot so much as begin a good life, without

" the application of that great sacrifice of his body, once

"made for all men. xSor, in the second place, can we
" advance a single day of our lives in the Christian way
" and warfare against sin, without his presence and help

" continually extended to us.''

The fifth letter takes the ground of Robert Barclay

and all our early Friends, that the Spirit of Christ, and

not the Holy Scriptures, is " the first and best leader and

controller of the Christian's life and practice," or, as they

called it, "the primary rule;" and shows conclusively

that this doctrine, which is indeed the true doctrine of

the Bible, by no means derogates from the excellency of

those writings of holy men of God, written as they were

moved by the Holy Ghost. " Xor can there be any dis-

" honor brought to the sacred writings, by placing the

"all-manifesting Spirit, and light, and grace of God,

" through our Lord Jesus Christ, over and above them
" in the rightful order of God's manifestations and pro-

" visions for the children of men. Nay, truly, it cannot
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be derogatory to the Scriptures, nor to any other crea-

"ture here below, to place the second Adam, the Lord
" from heaven, the quickening Spirit, above them." He
then fully admits them "to stand above all other writ-

ings," and "to be the only outward fit rule and standard

by which all the professors of Christianity may prove

and try their doctrines ;" yet adds, that, inasmuch as the

various denominations have different confessions of faith,

all founded as they suppose on a right understanding of

Scripture, whenever a member of a religious body thinks

he has found important errors in the fundamental doc-

trines of his own people, it becomes him to be candid

and leave them, rather than, like the leaders of the late

Seceders of America, secretly and artfully endeavor to

gain over the unwary to their new views. He might

have carried this view a little further, by showing that

though, on the one hand, the Scriptures are the test of

doctrine between those of different professions, to try

which comes the nearest to the Gospel standard; yet, on

the other hancl, when once a religious Society has settled

for itself its own standard as being in accordance with

what it believes to be a correct understanding of Scrip-

ture
;
then, in order to try the consistency or inconsist-

ency of its own members w^ith its profession, the appeal

must be, not merely to the Scriptures (which are vari-

ously interpreted), but to those interpretations of Scrip-

ture which have always been received and acknowledged

as characterizing the faith of that particular people.

Otherwise, no society, or gathered visible church, can be

said to have any settled religious faith and belief, as be-

longing to itself, and not liable to be constantly disturbed

with impunity by innovators within its own borders.
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The sixth letter contained an earnest appeal for the

continued faithful maintenance of the testimonies of

Friends to plainness and self-denial, so little appreciated

by the advocates of the new views.

I have thought it necessary thus to show at some

length the tenor of these letters, inasmuch as, although

highly approved by sound Friends, who saw their salu-

tary applicability to the state of the Society at that time,

yet on the other hand, they brought on their author an

abundant share of obloquy, from those who favored the

modern innovations, and afterwards became one of the

chief pleas for the persecutions which assailed him in his

own country. John Wilbur had, however, pursued the

straight path of gospel order. He had, while in Eng-

land, taken an opportunity of privately opening his un-

easiness to at least one of the main instigators of the new

doctrines, Joseph John Gurney, and probably also to

others ; and had been faithful in his testimonies against

these errors in his public declarations, before the issue of

these letters ; and though some influential members in

New England would have gladly put him to trouble in

consequence of his open and firm stand for the truth,

they conld make no progress against him as long as

Moses Brown lived ; for that honest man and venera-

ble patriarch frustrated their attempts,"^ knowing they

were out of the truth.

Elisha Bates, a minister of Mount Pleasant, Ohio,

through unwatchfulness was caught with the new views,

and going to England in the year 1833, and again in

* See two letters from Moses Brown, in .T. Wilbur's Journal,

pp. 176 and 177.
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1836, greatly strengthened this innovating spirit, by

joining with those who were openly repudiating some of

oar fundamental principles. And being of a flnent pen

as well as speech, Isaac Crewdson, ^Villiam Boulton, and

other leaders in the schism, gladly associated him with

themselves in their attempts to subvert the character-

istic doctrines and testimonies of the Society.

In the year 1835, Isaac Crewdson of Manchester, pub-

lished a small book, entitled, " A Beacon to the Society

of Friends,^' ostensibly warning the membei's against

the awful errors of Elias Hicks, on the assumption that

many of the writings of our earliest authors tended in

that direction, and calling the Society in this day to sen-

timents supposed by him to be more evangelical than

those of our forefathers, as the only way to avoid the

spread of Hicksism through the Society in Great Brit-

ain. This book, soon after its appearance, was followed

by a shower of pamphlets in the same direction, many
of which were very crude and frothy, but all tending to

raise a commotion and kindle unhallowed fire.

The '^Beacon'' by Isaac Crewdson, and the Bible-

studying meetings held at the house of William Boulton,

were indeed nothing more than a genuine fruit of the

views which had been advocated for about ten years in

the successive publications of Joseph John Gurney. The

difference between J. J. Guruey's writings and the

''Beacon," was simply this, that the former laid the

groundwork, and the latter the "superstructure; that the

former used comparatively cautious language, while the

latter spoke plain out ; that the former upheld the Scrip-

tures as the source of divine knowledge, paramount to

the Spirit, or as if the Spirit taught only through them,
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thus necessarily, although at first secretly, undermining

the opposite doctrine held by Friends; while the latter

writer, besides doing this in full, Avith regard to the

Scriptures, also came forth boldly and more distinctly

in a denunciation of our great distinguishing testi-

mony to the Light of Christ in the heart, as the primary

teacher or rule, and the universality of Saving Grace, as

held by Barclay and all our ancient writers.

J. J. Gurney had limited "revelation'^ to what is

written in the Scriptures
;
which, he declared, were suf-

ficient "to direct, our faith, and regulate our conduct,''

were " the only authorized record of divine truth," the

only medium by which to obtain a knowledge- of the

nature of sin, or of " a call to repentance extended to the

whole human race," and that they " unfold the law of

God in all its strength and spirituality, in all the glorious

variety of its details.

The "Beacon" discarded the universal and saving

efficacy of the light of Christ, inwardly revealed ; and

denied any true knowledge of God, or of his salvation, ex-

cept through the Scriptures—taught that it was a " per-

nicious theory" to speak of the Scriptures as secondary,

and the Spirit as a higher rule—declared that it was

" presumptuous" to assert the sufficiency of " the inward

light," calling it a "delusive notion"—designated the

belief that " the inward light is the primary rule of faith

and practice," as a "dangerous error"—and asserted

that " setting up a light within, above the revelation of

* See J. J. Gurney's " Portable Evidence," English edition, pp.

69, 91, 114, etc.
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the Spirit of God bv Holy Scripture, has led, step by

step, into the deadly gulf of deism/^"^

On the doctrine of Imputative Righteousness, too,

they held the same ground. J. J. Gurney had said,

" Our only claim on the heavenly inheritance, therefore,

consists in this, that God is pleased to hnpute to those

who believe, the perfect righteousness of our Lord Jesus

Christ
; "f and that faith " is a reliance of the soul on the

incarnate Son/^ thus limiting it to the incarnation alone.

In like manner, the "Beacon" said: "Our immense

debt is cancelled by the precious blood of Christ, if, by

faith, we lay hold on Him as our surety.''^ Do not both

these statements equally overstrain the precious doctrine

of the atonement to such an extent as to exclude the

divine declaration, that "without holiness no man shall

see the Lord ?
"

J. J. Gurney had repeatedly designated the Scriptures,

as " the written word," " the word of the Lord," thus

coming as near as he could, and opening the door, to-

wards calling them the ^Yord of God ;J and had declared

that from them "we derive our hopes of the immortal

crown of righteousness." The author of the " Beacon,"

in like manner, though more openly, styled them " the

Word," " the Word of God ;" argued to prove the cor-

rectness of the term as applied to them as well as to

Christ; and (page 92) restricted the possession of the

" law written in the heart," to " true believers," and

(page 119) "the manifestation of the Spirit given to

every man," to the Corinthian believers only

!

* See the "Beacon."' all through the volume.

t " Gurney'.^ Essays on Christianity, " Amer. edit., p. 390.

X Ibid., pp. 88, 350, etc.
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It is also well known, that the two authors coincided

in their views respecting Prayer, the calling of the first-

day of the week the Christian Sabbath, and styling the

four narrative accounts of the Evangelists ^' the Gospel/^

in obvious contradiction of the views of true Friends

from the beounnino^.

In one particular, Isaac Crewdson appears to have

gone further than J. J. Gurney. In order to bring our

silent worship into discredit, he branded the system as

"Quietism"—making a parade of this epithet, as if he

thought it an excellent handle against us—and also, as

" a religion offeelings/^ evidently implying of mere en-

thusiasm—and said (page 96) that "to imagine that si-

lence and stillness are essential to true worship, would be

a great error." In most of these attacks, it is true, he

professed to be aiming at Hicksism; but in reality the

blow was manifestly meant for ancient Quakerism.

We have thus seen how far these two writers really

worked together, in pulling down the old landmarks of

our profession. It may indeed be safely said, tliat the

works of J. J. Gurney w^ere far more efficient in bring-

ing " Beaconism " upon the Society, than the writings of

the author of the "Beacon;" and that the latter never

could have accomplished the schism it promoted, had

not the ground been prepared for it beforehand, by the

general acceptance of the books published by J. J. Gur-

ney. How was it then, that the one involved himself

in the censure of the Society, while the other entirely

escaped ? It was because J. J. Gurney was wary, and

capable of so smoothing his mode of expression, and so

salving over any sore place among such as might begin

to feel uneasy, that he retained his position of great in-
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fluence; while Isaac Crewdson was of a bold and straight-

forward temperaraeiit, came plainly out with his denun-

ciations of our ancient faith, and being quite capable of

maintaining the position he had taken by confusing the

views of his opposers, preferred to pursue his course

openly, rather than either to modify his expressions for

the sake of making peace, or to suffer himself to be

persuaded that he was in error, by men whom he plainly

saw to be weakly inconsistent with their own expressed

convictions. J. J. Gurney also seems to have perceived

that the rapid course of the advocates of the Beacon "

was likely to drift them quickly into a separation from

the main body of the Society ; and not being prepared

for that step himself, but aiming to carry the whole So-

ciety into an acceptance of his own views through his

great popularity and tact, he j^referred to abandon these

his too ardent pupils, and let them drift, if they must,

rather than launch himself with them on so desperate a

venture.

There were several attempts soon made, through the

press, to counteract the pernicious tendency of the opin-

ions advanced in the "Beacon." The first of these was

a short letter, addressed to its author by Thomas Thomp-
son, an Elder of Liverpool Meeting. Then followed a

more elaborate "Defence of tlie Doctrine of Immediate

Revelation and Univei'sal and Saving Light," by

Thomas Hancock, M.D., another elder of Liverpool

;

which showed in a clear and firm manner, but with a

mild and moderate tone of argument, the reasonableness

of the true doctrine of Friends on tliese subjects, their

accordance with Scripture truth, and their incongruity

with the views advocated in the "Beacon."
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After this came a fiery attack on the Beacon," and

its coadjutors both in and outside of the Society, entitled

^' Truth Vindicated," etc., a book of 224 pages, published

anonymously, but soon afterwards known to be written

by Henry Martin, a young and ardent man, zealously

attached to Friends' principles as advocated by our early

writers. This was a powerful and crushing rebuke of

the Beacon but the writer indulged, perhaps, in too

much of a taunting harshness of expression, calculated

to produce irritation among those whom he so recklessly

lashed
;
and, moreover, launched into a very bold and

aggressive mode of warfare, in which he did not always

carefully guard his own lines from assault, or at least

from being charged with ov^erstraining the positions of

those whom he was opposing, or with leaving out views

Avhich ought to have been introduced, in order to avoid

an appearance of more or less randomness or irrever-

ence of manner, in his mode of treating principles of

momentous importance. The main tendency and intent

of the work, however, was to sustain the ancient doc-

trines of Friends against these insidious attacks, and to

expose to view the utter want of solid ground whicli the

latter had to stand upon ; but it is to be regretted that

his intent was not carried out with more discretion and

caution, that the pure truth might not suffer reproach by

his unguarded style of writing. As an instance, we may

refer to the circumstance, that his advocacy of the Holy

Spirit being the primary rule, instead of the Scriptures

given forth by that Spirit, would have been far more

satisfactory and clear from cavil, if he had simply added

his own adhesion to what Friends have always ac-

knowledged, that the Scriptures are also a rule, though
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a secondary rule, subordinate to the Spirit from which

they derive their authority, and that whatever is contrary

to their testimony, is to be rejected as false. But in the

warmth of his zeal against these modern revivors of the

calumnies put forth by the Buggs, Owens, and Keiths

of former days, he did not condescend to stop to make

all his own modes of expression secure from attack, or to

tell the whole truth, further than appeared to him need-

ful for his own purpose, in crushing the position of his

antagonists.

A very different antidote to the doctrines of the

Beacon appeared also in 1835, under the title of

The Light of Christ exalted, or the More Excellent

Way briefly set forth," a small book of about sixty-eight

pages, by Joseph Sutton, of Manchester. Though this

little work was not ostensibly aimed at the Beacon,"

but was addressed to the Methodists, with whom the

writer had formerly been in connection, yet it furnished

a goocl practical refutation of the fallacious and back-

sliding views of the author of the " Beacon," was written

in a spirit of piety and tenderness, and supported the

true doctrines of Friends.

John Harrison, another member of Manchester Meet-

ing, zealous against all innovations, and firm in con-

tending for the faith once delivered to the saints," came

forth the next year (1836), with "A Lamp for the

Beacon ;" showing by many parallel passages, that its

erroneous sentiments were but the reiteration of what

had in old time been abundantly cast as mire and dirt

against our early Friends, by sundry opposers of the

truth, and had been again and again refuted by George

Fox and others.

VOL. I.— 22
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In 1836 also, J. J. Gurney entered the list of writers

in this controversy, not by opposing the " Beacon," but

by attacking the author of Truth Vindicated.'^ This

he did with a portion at least of the same acrimony as

the latter had used towards the Beacon '' and its eulo-

gists, and with much more unfairness. His '^ Strictures

on Truth Vindicated/' while professing to support rahat

he called the doctrines of the Society, did great injustice

to the author of '' Truth Vindicated," and rather ma-

terially promoted than in any Avise damaged, the cause

of the Beacon;" inasmuch as he therein showed that

he was himself sorrowfully defective in his appreciation

of some of the I'undamental doctrines of Friends, espe-

cially wdth regard to immediate revelation, and the rela-

tive authority of the Scriptures and of the Spirit which

gave them forth.

Great disturbance w^as the result of this controversy

throughout the Society in England; and a considerable

proportion of the members in Manchester, a very large

meeting, being carried away with the new views, formed

so powerful a party in that Monthly Meeting, that no

effectual check could, for a time, be applied to it by the

sound portion of the members. The subject was accord-

ingly brought before the Quarterly Meeting of Lanca-

shire in 1835 ; which appointed a committee to visit and

aid the Monthly Meeting of Hardshaw East, in which

Manchester was situated, with a view to the due support

of the discipline and testimonies of the Society, and the

restoration of unity.

Meantime the controversy spread far beyond the limits

of Lancashire Quarterly Meeting, and went on as warmly

as ever. Elisha Bates had, during his visit to England
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in 1833 and 1834, unmistakably shown his adherence to

the novel views, and disposition to promote them ; and

such was the uneasiness with regard to his proceedings

and declarations, on the part of not a few Friends at

that time, that the Yearly Meeting of Ministers and

Eiders declined to grant him the usual clear returnino-

minute, on his leaving for his own country. At the

Yearly Meeting in 1835, this fact was brought to notice

by John Hodgkin ; and so great an outcry arose among

bis partisans, or sympathizers, that, in order to satisfy

them, Josiah Forster proposed that the Select Yearly

Meeting should be directed to reconsider the subject.

This was done, and under the popular pressure, that

meeting was actually induced to transmit to America a

clear returning certificate, in contravention of its previ-

ous judgment!

In the spring of 1836, Elisha Bates again appeared in

England; this time without any credentials, and profess-

edly on the ground of outward business; but in reality

with the intent of helping forward the Beacon" party

to the best of liis ability. With this view, he almost

immediately commenced the publication of his ^^Miscel-

laneous Repository" in England, and continued it for

several numbers, as a vehicle for his attacks on the an-

cient landmarks ; and in the autumn he went so far in

the practical exemplification of his departure from our

original principles, as to submit to the ceremony of water-

baptism, performed by a certain J. Pye Smith (called

" Reverend"), in the neighborhood of London, probably

the first instance of the kind in one at the time occupy-

ing the station of a minister among Friends. He after-

wards, with the egotism which now became a prominent
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characteristic of his writings, published several paraph-

lets in support of his own conduct, and one endeavoring

to destroy the religious standing of our early Friends;*

and soon left England again for America, having prob-

ably found his advocacy of the party more largely draw-

ing on his pecuniary resources than the remuneration

warranted.

John Wilkinson and Luke Howard were two other

sorrowful instances of ministers who had stood in good

esteem, becoming beguiled and carried away in these

byways ani crooked paths, and through their influence

helping forward greatly the sad defection from ancient

principles. Both had been conspicuous members of the

Society, very much respected by all, and l)eloved by

many, and the former had acted for several years in time

past as clerk of London Yearly Meeting.

Luke Howard, an eminent chemist and natural philos-

opher, and for many years head of the well-known firm of

manufacturing chemists, Howard, Jewell & Gibson, near

London, was, particularly in his latter days, an eccentric

man, though highly esteemed in the community, for his

scientific attainments and his general moral worth.

Having relinquished business, and retired into York-

shire, he published for several years (as an employment

for his leisure) a periodical entitled ^^The Yorkshire-

man,^^ which furnished a vehicle for some valuable in-

formation, and an outlet for some of his strange ideas.

When the ^'Beacon " controversy broke out, he earnestly

joined with it in some of its features, published several

attacks on the views and practices of Friends, and in

* This was well answered in 1837 by Samuel Tuke, in "A Plea

on behalf of George Fox and the early Friends."
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1837, after an erratic course, became water-baptized, and

was disowned from the Society.

John Wilkinson was in fact one of the earliest and

most efficient instruments in stirring up this schism.

For several years before it broke out, he had been dis-

satisfied with some of the doctrines of early Friends, and

anxious to bring about a change. This disaffection

manifested itself openly in 1832, when he was one of the

Committee of Conference on the alterations in the Disci-

pline. Being of an open and candid temperament as a

man, not given to evading his real sentiments, and bold

in advocating the views he had embraced, particularly

against the doctrine of the inward light of Christ as the

primary rule of faith and practice, and the Scriptures as

a secondaiy rule—that of the universality and saving

efficacy of Divine Grace—the necessity and possibility of

freedom from sin in this life, as treated by Barclay and

others under the name of Christian Perfection—and also

against our well-known principle, that in order to avail

ourselves of the precious efficacy of the atoning sacrifice

of Christ, we must submit to the purifying operations

of his Spirit in our hearts—his ministry became very

unsound and burdensome to the living discerning mem-
bers. Yet for some years much tender forbearance was

exercised towards him, and only private admonition ex-

tended to him, though of this there appears to have been

no little. It is indeed astonishing, that so much for-

bearance was used, that he was allowed to go on as a

minister, spreading abroad views in direct contraven-

tion of the fundamental doctrines of the Society, for five

or six years, before anything was really done to put a

stop to it, otherwise than by private admonition. Even
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ill 1831, he had excited uneasiness; in 1832 he had ex-

plicitly and openly objected, in the Meeting for Suffer-

ings, to some of the doctrines of William Penn and

Robert Barclay; and in the Yearly Meeting of 1834, he

had expressed his desire that the Scriptures " might be

acknowledged among Friends as the only rule of faith

and practice.'^ This of course produced at the time

some alarm, and elicited some opposition, but nothing

further Avas done. Going to Manchester in the autumn

of that year, and coming forth as usual in his preaching

with some of his views, George Jones and John Harri-

son, and other friends, expressed to him in letters their

dissatisfaction with his ministry. In the twelfth month

of 1835, in a meeting at Tottenham, near London, he

declared distinctly against the " belief in Christ as an

inward principle,'^ designating such a belief as decep-

tive. On this occasion that worthy minister Thomas

Shillitoe, then far advanced in life, and quite infirm,

could not remain silent, but is said to have expressed him-

self as follows :
" I feel constrained to say, that if by an

'inward jjrinciple/ is meant the inshining of the light

of Christ in the heart, which is his second coming with-

out sin unto salvation, and this is not to be believed in

and depended upon, then I am in a most deplorable

state ! Xow, at my advanced age, at this solemn period,

and in the prospect of being soon called to stand before

the judgment-seat of God, to receive the reward of my
works, then where shall I be? And if there is no ^in-

ward principle,' then, for sixty years past, I have been

following a 'Jack o' the lantern,' a 'Will o' the wisp!'

For it is now more than sixty years since I became ac-

quainted with the principles of this Society. Oh, no

!
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my friends, the evidence in my mind at this time is,

that as I have followed the leading and guidance of this

inward principle, this inshining of the light of Christ,

it has led me safely along through all the dangers and

perils of the way, and will continue to lead me to the

end. And it is the chief corner-stone on which I build

all my hopes, and shall do to the end of my days ; and

I crave that during the remainder of my life, nothing I

may ever hear, nothing I may ever read, nothing any

man may say, may jostle me from off this foundation.

And I warn you, to take heed how you receive any other

doctrine than this.''

A few days afterwards, Thomas Shillitoe, as a true

watchman not sleeping at his post, introduced the case

into the Quarterly Meeting of Ministers and Elders in

London, as it was w^ithin that quarter that the unsound

views had been uttered. The result was that J. Wilkin-

son received a letter from one of the elders, expostulat-

ing with him on the inconsistency of his course as a

minister among Friends ; and a few days afterwards, as

he continued .vto speak in the same manner, he was

requested by four of the elders to keep silence, and a

complaint was sent to Friends of his own Monthly

Meeting. John now seeing Friends in earnest, and that

the course just entered upon was likely to bring matters

to a narrow pass, concluded to anticipate the regular

action of discipline, and accordingly sent in to his

Monthly Meeting a letter resigning his membership in

the Society. The next year he published his reasons for

leaving Friends, in a scurrilous attack on the Society

(containing many oft refuted charges brought up anew),

in a work of about 500 pages, entitled, Quakerism

Examined."
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The author of Truth Vindicated'' was not to be so

easily silenced by the authority of name or rank, or by

the self-assumed weight of magister ipse dixit/' without

the support of truth, as J. J. Gurney seemed to have

imagined. He soon published a reply to J. J. Gurney's

Strictures/' entitled " Early Friends and Modern Pro-

fessors/' a book of about 150 pages, 12mo., in which he

brought clear argument and ample evidence, from the

writings of our early Friends, to sustain his own posi-

tions, and to fasten upon J. J. Gurney, in an incontesta-

ble manner, the charge of unfair misrepresentation of

his former work, and of palpable unsoundness in regard

to some of the fundamental doctrines of the Society.

He also cleared himself from imputations to which cer-

tain lax modes of expression in the Truth Vindicated"

had somewhat exposed him ; and showed beyond reason-

able dispute, that if J. J. Gurney had truly charged his

book with " infidelity,'^ our most cherished writers were

no less liable to the awful charge.* This reply indeed

sent forth a fatal stroke against J. J. Gurney's preten-

sions to soundness in the principles of Friends, and it

seems that he was never able to gainsay or parry the

scorching allegations. He remained silent, at least, so

far as the press was concerned.

In the Yearly Meeting of London, in the fifth month,

1835, the disunity in Lancashire Quarterly Meeting was

brought into view; and Josiah Forster proposed the ap-

pointment of a committee to extend care and assistance,

* The same writer (Henry Martin) also published, in 1835 and

1837, two pamphlets, entitled, "A Defence of the Original Prin-

ciples of the Society of Friends," No. 1 and No. 2
;
and, in 1836,

•' A Letter to John Wilkinson."
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allegiiit^: tliat the publication of the '^Beacon" was the

origin of the disunity existing. A committee was al-

ready under appointment by that Quarterly Meeting, on

the same subject. Luke Howard now oj^posed the ap-

pointment of any committee by the Yearly Meeting.

Joseph John Gurney exjjressed his approval of the sen-

timents of the Beacon on the subject of the atone-

ment, but believed it Avas defective and incorrect respect-

ing the universality of the Light of Christ, and the

influence of the Spirit; but he "still more highly dis-

approved of Dr. Hancock's reply" ['^ Defence"], and

objected to this author having made " references to

Barclay, rather than to the Holy Scriptures." In the

discussion ^vhich ensued, it appeared that ti>e Monthly

Meeting of Hardshaw East (Manchester, etc.) had not

taken any steps against the' author of the " Beacon ;

"

but the appointment of the above-mentioned committee

by the Quarterly Meeting Avas considered as having this

purpose in view, and was therefore looked upon by some

as improperly overstepping the functions of the ISIonthly

Meeting, although its object in reality was to assist the

sound members of that meeting in the maintenance of

the discipline. J. J. Gurney "raised a point of discip-

line" on this, "in favor of his dear friend," the author

of the " Beacon," and proposed that Lancashire Quar-

terly Meeting should be directed to discharge their

committee, "and to suspend all further proceedhigs

against" the book or its author, in order to prevent

"incalculable mischief" by the proceedings being al-

lowed to go on. He repeated his desire that " for the

cause of harmony alone" all further proceedings should

be stopped
;
apparently ignoring the fact, that the fun-
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clamental doctrines of the Society Avere at stake in allow-

ing that book and others of the same stamp to continue

to circulate among its members unrebuked. In what

Josiah Forster afterwards said on the subject, he ap-

peared to urge the appointment of a committee, as much
with a view to stop Thomas Hancock's ^' Defence/' as

to check the circulation of the ''Beacon.""^ The dis-

cussion of the subject, being resumed the next day, re-

sulted in the appointment of a committee of thirteen

members, viz.: Barnard Dickinson, Edward Pease,

George Richardson, Samuel Tuke, Edward Ash, Josiah

Forster, William Forster, George Stacey, Joseph Tatham,

Joseph Marriage, William Allen, Peter Bedford, and

Joseph John Gurney.

Looking over these eminent nam^s, w^e can scarcely

fail to perceive, that in regard to the all-important mat-

ter of doctrines, the committee was composed of very

discordant materials ; but we may also apprehend that

two men such as J. J. Gurney and Edward Ash, who
must have known that if the doctrines of the Beacon

were censured, their own writings would share the same

blame, would be likely at least to neutralize any attempt

to come forth openly and unreservedly in support of our

ancient principles. There were some men upon that

nomination warmly attached to the primitive faith, so

far as their education and associations had made them

acquainted with it, and some who went deeper than edu-

cation or association; but who could not bring their

minds to a resolution openly to encounter the overwhelm-

* See a " Eeport of the Proceedings of London Yearly Meet-

ing," 1835. Published by John Stephens, Fleet Street; pages 6

and 7.
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iiig influence of J. J. Gurney and liis many admirers.

So that when we consider bis well-known position, and

that of Edward Asli in the same direction, and add to

this the shrewdness and sophistry of Isaac Crewdson,

Ave may easily account for the very weak^ inconsistent,

and faltering manner in which the whole subject proved

to be treated by the committee, and the great damage

thus done to the Society by their means. J. J. Gurney

at once took the helm, and directed and controlled their

l)roceedings in such a way as to shield himself from the

censure which must have fallen upon him, if the "Bea-

con's'' doctrines had been openly and clearly denounced.

The whole committee met in Lancashire at the Quar-

terly Meeting in the sixth uionth, 1835, and began a

long series of blunders by acceding, under certain un-

worthy restrictions upon Isaac Crewdson, to his demand

that all their observations to him respecting the ''Bea-

con " should be hi luriting, after coming to a deliberate

joint conclusion on its various parts. They furnished

him, accordingly, with a statement of objections to the

work, but desired him to take no copy, keep the docu-

ment strictly in his own possession, and return it to

them at their next meetino\ Accordino^ to his desire

also (for he seems to have dictated to the committee his

own terms for their treatment of the case), they confined

themselves to what were termed "Scriptural'^ objections;

thus opening a wide field for controversy, instead of

going at once to the mark, and showing that his publi-

cation was palpably at variance, on certain fundamental

subjects, with the always acknowledged doctrines of the

body of which he was a member and a minister. This

would have been the strong ground, and clear of contro-
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versy ; but in abandoning it, they laid themselves open

to great difficulties, and gave him many opportunities of

sophistical reasoning, in a discussion, the end of which

none could foresee. Such a thing as the supposition of a

discordance between the acknowledged doctrines of the

Society and those of Scripture, ought not to have been

allowed to be considered or treated as an open question,

between members of that Society. Between the Society

and other professors, it would have been the reverse.

All professing Christian sects bring Scripture, as they

understand it, to prove the correctness of their tenets

;

but to prove that any one of their members is sound or

unsound in his doctrines as a member of any Society, he

must be judged by the Scriptures as always accepted and

interpreted by that Society. The committee thus at once

gave away the ground on which they ought to have taken

a firm and immovable stand; which could afterwards

have been amply sustained from Holy Scripture."^

The committee commenced their statement by an

earnest endeavor to prove to I. Crewdson that they were

not Hicksites; and in their zeal to do this, they over-

Edward Ash, the only surviving member of that conimittee

in 1870, published in the London " Friend " of the ninth month,

that year, a statement of their proceedings in regard to the

" Beacon," as a record of the case according to his view of it.

He says (p. 208), " A Friend in the station of Minister made an

earnest appeal to the committee, to judge the ' Beacon ' by Bar-

clay's Apology. After a very brief interchange of opinion, it was

unanimously resolved to do no such thing, but to try it by the

Holy Scriptures alone." The individual here alluded to, is be-

lieved, on satisfactory evidence, to have been that worthy man,

Alexander Dirkin, formerly of Wilmington, Delaware, who died

in England.
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stepped the mark of Quakerism, by adopting one of J.

J. Gurney's expressions respecting the Holy Scriptures

;

declaring that they "are the appointed instrument for

making known to mankind that divine plan of grace and

salvation through Jesus Christ and Him crucified, to

which they bear so clear a testimony." Here was a mode

of speech^ which, being susceptible of a double meaning,

was outwardly true, but inwardly and essentially false

;

and appears to have been employed by those who in the

committee secured its adoption, to cover up the truth,

that grace and salvation by Christ come to mankind im-

mediately, from the Most High, although the mere out-

ward "knowledge of the plan^^ may be said to be made

known through the Scriptures. But, is it possible, that

there were no men in that committee who could see and

withstand the illusory nature of these expressions, know-

ing that the literal "knowledge of the plan" is one

thing, but the practical experience of the inward efficacy

of true religion is quite another thing; and that though

the former, when rightly applied to us by the Spirit, is

to our help, comfort, and instruction, yet the latter is

what the soul must depend upon for life and salvation?

This was a giving way in a fundamental point, of

which Isaac Crewdson did not fail afterwards freely to

take advantage. If they had said "an appointed in-

strument," no inconsistency would have attended it;

but to call the Bible ^Hhe appointed instrument," surely

implies that there is no other. And though the word

"plan" is artfully introduced to save the phrase, the

idea intended to be conveyed undoubtedly was, that

the Bible was the appointed means of grace and salva-

tion through Christ; to the setting aside of the great
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doctrine of our early Friends, that the inward Light of

the Lord Jesus by the \vork of His Spirit in the soul, is

the great teaclicr and leader to the true and saving

knowledge of God, and that the Scriptures are subordi-

nate, though a blessed and very important adjunct, or

coagent in tlie work of instruction, that the man of God
may be perfect, thoroughly furnished to all goo"d works.

After this, they took pains to discard any ^^over-

strained views of the precious doctrine of tlie inward

light, as if this liglit was to be expected to bring men

to a knowledge of the incarnation and sacrifice of Christ

but they entirely omitted to state, that salvation may be

obtained even without the advantage of that outward

knowledge of facts, by an inward experience of the effi-

cacy thereof. It is true that afterwards they speak of

the Scriptures not- being 'Hhe only channel through

which He operates for the conversion and salvation of

men but they speak of it as men who were afraid to

speak out, liinting at "divine visitations" and '^gracious

impressions," but by no means advocating the great doc-

trine of the Universal and Saving Light of Christ, as

stated by our primitive writers, and owned since by all

fliithful Friends. And in the very next article, they

adopt the actual words of the "Beacon," acknowledging

that, " We willingly accede to the proposition, that

through the Scriptures 'we obtain the knowledge of

God's holy law ' (Beacon, p. 42), because that law is

plainly declared and unfolded, in all its j)CirtlGulars, in

the volume of inspiration." This, however, which is

nearly J. J. Gurney's own words elsewhere, they here

somewhat qualify, by adding, "Yet we wish to remark,

that the law of God is not made knoicn to us by the
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written revelation aloncJ^ Tlielr whole advocacy, how-

ever, of this point, is exceedingly faltering and vacillat-

ing^ and though in some parts of it they endeavor

to make an appearance of not being willing to aban-

don it, yet in their summing up of the objections to the

Beacon near the close of their statement, they again

speak of the Scriptures as " the great appointed channel

of the Christian revelation/' AVhile they charge the

author of the ^'Beacon" with speaking of the "Inward

Light" as a "delusive notion," and say that he denounces

it "as the theory of an infidel," and alludes to the doc-

trine of the "anointing" in "disrespectful terms," and

show that he is herein entirely in error, yet soon after-

wards they say, "We entirely acquit the author of the

Beacon of any intention to speak against the Holy

Ghost." And though besides all this, they plainly

show that his remarks tend to depreciate our views re-

•specting silent Avorship and the gift of gospel ministry,

yet they conclude their statement with this remarkable

avowal :
" We would not have him sacrifice one parti-

cle of his testimony to the Truth as it is in Jesus ;" as if

he was still really bearing a living testimony to that

truth, while promulgating views directly tending to

undermine it

!

If we consider the wavering nature of this statement

of the committee altogether, we need not be surprised to

find, that in their subsequent proceedings, when pressed

by Is. Crewdson's exposure of their weakness, and by

the sophistical attacks wherewith he strove to turn it to

his own account, they were put to their wits' end to con-

trive ground to stand upon without further compromis-

ing their own position. In saying this, I do not wish
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by any means to deny that many of their objections and

arguments against the Beacon were undoubtedly

sound and good
;
(the better element gaining at times a

temporary ascendency in the committee); and I can cor-

dially indorse the following expressions, with a regret

that they had not more fully sustained them throughout:

" When we remember that the influence of God's Holy

Spirit on the mind of man is the source of all saving

knowledge of divine truth, tlie spring of faith and holi-

ness, of life and immortality, we ought surely to refrain

from restricting its true extent as it relates to others,

and to cherish it for ourselves with humble gratitude as

our dearest treasure.''

At their second visit, in the eighth month. Is. Crewd-

son presented a reply to their statement, in which he

made a general plausible defence of the " Beacon,'' con-

gratulating the committee on their very scriptural views,

and artfully expressing his satisfaction that there was

^'so much accordance '' between their statements of Chris-

tian doctrines and his own sentiments. He endeavored

to explain away his attack on the doctrine of the " in-

ward light," by alleging that it was levelled at Hicks's

view of the doctrine; but he made no attempt to show

what were the views of faithful Friends on that great sub-

ject, in contradistinction with those expressed by Elias

Hicks; and though he cannot have been ignorant that

" the inward light" is a term constantly used by Friends

to designate the enlightening o})erations of the Spirit of

Christ in tlie soul, he denied that his aspersions thereon

had any a])pli('ation to the ^'Scripture doctrine'^ of the

Holy Spirit. But what he had in view by what he

called the ^' Scripture doctrine of the Holy Spirit," as he
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explained it in three brief paragraphs specially intro-

duced for the purpose, seems to be very far short of

that doctrine as always held in the Society, and indi-

cates the Scriptures, after all, as the source of Avhat the

Holy Spirit is to apply. His reply, as a whole, was an

affectionately couched appeal to their feelings, and wdiile

firmly holding his own position, was well calculated to

convey an impression that there was but little differ-

ence between them.

To this reply the committee answered in writing, and

with good reason, that, in issuing such a warning as the

" Beacon against the errors of Elias Hicks, the author

ought to have made clear distinctions, for the reader, as

to what dangers he was aiming at, by showing wherein

the doctrines of Friends were departed from or misrep-

resented by Hicks. But while they still exhorted the

author to suppress the circulation of the '^Beacon," on

account of its " manifest tendency,'' they yet avowed

themselves "considerably relieved by the explanation

which he" had " given them of his views on some points

of Christian doctrine."

It would be tedious and unprofitable to follow in

detail the desultory controversy which ensued. The

committee, as a body, do not appear to have known
clearly the difference between really sound doctrine and

his sophistical representations.

They again attended Lancashire Quarterly Meeting,

held at Liverpool, in the twelfth month; and it appears,

by a printed account of what occurred at that meeting,*

* See the " Christian Advocate; " London, twelfth month 28th,

1830, page 414.

VOL. I.—23
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that more was said by the committee against " Truth

Vindicated/' than against the Beacon/' Josiah Forster

designated the former as " a very pernicious work/' and

even Samuel Tuke (if the account is to be trusted) spolve

of its " dangerous tendency."

On the 12th of that month, Isaac Crewdson presented

to the committee at Manchester a document of consider-

able length. He now with great acuteness took up the

committee's own words and admissions, and made use

of them to his own advantage to such a degree, that the

committee must have felt as if enwrapped by a web of

their own materials—their own weak statements and need-

less concessions. He quoted also a part of a letter written

to him by one of their number (J. J. Gurney), speaking

with much approbation and satisfaction of certain fea-

tures in the Beacon/' especially on the Atonement and

Justification, as excellent/' and many of the author's

remarks as in accordance with the sentiments of every

sound and enlightened Christian." After this, Isaac

Crewdson reasoned with the committee on the supposed

consequences of suppressing such a book as the Bea-

con;" and, professing to have satisfied all their objec-

tions, demanded that they should either come forward

with whatever they had further to object to, or give him

a clear acquittal.

The committee must have been in a pitiable strait to

know how to get out of such an entanglement. But at the

Monthly Meeting, held on the 24th of the twelfth month,

they made a report of their proceedings. In this report

they informed the meeting of their labors with the author

of the Beacon," and his various replies to their objec-

tions; quoting many of his professions of unity with their
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views, as if thev really did believe that in the main he

was sound in the faith of Friends. They ex])ressed

their satisfaction in the evidence" thus aiforded, hol-

low as it was, of his " general accordance of sentiment in

matters of doctrine" with the Society. But still think-

ing that his " mode of writing" regarding the inward

light" was calculated to unsettle the minds of the young

and inexperienced, and that " the bearing and tendency

of the work" were opposed to our views of the spirit-

uality of the gospel, and finding that he had not com-

plied with their advice to suppress the further circulation

of the " Beacon," they gave their judgment, that " the

publication of the ^Beacon' did furnish a. ground of

disunity with its author, on the part of the Meeting of

Ministers and Elders of this Monthly Meeting;" but

added, that they did " not feel called upon, with refer-

ence to the doctrinal question, to recommend to the

Monthly Meeting to take any proceedings in the case!"

A day or two afterwards, they delivered a note to

Isaac Crewdson, recommending him to "refrain from

speaking " in meetings for worship, and to " discontinue

his attendance of meetings for ministers and elders."

Where they obtained by the discipline any authority

thus to usurp the functions of the Monthly Meeting and

Meeting of Ministers and Elders, has, so far as I know,

never been shown. But the Monthly Meeting advised

him to comply with the admonition. He was thus dis-

placed as a minister. For a few months he remained

pretty much silent, and further proceedings in his case

seem to have been suspended, the "Beacon" neverthe-

less circulating as freely as ever. But during the sum-

mer of 1836, it appears that he frequently spoke again
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ill the line of ministry, being probably encouraged to it

by his adherents. Whereupon in the ninth month, 1836,

the committee thought it their duty to inform the

Monthly Meeting of the state of the case. At the

Monthly Meeting in the tenth month, Isaac Crewdson

complained sorely of the injustice which he thought had

been exercised towards him, and presented a written

protest, desiring that it should be entered on the records

of the meeting. During the discussion which ensued,

much excitement was manifested, insomuch that it is

said that at one time thirteen individuals were endeavor-

ing to S23eak simultaneously.

In view of the novel and irregular nature of such a

proceeding, after great difficulty and much time spent,

it w^as finally concluded not to record the protest.

The proceedings of the committee in this case from

first to last, appear to have been of an extraordinary

character, and but poorly calculated either to heal the

breach, or to enable the church to clear itself, by a de-

cided testimony against the new views circulated by the

" Beacon " and otherwise. And to make the matter

worse, and compromise the whole body still more in a

departure from ancient principles, the Yearly Meeting

of London, during this year, 1836, had issued an epistle,

containing expressions respecting the Scriptures, well

known to have been indited by J. J. Gurney, and prob-

ably intended to meet the adherents of the Beacon,''

on one important point at least, on their own terms.

This epistle designated the ''sacred volume, as the only

divinely authorized record of the doctrines of true re-

ligion;" and declared that "there can be no appeal from

them [the Scriptures] to any other authority whatever,''
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they "being the appointed means of making known to

us the blessed truths of Christianity," and the only di-

vinely authorized record of the doctrines which v.e are

bound as Christians to believe, and of the moral princi-

ples which are to regulate our actions."

But the conduct of the case of Isaac Crewdson in the

hands of this committee, in various particulars through-

out, can scarcely be said to have been in accordance with

the discipline of the Society. Passing by their having

entirely refrained from an open and unmistakable advo-

cacy of the real doctrines of Friends which were in-

volved, thus placing themselves iu a wrong position and

weakening all their proceedings, the regularity of their

mode of procedure in dealing with Isaac Crewdson is

open to much question. If the question in regard to him

as an individual had been primarily, whether his minis-

try was sound or unsound, the matter ought to have been

opened, and if possible settled, in his own meeting of

ministers and elders—if necessary, with the assistance of

the committee (or rather perhaps of the committee of the

Quarterly Meeting, whose functions this committee had

suspended)—and thence taken to the Monthly Meeting

for ,its conclusion, as to the suspension of his ministry.

But this was not the question in a primary sense. The

question rightly before the committee was the alleged

unsoundness of the " Beacon," producing disunity in the

meeting. On this subject, strange to tell, they gave their

judgment to the Monthly Meeting, acknowledging that

they had no charge to bring against its author, respect-

ing doctrines, claiming any action by the meeting. Yet

they held on to him, nevertheless, as a delinquent in

some way, from liis mode of writiiig, and the main ten-
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dency of his book ; and without any other given ground

for it^ recommended his suspension from the ministry!

No doubt he ought to have been suspended from the

ministry ; but this should have been done in a manner

authorized by the discipline and practice of the Society.

And his case should have been introduced to the Prepara-

tive Meeting, and thence to the Monthly Meeting, as in

all other cases of delinquency, on the ground of his pub-

lishing, and persisting in the circulation of a book, dt

variance with the acknowledged doctrines of the Society,

and calculated to lay them waste.

Isaac Crewdson had already presented to the com-

mittee, early in the ninth month, a supplement to his

reply to their objections, or as he entitled it when printed

as a pamphlet, his "Defence of the Beacon a paper of

considerable length, making about sixty printed 12mo.

pages. In this paper he came forth more boldly than

before with evidences of his divergence from the doc-

trines of early Friends ; and while firmly holding his

former position, he spoke in the tone of an injured man,

closely expostulating with the committee on the very

inadequate grounds on which, as he thought, they had

condemned him. Making constant use of the commit-

tee's weak and erroneous admission that the Bible is

^Hhe appointed instrument," etc., by which they had

placed themselves in a false position, and which had

now been indorsed by the Yearly Meeting, in terms, if

anything, rather stronger, he worked upon it in various

ways, to show that his own statements were in accord-

ance with it
;
rejoicing, as he said, to find that, upon

this cardinal point," his own views and those of the com-

mittee were " so entirely alike." Yet he did not hesi-
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tate to show them that their mutual views were entirely

at variance with the doctrines of Robert Barclay, which

he designated as an unscrijjtura! and mischievous

theory/' and " in the highest degree delusive^ He
spoke of '^the written word" as "the Gospel," and of

this being identical with "the ingrafted word" (James

1 : 21), which he ought to have remembered the apostle

says " is able to save your souls." He declared that this

Gospel (written or preached) is "the power of God unto

salvation," tauntingly adding that it was "as it is well ex-

pressed by the committee, 'the appointed instrument,^

or as it is equally well expressed by the Society in its

last Yearly Epistle, ' the appointed means,^ " etc., thus

locking their fetters with the keys which they themselves

had put in his hands. After this he reminded them,

that he had been " informed in full committee (at least

when twelve [of thirteen] were present), that your senti-

ments

—

were not in accordance with Barclay's unscriptu-

ral theory, the Vehicuhim Dei.^^"^ How could some of

the committee sit still and let such a declaration be made

in their name? He called "the inward light"—with-

out any Hicks this time to hang an excuse upon—a " mis-

chievous phraseology," and afterwards " the fallacious

theory," and " the root of Hicksism." He called the

committee to account for venturing in a few instances to

hint very gently at what our ancient Friends had or had

not held, remindincr them ao'ain of the declaration of the

Yearly Meeting, respecting the Bible being the only

record and test. Indeed, he never seemed to have had

* Why should any be so alarmed at these two Latin words, used

by Barclay out of condescension to the schoolmen, and simply mean-

ing the vehicle, or entrance into the soul of the Spirit of the Lord
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enough, in making his own use of these admissions of

the committee and of the Yearly Meeting. They appear

to have been devised especially to help him to stand his

ground. In defending his application of 1 John 5 : 10,

" because he believed not the record that God gave of his

Son/' he seemed to be unaware that the word rendered

record in this place, is fiapropiav (testimony), and the verb

translated gave is !J.tiJ.aprbpy)y,ev (hath testified), so that the

expression by no means necessarily implies a written

record. He objected to the scruple which [he said]

many friends have had, to calling the Scriptures the ivord

of Gody^ and repeatedly applied that term to the Bible

in this document. He reminded them again of the com-

mendations of the Beacon," which he had received in

a letter from " one of the most distinguished members of

your own hody^^ (Joseph J. Gurney), quoting it freely

and ostentatiously ; and concluded by closely appealing

to the committee, now to determine whether they had,

" in any one instance/' proved from Scripture that he

had infringed on Divine Truth, the truth of the

Bible."

To this remarkable document, a short note was sent

in reply by the committee, without signature
;
saying

that they did " not consider it to be incumbent upon

tliem to enter into any detailed notice" of the manu-

script, but that they did " not consider their scriptural

objections to the ^ Beacon ' to be removed /' and com-

plaining of certain unfair insinuations " which they

thought the author had advanced against them. They

endeavored to show their own soundness on the points

involved in these insinuations; and concluded by assert-

ing that they felt it to be '^a sacred duty, steadfastly to
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maintain those truly scriptural views of the spirituality

of the Christian religion^ which appear more peculiarly

to distinguish our religious body in the church of Christ;

views which, in the present day, are in evident danger of

being grievously undermined/' If they saw^ this in

realitVj why had they not once come forth Avith a clear

statement and defence of those views, which were in

such "evident danger of being undermined," and which

were in fact then being undermined by some of their

own number, if not by their own joint pusillanimity in

pretending to defend them and yet frittering them aw^ay ?

Would that they had more faithfully acted up to this

"sacred duty," in their treatment of this extraordinary

case ! The Society might thus have been spared many

a bitter pang since that day, in the wholesale departure

of its meetino^s and members from its orig-iual and fun-

damental principles and practices.'^

In addition to the case of the " Beacon," the com-

mittee had also under its care that of William Boultou,

an appointed Elder of IManchester ^fonthly Meeting,

but who at times spoke in the line of ministry. He had

been for several years prominent in the way of holding

bible-studying meetings in his house, and in various

other measures promoting the views advocated in the

" Beacon." In the treatment of his case, the committee

^ The views here brought forward, relative to the position and

action of the committee, and the results on the whole Society con-

sequent on their vacillating course, have since been greatly con-

firmed by statements of Edward Ash in an article in the London
"Friend," of ninth month, 1870, above alluded to, and a reply

thereto, signed D., in the " British Friend •' of eleventh month 1st,

1870.

VOL. I.—24
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manifested the same weakness as in that of I. Crewdson,

and an unwarrantable evasiveness in regard to the true

reasons for their action. They promptly desired him to

desist from speaking as a minister, but without, as far

as appears by the accounts, showing how this was con-

nected with his bible-teachings ; afterwards they recom-

mended him to refrain from attending the meetings of

ministers and elders, of which he was assistant clerk

;

and then to withdraw his membership in that Select

Meeting ; and all this (as he told them himself without

apparent contradiction), without giving him any clear

reason for such important advice. There may have been

in private, extenuating circumstances to explain this reti-

cence of the committee, but if so, they ought to have been

made known.

But it is time to hasten to the conclusion of this un-

happy affair. I believe it is safe to say, that never be-

fore was a schism so terribly mismanaged in the Society

of Friends. The very measures which they took to

suppress or to heal it, served but to fasten the seeds of it

firmly within the body at large, to break forth with ac-

cumulated force at a future day.

It would seem that the Monthly Meeting's straight

course of action in the support of the discipline, was at

this time impeded, if not entirely frustrated, by having

those under the appointment of Overseers who were

mainly favorable to the new views.

In the tenth month, the subject was taken up for con-

sideration, Avhether the time had not arrived for a new

nomination, many years having elapsed since the last

appointment. Great opposition was made to it by the

party of the "Beacon," who, as the committee of the
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Yearly Meeting, incorporated into the ^lonthly Meet-

ing, might have a controlling influence in the nomina-

tion, saw in the measure a blast to their hopes of carry-

ing the whole meeting to their own purposes, and

instead of this a probability of being themselves before

long brought under the action of the discipline. Feel-

ings ran high, and the meeting was greatly disturbed

;

but a committee was eventually appointed to consider of

a new nomination.

As mentioned lx?fore, Isaac Crewdson had delivered

to the Monthly Meeting a protest against their proceed-

ings, and after much discussion the meeting declined

to enter such a paper on itvS records. This gave his

piirty great offence, and at an adjourned meeting on the

28th of the month, forty-eight male members produced

another protest, against this decision of the meeting.

The reading of this protest was of course strongly op-

posed, as irregular and contrary to all former practice in

the Society, and a dangerous precedent for the future

administration of the discipline. William Xield, who
had this paper in charge to read to the meeting, showed

a fixed determination not to be defeated in his intention.

After much time spent in the discussion, he changed his

ground to some extent, in order to get it in one shape or

other before the meeting
;
saying that he would read it

as his own, leaving out the names of the other signers.

This also was strenuously opposed, but at length J. J.

Gurney suggested that the question should be left for

the clerk and the friend to settle between tiiem ! This

amounted to a consent, for the clerk had already shown

himself favorable to its being read. But as J. J. Gurney

was the author of the suooestion, it met with but slio-ht
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obstruction, and Nield soon proceeded to read the pro-

test, changing the plural pronouns for the first person

singular. As this paper protested against the proceed-

ings of the previous Monthly Meeting in the case of I.

Crewdson, alleging that those proceedings were oppres-

sive and not according to the regular order of the disci-

pline (which the weakness of the committee had given

too much ground for asserting), the whole subject was

thereby reopened to debate, without any hope of profit

to either party ; and J. J. Gurney came forward with a

long but lame apology for the manner in which the com-

mittee had acted throughout. The Monthly Meeting

was then adjourned to the 31st, when William Boulton

introduced his own case, in order to show the injustice

of his being advised by the committee to withdraw from

the meeting of ministers and elders, without any specific

charge brought against him, but only on the broad as-

sertion by the committee, that as there was disunity in

that meeting, itw^ould be advisable for Mm to withdraw,

and to refrain from speaking in the line of ministry !

From the documents whicii he produced, it did not ap-

pear that any attempt had been made to convince him

that his own inconsistency with the ancient principles

and practices of the Society was one cause of the dis-

unity; though verbal attempts of this kind in private

conversation may have been made, without appearing in

the written advice given to him from time to time. He
now demanded the true reasons for their course towards

him, saying that he was utterly ignorant of them. Great

discussions ensued, and several adjournments were con-

sumed in empty debate. The committee not only dis-

played the same weakness as in the case of I. Crewdson,
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in regard to a firm and clear advocary of our essential

doctrines, but in order to avoid this, and the necessity

of a plain statement of the real facts of the case, their

conduct was characterized by a degree of shuffling and

evasiveness entirely unworthy of their characters as men,

and reproachful to the cause which they professed to be

sustaining.*

When the meeting finally decided to accept AVilliam

Boulton's withdrawal from the station of an Elder, he

came forth with an elaborate address to the Monthly

Meeting, in wdiich he certainly expressed many undeni-

able truths, but without appearing to be aw are that they

turned most palpably against himself. One very es-

pecial truth he uttered, which the committee might well

apply to their own action :
" Every effort to conceal the

real character of this evil, only prevents the application

of the remedy." Alas, he apprehended not truly either

the evil or the remedy, but (whatever may have been

his candor) his own words evinced that he was far from

the standard of true Quakerism. The committee must

have known, that in his expressed sentiments, as well as

in practical conduct, he was not in accordance with true

Friends ; but they dared not to advance on that ground,

being conscious that some of their own body were at

least equally liable to be called to account.

At the adjourned Monthly Meeting held eleventh

month 1st, the committee undertook to restore to their

functions the committee of the Quarterly Meeting, by

introducing it formally into the Monthly Meeting.

See "Crisis of the Quaker Contest in Manchester," 1837,

throughout.
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They had apparently been afraid to trust it with the

case of the ''Beacon/' or with that of AVilliam Boulton;

but noio they were willino; it should do what it might

be able to do, to stop the disunity which they had so in-

efficiently attempted to check. To this, however, the

clerk strenuously objected, alleging that such an " inter-

position of the Quarterly Meeting's committee would
'' effectually destroy the independence of the Monthly

Meeting/' and declaring that he could not conscien-

tiously remain as clerk, ''to record the edicts of that

body." Much opposition being made to the measure,

the committee consented, not to "introduce" the Quar-

terly Meeting's committee until the other business of this

month should be gone through. The meeting then pro-

ceeded to the appointment of fresh overseers, as nomi-

nated by a committee previously appointed. This also

]net with great opposition.

At the adjournn)ent on the 2d of eleventh month,

two female elders, the wives of I. Crewdson and Wil-

liam Boulton, resigned their stations in the Select Meet-

ing, which was accepted. It would appear by various

statements in the printed accounts of this memorable

Monthly Meeting (accounts which, though published

by the Beacon party, have, so far as I know, never had

their veracity as a narrative of the facts brought in ques-

tion), that the business was very far from being conduct-

ed in that weighty and waiting frame of spirit which

has always been considered necessary, in regard to the

business of the church, as well as in our meetings for

divine worship. At the next adjournment, the clerk

announced that George Stacey teas in possession of the

me<'ting." George Stacey accordingly came forward, and
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read a document from the committee of the Yearly

Meeting, in reference to the meetings held in Manchester,

for Scripture reading in connection ^vith vocal exercises

in the way of exhortation and prayer which being un-

authorized were considered by the committee an unsafe

innovation. The members of the Beacon party opposed

this document with much warmth. They were evi-

dently preparing for a separation, and allowed them-

selves greater liberty of expression against the committee

than heretofore. The document was received, but does

not seem to have elicited any action at that time. At

the conclusion of this sitting, Joseph Crosfield resigned

his position as clerk, and then the Quarterly Meeting's

committee was formally introduced.

The separation of the Beacon party began in earnest

at the next Monthly Meeting, the 10th of eleventh

month, by letters of resignation of membership tendered

by twenty-eight members. A month afterwards twenty

others pursued the same course. These were held under

consideration, and at the Monthly Meeting held on the

8th of twelfth month, a committee was appointed to visit

those who had resigned their membership. On the IStli

of the same month, this committee made a feeling report

of their labors ; and the resignations, with a few excep-

tions, were then accepted, including I. Crewdson, Wil-

liam Boulton, and their connections and adherents.

Thus the Society allowed the author of the ^' Beacon

to depart, without issuing any testimony to clear the

church from his errors.*

* Even in his letter of resignation, accepted by the meeting, he

charged Kobert Barclay with unsoundness of doctrine, and George

Fox with " assumptions " of a " blasphemous character !"
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These persons set u]) a separate association, styling

themselves ^'Evangelical Friends;'^ and being joined by

others of the same views about Bristol and in other parts

of England, they held a meeting in London in 1837,

and issued a public Address, after the manner of a Yearly

Meeting Epistle. But they did not stop there. Many
of them submitted to water-baptism, after the example

set by Elisha Bates. Some partook of the bread and

wine and joined the Episcopalians ; some went to the

"Plymouth Brethren " or toother societies; and in a

few years their organization as a distinct body disappear-

ed. The leaven, how^ever, which had promoted this

effervescence in the Society, still continued to work. No
check was put to the numerous publications of J. J. Gur-

ney, Edward Ash, and others of kindred opinions, not-

withstanding the earnest expostulations of the Meeting

for Sufferings in Philadelphia, warning Friends in Eng-

land of the dangers to be apprehended from allow^ing

unsound works to be freely circulated through the Society,

written by its own members.

Beaconism, as such, and before the arrival of J. J.

Gurney in this land, did not make much open headway

in America. It showed itself a little in New England,

but though the leaven remained, its spread there re-

ceived a check, for the time, in a remarkable manner. I

believe the following account to be substantially correct,

having heard the circumstance related by divers friends

of New England, who appeared to be perfectly familiar

therewith, and were intimately acquainted with the par-

ties concerned.

Seth and Mary Davis had for some time the super-

intendence of the Yearly Meeting's boarding-school at
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Providence, in Rhode Island. William Almy, of that

city, a very wealthy and influential man, in the station of

a minister, had great control of the school, as a promi-

nent member of the committee charged with its man-

agement. He had been endeavoring to promote the in-

troduction of the doctrines of the Beacon'^ P^rty into

New England, and was now engaged in an attempt to

bring the book into the library of the school. This at-

tempt, Seth and Mary Davis, sound in the ancient faith

of the Society, firmly withstood; and as William Almy
could brook no op])osition to what he had undertaken,

he determined on compassing their dismissal. One
morning his worthy father-in-law, Moses Brown, a well-

known and fiithful elder of many years' standing for the

truth, then very far advanced in age (aged about ninety-

seven at that time), and much crippled in body, though

clear and firm in his mental and spiritual faculties, and

thoroughly alive to his son's unsoundness, came to the

school, and informed the superintendents, with great

grief, of William Almy's determination with regard to

them; adding that, in order to accomplish his intention

of getting rid of them, he had called a special meeting

of the committee for that morning, and that with the

view of avoiding the presence of his fiither-in-law, who
he knew would oppose such a scheme, he had appointed

it to be held in the third story of the building. " Now,"
said the worthy old man, I see not how I am to attend

the committee, for I cannot walk up those stairs."

But w^e wiW help thee up," replied Seth Davis and his

wife; and accordingly, placing their valued ancient

friend in a chair, they carried him up to the third story,

and there he sat until the appointed hour. The mem-
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bers of the committee assembled according to the call

;

but William Almy did not appear among them. After

sitting for some time, a message came for Dr. Toby,

one of the committee, to the effect that his presence was

required, as William Almy had been taken sick. Some
time afterwards, William Jenkins, son-in-law to William

Almy, received a similar summons; and finally, another

message came to Moses Brown, tliat William Almy was

very ill. He died, I believ-e, that day. The object of

the committee^s meeting was thus frustrated by this

sudden and awful dispensation. This was in the second

month, 1836.

Elisha Bates also, of Ohio, as we have already seen,

had imbibed the views of the Beacon party, after having

for many years been an acceptable and well-qualified

minister among Friends. But it does not appear that

he succeeded to any great extent in imbuing the minds

of Friends in his own Yearly Meeting with the same

sentiments. He had been an eloquent preacher, and

very serviceable while he abode in humility and the

true fear of the Lord ; but of later time becoming ex-

alted in his estimate of his own powers, he often launched

forth into flowery and showy discourses, delighting

much in the facility with which he could bring forward

the most beautiful and sublime passages of Holy Scrip-

ture, especially in regard to our Lord Jesus Christ; but

the deeply spiritual views of our Society respecting the

inward work of the Spirit of Christ for our sanctification

and daily instruction, became more and more lost sight

of in his discourses. He let into his mind also feelings

of jealousy in regard to certain friends, who did not

unite witli some of his flivorite plans; so that when he
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went to England, his mind was in a state of preparation

to receive readily the insinuations of the Beacon party.

But after this, his course became so rapid and unmis-

takable in its tendency out from Friends, that his influ-

ence in America sunk almost at once npon the fact of

his water-baptism becoming known; and eventually he

went among the Methodists.

The floating unsettlement of mind which these novel

views produced in many of the members in England,

was very great and disastrous. It is well exemplified

in the following narration."^

..." To subvert the orthodox doctrines, as held by

George Fox and his cotem^Doraries, was the object of

Isaac Crewdson and his adherents ; and to achieve it,

Friends in many meetings were weekly furnished with

printed extracts from the early writers of the Society.

Some of these were garbled—a word, or words, being

left out, or added in parenthesis, materially altering the

sense. One of these was sent to me, directed by the

hand of a Friend of our meeting at Exeter, beloved by

very many of his friends for his kindliness of disposition

and practical benevolence. Xot content with sending

these extracts weekly into almost every house of Friends

belonging to Exeter particular meeting, he made visits

to denounce the early Friends as fanatics. A visit from

this dear friend to me lasted three-quarters of an hour

;

when he inveighed most vehemently against the early

Friends and their doctrines, finishing by these awful

and remarkable words, viz. :
^ I hesitate not to say that

* See "The Friend," Philadelphia, second month l^t, 1873.

Taken from the " British Friend."
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the doctrines of the early Friends are nothing short of

the delusions of the devil V
A pause of several minutes ensued, doubtless to give

me an opportunity of replying or making a remark,

either in favor of his assertions or the reverse. I could

have said something, much, for my heart was full and

sorely grieved ; but the restraining power was put upon

me by the Lord's Holy Spirit. I was not permitted to

utter one syllable. I sat silent ; and then this dear friend

again addressed me, fearing he had offended me ; told

me his motive was to rescue me from spiritual death

and consequent ruin of my soul. I simply told him I

was not offended ; he took hold of my hand, and bade

me an affectionate farewell. The next day he called

again, and evidently w^as much dissatisfied with himself

on calmly reflecting on all he had said. I did not feel

forbidden to say something to him then. The substance

of my words was, as well as I can recollect :
' My friend,

I believe thou did not mean to offend me by thy lan-

guage yesterday ; thou hast not offended me ; but I

am grieved indeed, that one naturally so kind should

express himself as thou hast done tow\^rds the worthies

of a brighter day than this, and call in question what

thou wast taught in thy youth, and professed until

lately, whether thou believed it or not.' We ever after

remained and met in social good will, but the religious

bond was severed. I watched him for years, straying

from one mountain to another. He left, as might be

expected, the Society of Friends, and joined the ' Ply-

mouth brethren,' having unity with them for a good

while—met them in breaking of bread, preached among
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them, and seemed to have found an ark of refnge in

communion with the 'saints.' But eventually he be-

came dissatisfied, and ^vent to the ^yesleyan body, to

find food for his unsatisfied soul. For a time he rested

[there], but here he did not remain. Strange to say, he

who proclaimed in town and in the country, by way-

side and on the seashore, ' the unsearchable riches of

Christ,'—told of the great atonement on Calvary, of tlie

Lamb slain for the sins of mankind, of the efficacy of that

blood to cleanse sinners from all defilement,—should, by

some new light he thought he had received, go to the

Unitarians and receive their doctrine—to what extent

I cannot say, for there are degrees even in this way—but

in this profession of religious belief he was found when

the angel of death was sent to hover over his dwelling,

and in the fluttering of his wing to tell him his earthly

race was nearly run, the sands of time would soon be

run out.

"I went to his house to inquire how he was, hearing

he was ill. I sent up my name to his chamber, and was

immediately invited to go to him. I found him in an

agony of soul—his arms beseechingly uplifted. He gave

me his hand, saying :
' Pray for me

;
oh, pray earnestly

for me!' My sympathy and distress were so great that

I could not reply for some time. I then said, 'Oh, pray

thyself ; the door is open for all to come boldly to the

throne of Grace !' He turned quickly upon me \vith a

fixed gaze, saying : 'Hear me; mark what I say, and

tell it; tell it as my dying testimony. The Society of

Friends hold the truth, the very truth ; their doctrines

are the very truth of God
; if they are only carried out.^
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This he repeated twice, ^if they are only carried out/

He j)aused, and then, with a loud voice, said :
' O God,

look down in thy wonted mercy, and pardon, or receive

me !^ He then signified to his wife that I might leave

the room for a short time, but to come back to him

again. I parted from him in agonized silence, with a

warm pressure of his hand and a look of deep sympathy.

I was asked to sit in the parlor; but I went home to

my own house, and to my bedchamber, where, on

bended knees, I supplicated for him as if for my own
life. Suddenly, like a flash of lightning, all access of

words or spirit was withdrawn, and I rose from my
prostrate position and sat down amazed at my feelings.

Not long was I left in uncertainty. A knock at my
door by a servant revealed to me that the spirit of my
friend had left its earthly tabernacle ; which accounted

to me the cause of my strange position when pleading

for my friend. It has ever appeared to me a most re-

markable thing, that on his death-bed he should so

solemnly revoke his assertions respecting the Society of

Friends and their doctrines, and to the very person to

whom his words of deprecation were addressed

"Elizabeth Knott.

" Rathangan, sixth mo. 2lst, 1867."

The individual alluded to in the foregoing account is

understood to have been Henry Treffry, a man well

known in the city of Exeter for his exertions in behalf

of the poor. He died in the early part of the ninth

month, 1846, and is believed to have renounced his
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reliance on his own intellectual abilities, and to have

again declared his faith in our Lord Jesus Christ. His

widow has recently confirmed the account, adding this

testimony: Well do I remember his words: ^ Had I

my time to live over again, I would endeavor to hold

fast the doctrines I had been taught, and which are the

very truths provided they are carried ouV
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CHAPTER VII.

THE RISE AND PROGREbS OF THE ^^GURNEY^^ CON-

TROVERSY AND SCHISM, TO THE YEAR 1840.

One storm had scarcely seemed to pass away, before

tlie thunderiiigs of another alarmed those who had ears

to hear through the apparent lull. And yet not another,

for before the body or outward form of what was called

" Beaconism had entirely gone out at the back door,

its spirit, in a far more insidious and fascinating man-

ner, and with tenfold power to insnare and entice away

the unwary, had made an entrance at the front, liad

gained many of the up])er seats, and was prepared, not

only to maintain its position there, but to take measures

calculated gradually and almost imperceptibly to gain

over nearly the whole Society to the very same funda-

mental changes, the suggestion of which had been the

foundation of the Beacon schism. It soon became evi-

dent, that but a small portion of the disaffection against

our well-know^n principles had already been cleared

aw^ay by that schism—that the unsound leaven still

remained, and had even spread to a wider extent during

the late difficulties—and that the portion of the Society

really concerned, openly and unreservedly to maintain

the ancient landmarks, was becoming comparatively

small.
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The Yearly Meeting of London, in 1836, had taken

one very important step in lowering the standard ; and

had thus unhappily opened a wide door for the influx

of error, of which the enemy failed not to take advan-

tage ; and the ultimate results of which ^\e are sorrow-

fully witnessing at the present day. Thousands, nay,

tens of thousands, might have been subsequently pre-

served from lapsing into the beggarly elements" from

which the Society was, in early days, mercifully re-

deemed, had it not been for this false step taken by that

Yearly Meeting. We must, therefore, turn back a little

to the proceedings in London, of that year. The Yearly

Meeting from first to last was a memorable occasion of

conflict between ancient truth and modern error. But

a small part only of its transactions, bearing more par-

ticularly on this subject, need engage our attention.

At one of the early sittings, Sarah Lynes Grubb came

into the men's meeting with a gospel message, encourag-

ing to faithfulness, and solemnly warning the "Babel

builders," who were adv^ancing to confusion of tongues.

The following is the siibstance of her address, written

shortly afterwards from memory, by a friend who was

present i"^

" I am come among you, a poor weak creature, laden

" with a burden, the weight of wdiich cannot be ex-

" pressed, even by the tongue of the eloquent, much less

" by mine ; but I must endeavor to lay it down.

" The time is now^ come, often foretold, when the Lord
" would descend amongst this people, as the rain, the

^ See S. Alexander's " Voice from the Wilderness," pages 40 to

43; also, " Life of Sarah Grubb, late Lynes," Eng. edit., p. 333.

VOL. I.—25
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" storm, and the overflowing flood. It must indeed be

" acknowledged, that a mighty shaking has come upon
" us. There are among you those who have been as

" fruitful branches; but for want of abiding in the root,

"and retaining the sap, they are withering, and will

" wither.

The foundation of every individual in this Society

" will be discovered, whether it be upon the rock or

" upon the sand. ^ Whosoever heareth my sayings,^ said

" our blessed Saviour, ^ and doeth them, I will show you
" to whom he is like. He is like a man which built an

" house, and digged deep' (Friends, you do not like the

" trouble of digging deep), ' and laid the foundation on
" a rock.^ The Jews heard this saying of Christ with

" their outward ears, but, having their inward ears

" closed, they would not build on Him the Rock ; and
" when the rain descended, the floods came, and the

" winds blew, they fell.

" How painful were the sufferings of our forefathers,

"in coming to this foundation! Their opponents were

" strong in the words of the Scripture, like those form-

" erly who thought that in them they had eternal life

;

" to whom our dear Saviour addressed these words :
^ Ye

" search the Scriptures, for in them ye think ye have

"eternal life, and they are they which testify of me;
" and ye will not come to me that ye might have life.'

" Thus, though they studied the Scriptures, and imagined

" they were skilled in the knowledge of them, yet, rest-

" ing in their outward knowledge, they would not come
" unto Him of whom they testified, and in whom alone

" there is life. You, too, study the Scriptures, by the

"strength of your rational and intellectual faculties, and
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^' doubt not YOU comprehend their meaning; and here

you stop : you refuse to come unto Christ, in His in-

" ward and spiritual appearance
;
you will not hear His

^' voice speaking in your hearts, and are therefore re-

"jecting Him.
" Man is a dark, benighted creature. By his natural

"powers he cannot know himself; he cannot discover

his way out of the fall, into a lasting union with his

"Maker. His heart is deceitful above all things, he

" must therefore come unto Him who searcheth the

" heart. And how doth He search the heart ? By His

"Spirit; for 'the Spirit searcheth all things; yea, the

"deep things of God.^ For what man knoweth the

" things of a man, save the spirit of man which is in

him ? Even so the things of God knoweth no man,
" but the Spirit of God. The light of Christ is imparted

" to each of us—a measure of the same Spirit that gave
" forth the Scriptures. When Adam had transgressed

" the commands of his Maker, he lost the divine image
" in which he was created ; he died to the heavenly life

" he had in God. But our Lord Jesus Christ, in His
" infinite mercy, entered into his [man's] heart, a.s the

"true light, wisdom, and power; and "it is only in His
" light that we can see light.

" Oh, my friends ! there were some in ancient days

" who said one to another, ' Go to, let us make brick,

" and burn them thoroughly ; let us build us a city and
" a tower, whose top may reach unto heaven.' Some of

"you are laying hand to hand, and shoulder to shoulder,
*

" to erect a tower whose top may reach unto heaven

;

" beautiful indeed to the eye, and of fair proportions

;

" and you are saying to others, ' Come, and behold what
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" Ave are doing; join yourselves unto us, and we will

" show you the gospel path unto heaven ; a path full of

^' charity and love ; an easy and a comfortable path,

" wherein ye may avoid the cross.' But ' say ye not,

^' a confederacy, to all them to who;n this people shall

" say, a confederacy.' Oh ! beware of that subtle spirit,

which would lead you from the pure truth under such

^' delusive pretensions ; for though these talk of the uiiity

" of the Spirit, it is not the cementing influence with

" which Christ unites his disciples in precious fellow-

" ship. And I am commanded to tell you, that, as in

^' the instance of the tower of Babel, the Lord came
^' down, and confounded their language ; so it will be

with the Babel-builders amongst us. For, when they

come together, they will not understand each other's

speech ; and their building on the sand will crumble

" to pieces, and they themselves will wither, wither,

^' wither ! and be scattered to the north and to the south,

^' to the east and to the west.*

" And, oh ! let me earnestly entreat you of this de-

^'scription, in the love of the gospel, to stand still, and
" see what you are doing. I believe there have been

times, when some of you have seen, in the true light,

that you were wrong ; but the ])ride of your hearts

^' would not suffer you to acknowledge it. But remem-

ber, it is an awful thing, to tempt the Lord your God!
^' You know not how long these convictions may be

"granted you; and if the light that is in you become

"darkness, how great is that darkness?

* This was, a few years afterwards, dbviou-ly in part verified,

in the scattering of the Beacon party.
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"And now, my beloved young people,—you, dear

"children, on whose account I have often raised the

"secret petition in my chamber, and the more public

"one in the assemblies of our people,—be not dismayed

"at the prospect before you ; for I have to tell you (and

" I wish you to tak^ notice of it, and to write it down),

" that all this that now causes so much stumbling and
" perplexity, and produces such a sensation, will fade

" away, and the authors of it will go back to the world

" and the beggarly elements
;

and, on looking round,

" you will wonder, and say :
' What is become of that

" great work that was doing, and where are the authors

" of it ?'

" What became of those who, in former days, caused

"divisions in this Society? Were they not all blighted

"and scattered

?

" And ye faithful ones, to whom the principles of

" truth are yet precious ; who love the pure cause, and
" are often bowed down in si)irit on its behalf: you have
" no cause to fear; for, though you be left as the gleanings

" of the grapes of the vintage, yet shall you be planted

"on a very fruitful hill ; not one of self-exaltation, but

"a hill above the level of the spirit of this world; and

"you shall spread abroad, and increase, and flourish.

"For this society was planted a noble vine, Svholly a

" right seed ;' and it is not the will of the Almighty,
" that this people should ever cease to be a people.

"I brought nothing with me into this meeting; for I

"remembered our Saviour's command to his disciples,

" not to take thought how they might speak, for ' it shall

"be given you in that hour, what ye shall speak.'
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At a later sitting, Ann Jones, of Stockport, likewise

visited the men's meeting, and is said to have expressed

herself nearly as follows.* " I can truly say, I came
" into this Meeting not knowing whether I should have

"anything to communicate; but my mind has been im-
" pressed, as I have sat for a short season amongst you,

"and I was willing to become a fool amongst you, for

" the sake of the Lord Jesus Christ. Would that there

"were more among you, who were willing to become
" fools for his sake ! There are those among us who are

" encouraging a carnal wisdom, a head knowledge, an

"outward learning, which exalteth itself, and is ever

" endeavoring, in its own strength, to find out the way

"of salvation by the study of Scripture. This spirit

" has spread even among those who are making a very

" high profession—men who are robbing Christ. They
" talk much of a belief in the atoning sacrifice, but are

"setting at naught and despising Christ in his inward

"and spiritual appearance. It is an awful thing, my
" friends, to take the name of the Lord in vain ! These

" take the words of the prophets, and api)ly them in a

" carnal sense. Such was not the way in which our

"worthy predecessors acted; the Lord raised our pre-

" decessors in the truth to be a lio:ht in a dark and de-

"generate age; and through their instrumentality, he

" was pleased to reprove the carnal professors of the out-

" ward letter of their day. But there are some amongst

"you, who are holding up to scorn the acts and writings

* See a " Keport of the Proceedings of London Yearly Meeting

of Friends," 1836, published by John Stephens, 153 Fleet Street,

pages 13 and 14.
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" of these our worthy predecessors, and are endeavoring

" to cast disrespect upon them.* Take care! As you
" will have to give account in the awful day of righte-

" ous retribution, I charge you to take care how you

hold up them and their Avritings to derision. They
" are resting from their labors, far beyond the reach of

"your derision. Your bitter cunning shafts will turn

" against your own heads. Beware, then, how, with un-

" hallowed foot, you trample on their ashes, or attempt

" to cast a shadow over the brightness of their character.

" These expressions may appear strong ; but I cannot

" choose my own words, as a minister of the Gospel. I

" always desire to be the instrument through which the

"Lord shall speak, and not a word more than He shall

" give me, and to declare to you the whole counsel of

"God, so that I may be clear of your blood.

" The Lord hath a controversy with the spirit which
" hath crept into this Society, and which is sitting in the

"judgment-seat. The Lord, I say, hath a controversy

" with these ; but He hath, if possible, a still greater

" controversy with those icho are seeking to ^please both

parties—to pursue a middle course ! What concord hatli

" Christ with Belial ? What union between the temple
" of God and idols ? But I have a word of comfort for

" the little remnant, whom the Lord hath yet among
" his people. May He grant you His Spirit to discern

"and to avoid the grievous errors which abound ; and

"the Lord God' Almighty will show^ himself valiant on
" your side, and will arise for your signal deliverance."

* Elisha Bates was endeavoring, in print, to prove G. Fox and
our early Friends mere enthusiasts.
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We may mark here her especial testimony against

pursuing " a middle course,^' and " seeking to please both

parties inasmuch as that "middle course" proved

afterwards, in the cunning craftiness of the enemy, the

great lever for aiding the schism to a wonderful degree

in England and America, carrying many into the ranks

of innovation, who, but for its plausible pleadings for

peace and quietness at any price, would not have been

led into the temptation of throwing their influence into

that scale.

After Ann Jones retired, the meeting was occupied

in considering the following proposition from Westmore-

land Quarterly Meeting, which w^as prominently advo-

cated by Isaac Braithwaite, viz.

:

" A difference of opinion having arisen in the Society

" as to the authority of Holy Scripture in matters of

"faith and doctrine, this meeting requests the Yearly

" Meeting to take the subject into its serious consider-

" ation, and clearly to define what are, in its estimation,

" the authority, ])lace, and office of the Holy Scriptures,

" as the rule of faith and practice."

The meeting was much divided in sentiment in regard

to the disposal of this insidious proposition; the declared

members of the Beacon party not being by any means

the only advocates of a definitive minute sustaining their

views. Great discussion ensued, in which J. J. Gurney

is represented as expressing his views as follows :* That
" he felt considerable difficulty in regard to the pre-

" amble of the proposition, because he considered that

* Vide "Stephens's Keport of the London Yearly Meeting,"

183G.
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" the Society, /ro??i the earliest -period of its existence, had
" held the paramount authority of Holy SciHpture, and he

" hoped they would never depart from it. Could he unite

"in the charges some had made^ he should be com-

" pelled to turn his back on this beloved Society, No,

"my friends/' said he, "we are, we always have been,

" and by the grace of God we always will be, a Chris-

" tian body ; but when once we shall have admitted the

" principle, that impressions made upon our own minds

" can be superior to Scripture, that moment we cease to

" be Cliristians. We have ever acknowledged the direct

" authority of Holy Scripture in determining religious

"controversy, and not only in regard to the great doc-

" trines of religion, but we have had no other standard

" as to any conclusion or practices connected loith re-

" ligion.^^ In continuation, he said, " he thought the

" degree of difference which existed among them might

"be materially relieved by a little explanation, and

"especially with regard to the use of the word rule^

" which he considered an objectionable term. The early

" writers of our Society instituted a compai'ison between

" the influence of the Holy Spirit (as he supposed) and
" the Holy Scriptures, calling the first a primary rule,

" and the latter a secondary. It was certain that the

" influence of the Holy Spirit was the fountain of the

" Scriptures, and in that case it was primary
;

also, that

"the influence of the Holy Spirit existed before the

"Scriptures, and in that sense also it was primary ; the

" mistaJce had ensued from maJcing the Scriptures secon-

" dary, as it regarded authority. He trusted that Friends

" would never give up their distinguishing views of the

"free and independent operations of the Holy Spirit.

VOL. I.—20
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" But with respect to authority
,
they had nothing to ap-

peal to besides the Scriptures, and they must be the

" ultimate standard and test of all religious truth. With-
" out controversy, the Gospel [meaning the Bible] was

" given them for the purpose of their salvation, and,

" when applied to the heart, was the power of God unto

" salvation. Whatever mistakes individuals in the So-

" ciety might have made, he was confident that the body
" was sound, and that it would never recognize the

^' principle, that the Holy Scriptures were to be subor-

^' dinated to impressions made upon our own minds. He
"could not doubt that every person in the meeting

" would unite in the following propositions : 1st. That

"the Holy Scriptures were given by inspiration. 2d.

" That the declaration being of divine authority, there

"can be no higher authority. 3d. That they are able

" to make wise unto salvation, through faith which is in

"Christ Jesus. 4th. That they are the only authorized

"record from which we can learn whatever may be

"taught, or required of Christian men to believe; and
" that whatever is contrary to Holy Scripture, is to be

" esteemed a delusion of the devil. Finally, that no

"other standard of religious belief is recognized by this

"Society. He could not but believe, that if Friends

" would allow their minds to sink into a state of calm-

" ness, they might come to a satisfactory conclusion in

" this matter ; for he contended that the Society (as a

" Society) had always been clear in its views of the

" authority of Holy Scripture. But although such was

" his opinion, founded on close and deliberate investi-

" gation, justice and truth required him to confess, ^that

" many writers and individuals, both in the early and
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" latter ages of tins Society, in their great zeal to uphold

"their own views, had sadly committed themselves on
" this subject ; and he regretted to acknowledge it. They
" had advocated principles which he did not hesitate to

" declare, if carried out, were completely subversive of

" Christianity, But, in regard to the earlier writers at

" least, this must be ascribed to excess of zeal for some
" particular truth, and to that inaccuracy of thinking

"and writing, of which all of them were sometimes

" guilty. But though, from these causes, he could not

" deny that they had sometimes overshot the mark, he

" for one stoutly maintaiued their general Christian integ-

" rity. The objectionable passages in their writings had
" of late been brought into prominence by two opposite

" parties, and with very different intentions. While one

" party had adduced them for the purpose of exposing

" the Society to an unmerited degree of odium, the other

"had brought them forward to advocate them, and the

" principles which might be deduced from them. On
" the subject which particularly agitated the Society at

" the present time, he did not hesitate to declare, that

" he icas a middle man—the Lord forbid that he should

" be any other!—and this not, as some had asserted, from

" indecision, but from a clear conviction that there was

"great danger, while they were avoiding Scylla, of fall-

" ing into Charybdis. He would affectionately exhort

" his dear friends to take this middle course, for he be-

" lieved it to be the right one—to choose the middle of

" the river Jordan, for that was the deepest. He would
" not compromise one jot of true Christianity, nor yet

"of sound Quakerism, for he asserted them to be [iclen-

" tical?—word obscure]. The distinguishing [tenet?] of »
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"the Society had always been, the free and independent

" influence of the Holy Spirit ; and to this he would

"ahvays hold. The Society had compromised nothing

" which could be found in Holy Scripture, and the

"expression, Christianity without compromise^ conveyed

"his notion of what Quakerism was." In conclusion,

he repeated, " that he was confident the Society had

"always been quite sound in its estimation of Holy
" Scripture ; but he did hope, before this Yearly Meet-

" ing was over, that, for the relief of the minds of some
" Friends, it would again send forth a very decided and

"explicit statement on this important subject."

In these remarks (whi(!h I have believed it right to

give entire, as we find them in tlie before-mentioned

reports, and the general correctness of which report of

them, I have never heard to have been questioned or

denied by him or his advocates) he not only plainly

evinced his erroneous position with regard to the Scrip-

tures—a position utterly and palpably at variance with

the views of Robert Barclay, and all our other early

writers—and grossly misrepresented what he called the

sound tenets of the Society thereupon, construing them

to have believed what he believed himself, and therefore

averring that their belief was always sound ; but also,

in the very same sitting in which that deeply experienced

minister, Ann Jones, had so solemnly testified against

a " middle course," he announced himself as " a middle

man," adding, " the Lord forbid that he should be any

other
! "—and then exhorted his hearers to the same

" middle course."

Many Friends, nevertheless, opposed any action on

the subject; among whom were William Allen, George
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Jones, James Eichardson, Samuel Eundell, AVilliam

Rickman, and Josiah Forster
;
believing that the views

of the Society were already sufficiently clear, and some

of them fearing that any fresh declaration respecting it

Avould but weaken their well-known and fundamental

testimony. But the meeting at length decided that the

Committee on the General Epistle should be directed to

prepare and introduce a paragraph, ^' fully and explicitly

confirmatory of the well-known and previously recorded

sentiments of the Society on the subject."* The com-

mittee, however, appear to have transcended the terms

of their instructions, and at a subsequent sitting brought

in a form for the paragraph, which after some slight

changes stood as follows if

" Often as our religious Society has declared its belief

" in the divine authority of the Holy Scriptures, and
" upheld the sacred volume as the only divinely authorized

^' record of the doctrines of true religion, we believe it

" right at this time to revive some important declara-

" tions of Scripture itself on the subject." (Then, quot-

ing 2 Peter 1:21; John 20:31; 2 Tim. 3:15-17;

Rom. 15:4; and John 10:35; none, certainly, of

which texts do anything at all to sustain them in their

assertion of the Scriptures being " the only divinely au-

thorized record," etc., they proceed thus) :
" Although

" most of these passages relate to the Old Testament, our

" Society has always freely acknowledged that the prin-

" ciples developed in them are equally applicable to the

"writings of the Evangelists and Apostles. In con-

* " Stephens's Report of LondonYearly Meeting." 1836, page 18.

f Ibid., page 30.
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"formity with these principles, it has ever been, and

"still is, the belief of the Society of Friends, that the

" Holy Scriptures of the Old and New Testament were

" written by inspiration of God
;

that, therefore, the

" declarations contained in them rest on the authority

" of God himself ; and there can be no appeal from them
" to any other authority whatsoever : that they are able

" to make us wise unto salvation through faith which is

" in Christ Jesus
;
being the appointed means of making

" known to us the blessed truths of Christianity : that they

" are the only divinely authorized record of the doctrines

" which we are bound as Christians to believe, and of

" the moral principles which are to regulate our actions :

that no doctrine which is not contained in the Holy
" Scriptures can be required of any one to be believed

" as an article of faith : that whatsoever any man says

" or does which is contrary to the Scriptures, though

"under profession of the immediate guidance of the

" Spirit, must be reckoned and accounted a mere deki-

"sion. We trust, however, that none of our members
" will content themselves with merely entertaining a

" sound view on this subject, but will remember that the

" Holy Scriptures are given to us that they may be dili-

" gently used, and that we may obtain a right under-

" standing of them in the fear of the Lord. Let us

" never forget that their true purpose is, under the in-

" fluence of the Holy Spirit, to bring us to our Lord
" Jesus Christ, that, by a living operative faith in Him,

"we may obtain reconciliation with the Father, and be

"made partakers of everlasting life."

Though some of this was true, yet in its intent and

aim it was false and insidious. It would be difficult to
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explain wliere the committee found anything in the prom-

inent features of this paragraph, explicitly confirma-

tory of "the well-known sentiments of the Society/' or

even in accordance with the ^Svell-known sentiments of

a single acknowledged writer among our early Friends,

in conformity with their instructions. It is on the con-

trary a direct abandonment of the principle always

promulgated in their writings, that " the appointed

means for the soul of man to obtain a saving knowledge

of God, is a being taught in the school of Christ, through

obedience to the " Inspeaking Word,'' and faith in the

revelations of His Holy Spirit immediately in the heart

;

which will always be consistent ivith Scripture. Its in-

tent moreover in designating the Scriptures as " the only

record " appears to have been to exclude the idea of any

divine authority in the writings of such men as George

Fox, Robert Barclay, or Isaac Penington, or in the ex-

cellent code of discipline and confessions of faith estab-

lished and acknowledged by Friends under the point-

ings of wisdom from on high; and thus by bartering

away one of our fundamental principles, of unspeakable

practical importance, the vain hope was entertained, of

conciliating and staying the secession of those who did

not believe in the doctrines of the gospel, held by our

ancient Friends.

This document was read twice over as a whole, and

then considered by sentences, so that the meeting had its

sense clearly and fully before it. Several friends objected

to the words, "the only authorized record and AVilliam

Southall, of Leominster, declared that the admission

of that expression went to the subversion of the very

foundation of Quakerism. But J. J. Gurney promptly
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replied that he considered the expression perfectly cor-

rect and safe. Notwithstanding considerable opposition

therefore, the paragraph was adopted, and thus the

Yearly Meeting of London placed itself foremost in a

clearly defined official departure from at least one of the

fundamental and characteristic tenets of true Quakerism,

and opened a wide door for other innovations.

In the year 1834, Samuel Rundell, a friend residing

in the southwestern part of England, had published a

small treatise on Kederaption, Divine Worship, and

partaking of the flesh and blood of Christ; a work

entirely consonant with the views of true Friends from

the beginning of the Society, and consequently calculated

to operate in some degree as an antidote to the new
opinions. But a second edition being called for, early

in 1836, he submitted it to the consideration of the

Morning Meeting of Ministers and Elders in London
;

the body to which appertained, according to the practice

in England, the function of examining all works on

doctrinal subjects, proposed for publication by members

of that Yearly Meeting. That meeting was mainly com-

posed of the ministers and elders residing in and near

London. After reading S. RundelPs treatise, the meet-

ing referred it to a committee. This committee kept it

shut up for twenty months.* At length, in the eleventh

month, 1837, the matter was roused up by John Barclay
;

when it appeared that the treatise was not approved by

some, as inculcating views which most of the committee

* See Letter of Lydia A. Barclay, in J. Wilbur's Journal and

Correspondence, p. 240; and Letter of John Barclay, in same work,

p 226.
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thought objectioDable. John Barclay then came forward

in a firm defence of the tract, confuting all the objections,

^ and closely expostulating with several of the members

on their tendency outward. But William Allen alone

stood openly by John Barclay, in support of the work

;

so that the objectors, having the control in their own

hands, ordered a letter to be written to the author,

strono;lv advisino- his withdrawino^ the treatise from

publication. Thus they thought to have suppressed it,

and it was soon given out, that the author had with-

drawn it. But in consequence of the decided encour-

agement given to its publication, notwithstanding all

this, by Daniel Wheeler,* who knew it to be sound as

to true Christian doctrine, and applicable to the times,

S. Rundell, who had requested and been refused a con-

ference with the committee, concluded to take the re-

sponsibility of publishing it, and obtained the assistance

of Abraham Rawlinson Barclay in passing it through

the press. Here was another instance of serious dere-

liction from our ancient principles on the part of the

leaders of the people, now manifested in an endeavor to

suppress the publication of the fundamental doctrines of

the Society.

Still another evidence of the tone of feeling prevalent

among the influential members at that time, to discoun-

tenance all public avowals of some of our true and in-

deed distinguishing doctrines, was furnished by the ac-

tion of the Meeting for Sufferings, in printing extracts

from the Journal of Daniel Wheeler, while engaged in his

visit to the islands of the Pacific Ocean
;
by which the

J. Wilbur's Journal and Corrospondenco, p. 241.
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accounts which he sent to England were mutilated and

shorn of some of the most important portions. Daniel

AVheeler himself, when in Philadelphia, told the writer

of this work, that portions of his manuscript which he

was the most anxious to have published, if any should

be published at all during his life, (of which he was

himself inclined to doubt the propriety), that these por-

tions, developing his true position in relation to the mis-

sionaries in those islands, and his plain advocacy to

them, of the spiritual nature of the gospel dispensation,

and the necessity of primary attention to "the inspeak-

ing Word," nigh in the hearts of all men, had been to

a large extent suppressed in putting his accounts in

print during his absence. He was especially grieved at

this injustice, because it placed him permanently before

the public in a defective, if not actually in a false light.

Many paragraphs thus omitted were of great doctrinal

significance, and were restored in the edition of his Life

and Gospel Labors, printed after his decease by his

children, with the aid of Abraham Rawlinson Barclay.

These omissions may be easily recognized by comparing

pages 324, 344, 362, 365, 367, 417, 549, 551, 568, 570,

571, 575, and the Address to the Missionaries, of eight

pages, commencing at page 652, of the last-named work,

with the corresponding parts of his Journal as at first

published by the Meeting for Sufferings. These omitted

passages represented Daniel AVheeler as inculcating to

the natives of those islands and to his hearers generally,

on various occasions, the necessity of obedience to " the

witness in the heart of everv man"—that there was "no

necessity to look to this minister or that minister, but to

Christ, the true minister of ministers,"—turning their at-
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tention primarily to their Heavenly Teacher—that " the

grace of God that bringeth salvation hath appeared unto

all men —that " that which made them sensible of sin,

was the gospel, which was preached in and unto every

creature under heaven "—showing them the distinction

between the word that ^^was in the beginning with God
and was God/' and the Bible—affirming that the Holy

Spirit was greater than the Scriptures—desiring " that

Christ might dwell in their hearts by faith "—and open-

ing to them the coming of his Holy Spirit into their

hearts, and the great truth of the Universality of the

grace of God. The Address to the Missionaries was en-

tirely omitted. It was a touching and earnest farewell

appeal to them, written under a deep feeling of concern

and exercise; recommending close attention to the still

small voice/' in ^'the silence of all flesh"—reminding

them that "as a stream cannot rise higher than its foun-

tain, so it is impossible for any to instruct others further

than they themselves have learned in the school of

Christ "—and that " a historical or traditional faith, or

one that admits of a continuance in sin, is dead and un-

availing"—and finally commending them to God and

the Word of his grace, even that eternal Word, which

liveth and abideth forever." What true Friend could

venture to allege that such sentiments were not fit to be

spread before the public? And what but a culpable

want of faith in the genuine principles of Quakerism,

can have induced the attempted suppression of them ?

A few days after the close of the Yearly Meeting of

1836, viz., on the 12th of the sixth month, died at Tot-

tenham near London, that honest laborer in the Lord's

vineyard, Thomas Shillitoe, aged about 82 years. He
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had only been able, from great debility of body, to at-

tend a very small portion of the Yearly Meeting; per-

haps the last sitting, and one sitting of the Select Meet-

ing. But his mind was still livingly concerned for the

welfare of the Lord's heritage. His last sickness was a

short and suffering one, but attended sensibly by the

merciful presence of the Master whom he had l6ng en-

deavored faithfully to serve; and who now sustained

his spirit in great calmness and peace, through all the

conflicts of bodily dissolution. He uttered, during these

few days, many sweet expressions, evincing his comfort-

able hope and trust in Christ his Saviour.

Three days before his decease, his neighbor John

Hodgkin coming into his room, he requested him to

take down in writing the following testimony of his

dying sentiments, in regard to the Episcopalian tenets of

Joseph John Gurney.

"This testimony rested on his mind, and he must
" have it committed to paper, as he found his peace con-

" sisted in so doing. [Then addressing J. H.] Thou

"wilt want a great deal of time and patience, to hear

" what I have got to say, and it must be faithfully de-

" livered, for I am afraid, at a future day, it will de-

"volve heavy upon thy shoulders. It is extraordinary

"that thou shouldst have come in at this juncture, for I

" have been wanting my son-in-law to come in, and put

" down what I am now better satisfied should be re-

"ceived by thee from my mouth. And I therefore de-

" clare, unequivocally, against the generality of the writ-

"ings of Joseph John Gurney, as being non-Quaker\

" principles, not sound Quaker principles, but Episco-

" palian ones ; and they have done great mischief in our
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" Society ; and the Society will go gradually down, if it

" yields to the further circulation of that part of his

" works which they have in their power to suppress.

" This is my firm belief. I have labored under the

" weight of it for the last twelve months, beyond what
" human nature is able to support. And the committee

" of the Morning Meeting which passed that last work
" (Gurney's ' Peculiarities/ with a new title), must be

" willing to come forward, to be sufficiently humble to

" acknowledge their error. And the Meeting for SufiPer-

''ings must also be willing to remove its authority in

" allowing it to be given away to those not of our So-

"ciety. I declare the author is an Episcopalian, not a

^' Quaker. I apprehend J. J. Gurney is no Quaker in

" principle. Episcopalian views were imbibed from his

"education, and still remain with him. I love the man,
" for the work's sake, so far as it goes ; but he has never

" been emptied from vessel to vessel, and from sieve to

" sieve, nor known the baptism of the Holy Ghost and
" of fire, to cleanse the floor of his heart from his Epis-

"copalian notions. He has spread a linsey woolsey

" garment over our members ; but in a future day it will

" be stripped off ; it will be too short for them, as they

will be without Jesus Christ the Lord. This is my
" dying testimony, and I must sign it. If I had been

" faithful, I should have expressed it in the last Yearly
" Meeting of Ministers and Elders ; but I hope I shall

" be forgiven. O Lord ! accept me with the best I

" have ! I have letters from America, which confirm

" me in the truth of every part of what I now state. I

" believe there is not an individual member of our So-

"ciety, in England, Scotland, or Ireland, more willing
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" to do good, than J. J. Gurney. But willingness is no
" qualification. This is my dying testimony to Quaker
^' views, especially as to the ministry. AVhat was anti-

" clirist in George Fox's days, is antichrist now. The
"clergy of this country, to a man, every one of them,

" are antichrist so long as they wear the gowns and re-

" ceive the pay, and continue building up the people in

" the relics of Popery, which the church of England left

" behind [retained]. It will not do to speak of a man
"doing a great deal for a little pay, and call him a min-

"ister of Christ. It is a grievous thing, that any min-
" ister in our Society should so speak. They are anti-

"christ still, since they lead the people from Christ.

"And yet I love some of them for the work's sake, so

" far as they go."

Towards the close of the pamphlet controversy in re-

gard to the " Beacon," J. J. Gurney prepared for publi-

cation, as an Appendix to his " Strictures on ^ Truth

Vindicated,' " a tract entitled " Brief Remarks on Im-

partiality in the Interpretation of Scripture ;" but on

submitting both these together to the Morning Meeting

of Ministers and Elders, that meeting avoided the re-

sponsibility of sanctioning the "Brief Remarks," and,

separating the two, only approved of his publishing the

" Strictures." Yet he afterwards issued the " Brief Re-

marks," pnnted for private circulation only, and dis-

tributed them among the ministers and elders. This,

however, made them all the more sought after, and be-

fore long the tract was reprinted by other parties, for

publication without his sanction. It thus obtained a

wide distribution, and although not published^' ostensi-

bly by himself, yet it showed his real sentiments, and
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wliat he would have published, had he not for once,

been prudently restrained by the Morning Meeting. No
wonder, that even this meeting could hardly venture to

sanction it ; for in this work he came forward more dis-

tinctly than ever before, against the authority and judg-

ment of our early writers on points of doctrine. Indeed

this brief production could scarcely be looked upon by

any unbiassed mind, as other than a direct attempt to

undermine the authority of our ancient authors, as ex-

ponents of our true principles. It had the appearance

of being a specification of the charge of " serious errors,"

stated by him in general terms, in the Yearly Meeting

of 1836. It contained twelve specific instances of what

he considered erroneous interpretations of Scripture, on

the part of some persons," and several writers ;" by

which a fictitious and spurious support" had been, as

he thought, given to '^genuine Quakerism;" and he de-

clared his conviction, "that the sooner such errors are

rectified, the better for the growth and prosperity of our

little section of the Christian Church;" inasmuch as

"they are the stepping-stones, by which unwary persons

may be, in no small degree, assisted in an actual descent

into heresy."

His first instance was the interpretation put upon

"the more sure word of prophecy " (2 Peter 1 : 19-21)

;

wdiich he thought referred to the Scriptures, in direct

contradiction of the testimony of George Fox, William

Penn, Robert Barclay, George Whitehead, Francis

Howgill, Samuel Fisher, James Parnell, and indeed the

unanimous voice of all our early writers."^

^ These objections are more full^^ described in " An Examination

of the Memoirs and Writings of J. J. Gurney," pp. 109 to 124.

Philadelphia, 1856.
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His second objection was to the interpretation put

" by some persons under our name/^ upon the word Gos-

pel (as Rom. 1:16), which he thought ought not to be

described as the power of God unto salvation/^ but

confined to the glad tidings of the incarnation,

crucifixion, and resurrection,^^ of our blessed Lord Jesus

Christ. Here again he ran directly against George Fox,

R. Barclay, Edward Burrough, etc., designated here by

him as some persons under our name."

His third objection was similar, in which he construed

the apostle (Col. 1 : 21-23) in saying that the gospel

Avas " preached to (or in) every creature under heaven,"

merely to mean that the glad tidings of the incarnation,

etc., of Christ had then "reached every province" of the

Roman Empire or known world !

His fourth was in reference to John 1 : 9, "The true

light, which lighteth every man that cometh into the

world ;" objecting to the view of " several writers," that

" the light of the Spirit of God in the heart of man, is

itself actually Christ :" whereas Barclay says that " for-

asmuch as Christ is called that light that enlightens

every man, the light of the world, therefore the light is

taken for Christ;^' and again, "the light of Christ is

sometimes called Christ, i. e., that in which Christ is,

andfrom which he is never separated.^'

His fifth instance was of the same import, objecting

to the practice, common among Friends, of designating

Christ as " the anointing," as he considered that this

was "identifying Him with the influence of the Holy

Spirit."

His sixth instance was in reference to the expression,

" Christ in you the hope of glory," which, he said, was
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" often recited by mistake, as Christ within.^^ His objec-

tion here showed his outward and carnal views, and his

practical discarding of the doctrine of Christ, by his

Spirit, dwelling in the hearts of the faithful. What he

here alleged was palpably contradictory of Robert Bar-

clay, and the whole scope of early Friends' writings.

His seventh objection was to the use made by George

Fox and many others, of the word " seed,'' in applying

it to the inward appearance of Christ in the soul
;
alleg-

ing that these mistakes,^' and particularly in reference

to Christ the light," and "Christ within," have "aided

that tremendous process of heresy," by which the "Son

of God is gradually converted into a mere influence, and

finally becomes nothing at all but a seed sown in the

hearts of all men." He expressed disapprobation of the

manner in which the term was used by George Fox, in

saying, during his last sickness, " Though I am weak in

body, yet the power of God is over all, and the Seed reigns

over all disorderly spirits." Isaac Penington and Rob-

ert Barclay also frequently made use of the expression

;

and in a famous dispute at Aberdeen, between R. Bar-

clay and George Keith, and some students of theology,

George Keith in sustaining the propriety of the use

made of the term by Friends, quoted Clemens Alexan-

drinus, SiS having said, " that Christ compared himself

to a grain of mustard-seed, in his inward appearance in

the heart."

His eighth instance was in regard to the saying of our

Saviour to Peter, " Upon this Rock will I build my
church," etc. (Matt. 16 : 15-18),—alluding to the im-

mediate revelation of Himself to the mind of that

apostle, from the Father, by which he was enabled liv-

vco. I.—27
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ingly to confess, from a blessed conviction, " Thou art

the Christ, the Son of the living God.'^ It seems ex-

traordinary to find J. J. Gurney here intimating the

sentiment, that "this Rock'^ was intended by our Lord

to refer to the mere fad acknowledged by Peter, of Jesus

being " the Christ, the Son of God." George Fox is

very clear on the subject, in his " Doctrinal Works,"

pp. 999 and 1000.

His ninth and tenth objections were in regard to " the

name" of God or of Christ being considered by Friends,

in many instances, to refer to his power (as Acts 4:9;
John 16 : 23, etc.). And he goes so far as to say that

to pray in the name of Christ is merely to ask " on the

authority of Jesus, and to plead his interest w^ith the

Father
;

or, in other words, to pray in sole dependence

on his all-availing mediation ; " rejecting the idea of its

referring to prayer " under the influence of the Spirit of

Christ ;" and saying that " to ask a favor of A. in the

name of B., is to make use of the authority or interest

which B. has with A., in order to obtain that favor."

And he implied that the belief, that "prayers which

contain no reference to the mediation of Christ," are

" nevertheless acceptable," is merely a " notion."

This is not the place for it, or many extracts from our

early writers might be adduced, evincing that they were

entirely agreed in considering the poiver of God to be

often implied in the Holy Scripture by the expression,

of his "name." Robert Barclay's testimony on this

point is very clear, that "the name of the Lord is often

" taken, in Scripture, for something else than a bare

" sound of words, or literal expression, even for his

" virtue and power. . . . That the aj^ostles were by their
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" ministry to baptize the nations into this naine, virtue,

and power, and that thev did so, is evident by these

"testimonies/' etc.

His eleventh instance of apprehended misinterpreta-

tion on the part of our early Friends, was in respect to

tlie view they have always taken of the " body and blood

of Christ." Believing as he did that " the flesh always

means his human body,^^ and that " his blood always

means his very bloodf he stumbled sadly in striving

to explain, according to human learning and wisdom,

that "the metaphor lies

—

not in the blood, but in the

drinking, sprinhling, washing, etc." Truly did Barclay

say, and Gurney exemplify, that the "communion of

the body and blood of Christ is a mystery hid from all

natural men, in their first, fallen, and degenerate state,

neither, as they there are, can- they be partakers of it, nor

yet are they able to discern the Lord^s body.^\

The twelfth of these objections was against the in-

terpretation always given by Friends, to the text

(Heb. 9: 27, 28) concerning the coming of Christ "the

second time, without sin, unto salvation." He asserted,

in direct opposition to the uniformly expressed vie^s of

sound Friends from the beginning of the Society, that

this second coming " is nothino^ more nor less than his

future coming in glory, to judge the quick and the

dead;" and thought it a "mistaken impression," which

has led " some persons," to " apply this passage to the

coming of Christ, by his Spirit, for the refreshment and

edification of his church."

After all these objections to our early writers, he

seemed to desire still one more sweep, to do away ^n-
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tirely with any confidence in them as exponents of true

Quakerism; concluding with the following words:

Were I required to define Quakerism, I would not

describe it as the system so elaborately wrought out by
" a Barclay, or as the doctrine and maxims of a Penn,

or as the deep and refined views of a Penington ; for

all these authors have their defects, as well as their

" excellencies ; I should call it, the religion of the New
" Testament of our Lord and Saviour Jesus Christ, with-

''out diminution, without addition, and without com-
" promise."

It were strange, indeed, if he did not know that this

would be no definition to satisfy others, inasmuch as

every Protestant community would say the same of their

own profession.* Yet few of their members would be

found disposed so to run down their standard authors,

as if they were very mistaken men.

J. J. Gurney had by this time manifested, in his

numerous publications (.irrespective of the last named

Brief Remarks on Interpretation), the following points

of variance from the settled characteristic doctrines of

Frieajids.

He considered that the saving knowledge of God was

to be obtained only through the Scriptures—though

granting the need of the aid of the Holy Spirit in ap-

plying them.

Judge Drake, in arguing against the Ilicksites, in the famous

New Jerse}^ suit in 1832, alluded to a similar statement of theirs,

justly remarking :
" There is nothing characteristic in ' a belief in

the Ckristian religion as contained in the New Testament.'' All sects

of Christians, however widely separated, unite in professing this."

See p 219 of this volume.
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That for this end, the Scriptures are to be studied,

Avitli such helps as can be obtained from commentaries,

and the plain laws of criticism, '^familiar to every

scholar."

That the Scriptures are the primary rule of faith and

practice—not the Spirit—though granting the latter to

be prior to them in point of ^' order and dignity."

That the Bible is ^' the only authorized record of di-

vine truth," " the divinely appointed means of conver-

sion," the only means whereby to obtain a knowledge

of sin," or of a call to repentance," or of the "attri-

butes of our Heavenly Father," or of our "moral

duties," and that the evangelical nariatives therein are

"the Gospel;" thus practically discarding our great fun-

damental doctrine of Immediate Revelation and Uni-

versal and Saving Light, as stated by Barclay and

others.

That faith is a " reliance of the soul on the incarnate

Son," yet that it is a " natural faculty," and confound-

ing it with Belief.

That the righteousness of Christ is imputed to be-

lievers in Him—to " whosoever places his reliance on

him as the atonement for sin," even though "vile and

polluted" with sin; thus saving men in their sins, not

from them—therefore that "justification precedes sauc-

tification."

That the Father is aperson—tliQ^on a person—and the

Holy Spirit a person—also speaking of them as " plu-

rality in unity," and "plurality in essence," terms quite

as objectionable and unscriptural as "Trinity in unity,"

if not more so.

That there is a "separate state," a " mansion of sepa-
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rate spirits/' between this life and the one of eternal du-

ration.

That the^e same bodies will rise in the resurrection, as

spiritual bodies.

That the first-day of the week is ^Hhe Christian Sab-

bath "—a hallowed day.^^

Tliat daily prayer in words and on the knees, ought

to be tauglit to chiklren as a "habit."

That all mankind are in " punishable guilt,^ in con-

sequence of the transgression of our first parents; ^^inher-

iting a nature infected loith sin,^ and are ''from birth vile

andpolluted essentially, the common doctrine of origi-

nal sin."'''

Besides the writings of J. J. Gurney, which exerted

a powerful influence in modifying the views and prac-

tices of many who did not follow the " Beacon" party in

their precipitate movement, Edward iVsh, a physician of

Bristol, issued several books of a kindred tendency, and

evidently aiming with the former, to bring about, in the

Society at large, without any open schism, an essential

modification of some of its fundamental doctrines. He,

too, insidiously endeavored to destroy the confidence of

Friends in our early writers, as exponents of divine

truth, although professing great esteem for their prac-

tical faithfulness and dedication. But, while similarly

insidious, his works were not of equal importance with

those of J. J. Gurney, being not nearly so numerous, nor

so extensively received. Nor was the personal influence

* For proofs of his advocating these sentiments see "An Exam-

ination of his Life and Writings," Phihidelphia, 1856; also the

" Appeal for the Ancient Doctrines," and John Wilbur's " Exposi-

tion "
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of the one to be at all compared with that of the other

;

received and welcomed, as was J. J. Gurney, by all

ranks of the community, as a learned and philanthropic

man, and cherished and applauded as the brother and

earnest coadjutor of Elizabeth Fry.

Joseph John Gurney, in 1836, had declared himself

"a middle man,'' doubtless, with a view to compromise,

and to reconcile the contending parties, and thus to con-

tinue to hold a powerful influence, if not a controlling

one, over the whole. But when he saw that he had been

unable to prevent the secession of the Beaconites, and

that all his efforts towards it only threatened to recoil

upon himself, he apparently threw himself back into the

ranks of those, then numerous in the Yearly Meeting,

Avho professed to be standing for the doctrines of the

Society, though in reality, by that time, much mixed

and entangled with modern views. Having studiously

kept himself in the main current through the preceding

difficulties, he found it practicable for him to remain in

it, without giving up any part of the novel views which

characterized his writings and public declarations, and

without going any further than he had hitherto done,

towards founding his doctrines on the only sure basis,

the inward teachings of the Spirit of truth—the light of

Christ in the soul—which will never contradict the tes-

timony of Holy Scripture.

]\lanv Friends were far from beino^ satisfied that he

was sound in the faith, even when he came round and

professed his adherence to what he deemed the proper

doctrines of the Society; and some of them clearly saw

that the late schism of the Beaconites had resulted from

the very sentiments advocated in his published works.
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But as he now opposed the secession, and used strenuous

endeavors to keep the Society together, many of these

were willing to hope that he was drawing nearer to the

truth ; and the bulk of the members in England, who
greatly admired his popularity, and looked up to him

as a man of extraordinary qualifications, clung round

him in a body, and frowned down the open expression

of suspicion that all was not right with him.

It is wonderful, with what a fascination he held con-

trol of the sentiments of nearly all the members, and

turned them to the promotion of what he had in view

—

the establishment, in the whole Society, of a more popu-

lar way of religion than that which was revealed to and

promulgated by our early Friends. It is true that this

purpose was not confined to him, but was shared by

many others in common with him. Yet it is equally

true and manifest, that J. J. Gurney w^as the chiefly

prominent developer of the new system, the one whose

writings had given it an open and free start and impetus

in the Society.

And here, inasmuch as his name necessarily appears,

and nmst still necessarily appear, in much prominence

in this account of the sad things that have haj^pened

to us in these latter days, I believe I must, once for all,

disavow—as I do earnestly repudiate—any motives of

personal animosity or ill-feeling towards him as a man,

in the freedom with which I have believed it my duty

thus to treat his published sentiments and the public

tendency of his course. My early prepossessions, from

association and otherwise, were decidedly favorable to

him, being ignorant of his divergence from our ancient

principles. And when at length the conviction was
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fastened on my mind, that there really was this diverg-

ence, ^nd even contrariety, it ^vas (and has ever since

remained, so far as I know my own heart), without

any personal feeling, or the least willingness to injure

him or do him injustice, that I was constrained to

stand, with others, in an attitude of opposition to his

declared sentiments, and the revolutionary tendency of

his course*

In the spring of 1837, J. J. Gurney, having been

liberated by his Monthly and Quarterly Meetings to pay

a religious visit to America, opened his prospect in

the Yearly Meeting of Ministers and Elders in London,

for its sanction. Such a proposal on his part brought

some Friends into a narrow place. They apprehended

danger, from the novelty of some of his views
;

they

could not feel that the prospect was really owned by the

Shepherd of the sheep, as being of His own putting

forth ; but tiiey knew the powerful influence that was

around him, and a slavish fear took hold of some, lest

more harm might arise from opposing it, than by allow-

ing it to proceed. Some, however, were faithful to their

convictions of duty, and firmly opposed it. Among
these, none appear to have spoken more clearly than

Sarah L. Grubb
;
who, in the fear of her divine Master,

expressed her apprehension, notwithstanding J. J. Gur-

ney's talents, learning, and desire to do good, that he

needed a submission to more humbling baptisms of spirit

than he had yet had, to qualify him for the service;

adding that, in feeling after a riglit sense in regard to

the proposal, restraint had been the impression upon

her mind ; and she believed the language that ought to

VOL. I.—28
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go forth, was : The Spirit sufFereth it not now re-

peating this expression three times over.

Ann Jones expressed her cordial unity with S. Grubb's

remarks ; and similar views were expressed by George

Jones, John Grubb, Abram Fisher, Joshua Treffry,

and several other men and women Friends. An attempt

was then made by Josiah Forster and Hannah C. Back-

house,* to take oif from the weight of these objections,

by implying that the speakers had objected merely to

this being the rigid time; and, if the printed accounts

of what passed are at all reliable, the former, taking

advantage of a weak point in some of the objections,

went so far as to intimate, that for Friends to object, as

they had done, to the time, was entering intoJiuman rea-

soning; that they had simply to look at the thing itself,

and what was the mind of Truth upon it : but that to

judge about the time, was a departure from our spiritual

views ! Hannah C. Backhouse likewise, it seems, con-

sidered that they had nothing to do with the time; that

times and seasons were not at their command, but in the

Lord's hands (as if the simple sending forth of the ser-

vants, irrespective of time, was not quite as much so)

;

adding that she had been distressed and surprised, and

thought Friends, in objecting to the time, had lost sight

of the main object
;
spoke much of her sympathy with

J. J. Gurney in his conflicts of spirit ; and warned those

* See " Proceedings of London Yearly Meeting of Friends,"

1837. London: James Dinnis, 62 Paternoster Eow. The writer,

in quoting from this and other similar publications, only takes

them as containing statements of facts, now become matte?- of his-

tory, and of im-portant bearing; but would by no means be under-

stood as approving of the publications.
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who were opposing the concern, that it was very easy to

be led by the cunning enemy to mistake our own imag-

inations and prepossessions for the impressions of the

Lord's Spirit. All which was very plausible. She said

she believed that "the reasoner " was uppermost with

some present ; and that, under what she herself con-

ceived to be the true anointing, she believed their dear

brother ought to go to America.

Sarah Grubb desired that fi-iends should understand,

that what she had said was not grounded on any reason-

ing about the time; neither was it given her to see that

this concern would be right at- any future time. In

what she had said, she had simply in view to give the

message from the Lord in this matter, and what she be-

lieved to be the mind of the Spirit. In doing this, she

well knew that she must be given up to reproach, which

she desired to be enabled to bear. The language sounded

in her spiritual ear, was, The Spirit suffereth it not

now;" and it was not given to her on this occasion to

see into futurity.

Elizabeth Dudley spoke warmly in support of the

proposed visit. So did E. Fry, E. J. Fry, Samuel

Gurney, and ^yilliam Forster. Several on the other

hand objected to it; others again spoke in approbation;

but the opposition is said to have continued to the last.*

After considei'able time it was ])roposed by Jonathan

Backhouse and Josiah Forster, that a committee should

be appointed, to draw up a certificate; which was ac-

cordingly done; the purport of the minute being, '^that

the subject had obtained deliberate consideration, and it

* " Proceedings of Loiulon Yearly Meetinij," 1837, Dinnis,p. 11.
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was concluded to appoint a few Friends/' etc., naming

them.

Josiah Forster suggested a small addition to tlie min-

ute, that Friends had been united in desire to come to a

right conclusion. But the clerk, William Allen, replied,

that he thought, after all they had witnessed that morn-

hig, the less said, the better.

At the adjourned meeting, on the 3d of the sixth

month, to which the committee presented their essay of

a certificate, so great was the difficulty in coming to a

conclusion, that it is said the meeting continued for

nearly five hours, mainly occupied with this matter."^

Charlotte Burgess, of Leicester, early in the sitting,

solemnly warned those who were learned and rich as to

this world, to submit to the sword of the Lord, lest they

should be swept away by the besom of the Most High,

which she had seen to be in store towards this portion

of the Lord's heritage; and testified that the Almighty

required perfect obedience from his servants, in the ex-

ercise of their gifts; which was only to bp attained by

deep indwelling with the pure seed of life, light, and

salvation, and by submission to those baptisms which

would refine and make us as vessels of pure gold, fit for

the Master's use.

The proposed certificate being read, several Friends

who had objected to the concern at the former meeting,

now expressed that their views had not changed. John

Barclay, Jacob Green, Catherine Abbot, Sarah Harris,

Abigail Dockray, and several others, expressed decided

objections. The subject of J. J. Gurney's writings was

* Proceedings, published by Dinnis, p. 73.
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again and again brought forward, as an obstacle, and a

conference with him on that subject was proposed.^

Jonathan Backhouse, however, turned this aside, by al-

leging that this was not the subject before the meeting.

A number of members approved of his being set at

liberty; among whom John Allen, of Liskeard, said that

he had taken a private opportunity of conversing with

J. J. Gurney, who had cleared up several of his doubts.

Charlotte Burgess now said, that she had left the for-

mer meeting greatly burdened ; and now that Sarah

Grubb was absent (prevented by sickness), she dared not

but state to the meeting, that before S. Grubb opened her

mouth, she had herself received the very same words in

the secret of her soul, and she believed it to be the will of

the Most High, that The Spirit suffereth it not now.''

The same parties, generally, wdio had urged on the

proposal at the former sitting, with some others, gave at

this time their approval of the certificate; but the oppo-

sition to the concern is said to have been unabated to

the last.f It has been said that as many as twenty

members of that meeting manifested their objection to

the proposal ; and it is undeniable that a number more

were exceedingly tried and afflicted with it, but were

afraid to speak their sentiments. Lydia A. Barclay, for

one, felt condemned on this account for a long time, as

she acknowledged very feelingly in a letter to the author

several years afterwards, adding, however, that she be-

lieved she had experienced forgiveness.

At length the clerk informed the meeting, that he had

never felt equal conflict about any subject that had come

Proceedings, published by Dinnis, p. 74. f lb., p. 75.
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before that meeting ; but he thought, on the wliole, it

was the mind of the gi'eater i)art of those who had

spoken, that J. J. Gurney should be liberated ; and lie

should therefore sign the certificate. Jonathan Back-

house expressed a hope that Friends would be careful,

in writing to America, not to mention what had passed

in that meeting.

I have been informed (though my own memory does

not serve me in regard to it) that the certificate did not

mention that the meeting united with the concern ; but

that, after much unity had been expressed, it was con-

cluded to liberate^ etc., or words equivalent.

I have believed it right to enter into the above par-

ticulars of this important event, in order to show that

there really was so large, so weighty, and so persistent

an opposition to the concern, that nothing like unity

with it on the part of the meeting, as such, could be

assumed ; so much so, that most friends in the ministry,

we may suppose, would have declined to pursue their

prospect (one of so great importance) under such a man-

ifestation of uneasiness with it.

When Joseph John Gurney arrived in America, in the

autumn of that year (1837), he found us, to all appear-

ance, a united body. But a very different appearance

presented itself at his departure, after a visit of nearly

three years.

The same fascination attended his course, and opened

his way among Friends here, that had captivated the

minds of so many in England. Even many who had

professed, before his arrival, to have no confidence at all

in his soundness as a Friend, now, dazzled with his

character and outward attractions, gave themselves up
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to an implicit adherence to him as a minister, and to a

persistent and earnest advocacy of his claim to fulfil his

mission here, without obstruction on account of anything

he might have written or published before coming. The

plausible but shallow and untenable ground was as-

sumed, that it would be unwarrantable to " go behind

his certificate/' in calling him to account for views ex-

pressed or published previously; that his certificate

entirely cleared his way, unless he should spread un-

sound views in this country ; that we had nothing to do

with his printed books, or with questions of disciplinary

action belonging to London Yearly Meeting ; but that

it was our duty to receive him in the character of a

minister of the gospel, according to his certificate.*

This plea shut the mouths of very many, who found it

more comfortable to hide their own feelings of uneasiness

under it, than to expose themselves to showers of ob-

loquy by attempting to withstand his claims. And al-

though many stood aloof and avoided committing them-

selves to his support, and a few here and there openly

* The same flimsy objection, to "going behind his certificate,"

had been strongly urged, years before, in the case of Elias Hicks.

Yet the case of John Hewlett, of Khode Island, mentioned in

"Beck and Ball's Account of London Friends' Meetings," page

81, as having occurred in the early part of the eighteenth century,

shows that such a practice (where a certificate was wrongfully

given, or did not set forth the case correctly) was then considered

right. It is there mentioned that Friends in Philadelphia indorsed

on the back of J. Hewlett's certificate, when presented to them on

his visiting that city, the fact of his friends at home having erro-

neously stated him to be clear of marriage engagements, and their

opinion that he ought to have told them of the circumstance, that

he had, many years before (before he became a Friend), separated

from his wife, in England.
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showed their want of unity with him, yet he was at

once taken by the hand and helped forward by influ-

ential individuals, as if all had been unquestionably

clear.

Thomas Evans, who had been so well qualified for

usefulness in the Hicksian troubles, and who, some time

previously to J. J. Gurney's arrival, had seriously ex-

pressed to the writer of this, his apprehension " that a very

small inducement would suffice to lead him to accept a

bishop's mitre/' now proposed to accompany him on his

travels, and was only deterred from pursuing his Avish, by

the resolute opposition of his father, Jonathan Evans.

John Meader, of New England, in a season of sick-

ness, said that he had some writings of J. J. Gurney in

his possession, which he should keep as a testimony

against him if he should ever come to this country,

which he expected he would do. Yet he soon became

one of his most earnest advocates.

Stephen Grellet, who had been so favored and qualified

an instrument in his earlier life, but who had some time

before this returned from England with a cherished

persuasion (as he assured the writer with great satisfac-

tion and confidence, as he walked from the ship im-

mediately on his return), that J. J. Gurney was now on

the right side, having repudiated the Beacon party,

henceforth became his most influential advocate within

Philadelphia Yearly Meeting. Many besides, of whom
better things might have been expected from their

former professions and standing, soon gave away their

strength, and succumbed to his extraordinary influence.

If the Society had been in a healthy condition, measures

would undoubtedly have been at once taken, to advise
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him to return home, unless ho could have satisfied

Friends here that he was really in unity with our

ancient principles. But great weakness now manifested

itself among the members of the Select Quarterly Meet-

ing in Philadelphia, Avho had been so valiant against

the opposite errors of Elias Hicks ; and who ought now
once more to have stood in the gap, without fear, favor,

or affection, acting on the principle, that the maintenance

of the pure truth in the church was paramount to any

personal consideration, either for themselves or any

other man. Instead of this, Jonathan Evans and Caleb

Peirce stood almost alone among the male Elders, in

desiring that prompt and efficient measures might be

taken for that purpose.

His travels in the United States and the West Indies

were extensive and protracted, he not returning home

until the seventh month of 1840. It is by no means

needful here to go into a detail of his journeyings during

those three years, and the various engagements which

characterized his visit ; nor yet of the different occasions

in which he showed plainly that he was not one with

true Friends, nor his mind baptized into a true sense of

the awful weight of the work of gospel ministry in which

he professed to be engaged. He appeared to be aware

of the slippery nature of the ground on which he stood

in the Society in this land, and that many eyes were

upon him; and was accordingly very cautious as to the

epunciation of his novel views. These would however

at times escape him, notwithstanding all his care. I

may mention one instance coming very unexpectedly

under my own notice, which indeed had a particular

effect in directing my attention to the fact (not clearly
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known to me previously)^ that some at least of his

sentiments were at variance with the doctrines of our

ancient Friends. In a long discourse one evening to a

crowded meeting in the Arch Street house in Phila-

delphia, in the spring of 1838, he distinctly declared,

that " we are not to look to anything that we can

experience ivithin ourselves, for salvation, but we must

look to Jesus,'^ etc., following this with considerable

dilating on what our blessed Saviour had done outwardly

for us in that prepared body on the cross, but leaving

his inward work almost if not entirely out of view.

The writer was greatly startled, pondered over his words

again, to see whether he had mistaken him, or whether

the context, before or after, altered the one-sided tendency

of the statement; but found, to his alarm, that if J. J.

Gurney were right in this, then were all our early writers

grievously wrong ! The conviction of his unsoundness

was soon afterwards abundantly confirmed.

His ministry, generally, during his stay here, appeared

to be superficial, flowery, and ostentatious, with here

and there an affectation of something like the doctrine of

Friends; and this apparently graduated according to the

supposed degree of acceptableness of a sprinkling of such

doctrine to the audience. His sermons, for instance, in

Philadelphia, and in some parts of New England, etc.,

were much less tinctured with modernizations than in

many other places. At times they were calculated to

attract the admiration, or affect the emotional feelings, of

minds particularly susceptible to natural impressions

;

though by no means eloquent ; but they were always

and entirely (I believe) lacking the unction of the Holy

Spirit, or the baptizing authority and efficacy of the gen-
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nine flow of the gospel stream through rightly qualified

instruments. I think it may be said, th&t to the anointed

ear (which can ^^try words as the mouth tasteth meat^^),

his declarations in the line of either preaching or suppli-

cation, were formal, dry, and lifeless, though by many
who heard them they were thought to be beautiful.

It seemed as if, with but little exception, tlie delegated

watchmen had either been won over to connive at the

approaching danger, and even to help it forward, or had

become benumbed at their posts, and like the dumb
watch-dogs of old, "could not bark/' even to sound an

alarm. Yet there were exceptions, chiefly among those

somewhat young in life, or not in very prominent posi-

tions. Of these, there were a few in difl^erent parts of

Philadelphia and New York Yearly Meetings, who
could not hold their peace, being deeply affected with a

sense of what was impending upon the Society. In ]^ew

England also, a considerable number saw the danger,

and prepared to oppose its progress
;
among the fore-

most of whom were John Wilbur and Thomas B. Gould,

of Rhode Island, Seth Davis, Prince Gardner, and quite

a company of Friends on the island of Xantucket.

J. J. Gurney attended the Yearly Meeting of Xew
England, held at Newport in the summer of 1838. A
report had been put in circulation, that he had made

satisfaction to his friends in England in regard to the

exceptionable sentiments in his books. John Wilbur

however knew that this was not the case ; and soon took

an opportunity with him ; in which he plainly informed

him of the apprehensions of many Friends in regard to

such published sentiments, so extensively spread abroad

in the Society, and suggested the desirableness of his
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satisfying Friends in relation to such of his doctrines as

were not in conformity with our acknowledged princi-

ples so as to open his way among friends in this land.

''But instead of giving any encouragement of doing so,

he entered into a prompt defence and justification of all

his writings, without exception.''* In consequence of

this result of the interview, J. Wilbur believed it to be

his religious duty, as way opened for it, to caution his

fellow members against the unsound doctrines to be found

in those publications.

Thomas B. Gould, then quite young, but zealous for

the truth, felt it his duty also, at that time, openly to

testify against the unsoundness of J. J. Gurney's pub-

lished works, and to warn Friends of what he clearly

saw to be departures from tlie ancient groundwork of

the Society's faith. This drew upon him abundance of

obloquy and persecution. About the time of the Yearly

Meeting, J. J. Gurney came to his father's house in

Newport; and Thomas took the opportunity thus af-

forded, to declare to him his dissatisfaction with his

writings. The following is the substance of what passed

between them, after T. B. Gould had opened the subject.f

J. J. Gurney :
'' Oh, my dear friend, I did not come

here on that account at all; I only came to manifest my
love for thee and the family."

Referring to his writings, T. B. Gould said, ''There

are many sentiments in them, contrary to our acknowl-

edged principles and testimonies. I am exceedingly

dissatisfied with them. Wilt thou acknowledge that

* "Journal and Correspondence of John Wilbur," p. 276.

t "Life and Letters of T. B. Gould," p. 91, etc.
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there is unsoundness in them, and by so doing remove

the obstructions to thy service, that exist in ray mind

J. J. Gurney : "All that I have to say to thee, my
dear friend, is, that I have nothing to say on the subject

of my writings. I do not consider it to be my present

business ; I am here on another concern, and my mind

is very much exercised ^\ ith it."

T. B. Gould: "The minds of Friends in this country

are very uneasy in relation to much which thou hast

written—as well as myself—and it is a very serious ob-

struction to thy work and service If thou wilt

acknowledge that there is unsoundness in theui, and so

remove the offence, I believe there are those who would

receive thee with open arms."

J. J. Gurney: " ^ly dear, I feel a great deal of love

for thee, and I did when thou spoke in meeting the

other day. I admire thy candor and uprightness; but

I must decline entering upon the subject of my writings;

they are very extensive; and all I have to say to thee

is, that it is none of my business, and, to tell thee the

truth, 1 do not consider it to be thine."

T. B. Gould :
" If thou bring thy gift to the altar," etc.

[quoting the text]. " Thou ought to conform to this

precept, and deny such parts of thy writings as have

given uneasiness to me and a multitude of other Friends.

I do consider it thy duty to satisfy both me and them."

J. J. Gurney again made large professions of love for

him, put one arm around him, and laid the other hand on

his knee, in a fondling manner, and said, " All I can say

is, to recommend thee to the Master, to whom thou must

leave ?7ic;" and commenced some remarks by way of

preaching to him.
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T. B. Gould :
" It has been required of me to do what

I have done. My mind has been very deeply exercised

on the subject of the unsound doctrines promulgated by

thy books amongst us. It' has deprived me of much
sleep, and even affected my health.'^ He then appealed

tenderly to him to take away the ground of offence, and

thus open the way, which was now entirely closed. But

J. J. G. utterly refused, again and again, to enter into

any discussion, us he chose to call it, upon the soundness

of his writings, or to acknowledge unsoundness in them.

T. B. Gould replied to this : I wish no discussion ; I

have asked for no such thing, but only for thee to con-

demn such parts of them as are contrary to our acknowl-

edged principles, and have given Friends so much
uneasiness.'^

J. J. Gurney now manifested considerable disturbance

of mind, and again refused to make any concession.

T. B. Gould, after a short pause :
" I must say to thee,

that I am not satisfied with thy manner of preaching.

Thou puttest the ^ cart before the horse thou laborest to

induce a belief in the doctrines testified of in the Scrip-

tures, by the mere force of reason and argument, and

the bare reading or hearing of them ; and then speakest

of the gift of the Spirit as a consequence of that belief

or acceptance. This is contrary to that Scripture doc-

trine. For what man knoweth the things of a man, save

the spirit of man which is in him ? Even so, the things

of God knoweth no man, but the Spirit of God.' Now,

it was because of the absolute necessity for men and

w^omen to come to this Spirit, to have their understand-

ings opened, and their hearts quickened by its power, that

our ancient Friends labored to exalt the testimony to
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the true Teacher, and to bring them under his power

and teaching; and they well knew that when people

come to this ground and foundation, there is no danger

of their undervaluing the Scriptures, for it is impossible
;

the manifestation of the Spirit now, will not contradict

the revelation of the same Spirit in days that are past.

They knew it ; and I know it ; but thou, instead of

laboring to bring the minds of the people to the true

Teacher, who promised to teach His people Himself

those great doctrines and fundamental truths of the gos-

pel,—bringing in the Scriptures as a collateral evidence

and testimony to the truth of them,—thou goest about

to persuade peo[)le to accept them in ^simple faith/ or

to convince them merely by thy own powers of reason-

ing and argument; and boldest forth that the gift of

the Spirit is consequent upon that kind of belief or

acceptance. Xow this is contrary to the principles of

truth as professed by Friends.'^

J. J. G. appears to have been here brought to a stand,

by this plain and earnest appeal ; and could not deny

it ; but merely replied : 1 am satisfied of thy sincerity

and faithfulness, and am willing to be further instructed,

as a Christian should be.'^

Would that this moment of openness, when the spirit

of this man of learning was somewhat brought down
and reached by the power of Truth in a stripling, might

have been extended ; and that there had been then pres-

ent, Priscilias or Aquilas, faithful and deeply experienced

fathers and elders of the church, qualified to have im-

proved the opportunity, and "further instructed" him,

while he could have received their admonitions, as to
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the byways in which his feet were entangled, and in

which he was entangling others ! But he had his own
adherents with hira, and at this juncture others of the

same tendencies came into the room. J. J. Gurney put

on his hat, and seemed unwilling for any continuance

of the conversation on these subjects; and thus T. B.

Gould Avas prevented from fully relieving his mind of

the concern on his account.

1 have dwelt the more largely on what passed at this

interview, inasmuch as it unfolds the manner in which

J. J. Gurney baffled any attempt to bring his doctrines

into question, and displays the persistence with which

he declined to give any satisfaction to those who felt

deeply concerned in regard to his erroneous published

sentiments; who certainly had a right to apply to him

for satisfaction, or for a correction of W'hat they deemed

a departure from our characteristic principles, on the

part of one assuming the position of a " messenger of the

churches,'^ if not of an ^'apostle of Christ,'^ and undeni-

ably occupying a place of great influence for good or

evil among our people.

Since the spring of 1838, the mind of the writer had

been much and unexpectedly exercised with grief and

concern, on finding, as before related, that the views held

forth by J. J. Gurney in his ministry were not such as

he could unite with, or reconcile w ith the doctrines of

our ancient Friends. The minds of many members of

Philadelphia Yearly Meeting, and of some others, had

likewise become greatly disturbed; much excitement

was already the result of his presence among us; many

were exceedingly uneasy with him ; and others equally

glad of his company, and offering him much adulation;
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without clearly knowing, on the one part, the particular

features of his disagreement with the settled principles of

the Society, nor, on the other, what those settled princi-

ples really were. The writer's attention was now turned

to the very serious nature of the question, and the neces-

sity of knowing more distinctly, not only the ground,

but also the distinct points of difference, and Avhether his

writings (which, of course, were the public communica-

tion of his real sentiments—public property—and of great

public influence) were in reality so greatly at variance,

as was alleged, with the doctrines of our early and hith-

erto uniformly acknowledged authors. Under this view,

a close examination of his various books was under-

taken, with an earnest desire to be rightly assisted and

directed, in so important an investigation, by the needful

supply of that wisdom which is profitable to direct and

qualify for judgment. The result of several months'

attention to the subject was a clear and entire conviction,

not only that on several fundamental points of doctrine

his views (as expressed) were irreconcilable with the

principles of the gospel, held by Friends ; but that his

starting-point (so to speak) was one which Friends had

always earnestly testified against, as an inadequate basis

for the knowledge of divine truth, being evidently a

mere intellectual deduction, from study and human rea-

soning. The matter appearing to be thus clear and un-

deniable, and yet not generally very clearly understood;

and knowing that J. J. Gurney was well avrare of the

uneasiness of many Friends both in England and Amer-

ica, and also of the ground of it, especially as regarded

his published writings; the author believed it to be his

VOL. I.— 29
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place (with the advice and concurrence of a minister and

an elder with whom he was intimate),* to prepare, in

manuscript, a series of extracts from those publications,

on certain points of doctrine, contrasting them with ex-

tracts from standard works of the early Friends on the

same subjects. This Contrast was divided into twelve

main subjects, viz. : 1. The True Source of all Divine

Knowledge ; 2. Faith ; 3. The Universal and Saving

Light ; 4. The Gospel ; 5. The Scriptures and the Holy

Spirit ; 6. Justification ; 7. Imputative Righteousness
;

8. The Sabbath; 9. Prayer; 10. Worship; 11. The

Resurrection of these Bodies; 12. The Atonement;

on all which topics there appeared, more or less dis-

tinctly visible, a divergence from the well-known and

recognized views of the Society from the beginning.

This Contrast, becoming somewhat spoken of, was circu-

lated, in manuscript, among various Friends in and

about the city of Philadelphia; many of whom ap-

proved of it, while others were much (disturbed, and

greatly censured the writer.f It appeared eventually in

* Viz.: Alexander Dirkin and Samuel Hilles, of Wilmington,

Delaware, both of whom, at that time, earnestly participated in the

concern.

f This manuscript was made a plea for two attempts to procure

the disownment of its author. One of these was promptly met by

the late Henry Cope, who said, at once, "Tell him that, if they

disown thee, they may disown me also; for I will go hand-in-hand

with thee in the matter," -The other was set aside by Thomas

Stewardson, an elder of Arch Street Meeting, on the ground of its

hasty irregularity. It was also made a plea for turning aside the

intention of Daniel Wheeler, in compliance with an invitation

given him at the suggestion of the above-named Thomas Steward-

son, to make his home at the house of the author during his stay
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print, without the writer's knowledge, having been in-

corporated, with a few additions, as an Appendix, in

John AVilbnr's "Xarrative and Exposition."

On the 1st of the first month, 1839, Daniel Wheeler,

having spent about four years in visiting the islands of

the Pacific, and various parts of the Southern Ocean,

arrived at New York, on a visit to Friends in Xorth

America.* Although he had, during his absence in the

South Seas, had a sense that this journey would be re-

quired of him when the other was accomplished, and of

course at that time knew nothing of the intended visit

of J. J. Gurney to America, I have believed that a main

purpose of the Great Shepherd of the sheep, in sending

him to us at that juncture, may have been to counteract

in some degree the injurious, effects likely to ensue from

the visit of J. J. Gurney. How fiir, however, this pur-

pose was fulfilled, or how far it may have been frustrat-

ed by the circumstances by which D. Wheeler was

surrounded immediately on his arrival, and by which he

was entangled, is matter of serious question. Whilst

here, his ministry was sound in doctrine, and often ac-

companied by an evidence of the true unction of the

gospel. But he was caught hold of, and claimed, from

his first arrival, by those Avho were active in support of

J. J. Gurney, and who seemed determined to encompass

him themselves, and to interpose every possible obstacle

in Philadelphia—a change, whereby he became encompassed by

the supporters of J. J. Gurney. Yet he afterwards assured the

writer, that, in his opinion, the issuing: of that manuscript was en-

tirely justifiable, and could not bo called in question with safety to

the Society.

* "Memoirs of D. Wheeler,'' London, 1842. p. G91.
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to other association. This I know was at times oppres-

sively felt by him, but by submitting to their constant

pressure upon him, I have had sorrowfully to believe,

that his service here, which might have been eminently

beneficial, became more or less marred, and the full ef-

ficacy of his testimony for the ancient truth m some de-

gree diminished. To my certain knowledge, he had no

unity with the novel views and practices, and his mind

was burdened with the "leading strings" of the party

by which he was temporarily trammelled. But he had

uncommonly warm personal* attachments, and was slow

to believe unfavorably in regard to any, particularly

when plausible appearances of outward consistency were

assumed ; and he had not the resolution to make an o})en

breach through the entanglements. He saw and under-

stood the obstructions in the way of J. J. Gurney's being

admitted, among Friends of sound views, as one in unity

with the Society ; and advised him candidly, while they

were together in Philadelphia, that if he were so situated,

he would seek the advice of the Elders collectively.*

But this advice J. J. Gurney was not prepared to sub-

mit to.

Daniel Wheeler had evinced his sympathy Avith John

Wilbur, of Rhode Island, in 1835, in a long and confi-

dential letter from the island of Tahiti ; in which letter

he referred to some of the trials which had attended him-

self, near the time of his departure from England in the

" Henry Freeling,'' from the censure of some " in our

Society,'' who were rejecting an acquaintance for them-

selves with "the Master's voice" inwardly revealed, and

^ This he told me himself, only a few minutes afterwards.
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who, as lie said, were '^siich as highly disapproved of

John Wilbur's letters published by G. Crosfield.""^ And
in 1839, just a month after his arrival in America, he

wrote to John Wilbur affectionately from Philadelphia,

speaking of the trials of the present day, when those

things which make truly desolate, and destitute of tlie

Divine presence, stand where they ought not, in the

place which should be holy, instead of pure vital relig-

ion and lamenting the condition of " many at this

day," who were contenting themselves with " a mere

outward declaration of the glad tidings—without coming

to the heartfelt knowledge of this very gospel within

themselves "

—

" finding it more palatable to the creature

to be fed with pleasant food from the tree of knowledge,''

than to have the attention turned to that holy princi-

ple of gospel light wdiich shines in every heart."t

Daniel Wheeler was taken sick during his return

voyage from England, in the spring of 1840, Avhither

he had gone from America, the previous autumn, to at-

tend upon his dying son Charles. He was confined in

New York by illness about six weeks, and died there

on the 13th of the sixth month, in the 69th year of his

age.

Joseph John Gurney attended the Yearly Meeting of

New York in the fifth month, 1840; at which time

Jacob Green, a minister from Ireland, was also present.

The latter was exceedingly tried on account of the state

of things in this land, brought about by J. J. Gurney's

visit, and felt constrained to seek an interview with him

* "Journal and Correspondence of John Wilbur," p. 204. See

p. 240, of this volume.

f J. Wilbur's JournaJ, etc., p. 244.
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on the subject before leaving America. At this inter-

view, which occurred at the house of the hite AV. Bird-

sail in the city of New York, in the presence of two

other English Friends, Jacob Green opened his uneasi-

ness to J. J. Gurney ; and is said to have spoken so plainly

to him, that the latter at length intimated to him his

desire, that he would mind his own business. This cir-

cumstance was related to the author by a Friend who
was staying, at the time, at the same house. Jacob

Green returned to Ireland almost directly, saying to

some Friends, that he was fleeing for his life. J. J.

Gurney left America on his return home, in the seventh

month.

By the time that J. J. Gurney had finished his travels

in the United States, it had become evident that a great

breach had been made in the harmony of the body ; that

the Society was divided into two opposing classes ; one

earnestly advocating his claims to acceptance as a min-

ister in unity, and disposed to adopt his sentiments and

to fraternize Avith his adherents in England; the other

equally earnest in denouncing his opinions and the gen-

eral character of his ministerial course, as tending to

produce a fundamental departure from the ancient track
;

and indignant at the course of London Yearly Meeting,

in giving its sanction to these novelties, and throwing

such a firebrand amongst us, as his presence on this side

of the Atlantic had proved to be.

It may be said, that it was the London Yearly Meet-

ing of Ministers and Elders that was directly accounta-

ble for this, rather than the Yearly Meeting at large

;

inasmuch as it was that Select body which issued J. J.

Gurney's certificate for service in this land, notwith-
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standing the weighty objections made at the time, mainly

based on the erroneous nature of his published senti-

ments. But London Yearly Meeting itself had, in

1836, opened the way for his passing with facility; and

made a beginning in the line of discarding the ancient

principles of the Society ; when it adopted in its General

Epistle his favorite dogma, that the Bible is 'Hhe only

authorized record of divine truth or duty, "^/le ap-

pointed means of a knowledge of the blessed truths of

Christianity.^' Moreover^ in 1 847, it officially identified

itself with his erroneous system, by adopting and issuing

the Memorial concerning: him, which declared that from

his twenty-fourth year,"^ he '^maintained, with holy bold-

ness, the principles and testimonies of the Society,

through the remainder of his life;" and that in all his

undertakings '' he Avas actuated by a sincere desire . . .

to maintain, with unflinching integrity, the truth as it

is in Jesus.'' These words had indeed the appearance

of being introduced for the very purpose of giving to

his writings, to which they have especial reference, the

official sanction of the body.

The Yearly Meetings of Indiana and Carolina ap-

peared to be wholly under the influence of the spirit of

adulation of the man, and admiration of his ministry

and ways ; and many bitter reflections were cast upon

those friends of Philadelphia and elsewhere, who could

not join in with the popular current. Baltimore Yearly

Meeting had a few, and New York and Xew England

* His " first book " was published, according to bis own state-

ment, when he was thirty years of age, so that the above declara-

tion mnst include all his books. See his "Memoirs," vol. i p. 161.
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each a rather larger number of friends, who stood op-

posed to the new views and the claims of their author.

But in Ohioj Pennsylvania, and New Jersey, there was

a very considerable proportion of the members, at that

time, who were, by no means prepared to follow the

dangerous and delusive track
;
many of them being

clearly convinced that, if follow^ed generally, it would

lead away the Society from its original foundation. In

the country districts of Philadelphia Yearly Meeting,

particularly, there were still preserved many friends of

solid religious experience, as well as some in the city,

who were firm and decided in opposing the coming

danger. Among these were then to be found most of

the ministers and elders of that Yearly Meeting, and

likewise of the members of the Meeting for Sufferings

;

although some lamentable instances to the contrary were

already apparent.

In the succeeding volume, it is the intention of the

author, if spared and enabled for the work, to show how

the party of innovation, among those who had escaped

the devastations of the Hicksian defection, recklessly in-

augurated and carried on the work of an opposite schism,

in practice as well as in doctrine, by the persecutions

and disorderly excommunications pursued by them in

New England ; and how this course (by which they tore

the Society to pieces there) unavoidably spread schism

and separation in other parts ;—to develop afterwards the

sad effects of the rise and progress of a Laodicean s})irit

of compromise, conniving at that which was opposing
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the truth and revolutionizing the Society ; a spirit

which, conservative in its professions, and declaiming

indiscriminately against all separations as wrong under

any circumstances, was in reality disposed for peace at

any price/^ and thus produced weakness and dimness of

vision among its own advocates, and discouragement

and scattering amono- manv of those who were at first

more or less valiant for the ancient faith, and had begun

to stand against the innovations;—and finally, with a

brief review of the lapsed condition of those who hav^e

adhered either to the Hicksian system on the one hand,

or to the more modern or Gurney s}'stem on the other,

to endeavor to indicate to the reader the grounds for the

conviction, that although honest-hearted individuals may
be found on one side or the other, through weakness or

io^norauce of the true state of the case, clino-ino; to each

of the two great schismatic bodies whose origin has been

here portrayed
;
yet that in so far as any may sanction,

by co-operation or connivance, the standing of either of

those bodies, or recognize them as bodies of Friends,

they are sanctioning and promoting that which is not of

the Truth, but a system more or less directly, but really

and vitally, opposed to the religion of our forefathers

;

that thus, in short, they are united in profession, not

with true Friends, or " the people called Quakers," but

with a schismatic body.

EXD OF VOLUME FIRST.
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